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FOREWORD

The_Proceedings from the Council for Exceptional Ch_ildreni_s_ -Frst Wit Urfa -1
Confere -nc-e th-illSe of Microcomputers _in Special Education reflects much

_ of the state-of-the-art.application of microcomputer technology; The need
for_basic workshops on microcomputer use and for information on practical
applications of computers in special education was reflected by the over:-
whelming turnout at the March 1983 conference in Hartford; Connecticut:_
People from all over the United States as well as Canada, Australia, and
Europe attended this conference. The turnout was so large that many
presentations were repeated at least once and many twice during the
conference;

Primarily due to the proliferation of low -cost computers in education
and society, it is not surprising that there is an enormous demand for
information regarding the applications and use of computers in the field
of special education; These proceedings provide up-to-date information in
a different format than other recently published books. These are specific
applications rather than theory. It will serve as a sourcebook rather
than a textbook;

Computer usage in spqpial education is a naturaIextension of_instruc-
tion because of the many similarities among the characteristics of com-
puters,_ instructional methods used in special education, and the learning
characteristics of handicapped children; These similarities include the
ability to individualize and to provide needed repetition and the cam-
puter's infinite patience in drill and practice. The computer can also be
programmed using the principles of applied behavioral-analysis to provide
consistent and systematic feedback and reinforcement for children. Another
similarity is in the logical sequencing used in programming_computer soft-
ware and the- special education instructional methods of skill sequencing
and task analysis. .The computer is an ideal medium for defining and
objectively measuring progress toward mastery criteria in instructional
tasks, allowing teachers to collect and analyze more data on student
performance than previously possible within the parameters of their
classroom;

These'proceedingsrepresent an initial attempt to provide special
educators with current information regarding microcomputers and their
Utilization in special education. Presenters were asked to submit
information for inclusion in this book; Two levels of submissions were
available for presenters. They could either provide a brief abstract of
their session or provide_a more detailed paper for the proceedings. Com-
mercial presentations and information from exhibitors were requested as_
well as inforTat ion from progranl participants ED numbers at the end of
some'papers_indicate that the paper is also_in the ERIC Data Base, ERIC

Ments may be ordered in microfiche or paper format from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (ERRS) P.O. BOX 190, Arlington, VA 222 -0.

In- organizing the proCeedings we have_presented them_thematically
several reasons. First, this format provides a practical means of
information retrieval, because most readers -will be interested in a
particular application ofi Microcomputers_in'special education. Second;
thematic categorization of the papers helpsyrovide _a -basis to compare and
synthesize the information availablein the proceedings. We ha've also
chosen to present detailed papers at the beginning,of each section
followed by input and output briefs. The input and output portion of each

A



section includes brief abstracts of information presented at the con-
ference. The Table of Contents provides an overview of the thematic
categories included in the proceedings. These sections are "Overview of
Microcomputers in Special Education"; "Computers in Special Education
Management"; "Teacher Training"; "Instructional Applications with
Computers"; "Computers as/Tools"; and "Commercial Resource."

The overview section presents broad topics of microcomputer applica-
tions in special education. It includes the two keynote presentations
from the conference as well as other presentations of wide interest. The
management section presentsmaterial directed towardcomputer-assisted_
management and compuier-managed instruction; it should be of interest to
bOth teachers and adinistrators. The teacher training section is directed
specifically toward teacher literacy in the use_of microcomputers;_as

.

opposed to "Instructional Applications of Computers," Section 4; which
discusses training children in computer literacy and resents some of the
instructional uses of microcomputers with exceptio al ildren. The tools
section_ discusses the use of; computers as tools by hands apped in1ivid-
uals. Although teaching exceptional children to use the microcomputer as
a tool could be incorporated in the previous_section;.th use of the
compOta as a prosthetic or adaptive tool differentiates this material
from instructional applications in computers.

The sixth and final section of the proceedings is the commercial
resources section. This section provides information from commercial
developers and presenters related to their particular hardware and
software and provides information on how to obtain these materials.

_

vi

Michael M. Behrmann
Liz Lahm

March 1984



SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION:' OVERVIEW OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Section 1 includes five articles providing generic information regarding
computer use tn,specialedutation; Included are the two_keynote addresses;
a discuss-ion of the need, for computer literacy in special education, an
introducttry paper regarding the uses of computers in'special education;
andfinally some software marketing considerations for special education
software;

The first, article is the first keynote speech for the confereL;
Hofmeister begins by trying to place the microcomputer and the computer
into perspective in the current social environment; He discusses the broad
educational implicatioai of computers and microcomputers in society and
the impatt of compukers on the learning process. The mabor portion of
this document addresses the special education applications of micro- -

computers, including tool applications of microcomputers. Topics included
are (1) computer-assisted instruction; highlighting_drill-and-practice
programs and tutorial programs; (2) general implications of_computer- _

assisted instruction; (3) management and administrative implications of
computers_in special_education;_(4) computer-managed instruction; and (5)
computer literacy. The paper closes with a discussion of the computer and
the changing role of the teacher in special education.

The second keynote presentation addresses the future of education and '

the microcomputer revolution. Bitter_begins_with a review of recent
developments and the increasing momentum of technological change facing
society. Current computer applications in special education are high-
lighted; using a variety -of specific examples of programming implemented
in the author's state. A discussion of computer literacy and the need -to
develop a school-based curriculum for computer literacy follows. In clos-
ing; thoughts on future innovations that are likely to- affect education in
general and special education in particular are presented.

The last three articles in this section address computer literacy;
implementation; and software development. Cain discusses. the importance
of providing daily computer literacy skills activities for mildly and
moderately handicapped individuals. He highlights how handicapped people
use the computer as a communication tool; a prosthetic devices a problem-
solving tool; and finally a reci-eational tool; In a series of presenta-
tions Taber and Hannaford discuss-literacy, microcomputer systems;
requirements for implementation of the microcomputer into educational
systems;_and specific uses for the microcomputer in special education.

-They include methods of evaluating microcompAr hardware and_so_4_ware.;_:
Fuchs looks at computer software marketing zonsiderations foFV"£ elifiraf
software developers; He notes -the futors,that commercial producers of
software are aware of when reviewing software for possible commercial
publication. These include marketing distnoibutiops; patterns for soft-
ware; analysis of consumer demands for the software; analysis of what is
quality, and how quality affects software. The implications of future
developments in technology and planned obsolescence of today's software is
also discussed.
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THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR IN THE INFORMATION AGE

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Alan M. Hofmeister
Dean,_School- of Graduate- Studies UMC--.09
Utah State .University
Logani.igtah- 94322

INTRODUCTION: THE UMBRELLA PHENOMENA

The major purpose of this conference is to share information on the
applications of the microcomputer'fb special education. Before we can
discuss microcomputer applications; we must place the computer in
perspective. Contrdry_to many statements in the press and hbtWithStanding
Time's award (Time, 1983) to the computer as the machine of the year; the
major phenomenii7fhat we_are witnessing_is not a computer revolution. The
major phenomenon is the birth of -the infatmatibh age. We teOreSeht the .
last generation of the industrial age. The pupils coming to school are
the first generation of the information age; When_today!s eighth - graders
take their place in society,-75 percent of theiiiWill bq inVblVed in
infb<mation-telated industries..

We are participating in a massive change in the structure of society.
For thOse ofuswhose_life span will include the:transition between these
two ages-7the industrial and the informtion age- -this is indeed a time b
wonder; challenge, and confusion. Like the adolescent caught_between
thildhood and ,adulthood we are experiencing -that strange mixture of
exclIt.ement and confusion as some of our ttaditiOnal teferehte points dis-
solve and we try to determine which of the new directions has substance
And which are shallow-seductive facades.

By a5sighin, the information_age the role_of_umbrella phenomenon; I in
"no way_want to belittle or minimize the impact of the computer; The
computer is the major tool of the information age, By a serious study of
the tomputer we can_get glimpses of the nature of the coming WOrmation
age and of the potential impact5 on us a5 ihdiVidUalS..and sutiAy as a
whole. -.=

BROAD EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
)

One of the lessons that we have. learned ftbM P.L. 94-142 is that we are
educators first and special educators second. We cannot hope to -serve the
handicapped population effectively if We lose sight, of the overall mission
of the educational profession. One of the primary impacts of the informa-
tionage on the_education_profession as a whole is tied to a dramatic,
change in the way we approach the storage; retrieval, and applitatiOhl'Of
information. We were raised in an age when much of the critical knowledge
that we- gained in_school could be contained,in a_few textbooks. Most of
this knowledge stayed viable fdt yearS after we finished the formal educa-
tidri process. The rapid expansion of our knowledge base is such that the
notion -of the textbook as a source of information for futute use is both
obsplete and debilitating for the pupils taught under suchassumptionsf



rhelfchallenge of all educators is_to help our Oupils survive_ in a world
whero the information that they will need does not exist. The prep.-ration
of pupils., to- access and apply information that does not.exi.st is a liask
that is new to most educators.

As special educators,. we face the same problems as regular educators.
Wo do not know for sure what the societal challenges will be for the
population of special.education students prsently in'our charge. The
,advent .of_thu industrial age_created mAjor changes in the life style_of
individuals in the late nineteenth century. These changee had a profound
impact on the quality of life of the handicapped in society. With the
industrial_age carne the_emphasis on asylums; state hospitals,. and central-
ized fatilitieS. Such facilities were necessary to care fOr handicapped
individua)s whose traditional support systems had been dissolved or
diSrupted as the more flexible; rural rife styles disappeared and previous
caretakers moved to full-time employment in the factories:

What changes will occur as a result of the information age? We can
only hypothesize. We can gain only glimpses. There ate those who would
suggest that the massive emphasis on technology and science associated
withthe information age will make society so complex that the power in
society will be vested in that percentrage of the population that has the
knowledge aneskills to manipujaIe information management tools_such as
computers. There are others who suggest that the technology will make
life so simple that everything will be user-friendly; we will not have to
think that hard, and the computers will take care of many of the stressful
activities occupyikour time. This latter vision chills the blood of
some individuals concerned about_the intrusive nature of the information
age. They view the abdication of our faculties to think, plan, and search
as an abdication of our humanity{

How can we prepare to fulfiVi our professionl obligations 1%the face
or such conflicting projection's? As we receive these messages from the
futurists, we should be wary of developing a sense of inevitability and
helplessness. We should view the process as an evolution and not a
revolution; There is one clear course of action that is open to us. If

we build our info;-mation management skills, if we develop our ability to
manage the tools;of the information age, we will be much better prepared
not only to develop and assess future courses of action; we will be able
to direct the course of the future.

It is the development of these skills related to the computer that is
the major reason for our participAtion in this conference. The term com-
monly applied to the acquisition of these skills is computer_literacy:
The possession, or latk,2of such computer litei.aby as it applies to our
own_profession will determine_whether we are passive:recipientsor active
participants in the information age.

THE LEARNING PROCESS

It has been a well-documented fact that many of the handicapped individuals
our;society assume their greatest visibility_during their school years.

There have been'a number of explanations given for this Some would say
that it is a function -of our statistical processes in that we tend to keep
better statistical data on school-age pupils than other members of the
population. Some .skeptics would say that it is understandable in view of
tbe_special education profession's propensity for empire building. I

prefer to think that a major reason for the visibility of so many handi-
capped individuals is that'we have placed them in a substantial learning
environment(: Many of these 'individuals are handicapped. because they do
not adapt to the learning process as well as their peers.

3
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A deViqliiping_Charatteistic of the information age is an emphasis on a
lifelong learning process. One of the more perceptive observers Of tech-
nological impacts on society is O. K. Moore, the developer of the "talking
typewriter "_irltine middle 1960s. With regard to the impact gif the new
OchoolOgies on society he and Ahdorson (Moore and Ah4erSen, 1969) made

the following observations:

We think that One important result Of thiS tecliliOin-ciinl leap is
that we are in transition from what we have called a "performance"
society to a "learning" society.__In a performance society, it is

reasonable to assume that one will practice in adulthOod skills
which- are acghired.in youth.. . In contrast; in a learning
Society,,it is not reasonable to assume that one Will practice in
adulthood the SkillS Whith Were atguiged as a youth. Instead; we
can expect to have S'everal distinct careers within the course of
one lifetime. Or if we stay within one occupational field,,it
tan be7taken fair granted that it Will be fundamentally transformed
several times,In a_learning society, education is a continuous
process--learning must go onAnd on and on Ahydife who either
Stops or is somehow. prevented from further learning is reduced
thereby to the status of an impotent bystander;

We assume that the_shift_from a performance to a learning society
calls_for a thorough.-going transformation of OUr OdUtational
institutions- -their adMiniStration, their curricula, and their
Mi,Ahods___of_instruction. 'Education must -give priority to_the
acquisition of a flexible set of highly abstract conceptual
tools. . . . What is required is the inculcation of a deep;
dynamit,_conceptual grasp of fundamental matters-- mere- technical
virtuosity within a fixed frame bf referehte is 'not only insuf-
ficient, but it can be a positive harrier to growth. Only sym.
bolic skills of the highest abstractness; the greatest generality,
are of utility in:coping with radical change. (pp. 583-584)

SPECIAL EDUCATION APPLICATIONS OF OCROCOMPUTERS

With the broad implications of the doVelOpingOnfOrMatiOn age in mind,__I
would like to turn to the specific applications of the microcomputer in
special_education._ In Special education there are four major areas of
application: (1) tool applications, (2) teiii0iite=aSsiSted instruction
(CAI), (3).computer-managedinstruction (CMI); and (4) computer literacy:

Tool Applications

The tool applications that I particularly want to addreSS in Special
education are those where the pupil uses microcomputer technology as a
personal_assistive device. Examples of this include the gifted child
using_the computer to help solve a mathematical equation; the learning
disabled:childusing word processing and related:programs to analyze
,spelling and grammatical_ errors; the visually handicapped pupil using
electronic aids to translate print into synthesized speech; the deaf child
andthespeech-impaired pupil using the microcomputer -to translate typed-in
information into synthesized speech; and the physically handitapped child
using microcu4uter technology to activate muscles that have damaged,neural
connections.

These electronic personal assistive device5 have made dramatic changes'
in the_quality of life of a number of special education pupils; This is
an exciting -and growing field that.haS -,J1Kedy yielded rich returns for
comparatively modest investments. As Vanderheiden (1982) observed: .

I



lhe pa..t. few years have witnessed a tremendous increase in the
numherot individuals and small groupsJnvolved in-the develop-
ment lit for disabled Persons; Microcomputers -have,
-1w/on individual desi6ners who don't have access to extensive
lahorajory_and production facilities; _the capalility of.developing
lophitAieatod electronic aids. (p. 136)

the major _contribution of these electronic :aids las been to the sensory
And motor litindicapped members of the special education population.

i(mmuter-Assisted Instruction

Without wtshing to detract or-minimize the value of the personal assistive
dftices to which I. have just referred; it shouldlbe noted that the special
education groups who benefit most from these devices represent approxi-
mately 1 percent of the school-age handicapped population. The visually
inwirod; the deaf; the hard of 'hearing; the .physically and_othewise _
impaired, and the multiply handicapped comprise approximately 7 percentof,
the school7age handicapped population- The remaining 93 percent ts made
up of the learning. disabled, the speech impaired, the mentally retarded,
And the emotionally disturbed (U.S. Department of Education, 1982).

Of'primary concern for tpe-majority of the special education pupils in
our cat, will be the. relationship_between the instructional -applications
of the computer aodthe needs, of the special education papil. The most
prevaleiq application of the microcorripter in instruction is in computer-
assisted instruction CAI programs are generally discussed in two
categories: drill-and-practice and tutorial programs.

Drill and Practice. Drill-and,:practice CAI programs are -the most_used_and
pr7obilTTYCile-mnoSt criticized of the different types of CAI products. Some
of the criticism is justified because many of the poorer software programs
are drill-and-practice programs. Beginning CAI software programmers often
begin with drill-and-practice programs because these programs are short
and often do not require sophisticated programmio.g skills. The result has
been a large volume of pdbrly written products that confuse the naive
user; anger the sophisticated user, and embarrass the authors as they
become more skilled in CAI development;

Drill-and-practice programs are the flashcards of CAI; to the extent
that there is a place for flashcard-like activities in the classroom;
there is a place for good drill-and,practicelsoftware. Although few,
people would question the need for_drill and practice in_ subject. areas
such as typing, some do object to thestimulus-response type -of instruction
in other curriculum areas. It should be remembered that to function at
higher cognitive levels; certain preliminary skills must be automatic.
Pupils cannot do, quality creative.writing irthey are consciously fumbling
with the subskills'of spelling and punctuation. Long division cannot be
done quickly and accurately if the subskill of subtraction is not mastered.
Drill-and-practice programs have an important place and are most appro-
priately_used (1) for subject matter that needs to be well mastered to
facilitate the effective_ performance of higher level skills; (2) after the
concepts related to the skill have been taught, and (3) just before the
application of these skills to higher levels in the curriculum hierarchy. I

The prbblems with drill-and-practiCe CAI are mostly problems of teacher
management rather than computer-related problems. Drill-and-practice
activities that are used as a substitute for the necessary teaching of_the
underlying concepts as well as drill that is not followed by meaningful:
applications of the skills are inappropriate uses of drill and_practice;
regardless of whether a computer is involved. The issues relating to the
inappropriate use of drill and practice were well summarized in a study

12
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The results do not call the curriculum itself into question; but
instead; they challenge a fundamental assumption of any drill -and
practice _oach; That students bring with them to the drill
experience s e prior understanding of the exercise topics. These
results would_ em to.be a strongsargument for closer integration
of Oassroom te ching with any curriculum that, provides drill.and
practice, and f r a Careful analysis and assessment of the pre-
requisites nece s.ary for children to obtain maximum benefit .from
a drill-and-pra tice curriculum.. Perhaps with vxposure to
fundamental concepts and models prior to extensive drill -and-
practice; such curricula can exert even greater positive impact
on 'Student achievement. (p. 31)

Theoverlearning ofiskills is an important practice.in special-edaa-
tion. We have been highly dependent on good drill-and-practice activities.
The microcomputer hol of adding considerably more instruc-
tional resources; Here lies dilemm The more attractive and effective
the activity, the more it frees the tea er; aR4 the_more the teacher will
be inclined to overuse it. Furthermore; the more a teacher overuses drill
and practice, particularly as a substit to for tutoring in the concepts
underlying these activities; the small r the contribution that the -drill
and practice will make. A good CAI dr 11-and4practice mogram is like a
sharp axe. When properly applied in i1lfu4 hands; it will make a major
contribution. Improperly applied by; not ftiaj<=4;satand its

-erole and contribution in the instructnaT Otecess',' m mockery
of good instructional practices.

,TutariAl__Programs. One of the ch racteristics that we generally attribute
to the good special education tea h0^ is that of_an insightful; empathetic;
and effective tutor; CAI tutoria programs should, therefore, be of major
interest to the special educator. CAI tutorial programs hold considerable
promise for the'special educator. Because the majority of special educa-
tion pupils are served in regular class settings, where teacher-pupil ratio
is not as advantageous as it often is in separate special edUcation
classes; any technology that has the potential of- increasing the level of
personalized instruction should be thoroughly explored.

There are three different types of tutorial programs. The most common
approach is to use the theoretical structures and procedures from program-
med learning materials. In a programmed learning approach the subject
matter is- organized into instructional sequences, usually in a hierarthital
Manner. These programs stress active 'responding by the student and make
extensive use of feedback And the branching to previous material or alter-
native sequences when student mastery criteria are not being met on
_specific 'ectives:

Simulation. Another approach, these programs typically include some
elements Of the programmed learning tutorial approach. _Central to the
program:ris_some simulation of an environmental event. It may be a
chemistry experiment, the movement of travelerson the Oregon Traili_or
the prediction_of a volcanic eruption. ,Such simulation of real events can
create_a powerful instructional experience. One,ofAhe best examples of
theivalue of simulation is that used for flight, trainers. This program is
used in the initial stages of instruction; as_an alternative to actual
airplane flying; This program saves personnel time, equipment costs, and
oilot lives. Simulation-based tutorials are invaluable where real-Tife
events arp too expensive; too dangerous; or too difficult to create or
observe.

t
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-,----, yam- tw
programs are popular in medicine, geblogy, chemistry, and education.

One oftheJnost popular artifical-intelligence-based approaches is the
knowledge-based expert system. The intelligence of the human tutor is
built the system through the identificatidnofspecific rules or
heuristics: Typically these rules are identified thrOUgh obsg,rviog
interviewing an expert. Some of these systems contain over aithousand
separate rules that were identified after months of interviewing and
observation of experts, These programs are expensive to develop, and the
memory and speed requirements jor-f_e host computer are such that few were
designed for_microcomputers; 'Hower; within-the last few yearst,seve-ral
intelligent tutoring programs have been transferred to microcomputers.

,

I_would liketo_exemplify. further the difference between the tradi-
tional approach to CAE and ihtelligent tutoring systems. At Utah State
University weare_completing an interactive videodisk program to assess
the math skills of- mildly .ItandiCapped pupils: The system tonSiStS.bf a
microcomputer, a videodisk, and a touch-sensitive color monitor. :.Attached
to the microcomputer are two disk drives and a printer.

Thecomputer_presents questions in audio and color video on the screen;
The pupil_responds by touching an object or answer alterhatiVe.bh the
screen. The computer monitors pupil responses and, when a pupil makes
three consecutive errors in one curriculum _strand; branches to- another:
The microcomputer can be programmed to cohd-uctthe assessment in English
or Spanish.The_logicis_atraditional approach in that decisions are
made b-aced on _a standard formula; e.g. branch to another strand after
three consecutive errors.

.

After we collect sufficient information -about how pupils perform in
different curriculum areas, it Will be possible to make the decisions much
more "intelligent." The computer;_ rather than branching after three
errors; would assess the probability of future questions being prbdUttive.
This would be done by collecting information on the skills the student
brought to the testing, situation; performance to_that_point, as well as
other variables related to performance. This pupil information would then
be compared_with the_ information stored in_the computer on the behavior of
other pupils_who.were previously tested.. A decision Would be made based
on probability. statistics, whether further testing In a given strand
hierarchy would be productive.

Ih a similar manner the computer samples the pupil's performance on
selected English. and Spanish items and decides whether the pupil should be
tested in English or Spanish.

One intelligent. tutoring system with clear implications for special
education is th6 "Buggy" program (Brown and Burton, 1981). This program
helps individuals identify common arithmetic ,computational errors. Buggy
and other intelligent tutoring systems offer(promise for the following
reasons:

1. They tend to focus on critical skills; Although- not-comprehensive
like traditional programmed learning-based tutorial CAI programs, the
skills_onwhich they do_focus are usually gateway skills.

2. Because these programs tend to focus on errors; they are Of CbhSid-
erable interest, to special educators who are looking for ways to
clearly identify and remediate errors.

3; The development of an intelligent tutoring system requires an extensive
study of tutor/pupil interactions: Information of this kind will not

1 ,1



A few general comments, regarding the total field of:computer-assisted
ins.truction are in order; J;irst; I become concerned when I observe
educators relatively new taeicomputers becoming overly impressed with and
intimatediby CAI to-the extent that they start to lose confidence in their
instructtkial techniques; There is nothing in the research literature to _

suggest that computer-assisted instruction is the best form of individ.
utilized instuc-tion. Indeed the literature (1-1-a-7-Tley; 1977) suggests that
although compAkrassisted instruction is generally better than other
:approaches such a% programmed learning,and individual learning packages;
it usually comes t econd to structured tutoring approaches such as peer:,
cross-age, and a tutoring.

For_r?Iany people; computer applications in education are synonymous
with CAI. This misconception is unfortunate for at least two reasons.
First; it fails to recognize the_issue_of computer literacy and the need
for the computer to be seen in its full societal role as a tool of the
information age. Second, computer-assisted instruction is a developing
area and subject to considerable variation in product quality: To adiwocate
or criticize all computer applications in education on the basis of the
present liate of the art of CAI would be most unwise. Advocates_of CAI
must- realize that we will do a disservice to both student and CAI by sug-
gesting that CAt is the best and only approach to individualized instruc-
tion. Critics must be sensitive to the fact that CAI is still in its
infancy; to condemn because there are some poor products may inhibit the
development of ttie field aild our chance to learn what contributions are
possible;

.

COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

Of the several applications of the computer to education; computer- managed
instruction (CMI) is probably the least visible and least discussed.
Althdugh the fortbnes of CAI have fluctuated; CMI has been making guie
'substantial contributions to education; With its emphasis on the i
manage<ent of instruction-related information rather than the direct 4

teaching pupils, CMI may be_the most cost-effective example of the,
application of _computers to instruction;

A basic responsibility of all teachers;_and the special education
teacher in particular, is-the development of an individual program for
each child and the monitoring of the child's progress through that
individual program; The use of the computer to support the prescription
and monitoring of indiviloal programs of study represents one of the
oldest an most extensive applications of the computer in education.

Burke 1982) has defined CMI as the systematic control of instruction
by the computer. It is characterized by testing; diagnosis; )earning
prescriptions, and thorough record keeping." We can see in this definitiOn
a clear and strong relationship between computer-managed instruction and.
the special educator's IEP responsibilities.

I became most impressed with the potential of CMI;after serving as an
external evaluator for the GEMS project; GEM is an anachronym for_
goal-based educational management system. I waS developed in the Jordan
School District_i a large; rapidly developing; urban school district south
of Sal Lake City.

4
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structure, vocabulary, comprehension, study skills, and affective reading.
Within these strands were some 200 goal units. Each goal unit was further
divided into specific objectives. As the students completed units of
study, they were tested; if mastery were achieved, they moved on. If

mastery -were not achieved; alternate learning strategies were identified
and implemented. Because the computer contained all the preassessment and
postassessment information or each pupil; the'Aeacher could call for a
range of computer reports on the progress of'individuals or groups;

The reference to the computer 'providing an essential research base
reflects a major, yalue of CMI. By analyzing the progress -of students,
through the specific curriculum units, staff at the school and district
level were able to identify areas of weakness. The information was used
to remediate these weaknesses. Alternative teaching strategies were °
developed; curriculum sequences were revised, instructionpaLli materials were
changed; and in-service training programs were developed; Ahe effect of
these changes was then monitored by using the computer to analyze the
achievement gains of pupils. Ineffective practices and materials were
replaced. What resulted was a continuous process of intervention, evalua-
tioniand program revision. In- the GEMS project the effect of this process
was s-bstantial; Within a two-year period; the - average reading compre-
hension score had jumped 10 percentile points, from 45 to 55, and the
average vocabulary, score jumped 21 percentile pointsoefrom 45 to 66. One
of the. impreAive findings in the data was that all populations - -the high
performing pupils, the Title I, and those with learning problems--
benefited;

The GEMS project was able to demonstrate impressive accomplishments at
a modest cost and has been replicated in a host of_other districts and
states. It must be remembered that the presence of computerized banks of
data on pupil achievement is of little value by itself. There must be a
commitment by the teachers and administrators to use the data to help
direct improvements. This sense of self-evaluation and professional
accountability was present in the Jordan School__ District staff and was the
major factor responsible for the success of GEMS. The computer was a
tool--a tool that was used with skill and sensitivity to make a significant
improvement in the achievement levels of thousands of pupils;

On of the interesting_aspects of_the GEMS project was the general-
i2ability of the model, which followed a classical computer-managed
instruction_ model and was designed basically for all students. The
characteristics of the model and its implementation were such that it
fdllowed closely the requirements of an individualized educational program.

The success of a CMI program is highly dependent on the manner ifn
WhiCh the staff view the data generated by such a program; There are,two
ways that we can approach that data. We can view the data as an end
product in ilk elf. For example;_under P.L. 94-142 we have a requirement
to monitor individualized education programs. The presence of data is
evidence that monitoring has occurred. The otter alternative is to view
..the data not as an end product but a steppingstone to program improvement.
Ih special education we have a large number of computerized programs
designe'd_to facilitate the management of individualized education programs.
Some oT these computerized IEP programs have been instituted to reduce the
paper work burden.

4
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-accuuntaoility ana conducts the necessary record keeping for the estab-
lishment of individualized,programs of study and the monitoring of these
programs. An interpretation of the extra. paper work complaint from such a
teacher is essentially that an effective record keeping- system is already
installed and the te4thpr does,not wish to beibdthered with additional
record keeping.

Another.interpretationof the extra paper wdrk-complaintccomes from
the teacher who is not conducting functional record keeping and feels
highly uncomfortable with theoccountability pressures asNciated with IEP
paper work. The interpretation of the extra papee-Work complaint from
this teacher ts essentially one of "I don't want_to be involved -in any
activities-hat will 'force me to be accountable for my instructional
behav3ors.V '

, .. .

Given the existence of these two approaches, it should come as no
surprise that the i ralementation of some computerized IEP programs has not

;1cfacilitated the pro fissional accountability spirit bphind the_law. In
somel implementatioq the computerized IEP has facilitated the segregation
of record-eeping alid,classroom practices;

One advantage of many computerized IEP systems is that; for those who
care to look, some interesting information_can_be found. Some skeletons
in the professional clout become alarmingly visible. As a profession; we
have some large gray areas in our practices relating to identification;
assessment;_placement; and program preparation. This has little to do
With P.L. 94-142 but reflects rather the infant_ nature of special educgtion
as a discipline. If you care to analyze some_of the computerized IEP
records and compare them with classroom practices, you will find in certain
school districts a rather alarming number of inconsistencies. You will
find that screening information does not always match assessment
procedures; that assessment information is not always consistent with
pupil classification and program recommendations; and that classroom
practices are not always consistent with IEP program information.

It is clear the computerized IEP does_not always function as an
implementation of the_ information sage; It is somewhat analogous to a
stone-age itizen using an outboard motor as an anchor for a raft. What
we have done is move our paper records into the computer; We are treating
the computer as an unintelligent file cabinet. The computer is perfectly
capable of determining the degree to which the process of screening;
assessment; cassification;illacement, and program implementation is a
generally rational process. One would hope that the reason we have failed
to use the intelligence of the computer to monitor the rationality of our
activities is, due_mainlY.to our naivete regarding computers and not our
lack of interest in evaluating the validity of our decisions. Having seen
computer-managed instruction make a.significant Aifference_in the quality
of life for thousands of children; I become ,saddened when I see computers
being used as final resting places for valuable information that could be
used for program improvement, In many ways the unopened file cabinet is
preferable to the computer storing of information that is never used. At
least with the unopened file cabillet we were not fooling ourselves that we
were doing something significant or professional;

COMPUTER_LITERACY

In the previous applications that'we have discussed; the computer served
as a tool--as a personal assfstive dpvice, as an instructional aid, or as
an information management device. fn computer literacy the computer
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is that presented by Hunter (11983) who defines computer literacy as "what-
ever a person needs to be able to do with computers and know about com-
puters in order to function 1 an information-based society ".

One of the priMary roles f the special educator is to identify those
critical survival skills that individuals_need,_as they move into adult
society. In analyzing the n eds that an individual will find necessary to
function effectively with co puters in an information-based society, we
find skills; knowledge; and ttitudes important components of those needs;
Another consideration with-regard to these needs is that they will not be
static and they will vary with time; place; and the individual.

. -
There appear to be two major components of a computer literacy cur-

riculum: computer userand computer awareness. Computer use is concerned
..with the mastering'of technical skills necessary to interact with com-
puters. The second element,°computer.away'eness, is concerned with the
development of_ understanding and attitudes that - will -allow the individual
to function effectively in a computerized society. Both components
represent challenging instructional problems for the special educator.
The teaching of computer science is a major challenge because of the lack
of resources in the form of trained staff, equipment, and a well-
structured; validated curriculum. The teaching of computer awareness; is
also complicated because of the lack of roNiiirce-and the often subtle
nature of the learning prbcess. The teacher already intimidated by
computer tec nology will have considerable difficulty teaching the
attitudinal bjectives associated with computer awareness.

. .

Information Access and Application 1
The major sug6tance in a computer literacy curricu'um does not lie in
mastering some specific hardware manipulation skills. If it were just a
motor skill requirements we would indeed be fortunate because generally
speCial educators have done well:in the teaching of specific motor skills.
The central thrust of computer literacy must be concerned with the indi-
vidual's ability to access and apply computer-stored information. The
skills. that we use in- moving information from person to person are insuf-
ficient for moving information between individuals and computers.

Before information can. be processed by a )computer; it must be
structured in a form acceptable to the computer. This structuring
'requires that information be sequenced and that the outcome of all
decision points be considered and planned.

One way to determine if the information is structured for computer
interaction is to see if it can be represented as an algorithm. This
procedural, or algorithmic, thinking is the gateway skill for computer
programming; :Procedural thinking is also necessary for informed interac-
tion between the user and the computer. Individuals who understand
algorithmic structures are in a much better position to meet their _ow
needs as they interact with computers; The uninformed individual is _

forced to interact in a reactive manner and is usually at the mercy of the
software: Adaptions to individual needs_that were_not considered or well
planned by the software developer are not- available to those who do not
have the broad algorithmic concepts underlying much of our software design.

The fattthat many of the ihdividoolls who have seriously .tudied
priorities in a computer literacy curriculum have identified this
procedural thinking as an extremely high priority gives no great comfort
to the special educator. Those of us who have worked with the mildly
handicapped are all too familiar with the difficulty that these pupils
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teachers, 'For the moderately and severely handicapped, we face similar
chal'enges. Many of the daily personal survival skills that we included
in _.r- curricula -- skills related to shopping, use of transport,fpersonal
budgeting-are all changing as computerization begins to-impact on every
facet of community life.

Computer Literacy for the Teacher

Up to now we have consideredcomputer literacy from the special education
pupil s point of view. What does this mean for the special educator?
We; like the pupil; must build_our own computer literacy skills; _Rime of
these skills \will be the same_for us las for our pupils. Others wil-1 be
peculiar-to our own lotticular role.This is -an -area of cdnsiderable
confusion .for many spe!ial edwcation-teichers. 'Where do weastart?,

-l_would like 'to Suggest that you prepare your own individual computer
literacy program; The program should have two components: (1) a listing
of Skills that you wish to acquire and (2) a listing of activities that
will facilitate the development of these skills;

You should list your skills inArder_of priority; The following
example lists a set of skills in order A priority:

1. Develop competency in a.word7processing program aeld use word processing
for communication with parents and for managing classroom assignments.

2. Develop competency with a simple data base management system and apply
these data -base management skillY'to classroom record keeping.
Screen, select, and evaluate CAI software.

4. Learn some ele ntary computer language skills;

You will notice that I listed experience with a computer language as.a
relatively low priority; Some teachers feel_th,at they will not be able to
do anything with their computps.unless.they'learn\-a. computer Language.
This is an extremely erronedZrnotion. We have a wealth of powerful soft-
ware available - to the classroom teacher; Much of this softWare-can be
used by individuals with no coWuter-programming experience. Word-
processing software and data base maiagement software are extremely
practiCal; flexible classroom programs that can be'learfied quickly and
require no computer programming experience.

4

Some computer proghmming experience has value but not for the purpose
of having teachers write their own computer programs. Few teachers will
have the time to develop the skills needed to prepare quality computer
programs. It.is,much more important that the teacher be an intelligent
user, of existing quality software p4ograMs Teachers who have
'aptitude, time; and interest to develop- computer programming skills;
should by all means develop programs. The field is in need of programs
developed by individuals who are both good teachers and good, computer
programmers;.

,
COMPUTERS AND THE.CHANGING ROLE OF THE TEACHER

Because much has been made of computer-assisted instruction, some
individuals in the teaching profession feel that the computer represent%ia
thiieat, Nothing that _I have observed in present practices or future
trends suggests that,tKis is even a remote possibility in the near future.
If anything, the heavy involvement of computers in the classroom will make
the teacher an even more precious commodity. Let us look at this issue.in

wr
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Virtually all the successful CMI programs are designed to support th
teacher Is- decision maker. This point can be made by comparing the
traditional, standardized districtwide group achievement' testing and
EMI-generated achievement Monitoring. Standardized group testing often /

diminishes the role of the teacher as decision ',maker; Standardized group
testing data are often late and not tied directly to the materials and
specific curriculum objectives in a classroom. The_data often have little
decision-maOng value for the_class_room teacher. CMI pupil achievement
information is provided quickly and is tied closely to the specific
objectives and instructional practices in the classroom. It is decision:,
making information that is timely and relevant. The role of the teacher
-as decision maker is; enhanced by such information.

With 4:egarorto computer-assisted instruction programs ;)placing the
classroom teacher; all the research information points to the contrary.
CAI -has generally done much. better in a supplementary;- rather than an
exclusive, role in' instruction. The involvement of CAI may modify'some
teacher activities- but will certainly not diminish the importance_of.the
teacher. If anything, we have created an.even more complex instrXtional
environment because teachers; in order to be able to select and apply CAI
pftware intelligently, need all their present skills plus those.skills
associated with this new technology. We will have a problem holding
teachers. The pore teachers build their comguter skills and the more they
become adept at information management practices with these new tech-
nologies; the more attractive they will Ncome to business and industry.
We can anticipate an -even larger drain as more teachers look'to other
/professions that will pay more *or their technical skillS.

As I look aheac and try_to pi'edict the- developing role of the special
education teacher in the information age, I see exciting new directions
with considerable substance. The highest immediate_ priority is the deVel-
opment of compUter-managed instruction. Computer-mnaged, instruction is a
decision-makilig and planning tool. Such planning must precede the appli-
cation of combuter-assisted instruction. Computer-assisted instruction
is, at this point., too undeveloped to make an immediate contribution. to
either speclal.-or_regular education. In the long run, as 'we learn more
about the instructional process; CAI will indeed:make a major contribution.

CONCLUSION

I like to close with an obServation on our role as individuals.
Robert Ma r (personal communication, 1972)-once -made the observation thatKNan educat should regularly experience the role of the learner to remain
sensitive t hpse instructional behaviors that support and confound the
instructional process. For most teachers the development of -their own_
computer literacy skills will place them in the role of,the learner. For

the educator committed to the instructional caste system; this learning_
role will be aversive. It is hoped that the-professional special educator
will view the learning role as an opportunity - -a chance to share in the
excitement, a chance to serve as an enthusiastic_role model; a chance to
learn from pupilsi a chance for teacher and pupils to glimpse the future
as partners in the same learning venture.
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THE FUTURE-OF EDUCATION IN THE MICROCOMPUTER REVOLUTION

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

-Gary G. Bitter
'Professor; Computer Education
-Colleg4 of Education

,

Ariz -oia State University
Tempe; Arizona 85287

INTRODUCTION: INCREASING MOMENTUM OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE'

Dab Isaacson; in a71981 issue of_Classroom_Computer News, related the
microcomputer era to the automobile as ftilfOws:'

Detroit 1903,-Henry_Ford announces a prOduction breakthrough:
one million Model T's to be produced this year. And it will cost ;

the consumer one hundred dollars. Washington; D.C.; 1904:
Federal agency hearings were held today on why nine-hundred-
thousand Model T's are still in dealer showrooms. Thedealers
are concerned. Washington--D:C..., 1904: The American Automobile
Association responds iri.today's hearings. AAA made the following
kints: A) Ford's -nevi technology dumped too many q_ars_en the
market before drivers were- trained to drive them. B) Drivers
could not be taught becausethere were too few trained driving
instructors. , C) Having an /automobile is very exciting; but gas
stations are too far apart; D) Drivers run out of gas between
the stations. .Building more as stations'would be useless since
refined petroleum supplies are too low:. And; even if -we started_
today, we'd need five to ten years'to design and build enough oil
refineries to supply the demand. E) Not enough chemical engineers
are trained to design and build the needed refineries; F -) The
publiciis apathetic about this new technology since life has
existed without it for 4,000 years, The public believes it -is
too complicated and cumbersome.to be more than a temporary fad.

Technology is said to have_made'_priAners of the people of the
twentieth century. We in the United States became painfully aware of our
addiction to high technology while sitting in long Service.- station lines
and in ourcold offices in the mid-Ao_late__1970s Would there be no_
energy crisis if we were not such gluttons for energy and the material
benefits that it m kes possible? Unless harbor suicidal aimsi_ we can-
not accept a do not ng_alternative. We cannot turn back the tide of
technology witho t' assing a death sentence on the majoritrof inhabitants
cif the planet. tunatelyi there is no need to;elimin#te technological
progress; Fox we have done so often in the, ast, we will continue to
develop our re urces. We will develop technol to save us from the
energy crisis arid microtechnology_to propel us- new heights of
accomplishment ansk abundance. Let us take veral cas in point.

It took 3b years from the'disCovery of the vacuum tube in -the 1880s to
the development of the practical radio. The X-ray tube took ltyears to
deveTbp. Television took 12 years and the nuclear reactor 10 years.
Surprisinglyi the atomic bomb took just 6 years;
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about. Microelectronic technology_shold be looked at in relation-to
other technological development. We have seen this technology grow from
something that did not exist in the 1930s to truly impressive proportions
in_the 1980s. The first idea of the digital computer was conceived_around
1939: Atanasoff gets some credit for its development, as well -as Aiken

. and others. But the idea.has evolved since the early 1940s to the tech-
nology_of 1983. Each year,computers are faster and cheaper and /lave more
capakility. Take a look at the speed of output during the computer gen-
er'ation that used the vacuum tube. Then look at the innovation of the
transistor in the late 1950s, which was the,iEcond generation. Everyone
remembers the era with the kransistor radioillid how it affected them. The
third generation was the_integrated circuit; where the hand-held.,.calcula
went,from $500 to $5 or $6. The fourth generation, large-scale tntegra-
tion, is-the reason for this conference on microcomputers. The costs for
108;000 computations went fi.om $1.45 in_the vacuum tube generation; to. 2.8.
cents in the transistor generation, to 10 cents in the large-scale inte-
gration era. Now 100,000 computAtiont with very large-scale integration
cost less than l+centl

di06 CURRENT EVOLUTION.IN TECHNOLOGY

In his recent book; Megatrends (1982),_John_Naisbitt outlines_three stages
for tethnology. First;: the new technology follows the line of least
resistance. In other words it is applied in ways that Te-aa threaten
peopMe Forexampie; the small component _inside.A computer, which makes.
it work (the microkocessor), was introdudtd -in toys. Who could really
object? It was also introduced_in robots that did tasks considered too
unsafe or dirty-for humans. What has actually happened is that we have
created a generation of compOter-comfortable kids.

Nalsbitt's book describes the second stage as a time when techhology
is Used to improve previous technology. This is -the stage we are in now,
and this stage lasts a long time: During this stage; the microprocessor
is used to improve current tools. You are seeing cars, manufacturing,
microwAve ovens; word processing; and many other applications that use
microprocessors to enrich our lives. So the second stage improves existing
technology.

Stage three will probably have the greatest effect on spacial educa-
tion. The technology itself will give rise to new and unimagined direc7
tions; Voice synthesis is one development growing from technology:. Others.
Will include many benefits for the handicapped.

We are just at the forefront of the computer movement. In November
1980 Business Week pointed out that technology will cbntihue to improve
and sm-a-Trjr .d smaller cdmponents will be put into smaller and smaller
areas_for cost; Business -Week predicted that -one chip will hold
300,000 t stars by 1985. This had been accomplished by 1982. The
next projec

4
n was_that all autos would use microelectronics; which is

evident in most 1983 cars where microelecteonic componentsare Used to
increase engine efficiency. The third point was that 10 percent of the
homes in the United States would have computers. Today about 27 million
hOmes have some type of computing device.

Projections for 1985. to 1990_indicate that electronic_impldits will
control artificial body parts 1"Machine Made Body Joints," 1983).
Write-ups concerning machine made body joints have appeared in many news-

. papers and magazines: The atlfcial, microelectronic-contrcilled body
parts will be unbelievable, os doctor0Will install microcomputer
diagnostic systems in the_- offices. Numerous medical advances-have
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_Semiconductor chips-will soon hold l million transistors ( "Coming -Gen-
eration of Supercomputers," 1983). We are up to 600,000 right now. All
autos will be equipped with microelectronic warning devites. Toyota has_af .
car that tells,when :it is tithe to check the oil: _Cars are being equipped i
to communicate; Toyota has put together the EX-11; ThiS is the 'think= '--\\\

lit

'ingest" car urrently imaginable Napan's Thinkingest Car;" 1983). Many
of the inno ions in the next few years will result from microtechnology.

To.Xta's experimctal EX-11 is not started with a key but by pressing
dots on an-electronic-I.-combination lock. A voice synthesizer murmurs the.
Japanese egurvalent,bf good day. Next a plastic card is inserted into
the dashboard and the seat adjuss: automatically. As it is backed out of
the driveway; the rear sonar sounds an,alarn'if the Cr a comes within two
yaick Of an.043ect. There-are sensors all around the car._

Cruise- control radar scows the car down if it gets within a certain
distance cf.the car ahead of you. The windshield wipers and headlights_
turn on automatically; of course; Optical transistors on the ft-brit fenders
sense oncoming traffic headlights and courteously lower the beams.
Creature comforts such as computer7contr'billed_suspension systems compensate
for distribution of passengers; and it automatically adjusts: The car is
aerodynamically sound, with tremendous fuel economy. Tests ate also being
made_with other ideas7_such as a videoscreen thatprojectsstreet.maps when
a button is pressed (Garr, 1983).

'Think of innovations -in homes; such as robots.. Then continue the
visualization into the 1990s or the year'2000. I,am confident that tech-
nology will be able to P rovide_both_vision and hearing capabilities for
the impaired; I see the potential to. Obvide'these capabilities through
digital information. We already can speak-thrugh a digitizedssystem.
The same technology that enables us to photograph Saturn is being extended
to provide sight for the blind. Researchers are working on a computerized
implant that sends information to the brain to permit the deaf to hear,
Although not perfect; the system is being steadily improved.;

Business Week projects that in the 1990s computer-assisted medicine
will be fn_tne home:_ You will be able to type in your symptoms; and the
computer will communicate with your doctvr to determine what's wrong with
you. Of.course, it will order all the mAdicines that you need with a
doctor's approval. Along the same lines you can get a homeiA"ychiatric
diSk. You Ask questions and the computer,"solves" yoll,prOblems. I do
not_know how effective it_is; but-at least you have al_rchance to vent your
feelings and let interaction. These programs market for around $40 or $50.

Finally; Business Week projects edutation becoming_actively_involved
with computen'S7-17e point, of course, is that the business world doesn't

.believe that education will use computers til the 1990s. Isn't this.
Talways'the story with education?__I hope th meetings like this and
infortiation engendered by them wild help us get involved with this
techno4Qgy and to take advantage of it.

Obviously technology will continue to improve. Business Week projects
that homes will have electronic mail -and,roblOs will-become common_to
industry. Cars will drive themselves with the push of a button. Of
course, the projecjions go_on and on.
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In preparation for this conference we decided to get an overview of what
is happening in special education in relation to computer education in
Arizona. Recently; at a computer literacy seminar; 250 people responded
to a_survey that Donna Craighead of_Arizona_State University conducted_
(1983). The survey included the following information. For the question
"Do you use a computer in_'your classroom?" the respondents fell into the

f011Owing groups: elementary school teachers; high school teachers;- junior
high teachers, and special education teachers. The results were as fol-
lows: elementary; 56 percent; junior high; 57 percents senior highi_52
percent, and special education, 69 percent. Special education scored above
all the other groups. The next-question was to determine what teachers
are doing with the computers in terms of speciM education classrooms.
The'results indicated that more than 70 per'cent of the respondents used a_
computer for gifted education. Other uses were as follows: instructional
materials; 68 percent; remediation of learning disabilities; 59 perceht;
sequencing skills, 41 percent; neurological remediation, 26 percent;
record keeping; 23 percent; communicatiorliNwith the disabled; 15 percent;
and therapy; 13 percent.

What computer education isall about and its potential is best
described by Chris Evans in his book, The_Micromillenium (1979). He said
that' the_ computer's role is tremendous. It will be unequaled. It will be
like having as private tutors -the wisest; most knowledgeable; most patient
people on earth. It will te like having an Albert Einstein to teach
phySics; a Bertrand Russell to teach philosophy; a Sigmund Freud to teach
the principles of psychology; And they will all be available when_and
where they are warranted. As you think about this and become familiar
with microcomputers; it becomes evident that this will be possible.

Applications and computer literacy are the two topics that are of
major concern: There are numerous applications; The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics recently held seminars on computer literacy.
During these seminars we found a need for ideas to apply the computer in
the classroom, as well as knowledge for doing all the things it is possible
to do with the microcomputer. Unfortunately, when it comes to classroom
needs; they always seem to be future needs.

Special Education Applications

I will outline a few special educa on a'. ication needs. FirSt, the
ability to store and retrieve curr-culum resource information is needed.
Information must be input to get nformation back. Second, testing sys-
tems, i.e.; diagnostic testing d automated test construction reporting
devices; are necessary; The testing capabilities of microcomputers are
unbelievable. A great deal of research has been done with error patterns
in mathematics. I do not know if it will become commercially available in
the near future; but a, program such as "Buggy" by Xerox Is superb. This

particular program is on subtraction. It takes problem responses and
compares every step.of the child's responses to various known problem error
patterns; Buggy has been -under research for several years; and this type
of diagnosis will be really helpful for the teacher. These types of pro-
gramshavetheability'todeterminewhat_steps are being taken and what
errors are being made.

At Arizona State Univ,ersity I received a research grant from the Apple
Foundation with the. goal being to determine whether traditionally taught
remedial mathematicsican be replaced by the.computer for adolescents. We

developed a program that generates a unique test for each.student; i.;e; no
tests are ever the same. The computer collects all the information as the
students work on the test. After the test a program that follows the

A
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Recebtly I had the pleasure of working on_a learning disabled micro-
computer project developed by Marley Watkins in Arizona. this project
used a microcomputer. program for math diagnostic work as well as drill and,
Practice. This program was designed to adjust to the ability level of thp
student; Its called the -M-athMathi-iie. The program is several years old,
but it has a built-in reward system. This project worked withuhmotivated
learning disabled (LD) students._ These students became invoFved imme-
diately. Each child spent ten minutes per day on the computer. Although
statistical results indicated that the level of learning did not change;
the classroom had an_extra helping hand; thereby allowing the teacher to_
work with more individuals.

CAI tutorials are,attempting to use -the high-drama-effect of popular
games. Tlitorials are expensive to. develop. Simulation games of various
situations wily be an integral part of the future; We tend to criticize
games, but I know of 12-year-old student playing. an adventure game who
wrote up many sheets of paper (flow charts) to master_that game. The
charts indicated logical reasoning and branchihg skills that had been
develOped by playing computer games, so we should be careful about reject-
ing computer games .offhand. The bioanchig'and creativity that adventure-
type games may develop are worth examining.

Another facet of computing that is important to the educational world
is computer-managed instruction. However, you must have your act together
to make it work. It is obvious that everyone must participate for CMI to
be meaningful;

Microcomputer:LOracteristics are promising for special education
appljcations.:.A.computer's patience and ability to be repetitive are....
nonthreatening to students. The highly motivating computer. .allows for'
individualized instruction and encourages creativity; _At can offer
positive reinforcement and enhance pupils' self - images. It freeS
burdened teachers from routine tasks and allows them tolgive individual
attention to each student; It is the extra helping hand. When it, i5
properly developed, programmed instruction is incomparable in its branching
capabilities.

bmp-uter-Hardmare

The hardware manufacturer holds the key to what we want to do in education.
I've worked with developers of some of the common hand-held caltulators.
If you can convince them that -they will: make money;- manufacturers will
provide the necessary material to accomplish special education goals.
They can develop chips that can db almost any specific task. We nat-only_.
have a community apathy problem; business leaders believe education,cannot
provide money needed to pay for specialiied chips and thereby-make uch
development worthwhile,

Technologically it is possible to do a lot of things in yourclass-
room. But those things must-wait until_the hardware ,evelopers see enough
need for that particular application. The development. of Lisa, a computer
with built-in chips instead of software to do ,programs such as VisiCalc,
communications, and word processing;-_,A announced by Apple Computers _in
January 1983. The programs are built right into the mActiine. what educa-
tion needs can be, done. It is a matter of financing the development and
rewarding the developer; Apple has $50 million invested in Lisa; Would
education pay for similar developments?
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Computer Software

We need to look at problem solving; We need software"ehat IS neither
threatening nor dogmatic. We want programs that include visual and
auditory aids for use by special_education; We must get more involved in
this area and encourage the application of realistic situation concepts.
The development of Software will be important in the years ahead. But
software development will require more expert-programming capability than
most educators possess.

Rttently_Electronic Learning asked me to name the five most innovative
programS of 1982. 1TfstTdlen. :One good program showed, how the computer
could be used. The next was a good drill-and-practice program; Another
was a goodirmilation program. There is an exemplary program in each of
those areas4f course, the model programs take much research and devel-
opment: This is the difference_between a good program and an average pro-
gram.. I hear someone saying, "Well, I'm going to_take this package that's
based on a book-." I suggest that you use a book Mather than the computer.
Remember the capabilities of the machine as yOu evaluate software. If you
want a software.program.for printed pages, you are doing the wrong thing.
Computers have trerWndous graphic capabilities. The time sharing_of the
1970srwhen we could not do graphics was not effective. We could learn as
much but it-was, iotisignificantly effective. It was difficult to project

_

anything_graphically on 'aliard-Copy printer:with time sharing; The - present
reality is one of low-cost graphic capability, sound capability, color, an
Ability to branch, and a means of presenting various concepts. That is
why much research of the 1970s is probablynot relevant; Research -is just
starting to appear. These are going to be exciting" times. We will have
research results and I think that they will be very positive; Some of the
early results that I have been associated with are very positive.

COMPUTER LITERACY

How do:you define literacy today? Literacy of the twelfth century was the
ability to compose and recite in Latin; idler a Knowledge of English was
required. The printing press came into use in the fifteenth century; and
then literacy meant reading and writing. In the mid-nineteenth century to
be truly literate required reading the right materials. I imagine people
in the 1970s would have said that literacy was reading; writing; and
arithmetic; What is it today?

According to Benjamin Compaine (1983) literacy evolves as follows; -

First there are a handful of specialists who have an idea. Next there is
an impkt on institutions. Third; the new development becomes the prefer-
red medium of businesses, cultures, and politics; The computer generation
has gone through the first two stages and is embarking on the third stage.
Our cycle is that the microcomputer is becoming inexpensive and simple to
use. Just as people once were handicapped if they did not learn to read,
people_. today must learn about computers or feel handicapped: You cannot
participate in computer literacy without being part of today's elite;

I have worked on a computer literacy curriculum for many years. It

was published7in Electronic Learning (Bitter; 1982). In my_model; I have
defined computer literacy as the computer aS-Well as computer
awareness.

The scope and sequence of this curriculum gives ideas for computer
literacy in grades kindergarten through 12. It is not software-oriented.
Software is an application while computer literacy is another area of the
curriculum. Computer literacy affects many people. For example, let us
take careers. Experts project that by 1987;.80 percent of all jobs_will
be information-related. The students with whom you are working will go
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out into an information world. We are seeing_unemployment alreaply. Take,

for example, the changes in writing up a newspaper story; A_journalist
from the newspaper would be here tape recording highlights of the sessions.
The information would then be entered_into a_ microcomputer as_it is typed
into a word processor with a visual dtsply terminal (VDT). The reporter
would then_pick_up the telephonei dial the newspaper* and relay the_infor7
matieh to the office; where it would go into the main computer. The editor
would revise on the main display screen, and the story would go dfrectly
to press with neither_pencil nor paper involved. The point of this_example
was that many people lost their jobs because employers did not retrain
employees for the computer age.

Software is something that--,can get_a person acclimated to using the
system. The programming language, LOGO, is a means of communicating with
the machine Sylvia Weir, one of the developers- of LOGOi has done some
very successful research using LOGO with autistic children; _One_of the
cases was a boy who spoke for the first time after playing with the LOGY
remote control turtle; LOGO seems to show promise for special education
and programming. Most microcomputers have LOGO available; If you consider
computers that do not have LOGO, I think you are'missing an opportunity to
let children become creative and get involved in controlling the computer
(Bitter & Watson, 1983).

I --dallied Baok Stae_t_Writet as one -of the most innovative pieces of
software of the year. It has the ability to communicate in the word-
processing_rele; It is user-friendly, which_meansthat_the_user_can_com-
MUhitate with the computer. Sank_Street -Writer makes word processing
possible for your students. Software_ of this type is going.to have
tremendous impact in the schools And_in all the associated_areas. It will

affect writing and the ability to thihk and communicate. Those kids who
work with Bank Street Wrjter do not have to worry_about_omitting_a sentence
Or striking out a word and getting negative feedback; As students think

of new words or ideas; th can insert them without fear of messing up
their writing paper; Sp al_education people need to get involved with
word processing for computer literacy.

BA IC is a high-level programming language; BASIC is a common_language
available on all microcomputer systems. Some people say that BASIC is not
for_students; but whether it_i_s or not depends -on how they approach -it. A

BASIC book that I wrote in 1970 is totally different from a BASIC book
that I have just completed tBitter* 1978). I have abandoned mathematical

4iapproaches_and_symbols and_have gone to a nonsymbolic introduction for
communication in the computer language.

Computer literaty has other aspects as well. Recently I received the

/ following letter.

I'm writing to tell you of my experiences using!a computer in the
classroom with 5- and 6-year-olds. I have taught kindergarten
for 28 years_all over the country so I :eel I know my subject

area well; I at a beginner with a computer and Lhave found it _

to be the most exciting and reinforcing learning BASIC course. I

then took a computer with me-for the summer and started_to_se_
what I could do with it. I checked around at various stores to
see what was available for young children and found indifference,
rudeness; and little knowledge among sales people. _Since_little
was available for young children I was net allowed to look at
tapes before purchasing them. I decided to spend the summer
writing my own programs that would correlate 'with math and readin
programs in schools.

It is exciting to see everything that is possible;_ I do not know-how to
pass along all that is really possible. Some people have so many negative
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feelings about computers that it gets in the way of their using them. But
-it is up to you whether you want to take advantage of as many computer-type
opportunities as you can;

Mk%
11- THE FIFTH GENERATION: COMPUTERS OF THE FUTURE

The future is the fifth generation of computers; The innovationin the
future will have an impact on education.

Dr. Jastrow of_NASA indicates that human size computers will match the
storage capacity of the human brain. Billions of facts will fit into the
A briefcase-sized volume by 1995. The date_has been changed to 1987; The
problem with' computing is lack-of memory. The more we can remember, the
more effectiVe our programs will be. The more information there is in
memory, the more effective the whole program wilrbe._ Memory will giuk
computers the capabilities needed for future applications.

_Thefifth_generation will probably -be the thinking machine called
artificial intelligemce. Computers will continue to be faster and-smaller

auility to "think." What does_that mean? .An- example is
a doctor's offices where information is entered to keep track of the
medical cases. As you go in for treatment, the computer is queried for
help- or remediation_possibilities. The computer suggests choices with
probability of positive treatment for each. Another form of an intelligent
machine is a computer chess program. In 1956 a computer won 50 percent of
the matches_while today,it wins 99 percent; Experts project that by
1984-1985 it will win all of them. The computer examines all possibil-
ities and stores previous information and knowledge for decisions;

Artificial intelligence or expert computer systems can make j-udgments
on preprogrammed knowledge. They_have the wisdom or knowledge to help the
nonexpert. What'will lilt developed is a nontutorial equivalent of human
reasoning. ExaMpleS today are similar to adventure games such as "Dungeons
and Dragons." Some_of these programs will give you a prize or trip if you
can_figure_out how to get a solution to the problem. .Real-time computing
ability Will prOVide opportunities for electronic_map and 'access_to data
and will make many library'lunctions obsolete; Along this same line Dr.
Birnbaum of Hewlett Packard recently described a long-term storage device
talledthedigital_ot6cal recovery device; It is_similar:to a videodisk;
The laser is used to burn a hOle in the platter. This represent zeros in
a space measuring one micron in diameter. It will hold one trillion bits
of_information. That's up to 50;000 pages; In other words an entire
encyclopedia will fit,.;With room left over. The disadvantage is that the
infOrMation can never_be changed once it is inserted; Popular Computing
defined -the fifth generation as follows: to associatedinfer, and Under=
stand ( "The- Fifth - Generation Compilteri 1982). With no'keyboard, the com-
puter is able to understand spoken_language_and perforM whatever funCtion,
youask of it gleaning needed information from a knowledge bank or from 7
other_cImputers with which it may be in contact. It will act more li-ke an
intelligent assistapt than a machine, it-will design a budget or-help you
choose a new car; It will perform other tasks that you assign it.

_By_the_year 2000 we will have very Targe,scale integrated circuits and
wide-band communicatio9s; Microcomputers will be communicating with other
computers through satellites, or it might be similar_to a_radio where you
dial the program or data heeded. Our_present circuitry is too_slow.for
this capability; biological enZymes will eventually -be used. COmputers
will be using the English language for_communicating_with._the computer;
Instead of writing BASIC; LOGO; or Pas4a1; you will type tWitifOrMatitin
into-the-computer in English; experts talk about that concept beirwevail-
able'by 1986 or 1988. Computers will be tied to largedata basei. 'The,



social implications and the big_issue will be what is Oh the computer
about you anciime and who is getting access to it (Bitter & Camuse; 1983).

Voice recognition has many possibilities. Your responses are told to
the computer; After that; we will be able to teach computers;_ In other
words you can teach them what you want them to db and they will carry it
out. They will recognize your voice and commands (Bitter; 1983)..

Gilbert SChiamah gave an appropriate analogy for edUtatibhal COM:
puters. His analogy was that a group of statisticians once_compared the
efficiency of various animals in motion; They used the criteria of what
animal can get from point A to point B with the least amount of energy
exerted; the condor won. The hunts being came in about one-third down the
.1.4.st; Then the scientist re-rated us on a bicycle. We became twice as
effitieht as the condor. Computers can work the same way as the bicycle
as amplifiers of human ability.

In closing, keep this in mind. A computer has no conscience. It
feels no passion. It has neither life of_its own nor any sense of value.
It is neither a poet nor a philosopher. A computer, in short, is
machine: not a human; a.fool; or a tyrant.

ED#234333
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COMPUTER LITERACY - -DAILY LIVING

COMPETENCIES FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Edward J. Cain, Jr.
Commack Public Schools
P. O. Box 150
Commack, New York 11725

INTRODUCTION

Electronic technology is making a dramatic impact on education. Increas-
ingly; computer literacy is being Vewed as a legitimate curriculum area
Many school districts and state education departments are beginning to
include computer literacy as a graduation competency requirement.

Society is becoming increasingly computer-do%inated, not only in
employment related areas; but in daily living; recreation, and communica-
tion. The ability of the mild and moderately handicapped person to func-
tion in this society is in good measure dependent on the ability to use
this technology as a daily living tool;

COMPUTER LITERACY IN DAILY LIVING

Computer literacy for the special education student; therefore; must not
be viewed as merely a program enhancement; it must become a core program
permeating all curriculum areas and extending the student's
educational career._ Daily living_proficiency for-this population must be
redefined to include technological proficiency. Computer literacy is an:
essential daily living competency.

Our special education students must learn about;the soci ,educa-
tional; vocational; and recreational uses of computer in:society.
Instruction in such a core program.requires both information about how -to
use the variety of computing devices found in ourAally.environment and
substantial practical experiences;_ A computer_ literacy- program
for the mild and moderately impaired should focus on a functional under-

, standing of

o the computer as a communication tool,

o the computer as a prosthetic device;

o the computer as a problemselving tool; and

o the computer as a recreational tool..

Communication

An essential element of any_coMputerliteracy program for handicapped
students is the concept of the computer as a communication tool and a
linguistic device. The ability to use the computer effectively as a daily
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living tool is related to an individual's ability to Communicate directly
with the computer and; through a computer, to others. Thus Competencies
in this area are related to the pupils' proficiencies with thelInguage

.

system of the computer.

As with oral language; computer nguistics includes both expressive
and receptive'llteracy objectives. Computer linguistics should not be
confused with computei- programming. Computer linguistics_refers to a far
more basic -r.ncept, that is, how a person "talks" to and "receives"
informati om a computer.

The co --a of expressive computer linguistics is significantly
different from oral language. A computer is a memory and sequencing _

device; one that actually_performs the transmission -of information. The
content of what is communicated is separated from the actual process of
communication. Thus; the individual can focus on what is being_com-
municated_rather than on the_actual process of communication. Expressive
computer linguistics has implications for two basic daily living compe-
tencies for the handicapped:

1. "-ommunicate-44-ith" a computer using a variety of data
\ entry an control devites._ Here the emphasis is_developing :functional
\proficiency on a viTiT.TOVcomputer devites so that commands can be
given and data can be entered. Among the variety of dat,,, ,put devices
that should be included in such an instructional segue Tom-': practical
experiences are calculators, digital watches, touch to lephanes;
computer gaming devices; computer keyboards 4ocludie prosthetically
altered devices, electronic pencils, voice-activated'devices, and
acoustic=Coupled or modum-linked telephone systems,

2. The ability to use the_computer to "talk" with other people. ThiS
comp-etehts, stresses- SkillS needed to communicate through a computer.
Word processing provides the individual_who has_impaired abilities in
written expression with'a compensatory tool that helps overcome the
problem. Because the computer performs the actual task of expression,
the individual can focus on what needs to be expressed; In all
instances -of expressive communication, the computer is a passive tool,
one that leaves the individual in total control of the process.

e 9

The computer is a particularly powerful. expressive communication device
when it is interactively linked via telephone or cable television systems.
Prosthetic adaptations to the keyboard permit physically handicapped
individuals to communicate With others. Physical barriers to communica-
tion are removed and distance limitations are negated;

Receptive computer linguistgs uses the computer to "receive" informa-
tion from another computer_or_from other people through an interactive
computer system. A technological society implies an increase in th
quantity and quality of information available to members of.that s iety
through computer-based communication;

Data can be received from a computer in visual; tactile; or auditory
modes; _Information can be presented in one modality exclusively,
,sequentially in each sensory format, or multisensorially. Expressive
computer linguisitics allows handicapped individuals to select and control
the transmission of information from a computer, and the mode of
presentation.

Prosthetics

Another objective_of a computer linguistic literacy program for-the handi-
capped is to develop the ability to use the dynamic qualities of the
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Computer to "compensate" for physical, neurological, and-,,emotional limita-
tions The computer is a compensatory device that facilitates the func-
tioning of many disabled people. Future technological developments /tan be
expet d to expand the potential of such prosthetic applications
dra tically;

/T he computer is a communication tool that can remove physical barriers;
Interactive telephone and cable television systems permit an individual to .

,perform datly living activities such as bankingi shipping; and research
terminal; Prosthetic terminal devices such as braille

.Hkinters;_the superphones touch-sensitive screens and voice-activated
terminals.,4FlowAliose with sensory and physical impairments to communicate
with others.-and to exert greater control over their immediate environment;
Finally, thecomputer is the only communication device t-hat leaves the

, receiver.and eXpressor in complete contra* of the entire communication
: process;

Problem- Solving,.

4

The ability oillyhandiCapOed;tofuktionjn an increasingly technological
society is dire LreIated to the ability to use the computer as a daily
living lool to solve problems. Therefore, a major objective of a computer
literacy prOraM for this population,Ishould. be4o dqiLelop the ability to
use the computer as'a probleMlsoNing..device. a"

,

Problem solving; in part,. is the ability to apply leai'nineinformation-
and concepts to new situations. it ispei.sonal and active and involves
the realities of cause and effect. The computer isthe_only.medium that
Can truly,interact:withn individual in a cause=and-effeCt process Com-
percial software permits User to apply provenproblem-solving structures

personal situations. Variables_can be altered so that'a_potential
solution is'personally relevant; The program user is able to participate
in and control evety level of the proble,solliing seguente. Such software
does not tell an individual what to-do. in iven situation; rather it
helps a person reach a decision about how o solve d:probliem.

k
Computer_simulation programs permit t user to try out_a variety -of

potential solutions to a problem before' se eating a:yersonal.coure of
action. The cause-and-effect dynamics.of each/potential solution can be
experienced without personal. risk: Because' viese- programs are ,iniercti-ve;
they provide the user with continuous feedback and self=monitoring.,:. These
simulation abilities of_the computer truly make it a window to the world

allowing risk reduced.personal'decision making.

Recreation

final area. of training in a computer. literacy drogram-for the handicapped
should deal with -the use of the computer as a recreational and alternative
sporting tool; A number of studies dealing with ileeds of independent
and semi-indepenent handicapped adults have ident 'ed limited'recrea-
tional odtlets_as.a prime problem of thiS popplaticin Physical and
emotional barriers often preclude participatiOn in many activities taken.
for granted by nonhandicapped people. ..

Computer technolOgy can provide many Stimulating recreational
alternatives forhandicapped people, Lt is the only truly interactive
technical recreational media. Two-developing areas of computer:technology
hold great potential for meaningful` sport and recreatiOnal alternatives
for this population.

.

. .:,

The first of these ls computer gami6g. -Self contained_ games and soft-
ware programs for microcomputers are inexpensive and easy to operate;

4,
.
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Their format allows people to compete against themselves, the computer, or
others. These games can be intellectually stimulating and most importantly
are fun:

The daily living competency 'to -be developed in this area is the ability
to use computer gaming devices as "sport" and leisure time activities.
Sport simulations allow the physically handicapped to "play" tennis, golf;
football; baSketba114 and other sports. Other programs provide intel-
lectually challenging interactive recreational experiences on the home
computer. The commercial 'development of new recreation rograms is
rapidly increasing,_and_therefore_the handicapped can ex continued
growth in the.variety of new and inexpensive software.

A second way of using the computer as a_recreationaI alternative
involves the home computer as a terminal. Through telephone or'cable
television linkages; the handfcapped can communicate with friends; shop,'
study, read, and simulate; _Physical barriers are removed, travel limita-
tions negated, and emotional risk is minimized.

) CONCLUSION

A computer literacy program for the handicapped should be based Ion the.
development o daily living competencies that prepare this population to
function in an increasingly technological society; Computer technology
represents no threat to the handicapped. It is a technology for all and a
normalization agent for many. The computer is a tool that_can overcome
barr'iers and can expand the horizons of this population; Special educa-
tion computer literacy; must have as a basic program objective the design,
of instructional programs that prepare the handicapped to benefit fully
from the technology of our society.
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.INTRODUCTION TO THE MICROCOMPUTER

Florence M. Taber
MCE, Inc.
157 S..Kalamazoo_Mall - Suite 250
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
Alonzo E. HannafOrd
Department of Special Education
WWern-Michigan University
Kalamazoo; MI 49007

INTRODUCTION

A_feW_years ago; maybe a few_more, computers were thought of as the
pgant.ic, complex monsters of big industry that quickly and accurately
stored and_manipulated large quantities of mathematical data_. Due to_the
development of such things as the silicon chip that monster has shrunk in
size until it has reached portable proportions. And its price has made it
affordable_not only to small businesses but to educational systems and the
home as well.

'However; for many who have purchased the microcomputer; it is still an
untamed monster that plays games with its owners. Owners do not under-
stanits capabilities--or how to get it to do much of their bidding!

Al of us in special education must learn atiout the microcomputer ar4
'understand its potential; _We must keep up with both informational and
technological changes involving the computer revolution. If we do not
leadi others will--those who do not understand the needs of the handi-
capped. Special educators must lead if we want directions to beboth
educationally and cost effective.

COMPUTER LITERACY

Actually, -all of 'us are already to a greater or lesser extent comput
literate.' No one is or is not computer literate any more than any of us
are completely literate in EnglIsh; _Think of computer literacy on a con-
tinuum where most of.us are clustered somewhere toward the lower end.
What does computer literacy involve? The minimal competencies include.
some knowledge of history; moral and ethical issues; operation of the
microcomputer, elementary programming, and capabilities of the
microcomputer.

In general, at least a,summary of the history of the development of
microcomputers a necessary to understand where_we have been and where we
are _going; Included in this area would be theJour major phases or stages
of development. The first stage, sometimes called generation computers,
consisted of largei=bulky, relatively slow computers;;The_seccind stage
found computers. not as large and bulky because of thelievelopment of the

,transister. Development was stimulated by the needs of the armed forces
in World War II; The third stage followed closely on the heels of the
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second with the development of the silicon chip, allowiqg for the creation
of the microcomputer, which is relatively inexpenSive, very fast, and
extremely small compared to its ancestors of only a few score years ago.

The impact of the microcomputer on education creates issues with which
special educators (actually all eductors) must be concerned. The micro-
computer will change the lives of all of us; and we must prepare_our
students to live in a computerized world. Thessocial and psychological
effect of communicating with machines, the lack of socialization with
other human beings, the "control" of human lives through .decision making,
the artificialization of our bodies with computerized orgAns are only a
few of ,tie issues that fall within the soc101 and psychological_category._
Within the vocational category, issues such as loss of jobs or the possible
extinction of low-level fobs, plus the possibility of using modems to
peinit the transfer of the office from a buildirl,far away to the home,
are only two of the issues.

Computer literacy also involves the operation of the_ microcomputer
from being able to load a prewritten program to being able to create a
program. Some programming knowledge is desirable_ for_ educators tonder-
Stand the capabilities of the microcomputer in order to evaluate programs
is well as to create them. Understanding the capabilities helps in the
determination of educational effectiveness of-programs as well as the uses
that would be most educationally effective.

A microcomputer executes instructions given to it in sequential order
througll a computer program written in a specific language understood by
that computer. -The language most often used -by educators to communicate
with a microcomputer is calle BASIC or the "Beginner's All-Purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code." This language is considered to be a high-level
language because_it is relatively -close to.English; This communication is
then translated into a low-level language,/which is understood by the
computer.

5 INIJIATION OF THE, MICROCOMPUTER INTO SYSTEMS

In order for the educator to become computer literate_and for educational
systems to integrate microcomputers effectively into their systems, it is
necessary to look_ot the whole picture. This includes: needs assessment;
investigation;'designation of responsibility; coordinating a plan for
implementation into the curriculum and administration design, setting up a
community-wide communication;_system, planning in-service education to
increase computer literacy, designing a financing plan; and initiating a
formative evaluation plan.

The needs assessment is the first tease in the process. The uses for
the microcomputer from both an adminst?ative and educational standpoint
need to be determined along_with_possible personnel who can play specific
roles. This information alloiis for the tentative determination of equip-
ment needed and the finances needed to purchase equipment and implement
the plan effectivelyx The needs assessment is_not a one -time activity but
an ongoing activity because the more "literate" the staff becomes, the
more realistic and accurate the needs assessment becomes.

A number of sources are available from which members of the committee
as well_as other members of the school staff and community can gain infor-
mation for the needs assessment. Many periodicals provide information;
Some computer companies and stores are providing courses, as are many
local_school systems, community colleges, and universities. Many com-
munities have started user groups and welcome the novice microcomputer
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user. Quite often those wh know little about the microcomputer are band-
ing together in this type of group to determine their needs and to find
solutions to questions that they are facing* education is
available from many sources: professional Organizations and conferences,
hardware companies, software companies, colleges 'and universities, local
organizations; in-house personnel from school systems; and private con-
sultant firms;

Sources of funding_should also-be _det ined early in the planning;
Funding may be available from foundations, federal and state governmental
agencies, and local school districts. However; many systems will need to
look to the community for finanacial assistance. A committee can be formed
for this purpose. First, this committee needs to establish its goals and
objectives. Then it needs to develop a plan to -involve important community
members on the committee as wdll as a.plan for fundraising. It is impor-
tant to frequently inform the community about what is going on with the
microcomputer project. It is amazing what sources surface from within the
community when needs and purposes are appropriately publicized.

7

In the early developmental _stages, a formative evaluation plan needs
to be established to validate decisions:during each stage of the project.
These evaluations will determine if the project should proceed as planned;
if changes need to be made; and if the time line is appropriate.

If all the phases of the program are perted out; -it is- easier to -make
evaluative decisions at each stage in the project. This also communicates
purpose to all persons on (the committee and in the community.
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EVALUATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS

The importance_of evaluating software before purchasing hardware cannot be
stressed too strongly. Educators do not have time,_to develop their own
software; and the limited amount of educationally_effective softwhre that
is available is hardware- specific- -that is; it will probably only run on
one specific machine (i.e. Apple .II, Atatt, Pet, etc.)

_ There are two ways to- evaluate software: internally -and externally:
Internal evaluation of software -- evaluation of software from within ,the
system--is probably the, most Affective and valid because it is easier_to_
determine if the software meefs the assessed needs. Three areas should be
covered in the evaluation: instructional contentieducational adequacy;
and technical adequacy-.

INTERNAL EVALUATION

Instructional Content

A number of areas should be evaluated under the category of instructional
content. It is important to determine if the audience_for which the pro-
gram was; developed is similar -to the audience that will be using the pro-
gram., The documentation should also be evaluated._' Is it clear how to use
the machine/ On what educational,model was the_program developed? _Is
there an adequate description of the program, its goals, and objectives?
Is thereran evaluation plan to determine whether the objectives have beeh
'met? What_are the prerequisite skills necessary to complete the program
successfully? Does the program fit into the curriculum and into the
way in_which the .curricular_subject is approached?_ Is the program
_motivating? _Is; the type of instruction appropriate for the type of
program (drill_ and practice; etc.)?

Educational Adequacy .

The second category of software evaluation is:- educational adequacy; Does
the program proceed from simple to complex? ilas there been a task

i

analysis done on concepts? _Are there examples Is.learning tested? Is
there appropriate branching? For example,in utorial programs, branching
should'allow the learner to branch upward if s ccessful or downward if
unsuccessful - -to a level on which the concept s broken into 'smaller and
more concrete steps as it is retaught. .kpgra s should used reinforcement
principles where correct answers are rewar ded nd wrong answers are neither
reinforcedAhor_punished. Programs should be b th interactive and personal:
New words should be broken into syllables and explained in text. especially
if they have_not been listed in the prerequisite skills'area ofthe_docu-
mentation. Directions for interacting and answering questions should
always be available to the user; either on the frame or through pressing.a
key that call% up the directio The use of graphics; soundi_inverse
print; blinks; flashes, and sped should enhance the presentation of the
materials and not be distracting.
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Technical Adequacy.-

The ?third area of software evaluation is technical adequacy. It is most
important that the program runs to completion.and that the student cannot
inadvertently disrupt it._ Students_ should beable_to_run_the machine
independently in most instances.. The screen format should also appear
uncluttered, presentation varied,-text-centered, phrases appropriately
broken_i text doublespaced; and there should not be too much information
presented on-A-frame at one time: .Testing should be on the concepts
presente1 and not on typing, spelling1 or synonyms -- unless -that is what is
being taught. _There should_be_appropriate_language control so that
students cannot type in profanity, etc. It is also important to check on
the software company policies for replacement and previewing. Naturally .

the machines on which the software will run needs to be determined;

EXTERNAL EVALUATION

Many times educators can learn much about_the value of programs through
external software reviews; Many organizations and magazines age con-
tributing evaluative information for educators through _publish results
of their evaluation. Within the covers of the Computing_ MICROgram
is a thorough evaluation of software packages. This evaluation is based
on a wedding of EPIE And the Consumers Union. MicroSIFT from the the
Northwest Regional. Educational Laboratory -also does thorough,-evaluations
of software as each package goes through four stages from sifting of
-promising programs to an in.-depth evaluation.

HARDWARE 1VALUATION

Besides evaluating software before the purchase of hardware or micro-
computer; a number_of areas should be considered regarding the micro-
-computer itself. Naturally, one important consideration is cost. Ih

considering the cost; be sure to determine exactly what, is includedwhich
pieces of equipment; required "extras"; _financing; A1SO determine Your
needs and requirements for use of the microcomputer when considering price,
because you may not need .a "Rolls Royce". Ask questions_to_find out
information- about service options--is a local dealer available; is the
service reliable, is the service speedy, what does the warranty include?
Other areas to consider include portability; availability of color;
graphics resolution and availability of animation, editing capabilities,
program-loading speedy music generation, options; available peripherals;
documentation; keyboard (layout; size; number of keys; type of keys);
specific languages that can be used in programming, newsletters and
journals and memory. In considering memory it is important to ask the
amount of usablg.RAM instead of just the amount of K; the amount of memory
that can be used for programming And the K measurement are not necessarily
the same.

.../"." CONCLUSION'

The area of evaluation cannot be considered too lightly. Too many school
systems have purchased microcomputers without adequatc evaluation; only_to
find that there was - Tittle software available for their machine and that
no one on their staff had the expertise or programming skills to develop
software.
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USES FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Uses fOr the microcomputer can be broken into a number Of categories: .

administrative,uses; general instructional_uses; and uses_,Primarily
designed for specific categories in special education.. All of .these uses
shOuld be based on research designed to determine their efficacy.:

ADMINSTRATIVE USES

Many uses center on tne development of the - individual educational plan
(IEP). Assessmen can be carried_out and error analyzed on the micro-
computer; Othe assessment results, can be added from sources such as
other tests, e pert input fsm anywhere_in the world;:and;:observation.
Based _on all i formation- he computercan_determineThot only the goals
and educationa ectiv s but theappropriate methods, materialsi'and
approaches. to employ wit that specific individual. Other information for
the IEP can easily b ed, updated instantly, duplicated, and transmitted
over a mOdem to distant places.

Research data can be easily transmitted to a central source such as a
research center or university, where data can be stored and analyied. The
size of research groups can be greatly enlarged at little experise of time
or money-,-thus making the groups, more representative of the population.

Reports can be generated and updated quickly; including proposal_writi
ing, and reports for financial reimbursement (including the calculation of
formulas). Furthermore,_ reports including permanent files can follow the
student instantly on'a move to anotier school-district.

Schedules; both administrativewand student; can be developed; changed;
and conflicts noted within seconds. Grades can'be instantly determined so
that special education teachers can easily keep track of all students who
are mainstreamed;

These administrative uses are not intended to be an all- inclusivejist
but one that can .stimulate educators to think about their own needs before
purchasing hardware or. software program's.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONAL USES

A number of uses for the microcomputer fall under thecategory of general
instructional uses. The first type of program, called computer-managed
drill and practice, is designed to reinforce_or overlearn what has been
learned. Going over multiplication tables, learning capitols, and
practicing placement of punctuation are a few examples of this type of
program;_ A second type:of program is the computer-managed_
instruction, where the learner is presentedjnformationle=et concept
development. This type of program is:Similar to the_computer7managed
tutorial type of- program except this latter type is- designed -for reteaching

ithose segments of a concept or skill that were not learned when the concept
was presented in initial instruction._ A fourth type of program involves
computer -managed- simulation- in which the learner is plaked in situations
that would otherwise be dangerous and expensive or involve an extensive
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amount of time. Computer-managed problem solving can be similar to
simulation-type programs;177Tact may involve simulations; however;_they
are designed primarily for the learner to find the. solution to problems,
for exakple,dealing with social consequences;_ decision making, or values
clarification; All four of these types are -often found within -the same
microcomputer program, depending on the goals and objectives of that
program. For example, a particular concept could be taught; drill and
practice could be used to reinforce a_particular skill within that concept,
and then an application section (Simulation and problem solving) could
allow the learnar.to implement the knowledge presented within the concept.

Another type of instructional type program is called user-Managed
problem solving. With this type of program the learner is developing a
program. Lower functioning students have been known to learn problem-
solving sills by using relatively simple authoring systemi such as LOGO
whereas ,higher functioning students can - program using BASIC or languages
involving more extensive progr'amming skillS.

USES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Many uses for the microcomputer have been, and continue to be, developed
for'handicapped individuals. In reading this section the reader should
use imagination to determine further possible uses for specific special_
education catagories. Naturally, uses mentioned under one category could
well be employed under other categories, based on the individual needs of
the staent;

Physically Handicapped

Within the area of the physically handicapped, peripherals and programs
have been developed to assist the individual with mobility; communication;
and sensory compensation. For example, learners can input information by
voice, joysticks; rocking levels; eye contact, and adapted keyboards or
keyboard menus; Information that has been processed by the machine can
then be outputted on a screen, on a printer, or through a voice synthe-
sizer... The information could be entered and processed; or it could be
sent hundreds of miles to another source or person. Electronic mail,
electronic banking, electronic shopping, and electronic control over
household and personal tasks can be accomplished using the microcomputer;
Medical intervention in order to administer medication at the moment it is
needed and prosthetic devices such as'a prosthetic arm operating on nerve
impulses are also,possible;

The electronic eye can allow the blind and- visually handicapped to
"see" objects within their environment. This "seeing" is no e way that
sighted persons see,-but it..nevertheless allows for brain i4piretation.
Braille can be_typed_in or_received:by_a blind person; followed by that
information being translated_into print or voice for another person;
Sighted persons over many miles can communicate with blind persons through
a brailler attached to a microcomputer.

The electronic ear can permit aggiAory interpretation of this type of
information within the br-atn of the f and hard-of-hearing individual;
Speech can be taught to deaf or speech-impaired persons through biofeed-,
back on a vocalization trainer on which sound waves are seen on a screen
as they should appear and;as the hearing-impaired person is saying them;

The eategory_of homebound pupils is a natural for the microcompu
because a modem can extend the distance of instruction, allowing thig,'
teacher to instantly be with each student and allowing for in-stant feed-
back based on student input. The modem also can extend the expertise of
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the instructor and allow for r8soutcg.pet50h5 to enter the student's hdlie
or hospital situation without leaving their own localities.

Emdtionally Disturbed

Emotionally disturbed stude7ts; and those who are autistic, can find in
this medium a patient machine with which they can communicate and learn

. in a nonthreatening interchange._ VideOtherapyi_such Asthat employed
at a Veterans Administration center to train reflexes, dexterity, coor-
ination, judgement, and academic skills includIng reading, can be employed
with students who'fall within these categories of disability;

Learning Impairments

___
montally retarded and,learning=ditabled students may findithe micro-
computer, with its ability to branch.to_vArying levels-of reading and_con-
eptualization; very beneficial within_the_mainstreaMed situation of the

lar classroom. The microcomputer is.also.extremdly patient and can
w k with students who- process -information slOwly.-\Injacti.they can be
used -to increase learning speed, readin4Arackingspeed, auditory discrim-
ination, auditory memory visual memory,.-visual discrimination, and
figure- ground.- The presentations can_be multisensory_or_involve blocking
of specific modalities, as necessary for the learner to bett process-the,
information learned. Reinforcement can be immediate, delayed, constant;'
variable--as necessary for_the_particular individual. By instructing
mentally retarded or learning disabled students in elementary programming,
for example, using_a system such_as LOGO; problem solving can also be
developed throUgh the microcomputer.

Gifted and Talented

With.gifted students the expertise of the classroom can be expanded, as__
can time; space;- and -cost. Branching -can be used_here,_too; to branch the
learners to levels of ab§lnIcl-reasoning and problem solving, or even to
remediate weak areas._ Computer programming can be used with these students
to increase their problem-solving skills;

RESEARCH OF EFFICIENCY OF MICROCOMPUTERS

Research-is at times a rather perplexing endeavor.__ Thousands of educators
are involved, spending millions of dollars to provide "answers" to pertit-
tently__recurring questionsi,only to conclude what seeminglywas_Already_
'known" by those actively involved in the research area: Educators want
answers; research frequently results in more questions. Educators want
absolutes; research provides_ Indications. Educators want large definitive
studies; research provides bits and pieces. Yet research, While seemingly
not Rroviding everything that is wanted, can provide a great:deal of
information to help in the educational endeavor. It must, however,_ be
viewed from the perspective that what will emerge from most research
efforts will be only one or a few additional bits of information. These
must be interpreted in light of other_existing and'emerging information_to
glean an understanding of the area being ttUdied. This most certainly is
trbe of research dealing with CAI and the handicapped.

There are also a number of impediments to research and the use of
Microcomputers: insufficient funding; confusing diversity of languages
and hardware, poor quality of CAI materials, educators' lack of knowledge
of how to use CAI effectively, and attitudes among educators about CAI and
research in general;

HoweVer, some general conclusions may be drawn from the research
regarding the effects of CAI on achievement based on some relatively
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consistent result's. The reader should keep in mind that early research
centered on comparison research and relatively few of the studies were
well designed and tightly controlled; A summary of those general conclu-
sions folloW: lb

1. Thq use of CAI -has generally been shown to improve learning or has not
found to be different from traditional approaches.

2, The effects on achievement have tended to occur independently of the
type of CAI used, the type of computer systemi the age range of the

-Atudents, or the instrument used to collect the data.

3. When CAI and traditional instruction are compared, those students
using CAI had equal or better achievement in less time;

4. Students have a positive attitude toward CAI;_this' is frequently
accompanied by increased motivation; longer attention span, etc.

5. Tutorial and drill types of CAI seem more effective with lower ability
students than with high- or middle-ability students.

6. Many learners who:have been Mard_to_reach and hard to teach" by other
'methods become Actively involved inCAI.

7. Most of ihe_research that has shown CAI' to be- effective has made use
of adjunct CAl.in which the:teacher was readily available.

8. CAI is helpful to students in reviewing learned material.

9. Retention rates may be lower than for traditional instruction.

Specific research in special education is relatively scarce;_what has
been done is more evaluative and descriptive than tightly controlled
research studies. Furthermore the majority of the special education
research found in the. literature is centered on the hearing - impaired with
some_studies_dealing with diverse types and ages of handicapped learners.
Results available on CAI in general indicate results in special education
that parallel those found with other populations. The thrust that is
emerging seems to be not if CAI can be used, but rather how it can best be
US-ed.

How it caolbest be, used is definitely in need of research--especially
45 the special educator employS imagination in determining the possible
ways in wnith the microcomputer_ can be adapted and programs can be devel-
oped to assist the handicapped indiVidual in communication, mobility, and
sensory compensation.

SOFTWARE :VtLOPMENT

It is important for the educator be informed so as to assist in the process
of developing software from the design_of the_program; through the script
writing, and through the programming stage; The rationale for learning
this process lies with the lack of adequate educationally effective soft-
ware in many curricular areasi andwith the individual needs of students
within the mainstreamed and the special education classroom.
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In order to obtain information about this developmental process, the
educatbr needs to understand the function of languages most commonly used
to communicate with the microcomputer. There are three directions that
the educator can take to obtain this_ kind of information: take a course
in BASIC (Beginners All - Purpose SAbolic Instruction Code), learn to use
programming systems that are easy bec,iuse of their simplicity and Closeness
to the English language, or learn the process in designing and writing the
frames for a program that will be _programmed by zn experienced programmer.
Each of these directions will be discussed.

BASIC

First; if possible; it'is a good idea for the educator to take a course
BASIC designed for educators not programmers) so specific effective
educational designs can be covered. For example; An one situation a high
school teacher; who teaches programming, developed and taught a course in
BASIC to teachers'in his school system. This course was effective because
teachers not only learned programming; they also learned to develop educa-
tional_programs that were both administrative and instructional. This .

type of course teaches the logic and problem solving necessary to_better
understand the capabilities of the machine--regardless of which micro-
computer is used (Apple, Atari, Pet, etc.).L This information can be used
for programming, for providing information to a programmer to complete the
programming portion in a courseware development, and it can be used in
assisting the educator in evaluating c_ mmercial software.

SIMPLE PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS

An easier direction, or one that takes less time but allows the educator
to_program courseware designed for individualization; is that of using
programming; In considering programming systems, consider them along a
continuum from simple to complex and from least flexible to most flexible;
the easier the-system is to use; the_ less_ individualization or flexibility
is available; Authoring systems include LOGO or GebiS I. With LOGO, a
triangle called a turtle is moved by command around the screen; leaving a
line in its path aTUEiired._ Commands are_simple and in English, for
example; FORWARD; LEFT, SAVE, DRAW. 'Associated with commands are numbers; u
a ONE equals a space if going in a straight line or fifteen_ degrees if
turning. The degrees are the same as those on a traditional clock; three
equals forty-five degrees, six equals ninety degrees. Commands in the-
Genis system are slightly more complex, using T for text; A for answer"; M
for match.

Authoring languages_offer_relatively_more_flexibility with commands
such as TYPE; ACCEPT, MATCH, JUMP, COMPUTE. In using an authoring lan=
guage, be sure that the screen displays are easy_to understand;. that_
students respond_ frequently, that all answers are planned for regardless
if they are right, wrong, or inappropriate, that branchinLsed and the
sIeps in the task analysis are appropriate for the audienni and that
graphics are used for reinforcement of the concept and are not distracting.

WORKING WITH A "PROGRAMMER"

The third direction that the educator can take in developing program'is
to- design a program and write the frames so a programmer can tFien put the
information into the machine. The key element is for the educator and the
programmer to be in constant communication to determine the mostseduca-
tional as well as most appropriate computer program design, and for each
party. to understand exactly what the other is:saying. It is relatively
easy to make changes before the actual programming stage, but next to
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impossible after the program has been completed without creating major
problems. For example, changing one line of a program can cause
far - reaching effects where they are not expected and the program Will then
bomb;

The stages through which the writer should proceed when working with a
programmer follow. In fact; -if the educator is doing programming, these
stages should be followed. First, devel
objectives for the program. These can_be modi ied after completing the
resea_rch, which is the second stage. Based on thefesearch, the initial
design for the program should be developed. This design should be based
on whether the program_type is drill and practice; concept instruction; or
concept application. At this point a simpli_fiedoutline can be developed.

1 a

After discussion between the writer and educator and the programmer as
to length, design, and appropriate presentation for the microcomputer, the
educator can develop the in depth outline which should be discussed with
the programmer; At this point the _program can be put into scriet form:
for example, on 4 by 6 cards, basedr-on the formatting capabilities of that
particular microcomputer (number of lines; number of characters per line;

; etc.). While writing the cards, or after completing_the cards and laying
the cards down in consecutive order; an educational flow chart should be
developed with squares for text_frames and diamonds for question or
interaction frames. Arrows or lines should be drawn to show the exact
flow of the program; or which frame follows which. In the case of
question frames; each possible response_ should have a specific arrow or
line showing which frame is baged on which response. In other words,
where does the program go if the response is right, wrong; or inappropriate
(neither right nor wrong)? After being checked by_the educator and the
programmer, the frames can be placed on frames designed in blocks for each
character space on the screen at any given time.

The last step before giving the information to the programmer. is to
edit the script_(frames) for content; continuity; and errors. After, he
programmer completes the programming, the program should be run many times
to be sure that each pathway as designed on the educational flow chart
runs as desired. At this point, about the only editing that_can be done
to the text is catching gross errors in punctuation and spelling usually
based on typing in the program, not the writing.

Regardless of which method is used to develop the programs desired, it
is important to understand the_capabilities of the microcomputer and
correlate them with educational principles, educational design, and the
individual needs of the learner.
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SOFTWARE MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS

Victor E. Fuchs
LINC Resources1 Inc.
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,Columbus, Ohio 43229
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The need to orient computer software for education thoughtfully; based on
instructional and curricular needs, is outlined against a keynote question:
IS the quality of the educational product that we are producing today good
enough for users and buyers of that product tomorrow, and can we produce:a-.
;better product in less time, for less cost?

Computer technology in education is here to stay; it will force changes
in the delivery and methods by which teaching and education are practiced.
Seven_factors affect the marketability and publishability of_computer_
software for eduCation: computers as an in-place techhology in education,
marketing and distribution patterns for software; consumer demand; quality
timelessness; basic skills; and the.future;

INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of technology, especially computer technologY; by
educators requires us to learn from the experience of others so that we do
not paint ourselves into a corner. Advanced computer technology will
change the Way that we educate our students and.the way that we relate and
work with students. It will require us to change, to learn new skillS,
and to manage our skills differently from. the way that we:have been
taught--differently from the comfortable ways of the past;

We can learn part of this from the experience of the American auto-
Mobile industry; It is recovering from-its worst decline in its history
because it did not respond to the need for change early enough. The
decline was brought about by the industry itselfi due to a confluence of
factors, that it could not control but di4inot want to recognize and deal
with fully at a time when everything elsTseemed to be ill right. Infor-
mation available to industry analysts in the late 1960s-and early 1970s
profiled the factors: rising oil and steel prices, management and labor
practices needing revision; increasing foreign automobile sales; and
government regulations requiring production line- changes; changes partly
inspired by products available from foreign manufacturers.

Depite all of this information; the U;S; automobile tpduStry resisted
change and di-not make the signifi ant decisions required before sales
started to plummet. It was a classic pattern of an:industry: a_set of
people not willing to change and make the investment required. It was
easier to take the profits than the tax credits. It was prodUctivity now
at the expense of long-term; stable productivity in the future;_ It was
management and the labor force that wanted continuing productivity and
salary increases without adjusting to the advances in technology produced
by others. The results, as we know; have been disastrous; Thousands of
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automobile workers ace unemployed; small business firms=supplying_And
relying on the major automobile manufactUrers haVe been pUt out of
ness, others are hanging on by a thread, and the resultant loss of tax_
revenue combined with increased expenditures for unemployment compensation
are dramatically increasing the federal defitit.

The automobile industry does not stand alone; it has reflected what
-many of us da by practice. We recast change,, under the guise of adapting
to_iti_when we know_that ajgore fuhdamental_modificationto our current
practice is needed to meet the challelgtg of the - future adequately. The
electronic revolution-, just beginnings going'to necessitate fundamental
changes in our educational practice and thought.

As RtiucatorS4_we need to_look_at_the Signs around us- -signs that to
,varying degrees parallel those that have been predominant in the::autd
industry; The basic elements required to make our educational system
function_ are_ in_cost;_our management and lab° practices need

e

revision; foreign competitors; in the -form of the ele6tro-'ic rnduttry,
are beginning to produce technological products that wil compete with our
traditional_ practice of_producing teachers who convey i ormation to
students; and government regulations continue to shape he way in WhiCh we
go about the business of education. It is time that we asked. ourselves a
serious question: Is the quality of the educational product that we are
producing good enough for the users and buyers of that product tomorrow,
and can we produce a better product in,lets time; with less cost? Computer
technology will force us to do it.

.

The changes_that_we must, initiate will reshape and cre e our roles as
educators directing technology, rather than edWcaters sear hing for wayS
to make technqlogy useful. One of the most practical ways that we can_do
this is to keep a tight grasp on content_and how, we CommU 'c ate content to
students, whether handicapped or nonhandicappede 'Compute technology is
technolOgy, nothingmore or'less. ._What.we do with it and w we use it
are important; but what weVot into it; -how wejnflu8nc8 an shape the
content of the computer program, the software, is initially important.
Otherwise_we_have the proverbial garbage in;_garbage out The medium is
not the message unless we allow it to be; ';The:MedipM of the computer
should not be more important than the quality of thkComputer program.
Unfortunately; producing quality has never been ealy;1Quality; to use a

't.phrase, is job one.

.

SOFTWARE MARKETING FACTORS

We at LING have been dealing for some time with the MediuM and th8 motsage
issue in the various formats of print, audiovisuals, telecommunications,
computer software; and advanced electronic technology:- We have also dealt
with -the- processes required to arrange for the coMMercial production and
distribution of innovative products'that qse different formats. In the
Process_we have_learnech_something about the factors that make a product
marketable; regardless of its-format, wh8th8r'it is a pook; a computer
program, or an electronic device. In all of this the single most
impOrtant factor is net the medium; but the message; and how easily it can
be used and Communicated to others. Computer software is not an exception. .

Let us look at the market factors that surround computer software and
what will influence its marketability and publishability;

Factor 1: Computers as an In-Place Technology

There is no doubt that computerS have been arowid a long time. It is
almo t an_embarrassment_to see us; as educators, making such a fuss over
them;-_because they are not a -new technology; What has happened that is
excite g with computers is miniaturization--the ability to have your own
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personal computer; The distinctiieht between microcomputer, very small
computers, minicomputers, small computers, computers not so. small, and
mainframes - -the big ones--are diminishing; It is possible -to havE_a_main-
frame computer on your,desk top, ready for personal use. The HP=9000 is
an example; it will compute one million instructiOns a second.

As of December 1982, approximately 9,350 sch I districts had micro-
computers for classroom use. About 25,000 school-buildings had micro-
computers, and the relationshiptetween the size of the student enrollment
and the number of computers requiredbythe school was proportional.
Increasing numbers oteachers are becoming computer literate; many are
beginning to write their own software and courseware. It is projected
that.by the end of 1983 the number of schools to have acquired,computers
w i l l have doubled. By 1985 most schools will have an installed computer
base; by 1987 only a few schools will not have a computer.

The rateat which -the number -of computers -in theschools is growing -is
slow compared to the fast pace of computer software and coursewaredevel
opment. MOr than 700 publishing and software houses either develOP;'
produce; -or- distribute software; This does not take into account the
number of educators producing software or the number of studentsand
parents producing software. The importance of this Marketing fadtor; the
proliferation of computers in the schools, is the growing compUter base to
use whatever software is produced. Therefore; if you produce a software
program; it is probable that it can be used by more and more educatori and
students.

Factor 2: Marketingland Distribution Patterns for Software.

A preliminary analysis_of a poll of producers and diiiributors Of software
by LINC in the late fall of 1982 showed the followihg keting and
distribution trends:

o. 80 percent of software publishers still use direct mail ported by
catalogsifliers, adsi exhibits,'etc.

50 percent, of t companies have some kind of sales represe tative or
dealer network.:. This is-increasing; because one of the mos ffective
ways to sell -soft are is an on-site demonstration, and soft are sales
are considergabNiding-level sales:

An increasing number of local computer retailers (Computer Land, Radio
Shack, Atari, Sears, etc.) are becoming involved in the school and
home market;

20.perCent of companies have a preview policy to protect from
-unauthorized copying of disks.

Only a minority of companies give unrestricted previews.

15 percent are experimenting with the demo disk concept, sometimes
charging for a demo disk.

Companies using direct mail consider warranties and guarantees an
alternative to a preview policy;- however, 20 to 25 percent of companies
do not have a specific return policy: You buy it, you own it.
Industry standards are beginning to emerge.

75 percent of comAniesguarantee their diskettes will "boot up," and
50 percent offer warranties that the courseware and software will play
and operate.



Warranties range from ten days to two years, thirty days is Common.
Ninety days to six months is offered by a number of companies; ninety
days will probably become the standard.

o Companies are experimenting with hackup_and inex ensive replacement
diskettes when the original disk needs to be re laced, updated, or
revised. The implication for this marketing factor is thatas the '

industry learns how to market and distribute software effectively; the
distribution of software products will be as widespread and well-used
as the distribution of print or A-V products.

Factor J: Consume- -Doi and-for -Software

Consumer- demand for software As affected by three constituents: theiftft=
ware publisher, producer, and distributor; the purchaser; and the user.

The software publisher, producer, and distributor, as stated, views
the market for software as a building level sale._ Some_believe that as
states and large school districts consider the- notion of software
libraries; like state and district level film libraries, the volume of
software sales will decrease while the price per copy will increase. This
happened to_the film industry; If this does occur, many software pub-
_lishers will. reevaluate their production schedules and their marketing

rategies.

The demand for software under these conditions will create an occa-
sional use market for- software; limiting much software -to the supplemental

. materials category. 1-hPresponse, publishers will develop material as they
perceive the_market through the acquisition practices of software_
libraries; Publishers will seek areas to which they can adapt software to
match nonsoftware products that they produce and distribute.') This is
happening and will continue; _Theoresult is the computerized' workbook, the
computer animated word list, the computer form of the prograMmed text.
School ,Icquisition practices and product line continuity are invisibly
influencing consumer demand; creating an environment where the educator
does not get to chOose what corresponds to student abilities but is

,.presented with a predetermined selection of software_that is_influenced
more by economics than instructional needs; The problem is that individual
educators either do not have the opportunity to, or cannot, articulate
what the expected_ level of_ instructional quality is in a piece of soft--7
ware;,,ThiS is not uniqud to software, but until individual educators make
such a statement, they, as consumers of software, will have varying degrees
of success in influencing and making known their demands;

On the other hand purchasers_of software are having the greatest amount
of influence -on consumer demand for software. Software acquisition deci-
sions are primarily being made by media center ursonne1_, curriculum
coordinators and suPervisorsi_department_heads;brary media_ specialists;
but not enough teachers; At a recent regional conference of -the National
Education Association in the Northeast, 50 percent of the software
purchased was reported as_not_being used by the_teachers. Not enough
teachers have a voice in the software purchase decision. The consumer
With the most influence is one step away from the classroom where the real
consumers, the _studentsi_exist; This situation must be corrected if
consumer demands for software are to be realistic.

Students -have little influence on software demands -and therefore on
what type of software is produced, marketed, and distributed. Change in
this area is on the way for several reasons. First, when enough_sOftware
is available on any specific_topic so that students can choose_ --mg soft-
wape options, it may be possible to match software to specific student
learning styles and needs. Second; student respect for teache competence-
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in using computers and software will -inherently influence teacher selec-
tion of software in response to studen expectations of the instructor;
therefore students will affect softwa selection through this influence
on teacher behavior. Third, students- ill strive for computer literacy,
-and better performance levels using c mputers and softy/re to gain peer
r ognition; as well as teacher praise; which will produce a type of
consumer pressure similar to what students had on instructional-televi-
sion. Last, the development of computer clubs as school student organiza-
tions will enable students to influence software acquisition collectively

Consumer demand for software ultimately will influence software devel-
opment to the maximum; Articulating the demand differences between admin7
istrators, specialists, teachers, and students will probably be, as in the
past; more of a political process than an educational_process: The
relevance of consumer demand as_a marketing consideration is to under-
stand, when you develop your software, how it will affect the acceptance
of the software. Do not think-that,consumers will_n6t buy a piece of
junk; They will--if there is nothing else ivailable.

Factor 4: Quality.

Quality sells. Whatever you develop, do it right or do not do it at all.
Educators -are looking for quality courseware and software; and they are
learning fast about the characteristics of poor quality in software.
According to a recent article in the Wall Street Journal, software
consumers are becoming more discriminating buyers. Given that all other
things are equali People will not choose to buy something of inferior
quality if; for the same price; they can have something better; Do not
mistake junk for quality.

Factor 5:_ Titt18-15-54

Software that will retain_its_educational .usefulness and relevancy over
long,periods will be souet after by budget-pinched schools: The ability
to be used ower4*and over again, without remisibni is a key marketing
factor; Schools do not_want to be trapped into buying new software_pro4
grams every year to replace the ones used the previous year. Schools do
not want to look on software as consumables but rather as extensions of
the computer hardware; As such; timelessness-the ability to use the
software for at long as you can use the hardware--will find a receptive
market in the school. Do not mistake software that uses student time to
no end as timelessness. It is time-consuming junk;

Factor 6: Basic Skills;

Software and courseware- that help students achieve minimum competency
standards,-the basic_skills--will_be attractive; Do not think software
that teaches the obvious is a basic skill. It is teaching the students
what they already know.

Factor 7: The Future.

The software of today will be the'forgotterkware of tomorrow; Computers_
use software like lungs use air: a constant inhale and exhale, constantly
using more; consuming what_it captures, and disposing of what_is not
needed: Advances in computer technology will dwarf the ability of the
individual to develop software singlehandedly. Most software will be
developed by software_companies;. and_eventually_software as individual
diskettes or pieces of courseware will not exist except for highly specific
applications. "Pnformation warei" time-shared data banks containing the
total of human knowledge andlinformation; will be available on a circula-
tion, usage, or computer readership basis. You will get anything you want,
but pay only for what you need. Computer programs will automatically
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,"delete all superfluousihformation not relevant to a user's need or
request. Portable operating systems will allow students to "plug in" to
any computer terminal within transmitting'distance_wherever they are.
Increased storage of digitized-information will allow you tp carry around
and actessan encyclopedia; keyboards wilr.be obsolete; commands to the
computer will give way to interactive cohversations;

Ultimately no one will write computer programs or 'softwarei as no one
today "writes" language The emphasis will be on managing the data -and
the environment in which they are presented, specifying the interrelation-,
ships between sets of information in order to protect objectivity, so
users will be able to draw their own conclusions from -the data and meet
their own needs by being guided into understanding information that can be
useful to their lives.

CONCLUSION

In the final analysis; the concerns'about how we use and make computer
software in the future will be our concerns today. The marketing con-
sideration for the future is to concentrate on what you know how to do
now; to communicate your skills; your knowledge; your message; in a way
that someone else can use it. This is the educatioh_process; it is the
essence of what makes any piece of software marketable--the'unique
creative, intellectual way that you develop At so that it is useful to
someone else.

Succinctly pot; make your software an- original; do not copy someone
elSe'S. Computers'can do that for you. It is the creator of the software
who thinks; not the computer that runs it. You; the author; are the
greatest asset of the software, now and in the future. Do not abdicate
control of the content of software programs to someone who does not know
the subject; To do so will result_in-an inferior software' program that
will greatly reduce its marketability and publishability; but if you do
not know how to design a computer program or to program iti get help from
computer profesionaas; They know how to program better than-you do.
Practice on your own, not on consumers.

ED#231145
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.SECTION 2

COMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Two categories of management applications in special education are
discussed in Secition 2 The first addresses data management as it relates
to instructional management and student performance (computer-managed.
instruction), while the second loolq at concerns ofthe special education
administrator outside the classroom (computer- assisted management); In

the first category, Miller and Ragghianti provide an overview of the use
of microcomputer technology fOr cost-effective special education manage,
ment. They discuss using computer-man4ed instruction to monitor individ-
ual student performance, as well as providing the basis for data used in
computer-assisted management at the district level;

Wesson presents _a software program; DBPM, developed to;enable teachers
to select measurement systems unique-to the curriculum ttley are using, and
tbat allows the teacher to monitor the_performance of inbividual students.
Graphic presentations of student peqdrmance data assist the teacher_in
analyzing the effectiveness of the inStructional program. The article
discUsses the research and developmentprocesses carried out in producing-
this software, including the evaluation of_teacher satisfaction; teacher.
utilization of the information, and its effect on student performance.

The fine article in this section discusses data-based management
systems...Tinsley reviews some of the different types of administrative
data management programs available; such as electronic spread sheets and
word processing_, along with some of_the problems associated with special
education data base applications. Further discussions address the benefits

. of an integrated program and modular approach for_administrative data;
such as.payroll; personnel; budgeting, etc. Tinsley concludes with a
series of questions that need to be asked by the special education manager
in evaluating the worth of an integrated system for particular special
education application.

The four briefs that follow in the input and output section discuss
three additional topics related to computer-aSsisted management. FirSts
the concept of telecommunications and its applicat4on -in special_education.
through SpecialNet are briefly described., The second brief"illgstrates a
local area network that can be implemented within a-school system in
instruction, curriculum development; administration4 and local area tele-_
communications, including electronic mail and data base access. The third
brief outlines some of the national,retources available for speOal
educators, including some_available"th.rpugh SpecialNet; and others that
will subsequently be available through the ERIC system. The final brief
discusses an applicatiOns program that provides_a_curriculum management_
system; a teacher plahning system; and an administrative planning system
in an, integrated software package.
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A SOFT-SELL FOR HARDWARE:

THE USE OF MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR

COST EFFECTIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION MANAGEMENT

'Rosemary Miller
Pine Court Apartments F-2
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina 29928
Suzanne Ragghionti
3820 Delmont Avenue
Oakland, California 94605

A knowledge of microcomputer technology is rapidly becoming a necessary
job skill. This creates a critical' need for schools to provide computer
programs,t.o_prepare_students for toda-y!:s job market. It also provides .new
management'techniques for school administrators. This presentation focuses
on the computer as the manager of instruction and inClUdet an introduction
to_computer_terminology, considerations for the selection of hardware and
software, effective data collection and information management; and the
potential for; and possible methods of; structuring computer-based special
education management systems;

1

__We are not compufer Whizzes, but we recognize that_ the computer age is
here; The electronic capabilities that allow the imprintingof thbUtandt
of complex circuits on a silicone ch'ip'smaller than a.postage stamp_and
the replacement of hundreds of moving parts by one microprocessor have
ushered is this era of the microcomputer. As a result, the microcomputer
is invading the educational system "at all levels. Educators must become
involved in the development of this technology for educational
Applications.

, .

.

'An developing_educational.tompilter literacy, three areas need to be
examined. These include the use of the microcomputer as the object of
instruction,_ the_ medium of instruction; and the manager of instruction. _

How to operate the computer, how the computer .operates, and the impact of

I
a rapidly ching. computer technology on societytoostitute the computer
as the object of nstruction.

The computer s the medium of instruction had its beginnings_in, and
still has_its_maj -emphasis on,, compuier-Assisted instruction (CAI).
Other application elude inquiry, simulation, and problem solving, all
involving the use of more sophisticated instructional applications;

Finally, thecomputer can be the manager of instruction by aiding the
teacher_or administrator in storing and retrieving pertinent student
data; Analysis -of the data can also be accomplished with the computer.
The computer allows us to be managers of data rather than just collectors
of information.

,

This presentation focuses onthe computer as the manager of instruc-r_
tion and includes -two parts; Part One is an introduction to basic computer
terminology. Part Two addresses co iderations for the selection of soft-
ware and hardwire; effective data c llectiOn,. and information management;

i
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and the potential for and possible methods of structuring a computer-based
special education management system.

Our purpose is to share some of what we have learned, especially_those
concepts that will aid you in advising your districts.in the selection of
a computer system. Most important, we challenge you to plunge into the
world of.the microcomputer and discover its seemingly limitless potential.

INTRODUCTION TO- BASIC COMPUTER TERMINOLOG

Computerese has been defined as a peculiar dialect= spoken and written by
computer7iFitiates for the gratification_of their egos; It is also neces-
sary to have.a basic understanding of this dialect when talking with local
computer salesperson or communicating with children. The next section
gives a brief definition of some of this ego-building lingo; but the terms
are further explained under the major headings of data measurement, hard-
ware, and software.

aataMeasurement
4

A microcomputer is simply a series of boxes connected by wires. By itself
computer is incapable of relating to,humans. Instructions and data

are necessary for an interrelationship However; there is a limit to -the
amount of data that the computer can handle at one time, so a system for
data measurement is necessary.

The terms associated with data Measurement are bytes and bitsBytes,
or characters; numbers; letters, or spaces; -are the_fundamental-wifts for
communicating with the computer. For examplb, the letter A, the number 3,
.a ?i or:a space constitute a byte; The statement "The computer age is_
exciting:" is equal to thirty bytes. Bits are the computer's fundamental
units or the smallest units of data with which -a computer works. They are
the binary system ofzeros_and on .Eight bits are approximately one _

byte; so the letter I( is simply a s ies of eight zeros and ones arranged
in a given order. °

Hardware

Hardware refers to the actual physical eqOpment of the computer._ The
following lists.the terms associated witiNiardware in a more meaningful
framework:

I. CPU--Mainframe
A. Processor
EL Main memory

I. ROM
72. RAM
3; Bus

II. Poi't§
III ;. Peripherals

CPU and mainframe are terms referring to the internal hardware
components of the computer. These components include the processor and
main memory. The processor performs the calculations'and interprets.the
data; its size is measur6din bits; Main memory stores the data and
instructions that the processor needs, and receives the results of the
processor's work. Its size is measured by the number of byte§ that it can .

hold.

There are two kinds of main memory: ROM_, or read only memory_, and
RAM, or random access_memory. ROM is the memory where information is
permanently stored. It contains the wake-up instructions that turn the
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computer_on; InfOrmation and programs are stored in RAM; This is the
memory with which the user interacts. It is important to remember that
when the power is turned off; all data in. RAM are lost;

In stimmary, the processor: size is measured in bits while Main memory
size is measured in byte5; An 8-bit system with 64 kilobytes of main
memory refers to the size of the processor (8 bits) and the size of main
memory (64 kilobytes).

Bus- refers to the internal wires along which data travel. The bus
size must match the processor size;

Ports or plugs are the outlets on the computer that allow the addition
of peripherals or _external devices; The number available is important; as
one port is needed for every peripheral added to the CPU. .

External- devices or peripherals -send information to or receive infor-
matidn--(FdMfh-e-computem.-71W-51Flude secondary storage devices and
.input and.output devices. Because main memory is limited in size, and
data are lost when. the power is turned off, secondary stbra_g: is necessary
if data are ,to be stored. These devices inefirde-TT315py and" and disks;
cassette tapes; and punched cards;

Input and output devices allow the user to get information into and
out of tFe compalF:/Fiidf=devites include the _CRT_ (cathoderay tube; or
screen) and the keyboard. Output devices include the CRT, which allows
the user to see what is being entered as well as what is already in the
computer; and printers; which provide a hard copy of the data in the
compfter.

Software

Software is the set_of instructions that:command!"the computer and allow
TEE :user to interact with and take advantage of the computer's talents.
Terms associated with software will be presented in the following
fi.-amework:

1. Application programs
a. ;;Word processing
b; Data base management system (DBMS).*
c. Accounting systems

2 Source- programs
a. BASIC

--b. COBAL
c; FORTRAN

3. Operating system

ems- contain a set of instructions that tell the
computer-how to o a cific task. They include word=procesSing* which
is a_method of recording; editing; and storing wriffen reports; letters;
and JEPs; dat,a-basenanalement, which is a program that Handles the
Storage and retrieval of data entered under specific headings; and.
accountingpragrans, which allow the user, to enter figures and formulas to
Fe used -fn fhe calculations that'the computer performs.

Source- programs, alsd known as high-level language or programming
language, Wrude BASIC; CORAL, and FORTRAN. The computer takes this
source program'and translates it into the binary system for processing;

Theoperating_system is_the_traffic cop of the computer. It keeps the
data flowing between_the CPU and the peripherals; The application program
must be compatible with the operating system.
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Summary

Bits and bytes refer to data measurement. CPU; processor; main memory;
rts, and,peipherals all refer to the hardware; with the size of the

processor being measured in bits and the size of main memory being measured
in, bytes. The number of ports controls the number of peripherals that,can
be attached to the CPU; Application programs; source programs; and
operating systems are terms that refer to the software that allows the
computer to perform specific operations desired by the user.

While no one can fully w'Iderstand the computer from reading a vocabu-
lary list; this`IFFIef lesson in computerese should aid your inputting of:
computer lingo;

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SELECT OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

The search for the right_ microcomputer should begin by analyzing how you
will use the computer. The specific uses that you have in mind will help
determine both hardware and software needs. There are several questions
that you need to answer; These fall into three main categories: what;
where, and who.

Questions to Analyze Computer Uses

1. What processes_do you want-to use the microcomputer for: predicting;
forcasting, a budget computations, or word processing for letters,
mailingsand IEPs or student information files?

,.

2. If a school s-te is intended for microcomputer placement; will the
Same hardware4ie .used for both computer assisted instruction and
administrative uses? Some hardware -may be inappropriate - for both uses.

3. How much data must the system be able to handle? Central office data
needs will be quite different from those of a school site.

4. Will the; same hardware be used throughout the district for both school
site and central office uses?

5. Who will use the microcomputersecretaries; ieachers; administrators;
_psychologists?

6.4e011 multi-user time sharing be used? An example of this could be at
d high school with a large special education department. A CPU would

4 be hooked up to several screens and keyboards With a printer ortwo.
The screens and keybOards could be used by teachers, psychologists,
secretaries; department heads; etc.

A common mistake made by school districts is buying hardware first and
then trying to find_software that will run off that machine.: The system
is -only as goad as the software used. Therefore, software shOuld be
selected before purchasing hardware. IN

Ev al uat in-g- Software -F irst

There,are some,basic questions to be answered when evaluating software.
These can be grouped under four main headings: ease of use, documenting,
dealer support; and flexibility.

Ea -se of use. Is the software user-oriented? A well-designed softwa
package should take between two and six hours_of training to master. Mary
softvrare_packages_include_practice disks and training lessons. The
personnel who will actually use the software should try jt out before
purchase.

Second, is the software menu-driven? The menu lists the choices and
gives instructions on how to execute the desired choice. Figure -1 depicts
an example of vmenu from Profile II, a data base management system.
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O. ':Directory
1; Define Data Formats
2. Define Screen Formats
3; Define Report_Formats
4. kefine Label Formats
5. Define Selection Formats
6; ,Expand Existing File
7. Inquire, Update, Add
8. Print Reports
g; Print:Labels
A. Select Records
X. Exit

PROFILE -I -I- -MENU

FIGURE 1

-.-
Fur. example, if you wanted to set up a file of students in your special
education program; you would choose 1, define data formats; The micro-
computer would then lead you through setting up your fields; Field 1
would probably belast name or last name; first name. Subsequent fields
would include parent's name; address; school; handicapping condition; -

etc; The set of fields on each student would mak up a record. All of
the records would comprise a file. If you wanted report of students by_
type of program; you would_select 3;_define data fo ats; Once the report
format was set up, you would choose 8, print. reports.

Documentation; Does the software selected have complete concise docu-
mentation intluding an easy-to-understand operator's manual? It is neces-
sary to sit down at the microcomputer and try to follow_the steps outlined
in the manual before buying the package. What seemed clear to the pro-
grammer who designed the package may be frustratingly unclear to the
novices who buy the package and try to use it on their own;

Do software brochures and demonstration materials show the data
capacity of the system? Haw_much main memory will the software package
use? How much room on the disk is taken up by directions to the computer?
Some software packages may -leave little room for the amount of information
that you want to put in; All compatible hardware should be listed; On
what machines can you use this software? Examples of reports should also
be shown in. the manual. You need to know if this software package can _

generate the kinds of reports that yoU need.,

Dealer_support; Does the software dealer offer support even after the
sale is made? Replacing defective merchandise, correcting program errors,
providing updates if new improved packages are developed; providing
effective training programs; and clearly spelling out maintenance provi-
sions are areas to consider. Keep in mind that payment terms are a key
part of the negotiations for installation;__ In other words the system
should be installed and operating before final payment is made.

Flexibility;_ Are the input and output and processing capabilities of
the pacTage fTexible enough to accommodate your changing needs now and in
the foreseeable future? Is it possible for nontechnicians such as yourself
to modify.the.structure of the reports?

Ratings of software are published in computer journals and research
service guides such_as Data-Pro; Another -good source of _information is
another user. Ask the dealer for names of people using the package.
Check with other districts_uSing the software to see how well it works for
them and any difficulties that they may have. encountered.
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Selection of Hardware

Once the software has been selected; hardware choices are narrowed;
Important consideratiOns in selecting. hardware include capacity, storage,
input and output, and service.

Capacity. This refers to the size of both 'the central processing unit
(CPU) andMain memory. For administrative uses the CPU should be a 16-bit
system- Main memory should be at least 48 to 64 KB.

Storage. The most commonly used storage devices for microcomputers
are floppy disks; Hard disks are becoming available, however; The basic
differences between floppy. disks and hard disks are durability, storage
capacity; and expense. Floppy disks must be handled_carefully; Dust;
heat; finger marks; and warping caused by improper storage can damage the
disks. Hard-disk systems are sealed systems and are therefore less
susceptible to damage. -

Floppy disks come in two siaes:, 5 1/4 inches and 8 inches diameter; -_5
1/4 -inch disks have a storage capacity of 75;000 bytes; 8-inch disks have
a storage capacity of 315,000 bytes. Hard disks are available in 8-inch
and 14-inch diameters and have a storage capacity of 75;000 to 315;000
bytes; For example;_one_special education student's records including IEP
data could contain 10,000 bytes. __A 5 1/4 inch floppy disk would hold only
about seven such records; 5 1/4-inch or 8-inch floppy -disks used_to store
large amounts of data could conceivably create a new filing problem and
require a file to find a file.

Hard-disk systems are initially expensive but, in light of the rapidly
developing and constantly changing computer technology; one can assume
that reasonably priced hard-disk packs will be widely available for micro-
computers in the next few years.

Input_anci_o0pmt--ilev-i-o&s The type and number of input and output
devices needed ian important consideration when choosing hardware. The
ports or connecting plugs on the computer itself (the CPU) determine both
the number and type of devices that can be used. Input considerations
include the type of keyboard and location of_specific keys. The keyboard
should be as close -as possible to an actual typewriter for ease of use;
Output devices include the CRT (screen) and printers. The number of posi-
tions on the screen (columns by rows) is important to consider; Some
screens show only part of a line of print. There are basically two types
of printers: dot matrix and letter quality. Dot matrix printers may be
adequate for your needs_if reports; mailing labels; and lists are all that
is needed. Letter-quality printers produce a higher quality printed copy,
and you may want this type of printing for letters. However; letter...,
quality printers are typically slower;

Service. As_with the purchase of software; the availability of service
inch-MI4 warranty, maintenance, update prov iesions, and guaranteed delivery
date must be considered. Warranty provisions?and maintenance contracts
need to be negotiated before the system is purchased to assure maximum
computer uptime.

In summary; in selecting_ software and hardware;
1. Define specifically for what use you want to use the microcomputer.
2. Research available software and hardware.
3. Buy the most reliable software and hardware that meets your present ='

and projected needs.
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DATA AND INFORMATION NEEDS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Before one can address the actual uses of computer technology in special
education administrAtion; a__Close_look must be taken at the. components of
good data collectioff and information management. The computer alone is
not a data-processing system. An efficient management program will combine
present data collection methods with,computerization; An effective data
collection and information management system must incorporate the informa-
tion needed to administer an accountable special education program. Some
basic considerations include the following:

1. The data collection procedures_ should be directly related to
identification;_assessment; and placement procedures.

2; The system should be designed to meet the record keeping and data
needs of both direct service and supervisory personnel.

3. The system should be able to accommodate changes in information needs
among special education programs.

Information should_be designed to incorporate several planning or
reporting functions. The following -are examples of information needs in
special education administration that can be met more effectively with
computerization than with manual processing. In other words. all the
files of information that are kept by direct service and supervisory
personnel in numerous file cabinets and 5 by 8 card files could be stored
in the microcomputer and accessed as necessary.

Types of Information That Can ae_Covute_rized

Masterfile: lists of_all special education_ students and lists
categories; schools; etc;

Scheduling: for schools, transportation, resource programs, relat
services, and personnel

Reporting: for example; interim progress reports on IEP goals for parents
and regular class teachers.

Attendance Reports

Research: This_could include relatiOnships between variables such as type
of placement, age at entry into spe'Oal edUcatjpiraii1414saping condi-
tion, etc.

Student Identification: Files of basic information so that the reports on
ethnicity, federal employees; federal housing; free lunch; etc;,_could
be accessed directly from the microcomputer rather than from endless
forms for the teacher.

Historical Data Including medical and psychological

Student Directory: Emergency phone numbers, etc.

Mailing by Activity: Mailing lists; mailing labelsj'and letters can be__
generated on the microcomputer. The'microcomputer could identify all
students whose reevaluation date is upcoming; insert the appropriate
items in the blanks in a letter; and address the rabels; Figure 2 is
an example of such a letter;
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Dear

4,It is time for the annual review of IEP. Please',
-indicate the most convenient time for you to. attend a-lie-Et:gig at_tlie)
school; will be reevaluated before the meeting: If
you have any specific requests, please indicate them on the bottom tf ;the
appropriate form.

The following people will attend the meeting:
Classroom Teacher Resource Specialist

--Counselor Administrator
Itinerant Teacher -7Psychologist
Adaptive P.E. Social Wqrker

Please indicate your 1st; 2nd, and_3rd_choice of meeting times. If you
have any questions, please call 22243097.

DATE TIME

REMARKS

FIGURE 2

Record Keeping: The multitude of records kept-on special education
studer16 by a district can be put into the microcomputer and accessed
as needed; -

Testing: Results are easily accessible and readily available in one place.

e
Types of Data Analysis Available

Given the amount of,data available with this student system, one would be
able to compile the information necessary.for compliance monitoring and
for ensuring compliance; such as:

I. lists of incomplete records (unsigned IEPs);
9; child counts cross-referenced by age; program; and handicapping

condition;
3. audit trails for program projections and reimbursement; and
4; budget and program projections and reimbursement computations

according to state and federal formulas.

It will also allow analysis for management information required not
only by administrators but by teachersand specialists as well.

Bu-ildiTqa--Computet--Mahage-me-nt System

A total management system should be the,goal, not the immediate objective;
To build a computer management system, schools may begin with one or two
applications specific to their needs.

For example, aschocil or district could purchase a data base management
system and a word processing system, both of which are software. The
necessary hardware would include a CPU with 48 to_64 kilobytes of main_
memory; a CRT with an 80 by 24 column screen, so that an entire line of
text can be seen; a printer--either dot matrix or letter quality; and disk
drive expansion unit or a hard-disk system;
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With this_configuration,i district could begin transportation tthedUl=
ing, student files-or ihOividualized_program records. The word procesSor
could be used to write letters to parelts and generate curriculum gOdOS.
The two working togetherCoyd generate more comprehensive reports and
inforTation analysis. ,It is important to remember that in order to do
this efficiently, ample'' secondary Storage is critical.

- 7

The_cost_of_this--_configuration'iS presented in the following list;
Ilhe price ranges reflect the sophistication and quality of the product.
1.'. Software

- : . -

A. DBMS-4100 to $1000_- ' -

B:- Word processor-71101 to $800:
'2. HaNware

A. Computer-42;500 to -$8000 .;

B. Printer--$300 to $700 for Dot' Matrix
12;poo for Letter Qualipity

C. Disk Drive_Expahsion=-$850 to $3;000
D. Hard-Disk System--$2,000.up

3. Additional costs
A. Paper--$40_per box '-
B. Disks--$5.95 for 5 1/4-inch

$7.50 for 8- inch
Printer ribbon--$15

D. Cables - -$50 I
.

E. Maintenanceabout:107percent of the purchase price
F. Furniture -as needed . 1.

is
___, ,_

_; ,1

An impbrtant rule to rememberWhenbUdgetihga,fbr a computer system is to
plan to Spend,50_?percent of the total cost. of the hardware on software.
The system will' be only as good as the software that runs it; ',

ED#229904
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DATA-BASED PROGRAW.M0DIFICATION;

A DISK FOR MONITORIINOtbDgMT PROGRESS

Caren Wesson
Data Based Associates
4624 York _1 S.
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 55410

INTRODUCTION

':.This.:ptesentation describes a microcompptee diAldevelopedbx.Data Bated
. .

Associates .(DBA), a prjyatelorganiZation;H:DBA Consists.of;..tpecial _

..'educators, school psychologists, and research scientists with extensive
experience in teacher traiminsi-consuTtation, and computer applications.
The_softWarepeveloped byTBA is. entitled "Data Based Program.4odification"

. iDBPP.tr. DBPM enables a Ieacherto select a measurement system unique to
thexurriculom whiCh alloWs_the progress of each student' to be monitored;
Data generated from 'routinely scheduled student performance samples, one
to threeminutes in duration-, are examined through graphic analysis or
simply entered into the DBPM computer software package; Although the_
computer ' package is not necessary for progress decisions. to be made, it

offers the advantage of an instantaneous printout that informs: 0'e-teacher
of the effectiveness of 'the current instructional grogram.

,..,,

i If the instructional program is nnt_likelYtO meet the projected goals,
:. the computer program will recommend that the teacher make a change in
'On truction. A printout of=student performance over time a+ong with

il'

si ple, evaluative statements is available., providing school personnel _

: With a hard copy. For administrators, DBA' provides a service to aggregate
information across students for the purposes of program evaluations and
summaries; . -A

.The 4mainder of the presentation describes the research. and deielop-
ment_process supporting -DBPM; the procedures used; and additional services
available through Data Based Associates.

RESEARCH. AND DEVELORMENT

In recent years greater demands have been placed -on educators; especially
special educators, to be accountable for the quality of educational deci-
sions_and the ways in which decisions are_ made. A number of criteria_to
be followed in assessment and decision - making procedures have been out-
lined in P.L. 94-142. Implementation of this part of the law has proved
difficult due to the absence of technical_knowledge_that would enable
schools to comply with-thy intent of the law as well as the procedures

es(
outlined in-the law. n response to this problem, a program of research
and development was ablished its goal was developing_a functional_
system for developing and monitoring progress on IEP goals P.L. 94=142
intended.

I . ' )
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One_ohjective of thiS research and development- 'program has been to
empirically determine the effects of teachers using the formative evalua-
tionlsystem on_student achievement in reading; Oelling, and written
expression. If we are to achieve substantive as,Well as procedural
compliance with the law_Oeno_&_Mirkin, 1960), we must determine whether
using the formative evaluation system increases teacher success in devel
,oping_student programs. In answering this question, our focus has been on::.
the'IEP adjustment decision that teachers make once special_education is
being_provided for a student. The formative evaluation system is an
,assessment device for monitoring the effectiveness of the IEP. The
hoothetis js that if an adeqOate_systeMof formative evaluation is devel-
opedi_teachers may use this system to- monitor student progress and the
effectiveness of their instruction. If studeht progress is not adequate,
thed teathers judge their tnstruction_ineffective and modify their
instruction in an attempt to improve thq student's progress.

lkt

The rationale underlying thi _ypotheSis rests ona set of assumptions;
First, the success of'specialed-c ion is defined by the. extent to Whith
students' academic and social behaViors are improved. Second, for any
Mildlyor_moderately handic pped student; it is impossible to reliably

tA

identify- special education 1 altel'natiye, that will be more, fective than
the regular classroom pros am;?.Giyen7the fiest_two assumpt s; the
initial IEP then must be viewed as a guess about what might e helpful to
the student rather than a plan that is guaranteed to help, I the IEP is
only a guess; then_there is no alternative but to continuOusiy evaluate
the effectiveness of the IEP and Iy_modify it when it is UnsjicCOSSfUl.
Under such conditions teachers should be able to increase the success of
Special educationuby_systematically measuring student progress toward the
achievement of program goals and then adjusting student. pimarams to enhance
that progress. . In a responsive system such as this; student. erformance
data_function as the most useful vital sign of:whether_a program is,work-
ing or should be changed. An evaluation system, when effective, allows
teachers to empirically test their best hunchesAbout hpw'to 'help students.

. . ,--

One desirable.characteristic of a formativer evalua ,on system is that
itcan_be usefu]_for Monitoring the effects_of_any type of- instruction.
For example; wilether_the teacher thooSes DISTAR, a basic sight word method,
or any other approach to teach readin; the monitoring system shou4d
accurately measure the student's progress in 'reading; and it must be

i unbiased with respect to various theoretical: approaches to teaching.:
.

Stage One

In order to accomPlish_the goal Ofpine_research and_development program; a
three-stage plan was designed. StOge'One.included (1) the identifitatiOn
of the behaviors to be measured in rdading; spelling; and written expres-
sion; (2) the development of technically adequate measurement procedures,
_foe measuring Wose behaviors; and (3) An exploration of alternative
approaches (rule systems) for using the data generated by these measures
tomake decisions about the - effectiveness of_instruction; *The_studiesin-
Stage One were intended to lay a foundation for sptiseque$ engineeeing'.416U
a generic formative evaluation_system:__Id_ tifying-Ya=14d timple measures
Of student performance was critical;pecau lateeideielopment of the
eva,luation system rested on whether,perf ance data.that were technically
adequate could be easily and frequently COljected.

Consistent with the intent of the-three-stage plan; measurement and
evaNation P rocedures were developed -for three academic areas - (reading;'' ..

spelling; -and written expression): For purposes of illustration, the
process of identifying the reading measures will be described.

The basic strategy used in identifying usefUl measures inVtilVed a
ess of elimination._ Initially a pool. of five easily measured reading
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behaviors was geperated through a review of the available literature. The
behaviors measured in reading included (1) reading isolated word lists,
(2) reading isolated words in context; (3) reading aloud from text; (4)
identifying deleted_words in text; and (5) giving word meanings (Deno,.
Mirkin, & Chian.g, 1982). The pent step was to develop simple standardized
measurement' procedures. Specific directions; which could be used routinely
to conduct assessment; were devised. These specifics included how to

'' choose a sample and provide directions to the student..

The third step was to determine the criterion validity of the measure-
ment procedures by correlating the scores obtained from them with scores
on commercially availabre standardized measures; with_program placement;
and with.grade level. The measures that were not reliable Cr valid, or

!4
i47

those-that wer -deemed less acceptable with respect to any other desired
characterisr ; eliminated from the pool.

.

--i$

The res lts of the criterion vaiidity rwarch led to the conclusion'
that reading aloud from a basal text is_an otimal behavior to- measure -in
reading. The rationale for this selection includes'the.fact that reading
aloud provides a broader range -of scores than isolated words; and relates
somewhat more-closely to comprehension. In addition, reading aloud
requires little teacher_sreparation'because a teacher cah simply randomly

' select\a passage and direct a child to_read aloud; The procedures for
measuring reading aloud have been detailed in a manual available through
DBA..and are briefly described in the procedures section of-this article.

Once the.proceduXs have been. developed for measuring reading, the

T
next step in stage -one of the research ogram was to investigate two
procedures for writing objectives. Sho -term objectives (ST0s) are bas6d
on the long-range goals; which are deve oiled using a formula and the
student's scores from the reading-aloud Measure. _STOs can_ be_ written_ so
that. measurement is on a standard,.task'(e.g., reading aloUd-at a specifit
level of a reading series); or measurement can be based on a standard
criterion applied to_sequen'tial tasks (eg.; _mastery of units in -a basil
reader). Both procedures for writing objectives were adequate (Fuchs,
Wesson; Tindal; Mirkin; & Deno; 1982);

At the same time, several studfes were conducted to ejlkne various
procedures for using the data generated frakthe administration of_the

'generic measures. Analyses of.student petromance data indicated that
students showed greater' academic growth when a data utilizati strategy
was in effect than when- teachers did not use the -data systematically'
(Martin, 1980; rirkin, Deno, Tihdal, & Kuehnle, 1980). questionnaires
designed to evaluate teacher_satisfaction with two alternative data-
utilization strategies revealed that teachers preferred to use a tombina-
tion of the two strategies over-using either strategy alone fFuchs; Wesson;

.Tindal; Mirkin; &Deno; )982). This finding contributed to'the design -of
the data-utilization strategy employed in stage three studies. .ThiS
strategy is described in the procedures section.

Sage Two .

_ Stage Two lonsisted of improving the logistical feasibility (Lovitt; 1977)
"-df the formative evaluation system, as measured by teacher efficiency and
Satisfaction. . No system of formative evaluation would be useful_if
teachers found it to -be -too time-consuming or if they were dissatisfied
Wi other aspects of the system. Wtheqt efficiency and teacher accep-
ts ei the formative evaluation system probably would not be used regard-
] s of its value in monitoring student progress.

A series of field tests was _conducted with a_cooperating school
c district. The results indicated that with practice and systematic attempts

to reduce measurement time; teachers were able to increase their efficiency
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by_15 times; At the end of the study teachers required, on the average,
only two minutes to prepare. for measurement; conduct a one-minute assess-
ment; and_score and graph the reAlults (Fuchs; Wesson; Tindal; Mirkin; &
Deno, 1981). These teachers were also highly satisfied with the evalua-
tion procedures.

When questioned by independent evaluators, the teachers stated that
(1) the_syste% eliminated much of the jargon; ambiguity; and vague
descriptions once found -in IEPs; (2) the system met the real intent of the
laW; (3) their own testing was now relevant to the instruction being pro-
vided in the classroom; (4) they were confident in the reliability of their
test, making decisions easier and meetings shorter; (5') their testing was
more meaningful,because students are compared with peers from their own
school aria grade level; (6) the students were more .aware of their own
progreSs becaUse of the frequent charting required by the data-based sys-
tem; (7) their ability to measure t40 effectiveness of their teaching
strategies with_any particular_ student was improved; and -(8) the system
made- writing IEPs much easier (Wesson, Deno, & Mirkin, 1982). TheSe
results clearly suggest that this monitoring system not only is logis-
tically feaSible but in fact has practical advantages;

Stage Three
4

Stage Three of this research and development plan brings the focus of
:research back to the- primary goal: to determine the effects of teachers'
use of formative evaluation on student achievement. Preliminary findings
On this topic are encouraging. Replts of a study iniolving teachers from
39 large'city schools indicated that implementation of the frequent; direct
measurement and evaluation procedures affected positively both stUdent
achievement and student awareness of.their own achievement: Students_of
expsE;imental teachers performed better than - students of comparison teachers
on virtually ajl achievement measures; rate and apcuracy in reading aloud
feorD text mateHals; and the Strmctural Analysisia04,7-Reading Comprehension
subfests of the .Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. It is worth noting that
although the former measure (reading aloud from text)'was used throughout
the study, the;Datter two were not directly measured by; the teachers as
part of the evaluation syStem.

The findings suggeft that when teachers repl4dly employ the simple
one-minute test of reading aloud fr text passages to index student
progress; they can interpret studenrgains as representing general reading
achievement:- That is'; the data_apparently validly reflect.fluency decod-_
ing, and comprehension. The only. measure on which experimental and control
group performance was undiffereVated was error 'scores on the third-grade
oral reading passages. This may be explained by thej,poor reliabilityof
such error scores (Deno; Mirkin; Chiang; & Lowry; 1980; Fuchs & Denoi- 1981;..
Fuchs; Deno; & Marston; 1982). .Consequently; the results of this study
suggest that technically adequateepeated curriculum-based measurement,
when used by teachers to evaluate and modify programs; positively affects
student achievement;-

In addition to; achieving betteri'thestudents in this study were more
knowledgeable about their own learning when their.teachers used systematic
measurement and evaluation procedures. As compared to pupils whose
progress was measured and evaluated via conventional special education
practice, students who were measured and evaluated repeatedly and system-
atically in their curricula (1) more frequently said that they know their
goals; (2Y moee:often actually stated their goals; (3) were more_accurate

typically reported that they relied on d . f-a_ a estimates of
in their 'estiMates.,of whether they would meet eir g , and (4) more

whether they would meet their goals; he_res lts revea ed that repeated;
direct systematic measurement and evaluation enhances n t only students'
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reading achievement, but also their knowledge concerning their own learn-

,

ing. These outcomes are'theoreticall and socially_important. On the one

hand they support the hypothesis of m 1 .y, educational psycholbgistst .,.,

(Bandura,_ 1982; Crow & Crow, 1963; Far ham-Diggoryi 1972i Prentice,J96.:'
that stUdenUl knowledge of their Tear ing may improve acadeM0c perfor- :.'-i-

mance. On the other hand increased participation by studentslin their own
education is often regarded as an important educational goal,-: ,, .

This study generally provides support for increased use of systematic,
ongoing measurement and_evaluation of student progress by teachers,. It

provides e'videnCe,that individual special education programs can -be --
monitored continuously and improved as required to:increase the likelihood
of student gains; The findings of this research ?)1tradict the conven-
tional argument that teachers do not need to use requent measurement and
evaluation,because (1) they are already sufficiently aware of student
achievement and (2) such procedures are - inefficient. Teachers who used
frequent measurement and systematic evaluation were more effective in
enhancing student growth and student awareness' of their educational
programs;

:Procedures Used With DBPM

Teachers using DBPM require training fo carry out a specific set of pro-'
cedures, including establishing an- appropriate measurement level, writing
long-range goals URGsi and short-term objectives-(ST0s), collecting three
oral reading_scores per week for each_Student, inserting the data into a
disk or plotting thT scores on a graph; and using the data in;making
decisions about the effectiveness of ktUdent's instructional programs.

Measurement. 'Reading measurement consists of one-4;11.701e timed samples

of reading-from_the student's-curriculum. Correct apd,incorrect words are
scored and charted.on equal interval charts., The_level of stimulus
material for testing, which also represents 'aseline level, is- selected as
the level from which the student realvaloud\about, 50 word'S per minute.

Writing goals. Teachers are instructed/to write long-range goals for
the student's IEP using:boththe_entry-level criterion and _a desired
year-end mastery criterion, usually 90 to 150 words correctly per minute
wN no. morethan seven errors. The format used'in writing the long-range
10a is simila, to the following gxample:

In_32 weeks, when presented with stories from level G, Ginn 720, JOhn
will read aloud at the rate of 110 words per minute with 7 or fewer.
errors.

Ur4t419_b_bjectives. For performance objectives; in_order to compute the
short-term oHjectiVe,:teachers first subtract the baseline level of performance
from the criterion level listed in the ERG. Dividing this difference by the
number of weeks necessary until the annual review, they arrive at the number
of words per week gain necessary to meet the long -range goal criteria._ he

measurement_ task is_a random sample of items from "a constant set of s
and the goal is to improve the level of performance on:that stimulus ma erial..
.1n graphing performance measurement, the horizontal axis represents su essive

school days and the vertical_axisrepresents the level of performance on a
constant measurement task. Each data point represents the level of'Proficiency w.
on that constant measurement task. The line of best fit through the data
points depicts the student's rate of improvement in performance on the set of
stimulus material.

Dataut_i_l_ization. In addition to measuring and writing goals and objec-
tives, the teachers are trained in the use of the measurement procedures for
evaluation of the_ instructional_ program. In order to monitor student grow hi
the baseline reading level and the long-range goal are connected by an aimline
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that showed the student's desired progress; This aimline appears on the APple
disk; Every seven data pointS, the tbmputer monitors' student growth by means
Of statistically evaluating_the_data. If the student were progressing at a
rate equivalent to; or greater than, that indicated by the aftline, the__
instructional program was continued. If the projected rate of_growth, were
jess_than_that_indicated_byhe almline; teachers were directed td make a
major change in the student's instructional program.

1-1?-1-1 information available

Tech ical information_on DBPM; DIPM is Apple compatible. It requires the______ _-_
use o an_ pp e I plus MitrOCOMOUter with 48K memory, Compatibility with _

other systems is in_progress with upon request.. Each 5
1/4-inch diskette is available in three formats:

G .

1.. Program_A_is_designed_to measure and evaluate the performance of 20
students in reading; spelling; written expression, and math over a
one-year period.

2. Program 8 assists_the teacher in analyzing the reading and math performance
of 40 students over a-one-year period.

3. Program C allows the Or-ogress of 40 students to be monitored over one year
in written expression and spelling;

ADDITIONAL SERVICES OFFERED BY RBA

Data -Based Associates provides training via in-service workshops designed to
illustrate basic data collection and goal setting techniques. A typical
training program focuses on:

o the measurement procedures for each academic area;
O procedures for setting goals and objectives;
o the use,ofttle data -for program evaluation;
o the use_of'uftiqugPOBA designed microcomputer software, and
o the application of the computer-generated data for program evaluation;

Data Based Associates alto Offers consultation to school districts regarding
the_implementation of these,progress-monitoring procedures; Consultation
services are uniquely designed to meet the needs of each diStrict.

For more information;_contact Data Basecissociates; 973 Laut-el, St. Paul,
Minnesota 55104; (612) 221 -0046.

ED#234534
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SPECIALNET: AN APPLICATION OF-COMPUTER- ASSISTED TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN _

SPECIAL EDUCATION INFORMATION AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Robert Campbell
Teaching Research Division
-Monmouth, Oregon 97361

This_sessipn_provided' hands-on experience with SpecialNet: SpecialNet is
a national special education computer-assisted telecommunications network
deVelOped by The National_Association of State Directors of Special
Education (NASDSE). The _network described in this session-provides rapid
computer-assisted communication among nearly 1500 individullkand agency
users_in_50_states; including 48 state education offices._ In addition,
the presentors provided An overview of the 'twenty -five information bases;
which include programmatic areas fe.g.;_mulltihandicapped, early child-
tiood); technology (e.g., computer application; television; and video), and
special-education management (e.g., federal and legistativei litigation;
CSPD) provfding up- to- the - minute. resources from experts in those areas as
well as from other network users.

The participantsjn thissess'iOn did not need to have any_formal
experience with _computers. However, computer literate participants may
have 'been introduced to a new application for their hardware.

The sessions major goal was to leadtOarticipants from az.*-neral
underStanding of telecommunication technology_to_the_specificapplications
of computer-assisted telecommunications in special education; Four major
objectives were included to meet this goal.

1. An introduction to the concept of computer-assisted telecommunications
network. Objective one provides anAttroduction and_definition_of the
basic fcirms-of telecommunication. .The- primary benefitS and risks
involved .in the application of this technology were presented, includ-

ingilardware requirements and the adaptability of, hardware for use by
handicapped individuals. Finally, the concept of network= was defined
and the SpecialNet computer-assisted_ telecommunications system's.

'Potential_as a_nationarand statewide.networklinking special .eduCatOrs
at the national,.regional, state, district, and institutional level:
was examined,

2; . An overview of the communication and _information applications of the .

cOmputer-assisted_ special .education network; SpecialNet._ Objective,
two examines the information and resource-applications .cif SOetiaThet.
The:various- servgesoffered to network:subsCribersareoutlimed,
inluding:an'explanation_of the network's electronic bulletin boards
which provide an informal information base in twenty-one content areas
related to the handicapped. Examples of the type_of.infOrmation _
provided; the format for entering information; and how to access the
information were presented.
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1

i. Carefully programmed instruction leading to act 1 ability of .each
the netwOrk. Objective three is designed to lead

th e :eparticipant through theiactual operation of system. The
participants learn to compose messages and use the various send
options, read and scan file options and access information from ,

various bulletin boards: __In addition; the more complex operatIons._
involving editing and filing are outlined. .

:4; Hands-on,access and use_of SpecialNet by participants using portable
electronic data terminals. Objective four provides each participant
with (as time permits) an actual oppOrtevnity to apply the knowledge
acquired through objective three. A minimum of four portable
electronic data terminals were provided by the presentors for this
purpose. Participants access the-network4 send and receive a message;
and retrieve information from 'one of the bulletin boards.

Participants_have adequate knowledge and skill to use SpecialNet after
the session. Additional each participant has the opportunity to ask
questions regarding the piRential for the system's use in the agency and
expgore how other special educators_are making use of the system.-
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Thomas E. Tinsley; Jr;
382_Long Hill Ave;
Shelton, Connecticut 06484

There are two types)of data base management systems. The first type is a
or general, electronic filing system. It can be used as a sub,

$siuefor all those applications_that involve maintaining records and
files and generating reports from those fileS.

It does not matter whether the records relate to students, personnel,
inventory items, orpurchase orders. Ybu. will designate the file when you
enter your choice of data, i.e.; inventory.

_ : _

The number of potential applications is mind boggling, For example, a
typical elementary. school cam establish a studeat_demographic data base on
diskette and have instant access to any portion of the file; i.e., a bus
breaks"-,down and the klndergarten studeqs are stranded at school: .list/
print;j11 kindergArtOn'stpidents on bus run 15: priority 1. home phone;

,eril!rtgencyAlkone;,1% parents name, etit4

Yoq,54 up a phone system and call Unless you had a filing
syster to:raccommodate a problem of this type,
iilspossible task.

it would have been an

CLECTRONIC SPREAD SHEETS

Business executives have dis vered that the time (and power) saving'
advantages of this one -type- f program alone justifies the cost of
purchaSing a microcomputer.

These progams_handle jobs that involve two-dimensional (rows and
columns) tables filled with numbers that need extensive processing and
repetitious calculations. The value of the program is that you can change
asingle variable, and all the related values will automatically change
With it. The power of_the program rests with its potential for forecast-
ing; mapping; and negotiations. The program basis is the what--if and
if--then tasks that it can perform.

Numerous central office tasks can be accomplished with the electronic
spread sheet. This is truy a time saver.,

WORD PROCESSING

A word-procning program is _not simply a sophisticated typewriter. It is

more aptly dr! fined as a tool TR-it can turn a laborious, time-consuming
writing task into one that is almost enjoyable.

If you write like I do, it takes_a minimum of three drafts before a
final copy is produced; This means that the typist must retype the copy a
number of times while trying to decipher my hieroglyphics, scratch-outs,
write-overs, and arrows. Thisits"!bere a wprd-proce'ssing program shines.
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Words, sentences, or paragraphs can be changed, deleted, 'Substituted, or
rearranged in a matter of seconds; electronically;

Word processing is most useful.for writing tasks such as reports;
curriculum guides; departmental procedures; or policies; Which _frequently
require extensive. changes during the creation of the original draft or
after the draft has been prOducect. In addition; word processing j4. also
useful for customizing standard documents such as contracts and Miters to
parents, where a small portion of the overall text needs changing.

Some word-processing programs can be linked to data bases or mailing
programs that make some insertion; such as name and address; automatically.
Certain- word - processing programs are accompanied by dictionary files that
automatically check for spelling errors.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA BASE AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

These systems include functions such as he folloying:

Attendance
Student -- record files
Calendar of events
Cost accounting
Inventory
Library andmedia center
Maintenance
Scheduling
Bus and transportation
Club and social activities
Grade reporting
Ledger
Mailing Lists
Payroll
Sports accounting
Word procesSing

!° Staff data base
IEP generator
Curriculum and course objectives

Some of these applications stand alone; some are integrated data bases.

A FEW PROBLEMS INHERENT IN APPLICATIONS

For most applications you Will need a separate data base, i.e., personnel
and student; DBMS. lau need to enter the same data into each separate
DBMS, i.e.,,student_demographic file and student attendance -file. ThlS
also:createS a problem ormaintainingor updating multiple files.

Here are a few solutions to the problem:

1. L(eepa detailed DBMS catalog and what is kept on each system. A menu
is more complex but is more efficien

2. Construct a set of instructions-for- :sonnel maintenance systems.
,,. 4i . ,

If you are handy at constructilg small programs, design a program,
Incorporating solutions -1 and ? toube permanenty on t09:BBMS. disk.

.

. . 4

me hints for using general-DBMS follow.- t.

-,....z. .

//Some

1. Computerize only those portions of your paper work chores that are
most routinely used or cause the most problem.

i
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2. Work by exception: Computerize only those portions of the data that
are causing the most problems. Contrarily; do not_enter every_con-
ceivable exception if it will not be regularly used; Use t follow-
ing as a guide: 25 percent of the students use 75 percent
time. Use only 25 percent of the data that you want to o e ecause
it will be used 75 percent of the time;

3. Know yourlimits: Scale down ygur data base. You have only so much
room for storage. Two disks can hold 800_to 1,600 records.- _Beyond
two disks you cannot tell "Who is on- third." If you cannot hold it
down, them you will require an expensive system.

Certain applications require a number of DBMS, linked together, to
provide a larger integrated data-based management system. They are dif-_
ficult and not as economical to produce; They are specific to a particular
need;

Let us look at a few problems_in this area; You have purchased a
general DBMS package and another for negotiations-(VisiCalc). Each works
well alone, but what problems come up_as_you move information_from one to
the other. Each costs approximately $400, for a total of $800. *IP

Wouldn't it be wonderful if someone woUld_construct an tntegtated
program that included payroll, personnel, VisiCalt,and budget? 'There
would be a common data base: each of the components talking to'_one
another; each doing a particular function; and your ability to do whatever
you wished from this program. The time and energy savings would he
immense. $ut what about the cost?

C- Is a $40,000 price tag worth the effort? It is--over time. Will 'It

save time? Yes:' Will it save staff? Yes; Will it be more accurate?
Yes;

Now let_,Us look at thearea of special education; You can purchase
general DBMS that will do isolated functions. kOwever; our needs are
integrated angi.our audience is limited. This affects_. cost of the program
but can:be- captured in personnel cost (time).

Normally an integrated data-based management system (IDBMSTW:con-
st ucted of modules that are linked together within the program.Nr?es;

*-,
The computerized special education management_ system should bel

menu oriented, data-based system. The system should las designed for u*,160y...,,,
'nontechnical staff. The program should consist of thTee'segmentSt
main segment being an_all,purpose data base;_ the seccnd,,segment stores-all
the pertinent evaluatiOn data for each child;'the third segment is an
extensive goals and objective file.

Be sure to provide yourself and staff with information that can_be
quickly retrieved in a:variety of4-fanns;,thuS requiring less _staff to_
maintain a more comprehensive data system. It eliminates going to file
cabinets for single pieces of information.

The, writing of IEPs, which take a substantial amourlithime becomes
simply the selection of appropriate goals and_objectives; and the computer`
does the writing; This allows teachers more time -to teach and plan. The
system may be used by a clerk for processing routine or personalized let-
ters for a student's next PPT (three copies); etc. Planning and placement
team (PPT) meetings-and annual reviews go more quickly and smoothly.

Those routine matters that take time froyou are automatically done;
It provides a list of students needing a three-year evaluation and rovides
needed data at budget time. Most of all, you know that the tasks are being
completedi in )4our office by your computer.7



1. Demographics module:_ Should_store the fallowing types of information
for each student: name; birthdate; school; race; sex; living -,address;
varents'or guardians, key telephone numbers, grade, student identifi-

_ catOon;-handicapping condition,_etc.
2. Procedural Safeg-u,andSAMOdala: Should list local administrative pro-

cedures; and action dates; which are implemented in the processing of
a child into special education;: through ongoing evaluation and IEP
update, and exit from the program. A record should also be kept of
all accesses to each individual student file by name; date; and reason.
Access should bd at -Liao levels minimum to protect certain information.
Confidentiality should be maintained through the use of passwords and
knowledge of entry procedure.

3: Test Data module: Accepts user input of the history of an individual
child's testing including (a) area evaluated; tb) tests administered,
(c) date of testing; and (d) the test administrator. 59mmary of test-
ing assessments may also be included in each child's file. Actual
categories are determined with local staff.

4; Observations and assessment modufe.: __Provides an_opportunity to
Maintain narrative material in a thild't file. Such ihfOrMAtibh could
include (a) summary of.: findings_of;the test data; (4) indication of
the verified handicapping conditions;-(c) educational and therapy,
needs, (d) anecdotal comments on behavior and performance,- (e) results
of psychological testing;lf) committee'decisionsand actions; and
other information. Specific categories are finalized with local staff.

5. IEP management module:__Provides file space for main IEP components
'Much as; but not limited to,_(a) _overall educational needs_and (b)
long-term education goals. In addition, t is file would allow for
printing an individual oh-ild's IEP format ontaining the following
types of information: (a) summary demogr phics; (b) instructional
activities, evalUation methods, mastery riteria, and date mastery
achieved; The actual' pr ix i _format m be designed_to meet local
requirements for ihelusio ttintEP f rms package for an individual
child. Actual content of e printed form may be determined with
local staff; _

6. 101-Ata- sort -modal -a: Sorts through child files on a single disk or
on several disks forispecific user selected characteristics. Filet
can be searched for identification of particular students for single
or multiple characteristics. For example, a user could search An.
records for students of_ia certain age; a certaingrade;
capping condition that ere receiving a particular_type_of educational
service. The data sort module would identify the individual students
Who met all_the requirements and printed out their haines;and educa-
tional service.

7. Report writer module: _Allow§_the_administrative user to'prepare sum-
mary ,reports on -the special education program; _The state education'
agency may require periodic summary reporting of program information
such as Participant groupings by age; grade; and handicapping condi-
tion; services being provided; number of instructional hours; and much
more. The federal report for the(tame information may be organized
differently; require a different format, and make the report developer
recompute child data differently; This part of the program should
allow you to access and print any. information across files.
Word - processing module : Should allow the administrative_user to stQre

c
an recall that.call ttandard letters and documents thacan be individualigOW
faailing. Label production should be integrated into this module.

9; Cakulation module: Should perform alLcalculations of distributed
data tb prbdUte'tUMMariet, etc.

Othe'r features may include a statistical package and an automatic test
scoring packages (which is an add-on); your computer can be networked with
appropriate .equipment.
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An example of a report generated from an IDMS, is illustrated in
Exhibit 1.

EXHIBIT 1

First page of a sample student jautomatic,portion)

,NAME.
: ,; TOM DOE

- ?RESENT AGE 17 years, 3 months
SCHOOL SHELTON HIGH SCHOOL

. GRADE 12

DATE OF BIRTH 05/27/65
, DATE,OF REPORT 08/30/82

SEX Male

REASON FOR REFERRAL

C ONFIDENTIAL
PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL FILES

This. is a new evaluation requested on 8/4/82. The primary cOncern was
stated as behavioral. Communication difficulty may be a secondary factor.

REFERRAL PROCEDURE RECORD
4

*** ACTIONS: * ** Dates By Remarks

Referral Initiated 8/4/82 4 N.,
Parent permission to evaluate requested 8/5/82 4
Received*bermission to evaluate 8/7/82_ 8
Vision screwing complete 8/10/82 8
Hearing screening complete 8/10/82 . 8
All screening complete 8/12/82 8

Evaluation-Completed 8/15/82 8
Determination committee meeting 8/17/82 8 G
Parents informed of decision 8/17/82 8
Parents response to decision, 8/17/82 8 A
IEP Consensus-approval 8/22/82 8'
Program Implementation 9/4/82 4
Case now assigned to 8

OBSERVATIONS

.\\
TEST DATA

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Reviseil,,Given 8/15/82 by * 8
_'.

Information .5 Pictu completion .i' 16
Similarities A 8 Pictur "arrangement '14

Arithmetic 18 Block_ esign ,18
Vocabulary lk :4-Ob3eel ASsembly 14

Comprehension .T., 4' ''_ Coding -6

Digit Span 10 Mazes 0

Verbal IQ= 100, Pfrformance 11)=.126i Full Scale ip = 112

BACKGROUND/Hi$TORY
sT-

Overall learning rate on t e RISC -R was in the high average range. ere -

was a significant differe ce between verbal & performance scores.
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RECOMMENDATIONS.

Based on how Tom did on Specific items, the following instructional
objectives are. next in this specific developmental sequence:

In the language development area, dark toward being able to . . .

In independent fUhttibiiiiig, the child should be able to . .

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Eac computer appliCation has its own particular needs. A general, data
bag's is designed to fit a multitude of needs and is inexpensive because of
its_mide distribution. However; specific needs are sacrificed. -Speciflc
sofeware appliCationS are_ more experigiVetecause:of their complexity and
limited audience.

The firSt thing that you need to do is to list you r particular need'.
Then_list what the general data base will do. Compare. If you are seeking
a data base for demographic information, then a general data base will
.suffice. If you are looking for more complex usagei you may have to
purchase several software packages; i;e;;_general data base; Calstar,
Wordstar. Each performs a specific fUnction. Also inherent in this
direction are an overlap and isolation of information.

Progra-Consideratiens

o Does tpe_design and format of
distrlti statei and federal requi ents so that the data will nOt,
have to be entered onto other foams by hand?

information produced by the program meet-

Consider security. If the software is to be used at multiple.sites,-/----7-
will the company sell multiple copies at a discount?

It is imperative that modules be interactive.

Consider compatible computer systeMs. If you have a computer, will it
run on yours without modifications?

1

Does the system have a compatible operating system with yours? DOS,

.SOS; CPM?

Does the program back up data automatically?

o How big is_your system? Implications?. Can you use a microcomputer?
Floppy disks? Hard disks?

ro
t

Ease in Ilse and Flexibility.

o Is there an easy menu to use? Some programs require you,tb master a
complex set of programming procedures.

b

'

HOW much of the system, is menu-driven? Iro what extent can the user
define the envirOMment without which the system operates?

4
o What are the editing caRabilitieS?

o Does it enable: user to update records acrosfile boundaries?

o Can the 'filesbe modifiedieasiqtor extended to accept new -data
elements?



Can you customize to meet your partiCular need without " oding"?

Are there categories that can be defined by the user?

o Is- ,there ease of,data entry?

o op there easy diata entry and review of that data?

Are input fields 'well-defined and self-prompting?

o Are input errors diagnosed and described in an understandable way?

o Is there error - trapping?

o When the_software is running; does it give the user feedback about what
part of the processing is taking place?

Are the reports that the software produces formatted in an easy-to-read
manner, using appropriate abbreviations, spacing, and print size?

Can you access the screen at various levels without always returning
to a main menu?

Are the screen formatS easy to read?

Can you generate the reports that you want? Labels? Letters?
,

What is avOrage'response time?

Esc-UMeltation

Consider documentation and support.

Is there documentation supplied; users training. guide, i.e., examples
of data filet?

.604fou receive operating instruction?

Do you'receive nontechnical manuals on how to use the system?

o DO they provide a system reference manual?

,Do they provide a copy of the.operating system?

-,Do they provide technical descriptions of the program and an
explanation of how to add new reports, transactions, etc.?

Do you receive a descriptor of how to set report-outputs?

Do_they tell you how to deal with "error" messages--and how to take
corrective action?

Evaluation

-:What are the hardware requ reMents?

When asking-about customi ing program, i.e:, retorts, don't accep '"it
can be Gostomized." H ve th show ou.'

See the prugram run.
,

See eijqence of field testing.

7
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Talk with other users.

oA Read reviews.

o Do not evaluate a progr'am in terms of its price.

S-upport Maintenance and Agrpement

o What is the cost of the maintenance?

o Qqnsider the warranty? Consider a license?

o flot long is the initial warranty period?

o DOJhey promise money back guarantee?

o How often are new releases announced?

.0 What enhancements are planned?

. ,

Is., the documentation updated with new releases?

4-
What is the company's back up policy?

o Will, you receive the source code?

Training

o What training is available?

o What is the cost?

o How long are the training sessions?

o IS f011OW=Up training available?

o Are there written materials as well as verbal and'OS-al presentations?

a. Whom do you call if you have questions; i.e.; prograr n s prematurely?

HARDWARE REVIREMENTS:

Minimum, hardware requireMents for a small district. (300 studentsi_10
percerif,special_education) include one:megabyte of storage; 321 RAM; two-
disk driVeS; full editing capability;.:one line printer (dot matrix); Z=80
card to utilize a CPM_operating system; one high-speed port; and one video
display; It is7 important that any system be expandable.

,Practical hardware requirements for a medium'district (10,000 students,
10 percent special education) are -two megabytes of storage; A81( RAM; three
disk drives; fUll editing capability; one line printer (dot matrix); Z=80
micro processor and,capable of accepting a Z-80. qard to utilize CPM
operating system; high-speed ports; and video display.
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SUMMARY

.;You're considering entering the computer era; Be knowledgable; be
J, cautious.

_

l. A tremendous amount Of time is needed to !stablish the information for
the original data base..-Are-you willing to make the effort?

2; Initially .it will force%a tremendous amount of planniig;organization
and coordination,-1:e.; development of data sheets to gather
information;

3. It is essential that you update (upkeep)your files. Do you have the
resources?

4. It will force decisions; Is the information worth the space it takes?

AED#229907
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EduCATI4IN TU EY_SYST .S/MEAN:,
JNVOLVEMERT IN SPECIAL INCAT;10

At MORIN
EDUCATION .TURNKEY SYSTEMS, INC.
256 N. Washington Street
Falls Church; Virginia 22046

SE BROADENS

EducationJURNKEY Systems, Inc., through its MEAN division, has broadened
its services and related activities in technology use in special educa-
tion. Eighteen months were spent interviewing severat hundred developers;
publishers, and directors of special education, to gain insight into. the
potential of technology_applications in special education_and the barriers
or preconditions for effective use. In the,summer of1983, scenarios on
how microcomputer, videodisk, -communication:Alas, and telecommunication
technologies are applied in special educatiOn4ere.bublished_and are
available through ERIC. TURNKEY projected thatthe number of micro-
computers in special_ educationwill_increase fran.%pproximately 25,000 in
1982 to approximately 10;000 in 1985-1986. instructional applications
were to surpass administrative'applications in 1983.

In addition, TURNKEY is conducting Project lech Mark; which is 'designed
to assess the feasibility of Alternative_procedures and strateglps to
facilitate_ the compercial distribution -of special education software
developed by independents or by federally funded projects: An alternative
that_TbRNKEY is studying_is the use of bulletin boardsATECHMARK'and.:
COMPUTER) on SpecialNet to provjde information' of use to- both developers
and to the 30 or 40.commercial publishers that are sub-scHbing to
SpecialNet and are participating injechMark Developers_should-/E
TURNKEY regarding softwareproducts-ttlat they are developin,944/haVeA.V
available and for which theY:seek_commercial
and dist utors should contact TURNKEY regarding profile inform.
subScripti ns to SpecialNet.

During 1982 and 1983, Alfred Morin, director of MEAN, condiidted work.;
shops.on microcomputer applications in special education for over 5;000
special education administrators across the country. These Qorkshops were
custom-designed for each of fhe state or local education agencies sponsor-
inglhe workshops; and ranged from one _to three days in duratidn For
further information about TURNKEY workshops; contact Alfred Mori

JURNKEY's Modularized Student Managemeht System (MSMS) is o ational-
in districts in virtually all regions of the country. In L isiana; a
custom version of MSMS is beihg used Statewide by Special School district
1; which has 13- residential faciTities; Each facility_6evelops2and enters
data into the MSMS program. Data are transmitted to SSD 1 ,at thefStOte
level for compilation and review and then transmitted to a mainfraMe
computer for additional state use and archiving; - TURNKEY also assist
the WeSt Virginia Department of Education in develdping a microcompu rw
based management information reporting system for all 55 schoo) COV. ions
within -the state; That network will rely on SpecialNet and stale- leafed'
lines'for on:line networking.
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MICROCOMPUTER NETWORKS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION
-ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION

A,

Kirk Wilson '

Learning Tools
686 MassachuSetts Avenue
Cambridge; Massachusetts 02139

_qpeCiaV OdUcationprograms across the country are beginning to use
:computers for a variety of applications, including the following:

Instr-Uttion_je.g.i Super - Pilot; Blocks)_
Curriculum development (e.g Curriculum Management System, Opjectives
data bases)

.

Administration (e.g.; ChirkeountS;Aue,process tracking, IEPS; Word
processing{ hudget.planningP\
SeleteMmunications. (e.g.;electronic mail; computer to computer com-
munications; data base access)

This sessibel addressed issues related to integrating a wide variety OfP:
applications on .one or more microcomputer. networks. As programs attempt
to introdUte and integrate -more applications on increasingly powerful
microcomputers (e.g.i_64K Apple -II with Pascal, DEC PrefesSidnal 350, IBM

_ pc); there is a rapidly increasing need for greater program and_file
storage capacity._ In- addition to storage needs; there are practical
problemsTof integratiRg software -into a "friendly" system-providing--for
various kinds of =data interchange between arograms and files. .These
Various needs and problems are effectively_ addressed by the rapidly'

,

expanding technologies of compUter networking (e.g., Corvus Omninet;
Nestar and DECNet) and distributed processing.

The.partic' nts.RvitIleed .a list of questions that should be asked at
each of the mayor, deciSion points in implementing:a microcomputer network:
When should-a network be introduced? How can .a network 6i-tost=juStified
over stand-al-one microcomputer operation? What"are the_ performance _

advantages of accessing_data and progres on a_hard disk as opposed to
floppy disks? How can the administrative configuration of student infor-
mation files,be.enhanced on a network? t_Howcan_MITMGD_be implemented on
a network? How can a aggloork improve student achievemenemonitoring?
What are: options for redate access to networks?

n
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ADMINISTRATORS REVIEW THE.SUPERPLANNER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

e14

Kirk Wilson
James Dematt
Michael Deninger
Don Mack
Sam Bushon _

Learning Tools
686 Massachusetts Avenue'
Cambridge; Massachusetts 02139

This workshop consisted of a brief overview presentation of the Super-
Planner special education_management system; and practical reviews of the
different ways that SuperPlanner has beerL implemented by four special
education adminstrators:

District-Program. James Damatt, special education director, Sioux
Falls Public Schools; Sioux Falls; South Dakota; dicussed management
issues regarding monitoring service delivery and cost- effectiveness
justification of a computerized management information system.

-. Michael Deninger, Dean, Kendal -*DemonstrationL
Elementary c oo , a au.et College,Aistussed-the flexible application

.of -uperPlanner on_a microcomputer_network_With40 a model dem dstration
mentary school for hearing impaired children.

Voetional Education Program,. Don Mack; trainer; Training Based
-ducation Program'-, Laramie Senior High School, Laramie, Wyoming, discussed .
vocational training curriculumAevelopment and generation of 1EPs and
lesson plans from this specialized data'base.

Rural Special Education Program; -Sam Bushon, special edUtation coor-
didattir, North Slope Borough School DiStritt, Barri:4, AlaSka, diSCUSSed
the problems of information management and,communiCation_in Alaska's

.

largest and northernmost school district. Mr. Bushon detailedthe,develop-
ment of,an elaborate record-keeping system capable of storing over 1,000 :

items of information on each student including comprehensive medical and
educational diagnostics.

SuperPlanner is a general-purpose user-definable_ system with three
specialized components for use by special education teachers and admin-
istrators. 'The Curriculum Management System tCMS) organizes, centralizes,
maintains, and prints a broad range of instructional information in any,
subject area. The Teacher Planning System (TPS) creates, accesses, edits,
and,prints individual student' information. The Administrative Planning
System (APS) is automatioajly updated froth more elaborate TPS student
files and provides interactive access to a large student data base and
user-defined administrative reports._ SuperPlanner features simple -to -use
single k.ey English commands;_user-definahility to a variety of applica-
tions and needs, and portability to a large number of advanCed.micro-
computers using the UCSO-Pascal operating system;

_
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1
All of these presentations were accompanied with graphic presentations

showing computer printouts and administrative procedures adopted as -part
of-the software implementation. JLjAilti fileS, student inf&Mation
files, and other practical aspects of_ computer operation were available
for viewing during this session and the remaind'r of the conference.

y.
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SECTION 3

TEACHER(TRAINING'

INTRODUCTION

The-training of teachers in the use of microcomputers in sAtial education,.
. _

as opposed to the training of children, is the topic of the third section
of the proceedings; The two articles and four Input and output briefs
cover topics including university-level curriculum sequences, the use of
authoringlanguages, and techniques of designing instructional software
for exceptional individuals.

Cartwright and Schloss begikb_ discUssAng_a computer-based training'
module for teaching and testinggener.it'Spetial education concepts via
microcomputers. In response to state.requirements that school personnel
be prepared to- educate handicapped individuals; they describe -a

.

micr,qcomputer-based program to meet tern generic competencies identified by
theSyteAepartment_of personnel. They detail how students Were provided
three Credit hours of microcomputer instruction and bow their' competence
wasevaluated via ccmputer.

McDonald eeports on a 1982 summer institute foe gifted and talented !a

middle-school students in mathematics and science. The institute has two
components: instructing children and training- teachers: The article
dgvtails the design for thg Wilmer insiituterlielection and preparation'
of teachers of_gifted and talented students, the selection and_production
of materials, the process and :criteria for selecting children to partic-
ipate.in the institute, -and the actual institute itself.- Results of.data
collected on stubents acid . teacher training are provided;

There are four briefs in the input and output sects The first
discusses eight steps to be followed In designing a compu r-assisted
instructional ,lesson. The second outlises six factors' signing
educatioW microcomputer prograns fOr exceptional children. The third
illustrates the uses ofothe programming language PILOT for programmed
inquiry, learning or teaching. The final brief lescribes'the use of i'
simulation program in vocational asessment pr training teachers of
handicSIved.chiSdren. .)

- r ,
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e
TEACHING AND_TES ING_GtNtRIC'ZPECIAL EDUCATION
CONCEPTS BY MICROCOMPUTER ,

G. Pki 1 lip Cartwright and Cynthia%Schloss
The Pennsylvania State University =

110 Moore Building
Un ivers ity'j>ark Pennsylvania 16802

-;*

/ In April 1980, the secretary of education of the. Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania,- obert G.;Schanlon, ordered each Pennsylvania program leading to

9'4 the cer. fication of school Persongl.to prepare all personnel to educate
Jidatii 4 ed individuals in the least. restrictive environment. Ten' generic
com were identlfied bythe state - Department of-Education as
-cr M-all professional school personnel. They were published as*

ennsylvania Department of Education, 1980 a:

Eat40 educator completing an approved preservice program or Approved-
inservfCe cOuroe should be prepared to demonstrateahacteptablelevel of

.

achievement in the-following'ten, generic cempetenie The Educator:

Understands the legal basis' for educating students With handicaps in
the least restrictive environment.

, I .

,

./ Understands the implications which handicapOd conditions have for the
learning process. . _ _-

'3 Recognizes.-studentsWhe*ay be in:weed of special services.
4-.' M Oosi,se:ataporopriate resoUrce Op port seryjces. __

5. Confers wiPiand repo _to parents on catioqi1:,pro4rams Pk°. .

students with handicaps. . ..' , ..: r =, ..

64 FacAlitates the social ac tance of peivogsittyhandidatiS by
encounoging Otitiminterpersonal feratiooshdps,., :- q

7. -Uses individual, group, and classroom managemOntechnkfUes for
effective accommodatiOn_of studges_with hahlilill*ST '

8; Assesses the educOtbhal'noodAllestudents with..handicaps.
SI. Modifies AStructionaT strategies to provide forpe_individual nee s-
_ of "tudents_with handicaps: .t. "'''

10. Cvaluates
: :

es-Classrok prog of S udent with hanqic006.

In_the context of the guUe--1 s, educators, includes cliglSrboli teachers;
counselors, adMinistrators, srd of over school support' personnel*

4.....
ir

c 0'
Penntylvania State University multica Us institystion. wIttC20

commonweeth .or branch 'campuses .4 tiOn to he main tampus,--4Nbst > ; .

students aflend_a branch campuls :year hen transfer tb'the-main. .

campus for the last two years f t(! aeta aureate programs. Each of
the certification .programs at 0 rsity Park ehmpus was reviewed_ and
sUAlations made to modifylhe prog am sothat'its,graduates. are capable
of mastering the competencles_- In many cases teacher parationprogtams
ywereAe to loomrses or 1Xperience already availab Within the
univ ty. In heulcases modification Of courses or experiences were
Ade.witptec ical aonice of.the Division of Special EdUcation and Com-
munication- 4 orders. In reviewing_the 20 commonwealth and- branch
campbse , no special education faculty were found to be employed. The

_
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2n:% '4r
:

c6hipeteggy mandate tere 45 been immediate need*to begin instruction on
educat-Mg the exceptional student before the junior year at the Uhivertsity
Park campuS. i ..f

-., 4, .
..,ci

.

.,

In.resporfseto the -needs Pf;Penn5y1V4nia State University and Pennsyl
yania residents, a series of microcomputer modules was developed to assist
university sIudents and inshice teachers_attain_the_generic competencies
andtobtain.basjc information about the handicapped. An innovative
iNcrocomputer-based procedure Was developed_ to evaluate'the.etent to

'-WhiCh .studentsand inservice teachers have achieved -the competencies, and
prtIcrjbe remedial strategies if necessary. The quizzes andimidules were .

tette4.are'in use at the university, and are available'for use by other
. _ in45-4ations.

, le
,,. ,.. : ,.7--1- ' . '_al'

V-..y.- ''' ytUdents *each of the campuses can takea three-cr'ed4course in
special education at any time; The course is administered by micro-
computer,and is a stand-alon& course x' All instruction. is via micro-
,computer 0,-ough a series of coMputer-assisted ipstruction modules.- The
moflullgLaiee._easily:transportable.to other- institutions and use. the Apple
Pus Tr or Apple lie computer with pi imal configuration'081( or 64K,
one'-disk-dnivei BE monitor). . ,ry _ 4. '''' .

t4

The course, a selected,set of modul prescribed for ttw.inkividual .;.

!-,,Pstudentiprepares students for the special education gener.itcoMptency ..

-examination required university wide. All candidates from the Iflyversity's
.,____-60 certificatt prOgrals must pass the examinaticm, including earof the.date competicies. From:.a total. pool. of 706 items, sub,Vools that,cor-
respond to indirviag11, competencies- have been identified. A microcomputer
has' been programmedIto preinVandomly_generated_items to_candidates 'in
blocof,ten quest tons Wittkit4ix-of items weighted according4to the. Size

and iivpdittance of the sub STS'. _once a student/Nes responded to a7Minimum
numbeiritems;a decision_Chais4seckto deterMine,,whether the
canditlate has either passestArtLaAld- o0040hether more items should be .

pres6rited 'before a decist, ,....4- , Wsed on,-perfomance;_each _f ,: .7
candidate is prividedSu ...a: activities (if.,needecl) through
the microcomputer.' When- '.7 .' 1-' deficiencies in .

compet4Kies,41the_ micro agor -.04*Out_a list of suggested readings
fr'om several. text oks, list of compUterized learni-.0 mod that e.-
correspond. -to theca a- e's defick4encies. . 11"/'''

,..
--1

.4-i "4
Preparations are ungkrway-to'disseminatet ulealiahroughout

* Pennsylvania and-crossjhe 1001ted- nsti utions of higher educa-
i, 'tionA odles _be,ing revised to'use with ether popular riiicrocomputers
4._ and nterface ;fth vAdeO devices.

This,,chapten; plus a sample student manual;are stovd in the ERIC '
data base ED#233515. The bicrofiche may be yiebb whereverthere is'an '
ERIC collection; or may ordered from EINS,:liox 190;'Arlingtom VA 22210.,

.,

1,,ibtg,
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Cour-se- De-scr-ipt ion-, SP

;PLED 105; "Orientation to Exc tional Children," 'tiiree credits.) an be
offered at- Behtend Col lege and commonwealth campuses on a se*T-f-
instruct ional basis by means of the Apple II Plus microcomputer system.

The components of the Course'are (1) aset of 50 floppy, disks; ;(2) a

printed manual that 'provides brief summaries of 'each of .thp lessons on the
dIskc, chapter overviews,,referente initretated info atm; and (3) a
proc;ram on t..e use of the',comput g ed -bylthe-Attudent. .The
re ired textbook for the cog.' 4n et iil_ L rnerby Cart-.

y: il 1 I._ r. 5

ht; Cartwright; and Wank': __(,t, x j4, , . .

tkl,

Students are expected tole 1. the_ textboek first, then. .
study the same chapter on thiki ial is self-instkitfbnal
and dices not assume prior know s. Use off the computer is.°
taught on the first disk.-tu o fit own to pui-Sue the

;
materials and may do'so at he n pace. , However, studgnts should plan
p schedule three to five hours 'o Computer' time perweel4

.., .. . °.. .

Subsequent material is completel;y self-Tnstructional and self-paced:
For e_acp chapter in the:textb ok' ctrresponding chapter has been program-
med Onto one to three diskS, - k takes 30, to 60c minutes to complete,
so that the estimated instruction ..1

.

.: 1,:a t on the coMputer, equals roughly t..,,

37 1/2 clock hours; the same amCittn ; ..--.: as is required,for a onven- -,, '
.tional-three-credit course:. Beta f- .%- gram is self-paceil, .sun \

---1gwer ce and repeat Vit. lesson 5".a
stikdentt y compldte the...lessfrs lc

,as they wish; _ i *
Hie others ma at a

1.

,,-,

T e quizzes and a final examinati the bas is onrWkrich ,grades
Iir arded. The exams are objectiv% te..gdnitered by d local faculty
member. Simi laril-y) a local faulitViiielber 4 17 be , -able period ica.1 ly
to answer quest ions' studerfti Mks haveli:''

,Vail
\;""

. ; f-d.t './ For additional informationi ease ,fiej f to contact_ G. Ph ill ip
Cartivright,_Head, Division of d. n an CoMmun-cation ,_, -o*

Disdrolers, 109 MOore Buildingt varsity P rk (814=86 ) .

ED#233515 4. ) if 4.6.-..

sb

, "sr,: _..i , J.

Li31;
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MICR000p1PUTI1S, PROBLEM SOLVING, AND GIFTE).KIDS: ANEXCITING COMBINATION

ARIlt_VI'T of:THE 1982 STATE_UNIVERSITY -0F_NEW YORK_AT_AL Y

MICROMPUTER SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR TALENTED AND GIFTED
MIDDLE-SCHOOL STUDENTS IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE-

. -
1/4..

4 Th.

Janet L. Mlonald'
, School of Education, fDB12 14

State University of N64 Yoric at Albany
1400 Washington Avenue t
Albany, New -York , 12222,

1
, _ I A

IP- 4',t .- tr' .. i
OVOtAtt DalIGN.AN0 PURPOSE ;._..,

In the loll of 1981 a decision was_ made at the State University of- New -Yo

. A.
c

At Albany (SUNYA)'to -design and irtplement a plan for a two-week intensive
microcomputer institute fo?. talented and gifted middle-school

stu nts. The inst*evas to be actiokihed effort_of_the School of
gllu tion, the Departm t itf Teacher OUCation, the College of Continuing 1,40

- -Studies, a he Insti te for SchoOL Deee,lopment. The College of Con-
,C-

.

tinuing Studies ee involved j'or4i4er 1 semesters in a continuing
1 series p ',rams aimed at thrs pOpulati . The remaining three groups
id-,had coo d.ina ,... two previous i ensive s er microcomputer institutes, -...

but for a pOfrt... ion of teActi' ; 0
,

. NII
here were several purposes and, peroei4d.directions of the program

beyond a des irEk, to pray ide a twp,week microcompter "exper ieruce" for
ttudents. The purposes included thoge f eacher 'training, the develop-

in! the areas of ,talertigd did gifted, prob- errr,sq)Vi!fistand microcomputers.
ment of iristructional mattrials, and th ctllectioq, of data forresearch

,,.

Previous' institutes at ret..A..w. it h.teOthrs had served to identify an
intense interest among..ife.4,404,s; of friatheUWics -arid science in learning

mere about all aspects.lof teaching with an abccut a sequence of three ,-aduate:sOurses (9.semesttorsillo whih pranpectiye instituteAeachers
woulddesign curricula- and prepSe materiali r-the Smither Vrograutr z
this way, the teachers involved w.itAi to pr ittd ga,in, fui-ther expe.-
r ience in curr icu 1 um' and ricogr4tt detelopme0t, he e3opment. of .cimputei' ....1{ :,

a
ased)instructional materials, a familiarity with the literature, and .

ching -of the talented ancigittied as well as further experiences teaching
mi&Ocomputers.__BecaCge there is an dinelY lAmited amount igh-

qua soft re available for use with alented students, ana dition I tie-
..pfrp e of- t s'ip..gram was -the creation_ f aro:package of instructiAal

rifaterials_t - 7:-. uld be made available to othe teachers-for us' wi
their own s -6d: I -. _ .

A-'?'urve of s i il r ifftograms for g
that most programs

ifted-students
nded to emphasat

other schoa an
universities

BASIC progra ng 1 anguage. Although some instruct i tri 41 pro rammin
niversities show tege in tr ion i

would be a component of the institute, a decision was mAiilt.40;size
problem solving in mathematics and science, rather than' g al e.
this decision was made so that,-the institute might serve .,- ile tude is
the,great capacity of th i rocomter m(a problem-. 1

.a 4,g t ithesaving
,.



tool. Altliough it was 'atfiumed that studdnts would learn more about pro-
graming at a result of the institute; the instructio9 was des igned to
deAphasize instruction in the syntax of the BASIC 1 aliguage and to.
emphasize the unique capabilities of computers to solve problems.

A final purpose of the institute Was to provide a vehi e for the
collection of data related to talented students; their problem- solving
abilities anb the interact ion_ with microcomputer-base instrtet ion._
Because few data have been collected in this area, several data collection
techniques and efforts were incorporated into the design. Students were

-vldeotaped while solvjng problems at the computer; teachers collected
k dime-on-task 4,ata and also 'kept anecdotal records on each student.

Students also participated in group and individual test ing on standardised.
apt itude tests as well as cognitive develOpipent tasks.

"`.........../
e 1

DESIGN MODEL FOR TH MICRDCOMPUTER INSTITUTEi i $
-., The basic design of the program eludes: (1) initial plan ng; fall 1981;

(2) university course for teachers, spring 1982; (3) two-we inst.cuc-
t ion, summer 1982, ( university course for teachers; fall "1 82; and4
(5) evaluation and orting; spring 1983. %, ,

. .

Phase 1,- initial planning -- included the following tasks: develop overalar-
plan and .project goals; des inlin ivers ity course structure; advert iseprogram and select prOspdirector for
s finer phase. I .

1;."-4,' ,_. .ki
.--,"

SELECTION AND PREPARATION Of TEACHERS i.\ Th_4,4_ r.ocesVor the selection of proSpective_teachers _for the 'summer
inst to pegan with an interest meeting in December 1982. ,Fifteen
teache ,attendedhe initial meet i ;_;nIiiA teachers were ecientuallY

.../ selected. and enreled in the thre --oarsq. sequence. Of these ni4e;_s ix_
cbmplete,d4he' sequence: fiye mat. at ics teachers ...and' one scietide teacher. ,i'._;
Eaeh of tW.:..p -teachers h a d extens,1 e experience with the classroom use of th,- ..,'

. microcomput6rs' :a% well .;u having ompleted one on more university courses
on%ithe instructional use *Microcomputers.; Each teacher had also had a'
iirin'iMum of f i ve- years teach ing experience. . ..

..
A.:e- a

.
Phase\-university course for teachers-- included the following compoV,nents:.

_ prepare teactiqrs f 'work _with talented_ 'no/ gifted by,:reading and studying
'appeoyrkate liter to selections; teacher4r.develop Thstruct ional modules; .

f wify-ersity-In'as, jrs critique modules, ind- teachers resubmit draft rev i- __-

'scions; itsachervand an ivers,ity insluctd_rvidelelop process and ci..X. eria
for St uderl't selection :and sel ect -str*Vatid teachers., univefrrity
instructors- andistmer -director -cd 6 dahStck. overd 1 1 instructIonalepl an f
the two institute.

s for High _AThe f oarse_;11Mathematiay ;Science vi_

es. de s i _and Margaretik. .Far. , mat ematics eda
c ir. of the eacher Education, and an McDon_al d_,_inert i-ct

. and pater i _the. department . e..-course wal strlictured:
With t s in (Apt': to famil iarize the teachers withtte
-literature oath on talent ed and gifted students and to create

eial that _would form the core of the instruct ional _
summer '-nstitute. The course-included selected readings
the are s of talented and gifteid, propem. solving, l

at'ion., cognitive
Per

development, data collection techniques; '?
r iristrucli design and implementat ion. As course

e teachers d and alaStracted articles on gifted children,
traction, il itpcMirsuters. The teachers -also des< ed

, /
p...-....-

/ . _ C.

4 .

...),.-- *JA*8 9

4,4

sediiente _far t
nct, discusjon

ematics e
cFlfccriipu

iinments; t
thematics
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and wrote initial anthrtvised.drafts of individual software modules; which
they planned to;use during the summerhstructiet of the students.

r
.

SELECTION AND PRODUCTION OF' NSTRUCTIONAL MAT ERIAL IA s

Theteachers_wereg yen(Aeveral parameters fordetbrminig it in ividuall
instructional topic' vthe summgr. Firstj'the tdpics w o be rich-i:-7 s,...-.

ment rather than'acceleratr ?.adtivties'.---In ottrord th topi __

y covded were not ta;be drawn .ran the `normal 7math at is add Geience
7 'riculav This decjiaon was made in an effort to a id i terf repc...flwt

the individual_ oohs' programs for_the s&dents.and_ h the intention
of broadening the stbdents' mathemStical and scientific er-te ces..-''
Teachers were required to choosq p3p,.ids that involved problem ving in
either mathelpatics or science;.lifvorliedRatterns; hypothesis- at-Ian,
and testing and demonstrat041 Lhe microcomputer's unlique strengths
abilities; such as iteratioi speed; and flexibilitY Teachers were_alsa
encouraged to,designirtructional modules that would .distinguish between
algorithmic and hewist:c programming in problem solutions.

'_ The tea0e1Twere asked-to incorporate into their plans those problems
and experiences'that dipld be used to examine students' abilities to
generalize; recognize piatterns; forlif conjecturescurtail (find short-
cuts),establish reverse Associations, and design flexibl-e an'kunique

-Aapplicatiafis rd,approachek. ihey were also asked to include pnoject
...

onextensions that could_bgAecomniend to students interested in further

problems-that s-thents,wobld solve y develOping programs of their own.
Iwork -on the same generalctoillic,. Th leAulting modules involve software

developed by thehteacifor demo ration and-student use; as well as

47.,.

(40.

The insiredttional modules /hat were developed bythp; teachers are
*Aescribe

entalYlmoact;"_by Candice flosworth; a Middle-school science
-tetCher w-it the:BethliehemSchoel Dtstrict, belmar..4ew.York4 This' module )p,-;"

!ntroduce the St ent pjhe information necessapy Vopake found - decisions
'regardt envir ental lond_mAnagement._ Students learn_terMs suctigas

, . , and Wildlife, and theimpact of th
variables o an ev _omesn .: Th h._ he u4eo-P.an interactive compute
simulation stud is Mia e Wand dOel end decisions. Their choice's are
ev.41ua b the.laftwartiThe con pt, of permutations is.presented as a
compon_ V. the fritdule.'r '

,,

u,

. uturidus N6Mber:2alterns," by Dann e; a,hiph school mathemattcs
teacher with_theSaratbga, Springs CZ School_Distrifti' Sauratogaprings;

-special'. t1 'sUcb as ulindrgreS; perfecti abu anti_ and deficienkt
New Yorl.Wthin:this mciduMstudents investiga .datterlA found in

.1\

- numbers0(appy numbers; a : rAKVlynumbers; The ow ter_it used to
ge-Ref,ate or test numbers-to if ft the pat erri The algorithMs

' to generate the, numbers-are r:es<ted as w 1 as- forma n rel,atd to
the hi torical signif' e e#116;,

e- ...0
. 4

."Thu ameaKifei". ay4Aheila;Dolgowich high Iptipol mathematic
omputer teacher and,theACINIted andgif coordinator with t. Be:

hoxcWesterloftidol Distr-t, Bgrnei- New Pk, This module esen ,

ame devised brilohli Coriwayn'Mt early 19 s. Students ar Alitiftduced
the rules of thovgame and are given example to pl9t- on g fff-paper. -1

Letehe results of iittrip4g configurations/ hbidh valshv, btcome stable? or ,)
-7---'peati'are_pcesented. StudentsMnyntgate m _configuration and

m e_predicti s apt] identify patterns tRat emerge using te
si lation.

, . 7.------
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(....-.."Artificial Intelligence", by Mary Ann Foster, a high school mathe-
atics

i..

and'computer mathematics teacher witti the Greater Johnstown Sche:0
District; Johnstown; New York. Within th module the student isiri;tro'72

'""duced to machine intelligencej robotics, an heuristic programming.. ,..,'

Instructional topics include reading and di ussion of artificial intel-
ligence, and experience with the gime Animals and the game Hexapawn. 4

,,,,

.14 Students are provided with software capable of playjng these games and a
invoAved in activities through which_they4areshownwhow the computer is ,..t.

ap,,able of simulating learning ex4riefices. ..-,7.

.4. . 4 1
qE.,'.

..._ ..t.Spirolaterals", by Phylris Yudilenitisj a junior high mathematics
teacher and computer coordinator with the Shenendehowa Central Schdols,
Clifton Park, New ?ark. This module employs the computer as a tool_ to
generate graphictipirolaterals (cycling-paths). The student exthines
spirolaterals laking for various patterns and is asked to generalize
findings and teslWpotheses by 4ing Lilo graphics programs.

\ _ .

"Number Expansions and Remainders by David Van Scqaick4 a junior
high mathematics teacher and computer coordinatqr with_fbe Shenendehowa
Central Schools, Clifton Park, New York. The student is provided with a
series of problems dealing with an analysis of the division proceqand

ferenct number bases and analyze rational n

the recovery of remainders. Students d,efigap
f

ra5/.
rep
tanvert to dif-.t ition and .

terminartilon. These techniques are tgen applied to convergent series and
approxi tions of pi. '

Specific details;of'the instruction modules will not be made here but
are available in'a monograph entitled "Enrichment Activities with Micro-
omputers in Mathematics-and Science for Academically Talented Middle
School Students." This'_dqcpment 'includes detasiled daily plans for each of
the modules and a' disk4fqerthe Apple IImicrocompUtercontaining instruc-
tional software and s '1w:student programs. These matetiOstare available
pn a cost-of-prodUCtio -,lisis from t e Institute -for School!Development,
State University of New fork at Alba Husted Ell: Or. Nelson Armlin,
135 Western Avenue, Albany, New York 222. Each module contains a list
Iliof prerecittisite skills of students, i ructional objectives, implementa-
tion plan?:- student work sheets, refe sc and otheillypport mateHals.

01.

PROCESS ND CRITERIA FOR SECECTION'OF STUDENTS

Student selection e
1
d,on'- everal criteria. 'Students were required

to demonstrate hi in mathematics and sciencej strong task
commitment; -high m ,AO minimum competence in BASIC programming.
Because af limited f s:at the uniiersity, students were reqUired to
brin a microcomputer sys-, 41jOr. their own use throughout the institute..
In m t cases the system.WaS-provided by the student's school district'.
In s cases the students brOughtIthejr ownersonal microcomputer
home assure that students wouAd_have,thdrjpprerequisite skAlls for the
inst uc lanai modules, it was additionally required that students had
comp eted seventh-grade mathematics necessarily seventh lade).'

A _Se' ral instruments were utilized to e:. the preCeding crilbria;;.
.---. 4

...

School wererequestedrto provide school grades in mathematics,
,e4iiiEnglis 'al studies; and science -a5.1well_os test scores on.any

'Ite'

standa diz achieyementOr aptitude' tests: I 'addition,. the mathem
and's0ence achers of eaeli, were 'to cOmplete two gtu
rat 'n scales' The first rating scaleAka16 Ydealt Witif the stu
motNation and task commitment:. _The .tettielscale (Scait,B).empKati
stud is general problem-,solving_atfilli)es andacademic" potential. _
sca- were adaptatiOPs of Renzulli 097W:scales. .5tudent applican/s'
were then administered_ a pre-test On BASMOrogramming skills.. This t
was signed to measure the student'4raficiency wit LET, PRINT,-

84
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4,.'

GOTO, FOR,..NEXT, and READ...DATA statements, memory storage,
looping prttedures;:andprogram writing;_ Students who wished to.partic-
ipate andiiiho met-,a11- other criteria, but were unable to demonstrate
minimum competen4 on the.computer examination, were allowed to demonstrate
competency by the completion of one of several area instructional programs
before the August institute.

Thirty students were selected on the basis of their combined scores on
each of the criteria: The number of students was determined on the basis
of the room size available far_the iastitute and with the- desire of_ _

\
maintaining a reasonably, ,high eacher-to-student ratio. The students who
participated represented a vari ty of school districts from within the
Capital District area; Althoug the original design included an attempt
to have-a 50-50 Split of mail females4 a mpch higher proportion of
males indicated an interest 'and t the gualifibations. Tke papt4cipants
included 6 females and 24 dales from grades5_through 8._ Two lift -graders
who were original selected particlpated In JUTian Stanley's Mlnimer pro-
gram instead. ;They laced by the top two students on the waiting
list of 37 additional students, The. range of ages. of tote _participants was
11 years, 0 months to 14i'years, 6 months.

.
. i

Phase --two-week int4nsive institute.-ihcluded the'fdloing components:.
.

ent tructional modules and 914; revise plans tased on daily
feedback and progress; and collect.data-, on iqudent progress and

,

paracteristics. % /MN1OCOMPUTER INSTITUTE -
% . ,

The summer phase of the model was directed by Joseph R. elly,-Center for
Instructidnal Development, Old Dominion University,_Norfolk, Virghia-

S
Dr. Kelly, a science and mathematics educator with donsiderable micno-
computer expviencei -was in charge of the day-to-.day instructional .' .

activitkies and general coordination of the progtaM:aR/feachers. Margaret
Farrell, 'Walter Farmer, rnulfo Ramirei, and Janet raid coordinateji
and participated.ie the student data collection d esearch component of
the summer phase. Tht_follopjg description of the vmmer_phase is
abstraictedfromDr.Kelly's,Vortofthe- prob lem.Sol Ang Institute.

,
. ,

. .-
,

o .. In_thtweekPreceding the _tcio-two instetdte the si _teache metiwith 4'

. . -Dr. Kelly-1 -0.0,- -tings of 3_ to 4 hotii-s" duration, uring t at.. :w kill

the ins- ructi' :flk., outlined the specifi'details of the instructi
plan*, set.up t iK.: cal drgarkzation for student computer stations; _,

to.check4. :4, .00..°,0 II ent-needsi etc.; to get fefdbattfOlkother 'i,

predent4- I.: 'f _t e jnstructiona4 modules,jo the other instructor

instructors74 0 p.p i and procedures for daily operation; and .

studied student fdders to -I icipate individual student-needs and .
.

behaviors The teat s all,. : annedand_ciIiiducted_fi_introductorysessajon
and poc on the Sunda b- r e institute_-__This day4also_included 'i

eouipment et-up and general info ation for EN, stulpts:and parents!

The instrUctionalmodel was based on the,Renzulli richment Triad .

Model (1977). Dana activities included presentations o initial-tiroblem
by the_tnstructors followed by tittcussicin and independ nt and group work
involvingthe-solution of osed problems: -Students were a ately ..s_,

4)i Onvolved in oup traini -a tivitiOS, ge4ral -exploratory cti"vitieS._and
individual A smallcgroup yestigatiens.-. Spin -off were also! _

ptsed-to studentsor-furtherexpldration:1 ('The microcomputer systems that
were used -by Iligint's included Applesi_TRS-80si:PETsiAtgr2Os and_ ` 4k,

A S, with fn- mats) it the machines being Apples. TrraciVtate-
structor assista ceop -hreei,InstructOrs wRovere most!famililrIvi 'll '.-

ples.spept de m a ity 'theft -. time in he front of the room; whe_e .i

-.._
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the Apples were located; while the rem4ig4a0, four_ instructors worked with
the students near the back of the robin with the other Machine types.types.

!=. . , .
,

. .

.
_._ .

_ Atl the end of each day, institute staff met
.

far approximately_one hour
to "summarize progress and problems of the day, alter the next dty's
instruction based on progress and feedback, and- express concerns regarding
;individual participa s and suggest .appropriate actions; Specific problems
tqat were noted -and- addressed included weak programming ability of seine

41

sthdents, knowledge- gaps for veral students .in programming and mathe-
matical skills; falk,.49Faltm t _of some studel4 persistent game playing
'and softwarexracy;V:YUrrie student -fdespitey eneral ban on such
actiflt iesWitifftltUltY of teachers i managiV-Pbservations as well as
help ing ind tvtduil students, res ista e of so110:4,*tudents to working in

i c pairs pr smal 1 group' when request , r e s t . q . : ,.- 'most students to-
..

planning Wock. Oh paper before.workingwift mit iputer; inabil ity of
.several-stydent to cope with a lack' of strpc , Al t ;-e and long time
pericids, and a widesrange of programffing and problem-solving abilities.

COLLECTION OF STUDENT DATA

Several ethnographic. data col 1 ect ion. procedures were utilized throughout
the_institute. These included video - taping; student self-reports; and e
teacher observations. UsinOldata collection materials specifically
designed for each Instructional Moduleir data,were collected on students'.
ab i 1 it4es to f ind and general ize patterns, generate and test _hypotheses
as well as theW flexibility in problem solving strategies with the micro-
computer. leachers also noted the roles that individual students assumed
in structured and unstructured group.. work; A-folder of collected 'data W-as
generqted 'for each participant.

,\

DuringAdaily draw,off sessions from the lunch hour, student particiJ_.
ipants were also achinistered several other instruments. Student$ were
g ivth.the flenman-NelSon Test of Mental Ab ity (1973) (Grade 9,-,i2Ners ion'
to -avoid a ceiling fect).;-a ratio and proport iqn t ask ''Mr.".--Tal 1 --Mr.

Stort" (Karplus et 1977); the Test of Logical,ThinkAg (TOLT) (Tobin
& Capie,_1981); tvngeot _Thst (Longeot,_1964); and the Projection of
Shadows Task (Inhelder & PlAget, 1958).1 Each of these tnstruments is
designed to measUre' the student's formal openational. reasoning atxil ity.
Students were, also administered a self-perception scale related -to their
mIcrocomputgr use an exit e.,.-ogramming examin-at*, which paralleled the
entry examie,a,nd an inst nterdst mod at ion _form.

._. 2, ..-- .

..
%, 4

. UN? OURS F yd UP ..J )
,

In the fall of 19ipi te hems r= nro le iirr the final, course of the
'three course -sequence; vith J 14tfonald" a5 the instructor:- ,,,r

,.- .

iA'N 'Phase 4-- ''erSity or* f_ollow-Up--included the following coni '- -----N

/ -.10nents:- re struc onal-modpleg' develope feacher activity gutde
i . .

n d computer k; anal zeiOudent d ta collected dui-ing summer] lost itute; 44
I . , 6pluAe In st itut oceturts _and Sectiveness; And' deye] op case stud ies '

of jpdivid al ,ostudent+gsillts.."ana haracterf tick'.` _ -)

_ 11
v \ J

Af-

(
1",_- , .chers we instructed n;the, use f a common micPdco9puter

word, .oc spaiil e, and eacli'teactier en end their, instructional -.

?'.

module'70nto-,i fsk. quegt evis ions t ugilout 4L semester Were
N----made S.4 ith lipe40 Biting teat es .o . Thierlift 1 t ing -010o duct : 7/1 .

listed prev it:MI.0y, was pro weed and made avail able ''tO4interest d teachers,:

4rt
The dat8 analysis that w performed; as.wellt:as theindlvidu 1 case
studies, are reported in-, t -e- re5evolt papers, which arenoted ater.



.' Teachers and anriver:sity personnel Completed the analyis of the
s

--.....)
-

I-

dent -data.. The mean ihtelligence4luotierit on the Hendia-l=Nel n was
116.1., This in6luded one low score 19104. With the el iminat of that
partkular score; the mean'score of the remaining 29 students wa 137;7;
The results of the ratlib, Muzzle indicated 8.7'percent of the studerits to be
formal operational at that task. Results.of the TOLT; Longeot; an
Shadows Task were 80 percent; _100 percent; and percent in format opera-
tionall, respectively: Each of these results indicated capabilities well

44.4664 most high school students. Additional descriptions and discussion \
Bese results- can found in Corat_i_ve De,41...

: .... e

-Students, a 'paper presented by Walter A. arnkr at the annual
'sr- ing 0 the Association for the Education of. Teachers in Science, ,

'airleigh Oickenson University, May 1983. .-. .

.,,:..
At the end of the institute, each teacher-involvbd in the program r nk -;

ordered the participants with respect to their problem-solving abi.1 it 'eS.
These rank orderings were cbmbined to produce a composite rank-order dlist. These rank orders and results on various other tasks were c pare
to student data, including the results of the student Self-percept/ion
scale. The results of -these data can be ,found_in Student and Teaper . X
Perceptions of Problem Solving Abilities_With ft1crotOmp4e-r-S, a paper .

i
Education.of Teachers in Science, Fair eigh Dickenson University, May

Solving, by ArnulTo G. Ramirez; and C nitive_Pyocesses TfilMathemat its and

presented by Jan McDonald at the annual eeting of the Association for 'th

1983; Other papers involving related ata, presented at:the Sane meeting,
include Metacognitive Analyses of Lang age Strategies Used in Problem

Science: _Task,Subject and Instruction 'Vai-abl-Es., by Margaret A: Farrell.
. /

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION_ ,

, . :;t

4

Phase 5i-4forMation dissemination--included the146110wing taks: produce
and 'dispense teacher activity gy,ide and software; produceJeport of .. .

institute; teachers and university faculty present developed materials at
professional conferenceand produce and present i _rel ated to

rresearch resdltis at pro es lanai meet ings.,i
r :-.,_.4 - t,This docuittent, as well as those previously-, refer d, represents the

final phase of t instructional model. It is thpJactia of all who were

others'Who wish o iniplement siCiter instruct ion
involved in the.. nstitute that the model providesA i);..,&,1.str.ru aruet'44U-0

4,-Jwishes to thank .the many indivIdpals . who madg the ..%41F4 sut ce
,including Nels At-nil in Walt Farikr, Marge -Fai4reli;-C ..;;.;.,:g.f.,4,kn41-- 4

Kelly, Arnulfo Ramirez, the' individUal. sctol dis"rtic..2;A:'-'4 ,,: , 47
students. In particular, At. author would'. 1 ike to 'acpc wi , t hp superior

_effort; prodikts, and teaching of each of the teachers involved in the
fte)mktject: Donna-Blake, Candy Bosworth; Sheila Dolgowich;'Mary Ann Foster; ..

'eave VanSchaick; and Phyllis Yudikait is; i
1 '5ED#2 11(7

.1
!,-tl. ''\ ;.,-;2::-.
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Longeot, F. Analyse statistigue de trois tests genettgulki;Wectifs.
BINOP #44'1964; (Statistical analysis of three 0.11,ec =genetic
te§tt, translated by K. Keigiy)

Renzulli, d. S. The_enrichment triad model:- Mansfiefd CT:' Creative
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Renzulli, 3. S._A guidebook for develoOlhg individualized educational
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Learning Press, T979.
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ANATOMY OF A COMPUTER-ASSISTED

ABSTRACT

;A. Edward Blackhurst
Department of Special Educ
University of. Kentucky'
Lexington; Kentucky 40506

UCTION LESSON

Eight steps that one could follow in desigping a computer assisted
instructiop lesson were described in this session: (1) define objectives;

' (2) develo0 the general content °Aline; _(2) assign labels;' (4)- design
the presentation treatment;_ 15) develop instructional outline;. (6) design
screen displays;_ (7) design special effects; and (8)_develop support
materials. Guidelines for completing each of these steps were provided; ,

withexamples_ofilow one might proceed.

FeatUr4of the Apple PILliauthoridg language were also described;
examples ofqithe four editors' t 'accompany this computer program were
provided: (l) -text editor (2)lraphics_editor;_ (3) sound effects_
.editorand (4) character let editor, Illustrations were included to
show hqi the computer code for ,lessons could be written.

The presenter has written aid extensiVe manual Containing detailed
information rerated.tk the content presented duringsthis session. It is

available from MICRO-11PS;Alic4291'Mal4bu Drive; texingtonMentdcky
.1405112. The manual: Aludes a comptiter disk of demonstration
programs; is titled Guideline for Using "Apple PLOT".

Sri
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HOW_TO__DESIGN EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL
STUDENT -

Dan Isaacson
School and Home Courseware, Inc.
1341 Bulldog Lanei Suite C
Fresno; California 93710

"To devour an elephant
one must first cut it up
into very small, pieces."

If you don't have time
to Op it right
the -first time;

where will you find time
to fix the mistakes you madett"

Too often -the first thing that we db.in Attacking an elephantine program-
ming problem is to sit,down at a terminal:and start typing code. But fuzzy
goals yield fuzzy results and_waste much time by forcing many revisions of
our -plans as we go Along. This leads to frustration, logic tha -_cannot be
followed, and unreadable code.

In a 90MinUte deMbOttrationi "How to Design Educational Microcomputer
Programs_for_the Exceptional Student;" techniques that have proven suc-
cessful in other audiovisual field5 such as TV and filM are presented.

____The six steps discussed in detail are: statement of a problem; writing
objectives; creating a stOrybdard; writing pseudocode; manual walkthrough;
and coding and documentation.

Of special interest to teachert of exceptional children who are
designing or evaluating microcomputer programs are the computer's talents
not available with any other_teacher or teaching tool: its ability.td
adjust diffitUlty of materials to each student based on student accuracy;
its ability to give immediate feedback of correctness; and its ability to
keep a score and to keep a running timer;

model spelling program using the six steps were developed with the
participants; Objectives were teletted (at thit stage without considering
whether --the thcisen objectives can be coded to plan) to use_ the_ ability of
the computer to flash words with flash-time based on word length and on
accuracy of student; to break a word into syllables on the second try and
flath the syllables; to leave a word on the screen on the third try so
that the student cannot fail to spell the word correctly before going on
to repeat abka later time words missed; while not wasting student time_
repeating words_successfully spelled; to keep a score based on time and
accuracy; to report number of words correct as well as score; to ditolay a
list of misspelled Wbrds at the end of the game for the learner to write
down; thus requiring the use of the additional tactile sense of writing to

;
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reinforce_correct spelling of words missed while using the visual(senses;
Additional oNectives require the program to allow teacher selection of-
words for today's lesson and teacher_sel,ection of_number r4 to be
presented in a game, thus adjusting for a class of gifted or class .of
slow learners.

Emphasis in'this presentation was on the ability of the computer to
individualizes to maximize motivation and 'to maximize efficient use of
each student's learning style;

91
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PILOT: PROGRAMMED' INQUIRY, LEARNING; OR TEACHING

Dr-. Janice M. Sililnorr
711 W. Whiting Road
Flagstaff; ArizOna 86001

PILOT is the na e for a special programming language that is easy for
beginners to le rn. The name PILOT stands for_programmed inquiry; learn-
ing, or teachin ._ The language contains only 22 different commands; this
is su stantiall fewer than most other languages. In addition; the dom-
mand odes feat re commiin vernacular that is readily ieentifiable and
easil learned;

1

_ PItOT is avaiable for severarbrands of microcomputers including '1
Apple,' Radio and Atari. This presentation focused on. the PILOT .

program produced y Apple.

Apple PILOT r quires at least 48K bytes of memory and two_disk drives;
The author disk; ontaining all.the special language control features, is
inserted into dri 1 and the lesson disk is placed into drive 2. Lessons
that are created f r student use are_storedon_the lesson disk; Lesson
disksca_berun_o_single-drivesystems,but two drives_are required for
creating lesson di kS.

The a thor disk contains four different editors: the lesson text
editor, t e character set klitor, the graphics editor, and the sound
effects e itor. The lesson.text editor stores text including words,

\

numbers; e c., and all the commands that control the lesson. The character
set editor stores any set of characters that you deign; this could include
Japanese or Chinese character sets; The,graphics editor stores pictures,
maps; diagr ms, .etc.,,that can be used when the lesson is run. The sound
effects edi or stores music and other sound effects_ that can be used. This
presentation focused op two of these editors: the text editor and the
graphics edi or.

For more nformation refer to ED#224905 or contact Janice M. Sthnorr,
711 W. Whiting Road, Flagstaff, Arizona 4600l.
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MICOGMPUTORS IN VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Placido A. Hoernicke and Andrew
Fort Hays State University
Fort Hays; Kansas _62601

v

The use of microcomputers -'in education has increased significantly in the
past few years. This increase has been reflected in the_great diversity.
of hardware and software available in the marketplace: This presentation
demonstrated the utility of microcomputers in teacher training programs.
This presentation on a simulation'progra-m_was deveTdped to enable students
to_practice decision making skills related to vocational assessment of
special education learners.

The development of the simulation was based on the following assump-
tions: (1) assessment simulation activities can.provide the student with

.

practice in making diagnostic judgements and (2) microcomputers_lend
themselves well to the development of assessment simutatibns. These
assumptions led the authors to the development of the Vocational Assessment
MicrocompUter Simulation. The authors,.; after careful analysis of what can
be done,realistically in the public school setting, selected several

'instruments that are commonly used in vocational assessment and developed
a model of vocational assessment for training secondary leyel special
education teachers

The Vocational Assessment Microcomputer Simulation is designed to take
a student from an intake interview all the way through a' recommendation as
to the type_of mocational_programming from which the special education

. learner will belmost likely to profit. The,simulation.allows the student
to practice making decisions about diagnostic information; provides the
student with practice in writing reports; and also provides the student
With the opportunity of exploring alternative instruments-in assessing the
secondiil,leyel special education_ learner. The simulation is designed so
that the teacher trainer can monitor -the progress of the student and.
provide feedback on a frequent basis.'

The simulation is emultitrack competency-based activity that allows a
great deal of flexibility in terms of how; when; and where it is used. It
was developed for use with a microcomputer_having a 32-K memory capability;
Because the.simulaion requires only a 32-K memory; it would appear to be
quite affordable and cost effective for teacher-training programs to become
involved in these activities;

.
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SECTION 4

Instructional Applications with_com uters; Section_4; includes eight
articles and three_input and outpu rie-fT, which focus on the instruc-
tional application for handicapped children,__The topics include teaching
computer literacy sk to exceptional children and methods of applyihg
techniques of compater-assisted instruction.

In the first article Zahinski provides an overview and description of
a national computer camp to teach literacy skills to children, its
objectives; the methods used; and_x)ecial events and activities provided
in the_camp_environment. _Neuman'farticle discusses a highly structured
instructional package that is designed to provide individualized career
exploration and career planning_experiences for mildly handicapped students
at -the middle - school age; The paper gives an overview of the system, dis-
cusses ways that the interest areas of children are identified and sorted;
describes the instructional materials; and prov'ides a method to develop
plans for further examination of and preparation for occupations of
interest.: A manageMent system that simplifies the teacher's task of _

monitoring and facilitating student progress through the career planning
system is also pravnted.

The third and fourth artiqles are directed primarily toward the gifted
:population. Swartz suggests Meithods'for using computers to solve learning
problems; and EdWards_addresses the teaching of higher-level thinking
skills through computer courseware. Edwards includes discussions on
computer literacy, a rationale for teaching students to program computers;
a bOief description of different types of courseware; and evaldation of
their usefulness in instructing gifted students.

The fifth paper'in this section is directed toward using computer
graphics for problem solving and creative thinking skills with deaf and
language-disordered_students. In this three-part paper Rose; Waldron,
Kolomyjec; and Barber discuss a method for developing and initially testing
problem - solving software for deaf and 'language-disordered students. They
highlight the advantages of thegcaphiQs software package for their
teachers and provide information bout the-development of this program;
including destriptiOns of frequently used Subroutines_and.hardware speci-
fications. Looking at a different population of exceptional children,
Wilson and Fox discuss the need to have talking programs for younTi__
severely handicapped, and_nonreading_handicappeAndividuals, and -are
proponents_of the use of audible microcomputer software in, special educa-
tion; Three such programs are described, including the hardware required
for their operation.

The sevenih and eighth papers in this section relate to the more _

severely handicapped_ population. Bourland; Jablon'ski; Allen and White
provide an overview of learning characteristics of severely and profoundly
handicapped individuals, aAiscussion of a systematic approach to using
microcomputers to develop and maintain responses to stimuli'that are
.presented by the microcomputer, and examples of individual student's reac-
tions to the microcomputer intervention. Blissymbol drill programs for
use by severely physically handicapped; nonverbal individuals is the
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- subject of the paper by Wertz. The general concept and de elopment of
B1 issymbo Is are discussed; and a_ software program for to ing and drilling
students on-the use of Bl issyrnbols , is presented.

Section 4 concludes with three inptrt----and output br 'efs. The first is
a discuss ion of methods for enabling blind stUdents to use the computers.
The second is a rev iew of a research prdject that uses the computer to
prov ide handwriting exercises with a dig itizer pen to track_the_shaping of,

letters. The final brief .is a discussion,of the use of Apple LOGO as an
instruct ional tool for teaching handicapped children.
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COMPUTER CAMPS==THE CURRENT CRAZE

NATIONAL COMPUTER CAMP

Michael P. Zabinski
National :Computer Camps;_Box 485
Orange, Connecticut 06477

INTRODUCTION

One of the great_American institutions; the sLimmer camp forchildren; has
joined the computer age. With many schoolS, television'sets; and the cover
Of Time adapting to the_influence of the_machines;,what is believed to be
the country's first computer camp was held in July 1978 in Orange,
Connecticut; The camp was like traditional summer camp for children:
liowever4instead of primarily engaging in such activities as baseball,
drama; dr music; the teenagers spent their time working with. computers;

Computer_Camp is the brain chile of Mithael ZabinSki;' 'Attie mid19705
he was awarded several federal grants1to train teachers on_how to integrate
computers into the- classroom, _Wishing to reach the youngsters personally,
Die. Zabinski originated the National Computer Camps of Orange; Connecticut,
in 1977

4,0

Why is there such a camp? That computers have affected the lives of
nearly all Of us is indisputable_ Their impact has been experienced in
areas as_widely separated as space research and primary inStruttion.
Computers are an important educational consideration as students need to
be prepared to live-in a computerized society; Both parents and students
are_aware'of the computer revolutica,and are interested in .computer_
literacy; The purpose of the camptd_Provide_youngsters with ample_
opportunities to use_the computer for instructional as well as recreational

- applications; In the process they come to understand the potential as
well as limitations in using computers.

CAMP OBJECTIVES'

The impact of computers on our societj.requiresthata_computer camp
provide general knowledge about Computers; computing;_ social_ implicationS.
of_computersi_and opportunities for careers; The goals of the National
Computer Camps are to offer a general-introduction to computers and_ com-
OUt4r programming, while at_the_same time presenting youngsters with a
Groper balance of recreational time both on and off the computer. The
following objectives served as guidelines in conductfing the camp:

1. To_introdr computer concepts and techniques and thus provide a_
general a preciation'of the power and limdtations of computers; i;e;;
to remove theMYstiOue about computers;

2. To provide a technical social and moral perspective of present alid
future roles of compOters in our society.
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3. To acquire competence in computer operStlons and programming in BASIC
andmachine language,-

; To use the computer as a motivational instrument to stimulate interest
in science and mathematics. Techniques gained through the use of the
computer may be/applied to life situations clffi to step -by -step
approach:

5. To discover that working with a computer can be recreational and
entertaining;

ORGANIZATION

Enrollment
-

Coed campers aged 9 to 18 enjoy a continuous program in successive weeO
without repetition._ Campers may attend 1-; 2-; 3-; 4-; or 5-week.programs,
Small group instruction is provided; with campers grouped by background

.

and age;, no computer experience is necessary.

CoMputer Staff:

National Computer Camp is well known_for_its skilled staff: The instruc-
tors are trained teachers in the field of education who love to work with.
kids. They specialize in teaching computers year:round in elementary and
secondary schools and have.been with NCC for several summers. The'philos-

, ophy of-the staff is to motivate campers by.presentin9 material in exciting
ways with examples they can relate td and identify with,

Computer instruction

Each group of 12 campers is instructed by one'teacher and one Alsistant.
Up to .5 hours per day of computer instruction is available; _CMApers may
learn beginner;intermediate; and advanced TRS-80 and Apple Basic; also
disk-operating systems, files, and maching, language gor both the TRS-80
and Apple. Pascal for beginners is also available;

A

Recreation

Swimming, volleyball, tennis, soccer, kickball, baskettiall, and softball
are supervised by experienced recreation instructors. recreational;
activities are optional; The computer room is open during recreation-
periods.

Computer Hardware

Radio_Shack TRS,80; Apple; Pet; an&-Wang computers with screens; cassettes;
disk drives; and printers are available. Every two to three campers.have
their "own" computer.

Locations

The camps are conducted in private schools with all facilities available'
to the camp. The three locations are SimsbUry,.Connecticut; Atlanta;
Georgia; ar4 St. Louis; Missouri.

_

Special Evening Events- 4

Every evening is_filled_with excitement and.surprises._ Campers select
from a variety of activities and can even wln the popular "I WON IT"
T-shires. The following are examples' of such events;
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Sttkl/ -groups._ How_to solve adventures; compuler )anguagesFortran; APL;
C61;6T; -haiWiare and software topics; ordinary computer M-0intenance;
advanced applications; social implications -of computers; open' forum and
discussion._
Open computer room: With lab sessions, organized games, tournaments, and
Olympics.
Adventure challenge. Crack a new adventure especial ly written fOr the
Nat Tonal Computer amps.
Recrea-tiona-1 time._ Enjoy an even ing swim; a popular movie; a talent show-,
or dormitory iritFamurals..

t-ally Activities

Da ily activities inc lude computer instruct io Computer workshops; computer
game tournaments; movies;_ guest speakers; a recreationai\activitieS.
Ccimpers may, enjoy up to 10 hours Of compute time per day'. \\ Camp has a
sufficient number Of computers to make recre tional activities optional:

National Computer Camps provide an opportunity for campers from al 1
parts of the United States and abroad to interact creat iveli with each
other, r. This harmon ious integration of young mirnds is the jorerticAt quality
of the National Gomputer Camps. The imary_ ingredie?tfor making a suc-
teSs is the enthusiasmof the staff and the ir campeps'; The next most

,0important .component for such a camp is organization and adequate
fac it it ies.
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CAREER PLANNING MEETS THE MICROCOMPUTER:

A DEMONSTRATION

Delia Neuman
The__National_Center(for Research
in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny_Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

THE CAREER PLANNING SYSTEM
_

The Career Planning System (CPS); Microcomputer Version; is a comprehen,
sive; highly structured instructional package designed to provide ihdiVid
utilized career-exploration 'and career-planning experiences for mildly
handicapped_ studentsof_approximately_middle,schOtil age. Developed
specifically to_take advantage of -the motivational, managerial, and inter-
active capabilities of the Atari 800 microcomputer system (consolei,
monitori_and tWci_disk drives) with 48K of memory; the CPS is- intended to
serve students with mild Mental retardation, learning diSabi)ities, and
Severe behavior handicaps who are capable_of:reading at the 3.5 grade
level. Field-tested with such students at -five school districts within or/

? adjacent to major population centers in Colorado, MIS-SO-Uri", New York;
and Texas, the CPS -has- been found to_engender a significant incnease (at
the .05 level) in the students' overall knowledge about careers, about
themselves with respect to careers and career planning, and about career
planning in general.

1

A combined staff of instructional designers and computer programmers
atthe_National Center for Research in Vocationat_Education, Ohio State
University; worked under an eighteen-month grant from the U.S. Department
of Education to develop, testi and revise the CPS materials and to initiate
w_olan for their diwemination. The final instructional package prepared
throughtRis effort consists of three components:

o thirty floppy disks--the core of the CPS--that provide (1) an interaC=
tive instructional componeht that is the main vehicle for stu&nt
progress through the_forty_occupations represented in the CPS and_(?)
a comprehensive managment system with a 45iety of instructor options
fdr monitoring student progress throughou the instructional materials;

o a studentuide for each student that provides reinforcement for
student learning; a permanent record of the student!s experiences with
the CPS, and a means for expansion and discu&sioniof those experiences;
and'

i
o an instructor auide that_ provides Ihe theoretical; technical,_and

instructional information a teacher or counselor needs tp implement
- the CPS.ij

Each of_the _components of the CPS was developed in accordance with a
set of detailedUecifications compiled by project staff early in, the_
conduct_of_ther_work effort. These specificttions--which cover bath -the
computerized and_the printed CPS materials as well as their ihterrelation,T
Shipswere developed to ensure that the final materials tray meet
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needs of tho target population and their teachers. Ihus pie spec if 'cations
detail not only wit t all the_p ieces hut_the partiular format of
each, for ex'amplo, the layout of each type of computeri:ed it to

ensure that it presents int'ormation in a divect, cAuv.istent, and visually
appealing_manner that will enhance the_possibilitiesfor stiKhuit learning;
A part icularly significant segment of the specitications deals with
instruct ional and technical consideration; related to the needs of mildly
handicapped learners; This sogmentaddresses such issues as the presenta-
t ion of objectives, the appropriate development of concepts, various
aspects of remling_level and langit.ige style; the use of sensitive and,

_

effectively presented feedback, the- provision of aids to the transfer of
learning and generalirattrrri of knowledge, appropriate student-computer
interaction; selected typs .the use of sound and
graphics, and the encouragement of learner Uidependence.

PIE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

1-htOugh the CPS; students=become acquainted with a variety of occuPotioris
that are representative of basic worker functions.. The key to the system
is_the_student' owtr interests-:-not ill_occupations themselves but in

activities that the students enjoy either. in school or during leisure. The
final intended outcome is the students' insightful participation in plan-

, ning thei studies and.-.activities for_the future. This .goal_must;_ of.
course, he an outgrowth of development in other areas--in self-understand-
ing; inprohlem7solving; decision4akingi and planning skills; and in

increasing_knowledge_of occupations; their fnterrelationships; and .their
relationship. to the-individlial. Therefore, the CPS materials are designed
to help students, achieve four major career-development outcomes:.

o to learn about personal interests;
to_examine occupations to learn how they may relate to personal.
interests;

o' to'identify activities and areas of study in which personal interests
may he nurtured. and in which related skills may be developed; and

ii to relate educational preparation to potential occupational choices.

The organization of the CPS reflects the system's emphasis on these
goals. AS noted in Figure 1,, the student begins to proceed through the
instructional materials at the leel of personal interests and progresses
through a wide variety of experiences before being asked to:consider
various factors in relation to educational and career planning. .

After reading in the student guide, a brief welcome, and an illustrated
list of the six steps involved in loading a disk into a disk drive; the
student' signs 'on to the computer'by typing the first -name and personal CPS
code number. The student is then routed automatically through each of the
system's four major -components in turnlntroductioni interest; sort;
interest areas.; and educationplan. Thaq instructor_ guide provides a
detailed description of each of these components and of the procedures
that the teacher and students should followip relation to them.

Introduction

The introduction includes an explanation of the general content and
structure of the CPS and of the objectives that' students should achieve
through.using it; a variety of vocabulary-building activities-Tfor
example, work-search and crossword puzzles--related to terms essential to
the CPS;_ and general instruc- tions on how to use the-CPS. Student
understanding of this information is reinforced_through a series of
exercises in the student guide deSigned to complement the computer-based
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FIGURE 1

CAREER PLANNING SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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1. Advising

FIGURE

' CPS INTEREST AREAS AND OCCUPATIONS

Child care attendant
Effiployment.counselor-
Lawyer
Travel agent

2. Arranging

Architect
Florist __
Hair stylist
Interior designer

3. Building and Making

Carpenter
Drafter
Painter
Roofer

4; Doing Clerical Work

Cashier _

File clerk
Secretary _

StOtk clerk

S. Ha icing

Licensed practical nurse
Police officer
Properties manager
Waiter

6. Maintaining and Repairing

Appliance repairer
Mechanic
Plumber
Sanitation worker

7. Thinking In Pictures

CartoTist
Commercial artist
DiSplay artist
Photographer

S. Using Environmental Information

Farmer
Fish and game warden
Landscape gardener
Meteorologist

9; Working with Equipment

Computer service technician
,Cook
Machinist
Telephone operator

10. Working with Numbers and Symbols

Library assistant
Market_research coder
Medical laboratory assistant
Teller
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access to important terms that-they may not know without ov7.1oading the
computerized;introduction with vocabulary that will not be Wised for a long

Interest sort

This key component_of the system is comprised of 50;general questions
related to the 10 CPS interest areas. Designed to help students identify -

interests in a variety of work-related environments and activitiesfor
exmple; working, outdoors; helping people with their problems; etc.- -the
interest sort provides the basis for each student's individualized movement
through the rest of_the CPS package. After the student responds A; B; or
C;_to each statement according to the degree of interest in it (A a lot, B
a little, or C none at all) the CPS's computerized management system auto-
matically sorts and compiles the answers into an ordered listing of the
student's interest areas. When the student's list appears on the display,
the student is instructed to copy the_list into the student guide for
reference; From this point on; each time the student signs onto the
Computer to use the CPS, the student will be taken through the system
automatically on the basis of this list;

Interest Areas

The 10 CPS interest areas are the heart of the Career Planning System.
Developed around general areas that middle - school students might have or
wish to explore rather than selected from traditional occupations- cluster-
ing systems, the interest areas are designed to help students deal with
immediate self-knowledge rather than with abstract speculation about the
future; Each interest area is built around four occupations chosen to
cover an educational continuum from high school diploma to uaduate degree;
a range of skills from entr:y_level to professional;_and an array of visual;
verbal, and computational abilities. Figure 2 displays the titles of the
10 interest areas and the names of the four occupations covered in each;

Figure 3 indicates the way in which a student moves through each
interest area that is explored. First; the student reads a probe; which
provides_a brief description of the interest area and presents 10'state-
ments related to the area's activities. The student responds yes or no to
these statements; which are designed to help consider whether- personal
interests; abilities, and skills match thOse-that are typically found
among workers in the interest area.

Next the student meets four imaginary workers representative of the
occupations included in 'the interest area. These workers--for example; ,

Jimmy Wolinski (gainter); Cynthia Sakuma (architect);_CIark -3.ampson (file
clerk), Barbara MacIntosh (auto mechanic)--explain a little about their
job tasks as simulated in the CPS activities in order to enable the student
to choose one or more of these activities to explore.

The student'next decides which of four activities_to complete as the
first step in exploring a particular career; Across the CPS; the activ-
ities cover a wide range of tasks: the visual problem identification of
the landscape gardener; the computation of the waiter;_the form completion
of the employment counselor, and so on. Designed to-give students a "feel"
for the occupations that they representi the activittes_are highly inter-
active and make sustained and persistent use of a variety of strategies
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,w,. uk-ulviu/ Land cypiuAlMqLely CU LU minutes. LO complete, orrers
a list of additional activities (external to the CPS), that a stddent might
try in order to expand exploration of. the occupation; and concludes with a
reaction form designed to provide an oppoetunity for thp student to record
personal perceptions of the activity. The coTputer stores the student's
responses to the two questions on this form--"How much did you like this
activity?"--and later uses_these; as well -as other student responses; to
compile an individualized list of up to 10 CRS jobs that are of greatest
interest to the student. The student is also instructed to fill out a
complementary reaction form in the student guide that encourages expansion,
on the computerized responses and the reasons for them.

At this point the student encounters another decision: whether to
read an occupational brief about the job just explored in the activity; to
explore another activity in the interest area; or to leave the interest
area to go to another one or; if appropriate, to proceed to the education
plan component of the CPS.

- The CPS- includes 40 menu-driven occupational briefs, one for each
activity. The briefs-follow a consistent format.to provide sketches of
the kinds of information that the student should consider when making
career choices--additional job tasks, the work environmnt, educational
preparation, salary range, and so on.

To complete a brief, the student "interviews" the worker whose comments
earlier in the interest area first sent that student to_the occupational
activity; The student meets the worker again, reads a few displays in
which the worker gives some basic information about the occupation; and
then selects any four (or more) of six questions to "ask" the worker. The
student may ask those questions in any order and is returned to the menu
of questions after each answer for this next selection. A computerized
counting routine keeps track of the questions that the student asks in

order to ensure that, questions 'are not repeated and to allow the student_
the option of skipping either one or two questions and continuing with the
next section of the brief;

The answers to five of the six questions are given in conversational; 4
first-person narratives by the worker whom the student is interviewing.
The answer to the sixth question--"How can I become a (occupational _

title)"--is a list of high-school courses to_take;_in- and out-of-sch001
activities to pursue now, and things to do after high.school to enter the
occupation. The student is instructed-to copy this information' nto the
career plan_section_of the student guide for use in the culminating
componeht bf the CPS, the development of the education plan. Finally_the
-student completes a two-part reactjon_form: _(1) a computerized part that
stores answers to two questions -- "Would you like to ole the kind or work
you learned about in the brief?" and "Could you learn to do good work in
this job ? " - -to -use in compiling the list of student-preferred jobs
described earlier and (2) a complementary student guide part designed to
help the student expand on the reasons for the computeriZed responses;

A student can explore as much or as little of each interest area as
desired. As Figure'3 shows, a student can leave an area after reading the
probe and meeting_the workers; after completing any activity, or after
completing any brief. Thus, a student can leave an interest area if none
of the jobs seems appealing or can remain in it to complete one or more
activities and; if desired, their accompanying briefs. Each time a student
decides to leave an interest area, that person is directed to participate
in an exit interview designed to assist the teacher in facilitating the
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yv, Inc cAperierlue, Lne interview snouts De supportive ratner tnan
diiective. If appropriate, the discussion might be based on the reaction
forms completed by the student durinp-work in the interest area;

Although tht. CPS is essentially an individual4ed;self-paced instruc-,
tional package that focuses on growth..iniself,awareness rather than on.
interpersonal concerns, students shoUld come to recognize that growth
comes through interaction with others as well as through solitary reflec-
tion. To encourage this recognition; the instructor guide includes a
number of suggestions for discussions, games, and other activities that
the teacher and pairs; or other small groups of students, can use to
enhance personal growth; These supplementary activities are related to
career planning and decision-making in general and 'to topics related
specifically to particular CPS interest areas. They are not mandatory;
but are to be used -at- the discretion of the teacher--for example, with
students who have finished several interest areas and might profit from
discussing their experiences with one another; The instructor guide also
lists sources and references that teachers and counselors can use to
provide additional occupational information to students who request-it.

EttUt-a_t_i_on_na-n

Developing plans for `further examination of and preparation for occupations
of interest is the culmination of ,the student's s-wirk with the
ning System. Once the student has completed allhe CPS activities and
briefs of interest, the student, in conference with the teacher ors
counselor; designs a plan for further exploration that incorporates the
self-knowledge gained from the CPS experience; The student begins thiS
effort with a computerized component that presents some brief introductory
information and then compiles the student's responseson all computerized
reaction forms into a ranked listsof as many as 10 CPS'. jobs in which the
student indicated the greatest amount of interest. The\student copies
this list -into the student guide; then_takes the guide to the teacher or
counselor to serve as the basis for a joint planning session in which the
student and the adult together develop_a plan for the student to follow to
learn more about each occupation of interest;

The two-person planning team follows a standard procedure to develop
plans related to as many of the student's preferred occupations as seems
appropriate. Starting with the job at the top of the list; the team
reviews the relevant reaction forms -and career plan pages contained in -the
student guide. This material, supplemented by the teacher's or counselor's
knowledge; enables the team to answer the eight questions on the education
plan pages in the guide. These questions; which address such issues as
the skills and training required for the occupation, and the traditional
and nontraditional ways' for acquiring these; are designed to focus the
student's planning efforts and to provide initial suggestions for imple-
menting early career-planning decisions.

_ Although the completion of the education plab component of the Career
Planning System constitutes the completion of the CPS itself, the student's
career exploration and planning efforts should obviously not terminate at
this_point; Once a student has completed one or more plans, the student
should seJect one (if necessary) and--with the teacher's or counselor's
assistance as necessary and practical - -begin to implement it. In addition;
the student can repeat the work with the CPS one or more tigies, gaining
something more from each experience as self- and career-knoWedge-and
''sophistication in career-planning increase;
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agement _component is a thorough_and sophisticated.medianismithat does all
the student recOtd keeping rquired by the CPS instructional comporfen.t and
offers a number of additional options as well. As displayed- ip Figure 4,
the management system offers two menus of functions to be used in co
with the CPS.

/

. . :To _begin) working with the systPM1che acher chooses function I in
the main menu to get to the extended instructoroptions menu, -a list'of-
functions that the teacher uses only once to initiate work, on the CPS and
can then ignore for_lthe remainder of the experience. Essentially, these
functions enable the teacher to prepare disks to accept and store the data
that both determine each student's progress through the CPS and allow the
teacher to track that progress. By following carSully detaile instruc-
tions that appear in the instructor guide and on individual com er dis-
plays; the teacher uses these options (1) to create the computer_ iles
that will store the student's individualized records and (2) to format and
copy backup disk as.insurance in case the original record disks are lost
or destroyed;

Each record disk can hold complete files for up to 12 students; and
the teacher established these files simply by typing each student's first
and last names and a three digit number between 100 and 998. This number
pecomesthe students CPS code number--the number that the computer uses to
store_the_.5tudent's-records and route the student automatically through
the CPS, and that the teattfer.-USeS-td-g-aln- access tothestudentls_stored
records.

The seven instructor options on the main menu (i.e.; all_but the two
included -to provide access to the extended options menu and to the
instructional. component itself) comprise the set of functions that the
teacher will use throughout the students' CPS experience. The first'of
these--i.e., the class roster, results from the creation of the class
records and provides a list of the first and last names and (as a reference
forthe teacher) of the CPS code numbers of all the students working on
the CPS. The second option, student interest sort results, enables the
teacher to see; on a student-by7student basis; the student's name; the
interest area in which the student is currently working; and the list of
all Identified interest areas in order of preference as computed during
the interest sort. The third option, student progress information, shows_
the linear progress of any student through the CPS by listing; in order as
completed, all the probes, activities, and briefs that the student has
finished. The fourth option;reaction form data% provides a summary of
any student's answers to the questions on the computerized reaction forms
for all' he gttivities and briefs explored.

. The final three options on thi5 menu are concerned more with instruc-'
tional management than with tracking student progress. Backup student
datafor example; should be used -at the end of each day'sWcrk in- der -

to kelp a current batkUp record of studerlts' progress in case the original
reco'gd becomes unavailable. Interest area change,ra function that allows
the teacher to interrupt the normal flow of the CPS when it is determined
that such an interruption is in the best interests of a student--enables
the student either to explore an interest area that was not indicated by .

the original interest sort or to return to an interest area previously
completed. Add student to- roster allows the teacher to create computer
files_on an existing recordi)disk for any students who begin their work on
the CPS after the roster fOr the rest of the claSS'has been created;
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Canning System, MicrocoMpUter VerOon, provide a comprehensive, well-
integrated, thoroughly documented, and thoroughly)tested instructional-
package for learning dikabled, mildly - mentally reyardedi,pd severely
behaviorally handicapped middle-school tutlents.' Designed to capitalize
on tMe motivational and managerial capabilities of one of the-moA4rexciting
and polerful innovations in the history of.instructional technolog3/; this
courseware package holds special potential for helping exceptional student
make sound; well-informed career decisions that will ease their transition,
'from school to jobs and ultimately enable them to achieve their right is
-u-11 participation in the American workforce.

JI

For further information, please contact Program InformatioNieffice,
The National Center for Research in Vocational Educarion, 1960 Kenny Road,
Columbus. Ohio 43210.

ED#229906
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USING COMPUTERS To SOLVE LEARNING pBLEMS

Theodore F. Swartz _

Special SerOiceS SChool-District of
327 EaSt Ridgewood Avenue_

a )

Bergen Co.'

A.Paramus; New Jersey .07'652'.

We find OUrSelves at_an extraordinary point in the hiStOrY bf education.
WeLare at a place where two movements are merging toproduce_a surge of
energy that is likely to significantly enhance the- quality of edUtation
thAt we can'deliverliow and; increasingly, in the future. The current
movement is bringing advanced computer technology into homes and schools
everywherp. The other movement; whose origin can be traced'tb the master
teachers of antiqu'ty; is bringing into the awareness_ of more and more
teachers -the pi.ogr sive insight that persons, handicapped or Aot, are
retarkable learnin systems with mental resources that generally have gone
untapped in formalized educational settings. ThusOncreasing numbers of
educators are finding'themselves at a crossroad where the preente of both
An advanced technology of learning and an advanced technology of machines

:

greatly_increases_their capacities to- involve their stud is in learning
activities that tap powerful mental resources.

.

Many workers are already_ devoting Ihemselves_to the exploration and
diStbVery of hdw_the day-to-day_implementatibb_bf the merged technologies
Can best pet theneeds of many different students. 'Their efforts have
produced §-cite softwAce products that draw learners into spontaneous uses
of their mental_powers to produce learnings that approach; in profundity
and apparent effortleStnets,suchaccomplishments as mastery 9f one's
mother tongue or complex motor Skills; Most noteworthy of qth products__
are the results of projects led by pioneers like Gattegno or Papert; which
haA produced "microworlds."

,

Caleb Gattegno has written extensively_of an approach to education
that he has labeled the:-subordinatiort of- teaching to learning. A detailed
liSting of his publications_ and information about his software project; _

entiteed_Visible and Tangible Mathematics"Afunded in part -by the NatiOnal
cieh-to Foundation), can be_obtained by--writing to hit at EdUtational

Sblutions; Inc.; 80 Fifth Avenue New Tork, NeW York 10011. Seymour
Papert's leading role in the bevelopment of LOGO also supported by the
National Science Foundation) is well known: In addition to Papert's own
Writings on. LOGO and on his overall phildSOphy of education (see__ especially
Mindstorms 198 ); many articles and some_books on the uses of LOGO have
been aUthbred by a variety of educators at all levels.

These worlds increase the-possibilities for students everywhere toexplore how theirintelligence.opens one door after another in their quest
to master increasingly complex challenges.___ In a true microworld;_memoriz-
ing takes a back seat to the more_exhilarating and reliable 'mental powers
of imagery, stressing and ignoring; perception, analysis, synthesis;
intuition; retaining; recognition, and so on. There is an engagement of
learners in activities that lead them -to producetheir own knbWledge by
perceiving and acting on material on the computer screen.
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and channel them So that they solve their learning problems. Two condi,
'tions would have to be met:JhAe working' -with- -the students need to
recognize that behing the observed accomplishments there are mechanisms
(i.e;;_mental powers) at work that make the behaviors possible;-and I.

specific exercises need to be implemented to lead them to tap_the 'same -

mental powers within a context that will produce the learnings which have
proven problematic.

,It is hoped that Exhibit 1 can provide some help to educators in the
field who wish to pursue this:Way of Working. They are the ones who will '

lead_ us_ from_our present crossroad to the place where all learnerA are
recognized as exceptionally capable of learning systems, WhO can tackle in
_stride one challenge after another, so long as they know that it is their
mental strengths they need to apply.

EXHIBIT 1

SAMPLE WORK SHEET FOR USING_COMPUTERS
TO SOLVE LEARNING PROBLEMS

1. Select a computer program that involves the learners in actively
exploring possibilities in a restricted "world" (often referred to as
a microworld).

2. Scrutinize the selected program to determine which specific mental
powers are elicited in a learner who explores possibilities in the
microworld (e.g., generating imagery,tuspending judgement; analyzing;
synthesizing; focusing; ignoring; retaining; etc.); List those mental
powers. ).

3. Match the specified mental powers that_ are tapped with areas of learn-
ing that have proven to pose prbblems fbr any particular student. rcir

example:

Mental Rdwer5 Elicited Prob -lem Areas
Gienel'ated magerYi Letter formation; spelling
focusing, etaining

4. Have_the 14arners engage in the activities on the computer; freely
exploring the possibilities offered. Give suggestions, provide
guidance, but act more as a facilitator than a trainer. (Well-designed
micAo orlds will allow; even encourage that role.)

5. Design ridges" to take the learners from the computer activities to
actual performance_in a targeted skill_ area- that has -been a_problem.
For example, if LOGO is the selected microworld and letter formation
is the problem area; a learner could be 'asked:

a. to make the turtle draw any or all of the letters; upper or lower
case,

b. to decide which movements of the tuhle are common'to the drawing
of the various letters,

c. to develop procedures that will produce those movements shared by
the drawing of two or more letters, 0

d. to draw the letters using only the prodbdures developed, and
e. to Use a pencil point on a piece of paper in place of the turtle

on the screen and toyeproduce the drawings achieved in LOGO,
using reference to learner-defined procedures when and if
necessary.
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TEACHING HIGHER - LEVEL THINKINGs5KILLS
THROUGH COMPUTER COURSEWARE

Lois Edward
Courseware besigner

- Minnesota Educational Computing ConSortium
2520 Broadway Drive
St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

While this presentatibn fonSes on using computer courseware inAifted,
programs, a brief_overview_of the_many possibifities for using Computers
with gifted stuedenq will_serve_as a framework for the examination of
courseware for teaching higher=level;thihking skills.

Computer Literacy

COMPUTERS IN GIFTED EDUCATION

Vital for all students-in preparing for tomorrow's technological society;
computer literacy is especially important for gifted students, many of

involued in making far- reaching decisions regarding technology
and society._ Gifted studentS need to explore What computers can and cannot
do, howovidely and deeply they affect.our society; and what ethical clues!'
tions surround their use;

-Rrogramming

Programming is an excellent activity for increasing cognitive and creative
skills and, 0_such, is an appropriate component of many gifted programs;
It is widely recognized that,programmihg tanprOmote logical, dedUttiVe
thinking. It is, however, TESs commonly understood that programming also
strengthens creative thinking skills and problem-solving abilities; Prio-

gramming can in fact enable StUdehtS W think about thinking. In ord0r to
design and code a program to perform a specific taski_students must
thoroughly understand the thought processes requir'eCto solve the problem;

.
.

There are a number of reasons for teachJng_projraMMingi and these
objectives influence the, particular progir:anming_language taught:_ Program-
ming as career preparation might-fOtUS Oh PaStal, Whith is prevalent in
computer science departments. Programming as a problem,SolVing_tool for
use in scientific_coursy(s should involve the widely ava lable BASIC and
Pascal. PrOgramming as training and experience in logi 1, analytical
processes might_feature_LOGO and Pascal but could also se_BASIC:. Finally
programming as an- outlet for creativity could begin with LOGO then use ' .

either Pascal or BASIC. '

However; requiring all gifted students to Tearn to program Limputer.s
makes less sense than making them all.learn to play the piano. Program-;
ming is vspecialized activity that may_not be appropriate for all students
or even allgifted students.-, The need to program computers in order to
use them Is quickly diminishing as, computers are increasingly designed to,
be more, user-friendly. This isinoi to downplay the value of teaching '
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"gifted program" with a class irk computer programming;
F -

`Ut i 1 ity Software

v
The effective use of utility software pa -kgges goes beyond the realm of
compater_literacy._ Such_software is begi ning_to have a significant impact
op curricula in our schools. For example; -trd-prOtOSSing patkageS are
Changing the way writing isl,taught. Word pr cessors allow students to:,
achieve_success in the area of composition,w ere they previously had
diff4iculty because of slow or 000r hartdweKi-g abklity or tpeir, deMand
for perfeCtion in their work. Gifted students shduld be encoUraged to use
wordlprocessing_systemsto record their creative ideas; evaluations; and
conclusions: Other utility programs incliide graphics routines to draw and
color on the screen, sand music generation packages for composing and
recording original musiQ. Both provide vehicles for the creative taletitS
of gifted students. Also valuable are the elettronic spreadsheets, which
encourage students to explore "what if ." in'a variety of realistic_
economics hand business situations; and to see immediately the reSUltS Of
their experiments.

Conrseware

Courseware or educational software involves students it an interactive
learning enVirbriMent. Courseware exists in a variety of forms and levels
of quality.' Obviously -not all courseware is appropriate-for gifted
students any more than aJ 1 orinteortext material iS suita e fbr the
gifted. We here explore courseware that contributes to thT strengthening
of higherlevel thinking skills; such as analysis; synthesis; evaluation,
_creative tninking, critical thiAking, and prbOlem solving.

Generally*speaking; coursiware Can be divided into categories; althOUgh
overlaploimg among categories is Inevitable, and the distinctions seem to
be_fading_agir_courseware becomes more sophisticated; Nevertheless.cate-
gories can be useful in illustrating the variety of courseware activities:

Drill and practice provides practice; usually with. feedback; on skills or
TiTrETiratTon that the student ha's preViouSly encountered.

Tutor4 provides instruction in new concepts or skills; includes examples
an o n involves practice; best when highly interactive. t

Simulation models a real-life situation (or an imaginary one), Allowing
students to make der ions and observe the results; may have game features.

Problem solving tool facilitate5 the solving of a student- defined prObleM
by retrieving, analyzing, or calculating with data appropriate to the
problem.

id-uCatibna ame requires the creation of strategies to cticiose moves that
ea successful completion of the game; may invol:ve memory;

analysis, e thinking, and flexible thinking.

Each of these categories of courseware can be used; ih several modes, that
individual stUderits or large or small groups. SimulationS prob,lem-!

solvfng and 14mes- in particular are most valuable in a group-
setting;_ The myth that computers in instruction require that- students
work independently, concentrating on their own monitor screens-, denies the
powerful effect of computer courseware in encouraging group interaction:
Gifted students who are given opportunities to work together bilprOjettS
irVOlViiig computers can improve their interaction skills and str4figthen
vital peer relationships.
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Lower Level Thinking Skills

Drill -and- practice programs emphasize_ recall and comprehension; which
are considered loWe?=leVel thinking Although most gifted students
do not_require extensive practice to learn concepts; computer drills can
be useful in allowing A gifted student to master the matkiial at an ?,

appropriately fast pace because the drills can be individualized. They
might_a_lso be used in a content -area in_which a_ gifted student does not
excell by providing unemotional, objective feedback for incorrect answers.
The'computer does not expect_ a- student to be.gifted in all areas
and will patiently correct student errors:

Tutorials are qesigned to teach comprehension but can include analysis
and evaluation as well. Some tutorials can be appropriate-for gifted
students because they adapt to individual students' abilities. These are
highly interactive programs -in which students_control the pace _of_the
instruction and whith include extensive branching based on student
responses to numerous questions. -However, many tutorials are Skill of the
page- turner variety; simply a textbook,on a screen: These should be
avoided.

Higher-Level Thinking Skills

It -is in the other three courseware categories -- simulations; problem y
solving tools, and educational gamesthat higher-level thinking skills
are emphasized.

Simulations are probably the most .exciting form of instructional
computer programs available and may teCOnie the dominant form of course-
ware: Simulating or modeling real-world events is a process, that computers
perform expertly and that no other media can accomplish. By simplifying
complex_ situations and _permitting specified parameters to be altered;
simulations enable studOts to experience processes and events.\ Students
analyze_data; evaluate possibilities; make_decisions; observe_the. results
Of the decisions, and reevaluate the situation on the basis of the resiptS.
Simulations condense time, allowing the examination of events lasting too
long for:classroom_study:_ They also permit students to experiment safely
wi -the possibility of disastrous:results.

Three well-known MECC simulationS involve this process and illustrate
he variety of events that can be simulated. Odell Lake simulates the

food chain among fish and other animals around a lake._ Oregon_s4pulates a
trip by covered wagon along the Oregon Trail. Lemonade -simulates the
business of managing a lemonade stand.

Problem-solving. .took enable students to use the information retrieval
and calculating power or the computer without writing their own programs.
This courseware allows students to focus on setting up the problem; on_the
steps of a solution, and on interpreting and evaluating the results. The
computer performs the necessary but tedious intermediate calculations.
These tools can be valuable in teaching problem-solving heuristics in

realistic problems.

_ .

_ Examples of_this courseware include graphing_programs in mathematics,
fobd intake analysis and calorie expenditure analysis programs in-nutri-
tion, and numerical analysis and statistical programs in mathematics; the
sciences; and the social sciences.

_ Educational strategy games require the development .(if successful.
stralT4Tes:7alidents Tearh-ff analyze the game situation and predict or
imagine the results of possible "moves." They evaluate the possible out-

,
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MUVC, LIue,I ,CCValUaLt 1FIC 5-iLuaLlun
their moves and their opponentS' moves. Creatingestrategies requires a
great deal of "what if. . ." thinking.

Examples of educational strategy games include Words; _a_language arts
memory game; BAGELS; a logical:thinking-goessipg lame; and Gertrude's
Puzzles, games involving attributes and'sets. :Educational games can be
designed to encourage fluent thinking, such as the word game Friendly -

Fred; where players compete',in generating words that meet stated rules,;

EVALUATING COURSEWARE FOR GIFTED STUDENTS
4

Identifying courseware appropriate for'gifted students can be a formidable
task; Such coorseware_should.neet three sets Ofriteria. It should be
judged as instructional material, as material appropriate for 94fted
students; and as computer software.

Instructional Soundness

FirSt, courseware should be evaluated using the general.crjteia against
whoich .arey'educational_material is measured; It most be instructionally
sound; include identified learning objectives, have an appealing format,
and be* free of unacceptable social biases.

Appropriateness_

d

Then the courseware should be evaluated according to criteria used in
selecting materials appropriate for gifted programs. These criteria
include encouraging or requiring divergent:thAnking:; problem finding and
problem solving, and risk taking. Such materials should be adaptable to
various learning_styles and easily individualized. Extensive guides to
evaluating curricblummaterials for gifted prOgrAms; recently published in
books and journals-, can provide' further guidelines.

Appropriate Computer utilization

Finallyi_the_courseware shOtild_be evaluated according_to criteria specific
to computer-based materials; A highly recognized evaluation form for
coursewaroeis the one developed by MicroSIFT at the Northwest Regional
Educationhl Laboratory in Oregon: In addition to the content_of the
courseware, theSe 21 criteria relatetb the instructional quality and-the
technical_qoality_of_the,-,software. Example_of specific criteria include
appropriate use of graphits; color; and sound; effective feedback; learner
control of rate and sequence of .presentation; ease of operation of the
programs by students; and appropriate use of computer capabilities;

CCINCLUSION

Computers are an Unportant factor in the education of gifted students and
will grow in importarl'ce: Their versatility and their ability to open new
areas for study and exploration are of great benefit to gifted students.
Computer courseware; one of aosiy ways to make use of computers in gifted
programs; can be effective in- strengthening higher-level thinking skillS.
Sbme courseware appropriate for gifted students exists, and more will soon """

become available as the sophistication of courseware increases and as its

potential for use with' gifted students becomes more widely recognized.
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND CREATIVITY AND PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS WITH DEAF AND
SEVERELY LANGUAGE-DISORDERED STUDENTS

Susan Rose
Manjula Waldron
William Kolomyjec
The Ohio State University
356 Arps
1945 N; High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43227.

PART I - PROBLEM SOLVING AND CREATIVE THINKING WITH DEAF STUDENTS

When confronted with a problem; we_often_invest time in thinking about it
rather than actually solving it Many times the solution just happens.
At other times one needs to systematize the solution; referring to prior
knowledge and experience; Some problems require creative solutions; others
are more mundane and routine. Whatever the situation; the problem solver
needs to develop a schemata that helps attack _a problem in the generic
sense; Good problem solvers are characterized by their generality and
independence of tUbject matter while using the basic _problem-solving tools
like inference; classification; subgoals; and contradictions (Wickelgren,:
1974);

ShOuksmith (1970) reported that intelligence and cognitive style as
well as the ability to solve problems are involved in the creative
thinking process. Persons valued as creative are those who are able to
solve problems requiring the manipulation of information.

Deaf and language-disordered students_are frequently identified as_
lacking problem-solving and creative thinking skills. It was hypothesized
by the authors that this lack of problem-solving,and creativity skills was

;perhaps an inaccessibility to the problem or the situation due to the
barriers imposed by the English language. An example of this situation is
the student who is capable with mathematical computations; such_as 6 - -2

3; however; when given kproblem, "with six cookies for two students, how
many will each student get?" The student is unable to respond to the
problem due to the language structure surrounding the components of the
problem; _Thus; in order to provide- hearing impaired and language-
disordered students with problem-solving experiences; a medium that was
not bound by the English language needed to be developed;

Because hearing-impaired persons' nonimpaired information access_
system is primarily visual;_it was_concluded that graphic representation
can - play -an important role in acquisition of these skills (Waldron & Rose,
1983). Computer graphics; due to highly visual andrmanipulative Charac-
teristics, was selected as the medium to ascertain the problem- solving
abilities and creativity skills of hearing-impaired learners.
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VO VERBAL INSTRUCTION OF DEAF STUDENTS

BasicMaterials and Methods

A drawing tablet and supporting software allowed students to utilize the
basic elements of any artwork: points; lines; rectangles; polygons;
otativn of rectangles, filling in closed figures, and fitting a curve
through a'set of points. The students could erase the last step on the
screen or save the image;_ All this was done via special keys on the key-
board. The users became familiar with various key functions through an
illustrated manual. Each key with its function was introduced in a single-
step progression without adult intervention and without the use of the
English language. When the students complete the elements presented in
the manual; they were free to create their own images.

Problem Solving-Software

In a separate set of tasks, problem-solving software was developed by the
authors in the areas of pattern recognition, coding, tanagrams;_and
numerical matrices; Each of the_tasks used_a graphic format with a
multiple-choice response mode. Students selected the solution or correct
answer through a cursor control. The original software was_created on a
POP -11/44 minicomputer and has been adapted for use on the Apple II and on
Apple IIE microcomputer.

The software design concentrated on providing the language-impaired
student with a creative mediumi that of the computer; and a few key
controls. Students were in control_of the elements -or tools for creating
or problem solving and used them. Because no specific directions were
provided; each student had to utilize inference and deductive.reasoning
skills to- discover the rules and select an answer. The uniqueness of the
design wds that no English words were used in the entire process. The
system was demonstrated to a group of randomly selected students who-

tended a.local hearing-impaired program. They were essentially allowed
to be on their own. The only intervention occurred if the student had a
question -or the system crashed. In these instances\ monitors reset the
program for the<sUdents.

Project Results

The information acquired through this project is particularly valuable to
teachers of language-hearing-impaired students, researchers, and micro-
computer users alike. Hearing-impaired students were able to solve
problems given a medium that was accessible; that is; visual; and a set of
rules that were consistent. The students acquired the rules through
experimentation and deduction. Problem- solving and creative computer
drawing tasks were highly motivating and challenging; This -was particu-
larly evident in the successful performance of eight- and nine-year-old
deaf children who were identified as behavior problems; hyperactivei and
multiply handicapped. These children attended to the computer graphics'
tasks for 90 minutes without a break, excitedly sharing their creations
and solutions with their neighbors.

Perhaps the most significant result was the fact that the students
were able to find solutions to problems _utilizing their personal schemata
of deduction and inferences unencumbered -by the English -language system.
In addition, students with a tradition of failure experienced success and
a feeling of self-worth.
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DISCUSSION

Technology in the special education classroom is neither new nor startling;
What_is all the excitement about? Why is there a national conference, and
why special publications? The answer appears embedded in the fact that
never befOre has a technology been so powerful and_so accessible to so
manYt _The potential of the microcomputer as a significant teathing and
learning tool can be realized only through a masterful teacher. The
micrbtomputer cannot teach. Software cannot make students learn:- It is
the careful coupling of individual student's learning skillt, needs, and
strengths with software, programs, and experiences that will utilize_and
maximize:the_potential of the technology of the microcomputer; The teacher
holds the key_to a world of learning in the computer age. This project
has opened only one of the many avenues available to the hearing- and
language-impaired learner through computer graphics in education;

PART II - DEVELOPING CREATIVITY AND PROBLEM-SOLVING SOFTWARE FOR TEACHING

"Mah heed not bend to linguistic circumstance but may easily bend language
to his needs. Joshua Whatmough

Software_like_LOGO allows _students to write their own programs inter-
actively to express visually difficult concepts (Pappert, 1980). However;
teather4 find these programs hard to use in developing thinking and problem
solving_skills; specifically if the teaching methods involve testing
specific skills and measuring progress. The software presented here
recognizes this need of the Cila'stroom teacher and is designed so_that, in
addition to drawing pictures simply with a cursor and key control, the
teachers can design tasks in specific categories.

The two distinct advantages of our design are that (1) the ttiftwace is

user-Oriented; the user does not need to know any system software in order
to- generate their own graphic symbols; and (2) the entire design of the
software is modular in nature, hence the user can develop any task wanted
in using their own symbol library. The task-building programLaccesses the
procedures that it needs; Hence; each developed task designed by the
teacher can be stored on a separate diskette, independent of the master
program used to generate the symbols.

USER-ORIENTED SOFTWARE

It was recognized thaf.the software design would require sophisticated
programming. However; with some forethought and procedural planning one
could write software that was user-transparent. With this approach the
teacher and students would pot need to know the microcomputer programming
language; rather they -need to know their own tasks, which they can "Write"
into the computer. PASCAL language was chosen for its wide availability
on microcomputers ease'in_writing large_proogramS. in simple procedures;
and good file-handling capabilities; PASCAL allows the programs to be
written with structure'Ind hence has_all_the advantages of structural and
Procedural programming language; The other great advantage is the use of
turtle graphics, which is easy to use in the programs to generate graphics
and use these in many procedures_CLuehrmanhAd Peckham, 1981). In this
section the program design is presented along with a sample program for
one of the problem solving tasks; other programs that are similar in
design are mentioned. All programs are well documented and complete;
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System Specifications

The probliiM7solving_and dawing_softwae require a 64K-RAM Apple II+
microcomputer; joystick, and PASCAL language system diskette. The soft-
ware destribed allows the_ teacher to_ design problems and tasks for students
inthe:area_of pattern recognition;- numerical matrix, graphical coding,
and_verbal tasks without knowing PASCAL, the system programming language.
BUilt in Utilities and softwares are transparent to the user who comT
municat0s only 1_6 English and draws; using the cursor via the control of
the joystick and some selected keys on the keyboard. The system can be _

bbOted up and_thenrthe _programs run; however; for ease of use the relevant
files were put on theAlSkette so one could run the program by simply
turning the power on (refer to APPLEPASCAL system language manual).

GeneratingGraphics

All graphical symbols were_generated through the use of a program called
MAKESYMBOL. Figure 1 shows the menu used in designing the graghic symbols
to be used in tasks. These symbols could be_shown in the square grid in
any- "color." The symbols could be ''saved" and ''recalled" by their name
(see figure 2); Their position could be moved in the x-1 direction. They
Mild be rotated, scaled, or erased in_case an error was made, Thu:, a
library of_graphical symbols can be created by the teacher and then iiSed
in any of the tasks to be designed. In the following four tasks; the
screen is divided into two parts; left for questions and right for answers.

Flat_brri_retognit-ion A graphical pattern_ consisting of up to six symbols
-g_presented_on the left; four possible answers are provided on the right.
The student selects one of the four possible answers. If the answer is
correct, they are rewarded by a symbol. If incorrect; nothing happens
(see Figure 3).

Numeric matrix. Here a matrix with user-defined numbers is presented on
the left. One of the boxes in the matrix is left blank. Based on the
given numberS, the student guesses the underlying operation of the matrix
and chooses the answer from four possible answers; which fit in the blank
box; If the answer is correct, a reward symbol appears; otherwise nothing
happens.

Coding aaddetb_di-mg--ta-sk-s. 'In this program two sets of nine shapes appear
on_the top_of the_screen; with each shape is associated-a symbol; Four
shapes appear on the left. The student must choose the associated symbol
patterns from four possible choices on tl4 right-hand side of the screen:
If one choice is correct; a reward symbol appears.

Verbal tasks. A verbal -task presents a question written on the left side
Of the screen: The student selects one of the four possible answers, and
if the answer is correct, a reward symbol appears.

Building and Running Tasks

In all the tasks descibed; the teacher has full control of what graphit;
number; or letters to put in the question space or the answer space. The
process of building and running the task is done by two major sets of_ _

programs. To- build the tasks; the DATA/BUILDTASK_diskette is put in Drive
1; whith_contains the symbols and the programs. The BUILDTASK diskette
goes In Drive 2, where the designed tasks are- stored. After the tasks are
built_and control RUN file is written on the task diskette, the task can
be run by putting the task diSkette in Drive 1 and rebooting the system.
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1. Build-in _tasks. Involves a'three-step procedure. Turn power off.
FU lILDTASK diskette in Drive 1. Put the task diskette in
Drive 2 and turn the power on The program will then run; A build
task menu appears to allow you to select the appropriate task that you
want to build. Up to 10 tasks may be put on a diskette;

2; Running tasks; This also requires three steps; Turn power off. Put
the taSic diskette in Drive 1. Put any diskette,with Question.DATAi_
Answer.DATA pnd Yes.DATA and any other Symbol.DATA file on it in Drive
2 and turn the power on; The program will then ask for the student
informatiOn. Then the program will run all the prepared tasks. After
the last question_has been_,answered, subject information prompt will
,come back; The student information is stored in a results file to
show the teacher how each of the students performed.

A sample build-and-run program for pattern recognitiOn is given in
Appendix 1. The program is well documented, explaining all the variables
and proCedures used; It_also contains the explanation_of use so the
reader can select the relevant portion of the program for inspection.

DISDUSSION

The user-friendly software was designed so that teachers could create
graphic symbols and use them in problem- solving and thinking tasks of
different sorts. The software design allows teacher's to generate symbols,
store them, and use them in the tasks where most suited. The program
Makesymbol allows_the student and teacher alike to draw any designs and
store them for future use; thUs providing a creative flexible medium to
the hearing impaired student and the teacher. The main uselenvisaged for
this software is to allow; teachers to guerate low-verbal; highly graphic
tasks to encourage visual, deductive, and inductive thihkihg and problem-
solving skills of these students. It hoped that the ease of use -of
software to design complex visual problems_will encourage teachers to -use
microcomputer graphics in a more constructive manner than simple drill and
practice. The teacher prepares material_no different than_onpaper4 how-
ever, the students -work both interactively440 independently and have an
opportunity to explore their own thinking an creative skills with
immediate feedback.
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PART III - USING_TWE MICROCOMPUTER AS A CREATIVE T L

This is the final part in a series of three artitles aving to do with
exploring creativity_througil computer graphicsiwith hearing-impaired
children. The body_of this article consists of a discussion of an
Applesoft (TM) BASIC program-that will allowan individual using an Apple
(TM) microcomputer to creat4470sual imagery; The software_presented

. illustrates how computer graphics might:become a medium allOWing ihdiVidUal.
expression. It is 'based dn.4 research instrument originally designed for
Use with hearing_impaired subjects. Children aged 8 to 15 produced imagery
with similar software, which in turn provided a means to study visual
creativity.

In_the_original research project the software was written in FORTRAN
on a DED POP 11/44_ minicomputer. (Kolomyjeci Rose; & Waldron; 1982);
See Part 1.) Time=sharing_was used to support the graphics terminal, and
there were many advantages for conducting the experiment in this manner;
ihcluding_high information 'exchange rate; simultaneous availability of a

large number of terminals, mass storage, and hard=copy. Mdreover;
experimental conditions could be_easily maintained._ However; there are
also disadvantages to a large-system approach; namely;=aCceSS to the hard:
ware_is,usually restriqed, subjects'have to be transported to the
fAtility, and the softAre is -not transportable, i.e.; it cannot be used
on other systems; Because the experience was positive for both the
subjects and the researchers_, the next logical step seemed to adapt the
software_tosthe microcompbter; On small; user-oriented machines more
individuals can use this instrument fOr both research andnonresearch
activities. The software has enormous recreational Nalue as well as the
potential to allow individual expression; A brief diSCUSSiOn of the
program follows.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

A standard Apple fi Plus (TM) with 68K RAM or Apple Ito iSrelUired. The
program generates monochromatic images and therefore does not_require a
color monitor. A joystick with two buttons or 'both game paddles is
necessary;

1

OPERATION

Upon running the program, a text menu islisplayed. The following function
options are provided:

= ERASE SCREEN,
1 = LINE (END POINTS)
g = LINE (CONTINUOUS)
3 = RECTANGLESAOPPOSITE_ CORNERS)
4 = CIRCLECINTER RADIUS)
5.= ARC (THRU THREE POINTS)
6 = SPLINE (UP TO 15 POINTS)
7 = EXIT

Directions for use The user selects an option keyboard.
Only option 0 erases the screen. Entering a drawing modei numbers 'l to 6,
will rot clear the screen. Option 7 will exit the program;

In each drawing mode (options 1 to 61; depressing the paddle button 0
will perform the 'function; _depressing paddle button -1 will return to the
menu; Spline is an exception. In-the spline mdde (option 6) puShing
bUtton 0 will define theAltrve; Piihing_button 1 will- draw it This mode
is not exited until button 1 is pushed again, after the curve is complete.
That's all there is to it!
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION t*.

Main program; _The_main program; lines 100 to 999; typifies good
graphics style. Line 120 keeps the program above the graphics portion of
memory (Poole et. al.; 1981). In line 126 a statement function_is defined;
it effectively- adjusts the screen origin and corrects the aspect ratio.
Line 130 transfers control to a subroutine that performs initialization of
the program variables; as well_as_the clipping and joystick routines;
Line 140 causes the text menu to be displayed.

_ After the user_selects a function,_ line 150; it is checked for _

correctness; At line 170 control is transfered via a multiple-branch
statement to the selected function's subroutine. Branching to each
function entails (1) switching into the graphics mode without erasure; (2)
executing the properi-,code to perform the function; and 13) on return,
redisplaying the meli. The program again awaits user input: The excep-
tions to this process are erase and exit.

Subroutines

PLOTSUBC, lines 1000 to 1210. This contains the code for a plctting sub"-
routine with clipping; This subroutine is used -by the circle, arc, and
spline functions because they have the potential to lie in part outside
the screen boundaries. The clipping algorithm significantly reduces the .

plotting speed of the microcomputer due to the extensive number calcula-
tions that it is required to perform.

DON'T ERASE; lines 1250 to 1260; A series of !'soft switches" are
POKE'd to reenter the graphics mode without clearing the presentContents
of screen memory (Poole et; aLi 1981).

ARC SUB; lines 1700 to 18.6Q. This is_a general_arc drawing subroutine
that requires six parameters: The X and Y coordinates of the center and a.
radius account for three parameters: A beginning and final angle fin
degrees) and a flag to indicate drawing direction clockwise or counter- .

clockwise constitute the remaining parameters. The smoothness of the arc,
i.e., the sampling rate; varies with the size of its radius.

LINE1; lines 3000 to 30865Jhis is the first function option sub-
routine. The cursor is displayedWine 3010). "Locating the,cursor and
depressing_button 0 will continuously define line segment end points.
After the first end point is entered, that pixel.(discrete screen.coor-
dinate) is illuminated; Afterthe other endpoint_is selecteg; the line _..

segment is drawn. This process will continue until button 1 is depressed,
returning to the menu.

LINE2, lines 3500 to 3590. This function works in a manner similar to
LINE1 with the exception that every time a locatiOn is selected with button
0 after the_secondlocation; a_line_segment is connected to the preyious
endpoint. Thus, a continuous line is produced. Again button 1 exits the
routine.

CURSOR RECTANGELS, lines 4000 to 4120: The opposite corners of a
rectangle are defined by positioning_ the cursor and depressing button 0;
These locations are momentarily displayed. The comppter checks the coor-
dinate data of these locations and calculates the wjdth and height of the
desired rectah§le, then draws it. This process will continue until button
1 is depressed.

CIRCLE; lines 4500 to_4620._ This function mode uses the ARC SUB; -To-
use the arc subroutine, six variables must be defined. Because a complete
circle is required; the beginning-ind final angle and direction are
constant; The remaining variables for center and radius cap be determined
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.
by entering two points using the cursor routine. The f int is the
center and the second point is a point on the circle's circumference. If
part of the_seplected circle exceeds any screen boundary; then PLOTSUBC
will liclip off4the overlapping portion.

ARC THRU THREE POINTS, lines 5000 to 5220. Three points are entered
using the cursor. The computer will fit an arc- through the points in the
order intwhicVthey were entered. Try not to place the three points along
a straight 1.4iie because this does not make much sense_and it might confuse
the algorithm. This routine requires_the_support of two ether sub-
routines: COMPUTE CENTER AND RADIUS AND THETA.

SPLINE, lines 5500 to 5670; and CURVE COORD;.,FINDER, Linet 6500,te
6560. These two subroutines work together to produce a spline curve
through a series of points. When this function_ is selected; the user may
locat6'and enter; using button 0, up to 15 pblos on the screen. Each
point or pixel will be illuminated as selected. Depressing button
tell the computer to fit the spline through these points. Unfortunately
the process is slow due to the calculations involved. After the spline
curve is drawn, and unless button 1 is depressed; the process is repeated.

IMPROVED CURSORSUB2;lineS 7000 to 7090. This subroutine lies ithe
heart of the interactive capabilities of this prbgraM. The cursor;,*ich -
is a high-resolution "shape," Is controlled -on the screen by the- analog-
inputs (joystick or paddle controls). The logation of the center of the
cursor at any time it appears on the screen is_contained by the integer
variables XV, When either paddle button is depressed tilts screen
location is noted, and also which button was depressed. Thds. this
information can be used by the various routines.' This.curer routine is
"improved" because it will not allOw data to .be read in until othe button_
is released and depressed again. See the ARP lesoft.(TM) reference manual
fApple, 19811 or the Apple II User's GuideAPoole et. al., 1981) to learn
more about XDRAW.

INITCURSORSUB., lines_7500 to 7560. This routine 'is used only once.
It is called by the initialization subroutine when the program is first
executed. It POKE's the shape (the- cross- shaped cursor) into an obsure
part of memory ($300-$30F). This shape can then be used by the )(DRAW
predefined fUnction in the cursor subroutine.

COMPUTE CENTER AND RADIUS, lines 8500 to 8570.,. This subroutine
computes the center and radius of a circle given three_points_in_two_
dimensional space. It. is obViously used by the ARC THRU THREE POINTS
subroutine

THETA; lines 8750 to 8850. This simulates a function that returns the
angle (in radians) forMed between a peifit in a plane and the +X axis of
the coordinate system.

TEXT MENU; lines 'GOO to 9110. The main menu -is produced by this
subroutine. When it is executed, it clears the text screen and print the
option menu. In other versions of this program, this routine is re
by a cursor-driven menu where the cursor's positien is used to sele
function option. This version will net be given._

CLIPPING INITIALIZATION, lines 1000 to 10120. Like INITCURSORSUB;
( this routine is called only once; An array is,illed with lie appropriate

valde_that_defines the entire display screen to be a "viewport" for the
clipping algorithm.

Here is final word about the listing that falloWs. In order to speed
' program execution and fit it into a 48K machine the program had to be

compressed. The majority..of the REM statementsAcomments)-were removed
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108 REM <<<<< MICROCOMPUTER DRAMIN01p))))
101 REM
102 REM COPYRIGHT 1983 W.J.KOLOMYJEC
183 REM
104 REM <<<<< TEXT MENU VERSION >>>>>
105 REM
120 LOMEM: 24576
125 DEF _FN Y(Y) = 192 X 0.881 + 171,5)
130 GOSUB 8000
140 GOSUB 9000
150 PRINT I PRINT *ENTER OPTION : ": 6ET Ols: PRINT 0$
155 0% = VAL (0$)
160 CF 0% < 0 OR 0% )1 7 THEN 140
170 ON 0% + I GOTO 180.190,200.210.220.230,240.250
180 HOR2_: GOTO I40:-REM ERASE
190 GOSUB 1250: Gosua 3000: GOTO 140
200 GOSUB 1250: GOSUB 3500: GOTO 148
210 GOSUB 1250: GOSUB 4000: GOTO 140
220 GQSUB 1250: GOSUB 4500: GOTO 140
230 ?GOSUB 1250: GOSUB 5000: GOTO 140
240 GQSUB 1250: GOSUB 5500: GOTO 140
250 TE)q s HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT "END COMPUTER DRAWING..."
999 ENDk
1000 REM <<<(,< PLOTSUBC >>>>)
1010 IF P = 2 THEN XI, = X:YI = Y: RETURN
1020 IF P = I THEN 1040
1030 PRINT : PRINT "PEN ERROR. P NOT 1 OR 2"; STOP
1.040 X2 = XrY2 = Y
1050 FOR I = 0 TO NW 2
1060 VI = (W(I + 1.1) - W(I.1)) 3f XI + (W(1.0) - W(I + 1.0)) 3f Y1/-* * 1.0)
W(I,I) - W(I.0) W(I + 1.1)
1070 V2 = (W(I * 1.1) WCI,I)) 3f X2 + (W(I,0) * 1.0)) * Y2 + W(I + 1.0) *

W(I.1) W(I.0) if W(I + 1.1)
1075 REM ADD 0.0001 TO THE DIVISOR TO PREVENT DIVIDE BY ZERO ERRORS
1080 PT = / - V2) + 0.0001)

--
1090 IF VI ) 0 THEN 1140
1100 IF V2 < 0 THEN 1200
1110 XI = XI + PT X (X2 - XI)
1120 Y I = * PT A (Y2 YA)
1130 GOTO 1170
1140 IF V2 > 0 THEN 1170
1150 X2 = XI + PT 3f (X2 - XI)
1160 Y2_=-Y1 + PT * (Y2 YI)
1170 NEXT I

1180 YI = 192 (/I A AR * 0.5):Y2 = 192 (Y2 * AR + 0.5)
1190 HPLOT XI.Y1 TO X2.Y2
1200 XI = X:YI = Y
1210 RETURN
1250 REM <<<<< DON'T ERASE >>>>>
1260 POKE 49232.0: POKE 49239.0: POKE 49237.0: RETURN
1700 REM <<<<< ARC SUB ))>>)
1710 IF R < = 8 THEN NS = 10: GOTO 1760
1720 IF R ) = 9 AND R < 16 THEN NS = 20: GOTO 1760
1730 IF R > = 17 AND R < 32 THEN NS = 30: GOTO 1760
1740 IF R ) = 33 AND R < 64 THEN NS = 45: GOTO 1760
1750 IF R ) = 65 THEN NS = 90
1760 AL = ASS 'LANG FANG):N = INT '(AL ' 360) X NS + 0.5)
1770 F = FANG / 57.25779:L = LANG / 57.295779
1780 FOR J = I TO N
1790 PCT = 1) / (N - I + 0.00001)
1800 IF IDIR% < 0 THEN PCT = 1.0 PCT
18 10 AN = (L F) * POT + F
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1810 x INT R M COS !N) XCT 0.5):Y = INT (Ft M GSIN (AN) YCT + 0.5)
1930 1 1 J ) I THEN 1950
1940 1' = 2: GOSUB 1000: GOTO 1860
1050 P = I: GOSUB. 1000
1860 NE-'ST J: RETURN
3000 REM C<<<< LINE! >:),.))
3010 GOSUB 7000s R&M CURSOR
3020 IF = I THEN 3080
:4030 XI = X%:YI = Y;: HPLOT XI,YI
3040 GOSUB 7000
3050 IF F1% = 1 THEN 3080
3060 X2 = X%:Y2 = 'r': HPLOT XI.YI TO X2.Y2
3070 GOTU 3010
3080 RETURN
3500 REM _,<(( LINE2 ))>))
3510 GOSUB 7000
3520 IF FIX = A THEN 3590
35.30 1 = >c%:It = Y%: HPLOT XI.YI
3550 GOSUB 7000
3560 IF Fl% = I THEN 3590
3570 X2 = X'':: Y2 = Y%: HPLOT_X1..Y1 TO X2.N,2
3580 Yi'= X2:Yt = Y2: GOTU 3550
3590 RETURN
4000 REM CURSOR RECTANGLES ))) >)
4010 GOSUB 7000
4020 IF FIX = I THEN 4120
4030 :<1,( = X%:YR = YX: HPLOT XR.YR
4040 GOSLIB_ 7000
4050 IF F1% = I THEN 4120
4060 XS = = YX: HPLOT XS.YS
4070 IF XS XR THEN I = XR:YR = XS:XS = T
4080 IF YS < YR THEN T = YR:YR = YS:YS = T
4090 H = ABS OS YR):14'= ABS (XS XR)
4100 HPLOT XR.YR TO XR + W.YR TO XR + 14.YR + H TO XR.YR + H TO XR.YR
4110 GOT0_4010
4120 RETURN
4500 REM ((<(< CIRCLE )>)Y.:':
4510 FANG = 0:LANG = 360:IDIR% =
4520 GOSUB 7000
4530 IF Fl% =: I THEN 4620
4540 XI = X%:YI = YSX: HPLOT Xl. FN Y(Y1)
4550 GOSUB- 7000
4560 IF FiX = I THEN 4620
'4570 X2 = XX:Y2 = YSX: HPLOT X2'; FN Y(Y2)
4590 HACOLOR=_4:_HPLOT XI; FN Y(Y1)1 HCOLOR= 3
4600 XD = ABS (X2 XI):YD = ABS (Y2 Y1):R = SQR (XD * XD + YD YD)
4610 xCT = X1:YCT = Y1: GOSUB 1700: GOTO 4520
4620 RETURN
5000 REM <<_<: ARC TWRU THREE POINTS >>>>)
5010 GOSUB 7000
5020 IF FI% = 1 THEN 5220
5030 XI = X%:_Y1 = YSZ: HPLOT XI. FN Y(YI)
5040 GOSUB 7000
5050 IF FIX = I THEN 5220
5060 X2 = XX:Y2 = YSX: HPLOT X2; FN Y(Y2)
5070 GOSUB 7410
5080 IF FIX = 1 THEN 52201
5090 X3 = XX Y3 = YS%: HPLOT X3; FN Y(Y3)
5100 GOSUB 8500: REM CALC XO.YO.R
5110 XCT = XO:YCT = YO:XX =,XI XCT:YY = YCT; GOSUB 8750:FANG = THETA * 57
.295779
5120 XX = X2 XCT:YY.= Y2 YCT: GOSUB 8750:MANG = THETA* 57.295779
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5130 = .(CT: GOSUB 8750:LANG
5140 Iv 1-44(., , 1440. AND MANG ). LANG THEN IDIR%
5150 IF VANG=__IAN AND LANG MANG THEN 101R% =
36007,440 r. TEMP: OUTO .5:00
5I0 IV MANG FANG AND FANG ( LANG THEN I.DJI 'W/.
360 :MANG = MANG + .360 :- _FANG_ =TEMP: GOTO 520

51A, IF MANG LANG AND LANGFANG THEN I I RX
G 360: GOTO 5'200
5180 IF LANG FANG AND FANG MANG THEN ipm%

= LANG:: LANG m FANG :FANG = TEMPInria 1:TCMP
5200 G0'...118 1700
5210 GOTO 5010
522(1 RETURN
5500 REM
5510 K = 1

5520 GOSUB 7000
5530 IF F1% = 4 THEN 5590.
5540 .HPLOT x%, FN `r8YS%)
5550 C(h,1). = X%:C(K;2) = YS74
5560K=K+1
5570 IF K NP% THEN K = NP%:,AEM LrMIT.CHECK
5580 GOTO 5520

9550 krIT = h -' I :II = IRS 14 KNT :P = 2
5600 FOP J = I TO NS
5610. T = 1) '(NS 1) * (KNT I) +

5620 GOSUB 6500
56:0 IF < I THEN P=
5640 GO5U8 1000

= THETA * 57.295179
I: GOTO 5200

IITEMp = LANG: LANG = OANG *

I :TEMP = LANG(LANG = FANG +

I:MANG = MANG + 360:LANG = LAN

1:LANG = LANG + 360: GOTO '5200

SPLINE 55>>

5650 _

5660 GOSUB 7000: IF Fl% = I THEN RETURN
5670 K = 1: GOTO 5540
6500 REM <<.:( CURVE COORD FINDER 5>>>)
6510 X= 0:Y = 0:0 = (its = - I

6520 FOR I = 1 TO KNT
6530 F = EXP !T I + 0.001)':F = 2 / (F I F)
6540 X =x+SAC(I.,1) * F:Y =Y+S*C(1,2)XF
6.550 D = D * F:$ = S
6560 NEXT I:x = X / D:Y =of / D: RETURN
7000 REM _Kf<<<_1MPROVED CURSOR2SUB >>>>>
7005 IF PEEK (P0) < 127 AND PEEK <P1/ C 127 THEN FF% = 0: G9TO 70 10
7006 FF% = 1 .

7010 XP = POL O 255:YP = PDL (I) / 255:X%-= 279 * XP1Y% = 191 X -11Pi XDRAW
I AT Xi.;r:
7020 PX% = = Y%
7030 XP = PDL_ (a) / 255:YP = PDL
7040 XDRAW_I AT PX%;PYZ: XDRAW I AT XX,Y%
7050 IF PEEK F..EiJ 5 127 THEN FIX = 0:GOTO 7878
7060 IF PEEK (PI) 127 THEN F1% = I: GOT0.7070
7065 FF% = 0: GOTO 7020
7070 IF FF% = I THEN 7020 --

7075 FF% = I

7030 XDRAW I AT X%.Y%
7090 YS % = 217 X (I YP) i RETURN
7500 REM <<((C INITCURSORSUB 2) )).5
7510. -ROT= 0: SCALE= 2:LOOP, = 6
7520 DATA 1.;0;4036;76,145;58.
7530 DATA 63;6323,132,936,40
7540 FOR J = 7684'0 783: READ D: POKE
7550 POKE_232;0: POKE 233)-,,
7560 RETURN
8000 REM ((CC( INIT PROGRAM VARIABLES >2)))

= 279 *

J.D: NEXT J
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8818 HGR : HGR2 : HCOLOR= 3
8928 DL = 50:P0 = 49249:P1 = 42250:F1% = 0
8830 GOSUB 7588: REM INIT CURSOR
8040 GOSUB 18888: RIDI CLIPPING INIT
8858 IRS = 5:NP% = 15: DIM C(NP%,2) ,

'8068 RETURN
8508 _REM <<<<< COMPUTE CENTER & RADIUS >>>>>
8518 Ti = (Y2 - Y1) / (X2 - XI 8.08081):T2 = (Y3 - Y1) / (X3 - XI 4, 8.80001)8520 T3 = ((X2 XI) X (X2 4. XI)) ((Y2 - Y1) * (Y2 4. YI))
8538 T4 = T3 / (2 * (X2 XI) + 8.88801)
8540 T5 = ((X3 - XI) X (X3 4. X1)) 4. ((Y3 Y1) * (Y3 4. YI))
8550 T6 = T5 / (2 X (X3 - XI) 8_._00881)4 _
8560 YO = (T6 - T4> / (T2 - TI) :X0 = T6 - (T2 * YO)
8570 R_= -SOR ((X3 - X0) A 2 4- (Y3 - YO) A 2) 4 RETURN
8758 REM <<<<< THETA FUNCTION >>>>>
8760 PI = 4 X ATN (1,_)4UNDF = 0
8778 IF XX ( 8 THEN THETA = PI 4. ATN (YY / XX): RETURN
8788 IF XX = 0 THEN 8888
8790 TO 8838
8880' I yY < 0 THEN THETA = PI X 1.5: RETURN
8810 IF = 8 THEN THETA = UNDF: RETURN
8820 THETA = PI / 2: RETURN
8838 IF YY < 0 THEN THETA = 2 * PI 4. ATN (YY / XX)
8840 _IF_YY = 0 THEN THETA = 0: RETURN
8858 THETA = ATN (YY / XX):-RETURN
4800 REM <<<<< TEXT MENU >>>>>
9010 HOME : TEXT_: VTAB 5
9828 PRINT "FUNCTION OPTIONS:"
9838 PRINT : PRINT 0=ERASE SCREEN"
9048 PRINT " I=LINE (END POINTS)
gese PRINT " 2-LINE (CONTINUOUS)"
9868 PRINT " 3=RECTANGLE (OPPOSITE CORNERS)"
9878 PRINT " 4=CIRCLE (CENTER_& RADIUS)"
9888 PRINT " 5-ARC (THRU THREE POINTS)
9098 PRINT -" 6=SPLINE (UP TO 15 POINTS)"
9180 PRINT'" 7=EXIT'
9118 RETURN
moo REM <<<<< CLIPPING INITIALIZATION >>>>>
10018 AR = 8.881: REM ASPECT RATIO
18020 NW = 5: REM NUMBER OF CONNECTED POINTS IN WINDOW
10030 DIM W(NW 1,1)
18848 REM RECTANGULAR WINDOW
18850 XL = 8:XR = 279
10860 YB = 84YT = 212
10865 REM EFFICIENT ARRAY USAGE
leen w(8,e) = xL:me,i) = YB
10080 W(I,0) = XL:W(1,1) = YT
10020 W(2,8) = XR:W(2,1) = YT
18180 W(3,8) = XR:W(3,I) = YB
10110 W(4,0) = XL:W(4,I) = YB 418420 RETURN
22222 REM <CM END OF MICROCOMPUTER DRAWING >>>>>
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and_the technique of using the delimiter (:) such that multiple statements
could be_placed on one line was employed (Apple; 1981). Although these
techniquds expedite_execcition and save space; -they also make the listing
hard to read. For this, please accept an apology. ,Lastly, execution time
can be'significantly improved by compiling this program using any_of
several commercially available compilers. However; these are often
expensive to purchaSe and not easy to use.

CONCLUSION

Software is what gives intelligence to a computer, enabling it to function
as an instrument or tool. The program discussed will transform the Apple
(TM) into an image-generating tool; which can be- used -in a variety of
educational applications. It is particularly uAful for handicapped
individuals in that it requires (in this version)_only touching a number
key; miovinga joystick, and depressing paddle buttons. As suggested, key-
board input can be eliminated by replacing the text menu with a graphics
menu. Thus only a joystick and two_buttons_would be required. _In our
research we:have' demonstrated the utility of this instrument. By publish-
ing this stiftwarei, we make this tool available to any interested person
willing to;take thetime to enter it into their own Apple (TM).

ED#233517
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USING AUDIBLE MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Mary S. Wilson
Department of Communication
University of Vermont
Burlington; Vermont 05401

Science and Disorders

Bernard J. Fox
Laureate Learning Systems, Inc;
I Mill Street
BUrlihgton; Vermont 05401

INTRODUCTION

AUdible_programs offer_special advantages to handicapped learners. In the
past; most computer programs required that a user be able to read; or at
the least matCh,:_symbols.__Talking_programs; which incorporate colorful
graphics and animations, in _contrast; can be used with handitapped infants
for cognitive; language, and mOtordevelopment, An infant able to activate
a switch can interact with computer software designed to train cause and
effect.

Since 19_80 we have been working on courseware for language deVelOpment.
These programs are:intended for nonreaders and do not use text. They use
speech; graphits, andanimation_to_teaCh vocabulary_and syntax; By
combining text with _speech and graphics; early reading programs can be
developed.. Disabled readers benefit from having a reading aloud component
added to text programs.

Another application for--audible software is with augmentative com-
Mdnication systems.__ Although microcomputer7based_systems lack the
portability of dedicated devices, they are more flexible. With a speech
utility program that we developed, some of our nonvocal users are building
the_content of their communication systems; The leXitOn and phrases°
developed this way can be included in a software program that is designed
to improve access time.

AUDIBLE MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

FIRST-WORDS is a tutorial program_that trains receptive vocabulary;
NOrMally developing children begin understanding words at about nine
months of_age. The fifty nouns included in FIRST WORDS are among the

_

earliest to be Understood, By_the time most children are two-years-old;
they will comprehend all _of them; Thus we designed this audible course-
ware for use by young and handicapped children,

____Although_FIRST WORDS provides an initial step in vocabulaq inSti-dt=
tioni it is not just a vocabulary training program. Two exemplars for
each noun aid ingeneralizing_noun groups. Instructional levels with cuing

.

can_b used to_encourage eye tracking The game can be used to train the
causality relationship between a button press and a consequent event;
FIRST WORDS can be used to train these behaviors even before a child hat
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reached the cognitive level for vocabulary comprehension. Contextually
appropriate speech is included on all six instructional levels.

For the child whose language and cognitive level is abbve two years,
FIRST WORDS can be used as an instructional tool to help in learning_ _

catekies;* If the child already knows all the exemplars but has yet to
learn the category names, you can have the child go through level 6, which
is the test. Following completion of the set; you can ask into_what
category the wortk' fall. This can be presented as either a multiple
choice or a free recall task.

Educational programs should come with detailed documentation that not
only describes how to use the program but also why. Courseware documenta-
tion silould_contain a rationale for_the_programs use in educational_
settings. An extensive reference list is included in the FIRST WORDS
manual. We also give careful attention to such_important, yet frequently
neglected, elements such as picture sequence and position randomization.
Parameters such as criterion and length of time the program waits before
moving on to the next stimulus picture can be set by the user;

A wide variety of children can benefit from using FIRST WORDS. It can
be used in individualized educational programs for mentally retarded
children ranging from mildly to severely and profoundly retarded. Young
language impaired and cerebral palsied children will enjoy interactive
learning-_of items. FIRST WORDS provides_a unique way to address the
severe linguistic deficits of the autistic child. You can also use it
with young nonnative speaker's of English as an English as a second
language program,

SPEAK UP is a program that allows you to_build your own audible
dictionaries and phrases. In addition to being used as a utility fOr
facilitating the production of audible augmentative communication systems
and courseware; it can be used alone as an instructional tool, By building
words themselves using the word processor, users learn the relationship
between grapheme and phoneme representation. Children can use the phrase
processor with an already existing word file to build sentences that they
can then print out. These are just two examples of how SPEAK UP can be
used. There are two sample programs on the diskette. One is simple
functional phrase augmentative communication system, and the other is an
instructional program.

The sample instructional program on the SPEAK UP diskette is an audible
categories tutorial program that uses text. There are two versions. In

one the child indicates the category in which the stimulus noun belongs;
In the second version the child finds the noun that belongs in the category
presented. The sample augmentative communication program provided has
forty phrases that can be accessed with a single switch. All phrases are
both spoken and presented in text form on the screen. The user chooses a
phrase from a list of words on the screen, Instructions are provided for
developing your own audible courseware and augmentative communication
systems. The sample program can be easily individualized with forty new
phrases represented by forty new words on the screen.

FIRST CATEGORIES is an enhanced and expanded version of the sample
instructional - program -on the SPEAK UP diskette; _Including categories -is
frequently difficult for the language-learning disabled person. FIRST
CATEGORIES uses speechi_graphicsi and text to_train the following noun
categories', animials; body parts; clothing; food; utensils; and vehicles;
The price for this program is $120.

We are in the process of completing a microcomputer language assessment
1 and development system called Micro-LADS. It will be a six-diskette

package covering the following constructions:
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1. Noun plurals and noun-verb agreement.
2. Verb forms
3. Prepositions
4. Pronouns
5. Negatives
6. Wh=QUeStions, passive, and deictic expressions

This program uses speech; graphics, and animation.

_We_also offer the ECHO 11 speech synthesizer for $100 with the purchase
of software. This peripheral liStS at $149.95. The ECHO II comes with a
text ..to-speech software program that_enahles you -to use it creatively_in
educational_settings as well as for straight text screen reading. SPEAK
UP; the -ECHO II SpeeCh .-yrithei±ei-, and its accompanying software provide
an excellent package for implementing a wide variety. of. speech output
applications.

b.
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ON MICROCOMPUTERS, INSTRUCTION; AND THE SEVERELY

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

Gordon Bourland;
EugeneB. Jablonski,
G. Brent Allen,
Joel White

Colin Anderson Center
P.O. Box 106
St. Marys, West Virginia 26170

INTRODUCTION'.

In this presentation we will be sharing some perceived needs, a bit of
fantasy, and a challenge, same data and some problems. We are eMploYed at
a state residential-facility for mentally retarded persons in West:
Virginia; As is the case in many such faCilitieS,, the population.has been
declining over the past few years and the proportion of-clients who are
classified_as severly 'or_profoundly retarded has 'gr'bvin; At our facility
of 410 residents, slightly more than 96 percent are classified in these
categories. The majority of the clients also have other significant
handicaps including major motor impairments, hearing impairments, and
seizures. According to P.L. 94-142, all school-aged individuals, regard-
less of their handicaps, .are required to receive individualized educational
services; Additionally, in a facility such as ours; there are requirements
of provision of active treatment-by ICF-MR certification standards,
departmental policies, and various professional ethical standards regarding
provision of educational and other services. Translating statutory
requirements and theoretical statements about provision of services-to
severely; multihandicapped persons into actual; effective services is no
small or simple task. As persons charged with the responsibility of
converting rhetoric to reality, we are continually on the alert for new
means of instruction;

Several years ago we conceived_the possibi of using micr computers
as adjuncts to our existing; more traditional: tructional pr dures.
The speed, programmable versatility, and small size of the mach lines sug-
gested several possibilities. Clearly a microcomputer could be used for
administrative purposes such as tracking student progress, generating
individual education plans,fIEPs) and reports, monitoring compliance with
all the P.L. 94-142 requirements, and scheduling services:, While develop-
ment of software for these purposes is clearly valuable and has been done
to varying degrees, our interests lay more in applying m crocomputer_tech-lly
nology in the instructional and stimulation processes; A hough consider-
able work has been done ie this'area, our analysis reveals that the

I
insei-uctional activities reported generally_r ire cognitive skills that ---
areJar more advanced than thole -to be taught our population,of
students. This also seems true for the avails e commercially produced
instructional Software.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NONAMBULATORY; PROFOUNDLY MENTALLY RETARDED

Who are these students who have Such special needs? They are the most
severely mentally retarded students; many with multiple handicaps; The
portion of our resident population most in need of extra attentidn
those described by Landesman-Dwyer 4andSackett (1978) as nonambulato6f,
-,.prOfoudly mentally retarded (NPMR) persons; Table 1 is adSpted frOM their
,paper and provides criteria for identifying NPMR persons. Students

, -classified_:as NPMR have virtually no selfhelp_skills or language; are
responsive; and learn exceedingly simple skills -erg

slowly. A series of 5tudies by Rice and colleagues during the 1960s;
e.g., Rice and McDaniel (1966); revealed that students such as these
learned even such simple behaviors as arm or head movements or a ring pull
in an operanticonditioning procedure with great difficulty. Determining
reinforcer was extremely diffiCult and once a behavior increased in
frequency; it often unaccountably,nd precipitously dropped in rate, a
phenomenon that-they called spontaneous extinction. Often the most
evident overt behaviors of 091U-students are stereotyped movements such as
headrolling; rocking,,and_repetctive hand, arm, and leg waving.

TABLE 1

Characteristics -of Nonambulatory Profoundly
Mentally Retarded Persons

Physical size; Very small head and body; typically weight, length, and
.head circumference below third percetile for chronological age.

Medical- status. Frequently ill with complications requiring extensive
medical and nursing attention. Records from the first three years.of life
indicate little hope for.Subsequent development or extended survival.

1P

' Head.control. Little tono voluntary control;

Sitting ability. Virtually unable to achieve or stay in a seated -position.

_
Mobility.

.

Tvem'With prqthestic devices and extensive 4aining, little
movement other than,tty-twisting or turning movements of the body.

General responsiveness Clear responses to external stimulation being
extremely limited at test. Totally dependent on others.

Intellectual functioning. Untestable or profoundly mentally retardedon
standardized assessments;

Adapted fromLandesman-Dwyer and Sackett; 1978.

IMPACT ON LEARNING

It would be well to review briefly the impact that these handicaps may
Present to learning situations. It is likely that the handicaps effect
both frequency and complexity of behavior. It is also generally agreed
that the handicaps may effect the environmental response to behaviors'
produced by these students, The less overt behavior a person emits; the
fewer enviromental feedbacks and interaction received. This situation
results in a gradual extinction of whatever skills may have existed. This
analysis is consistent with the work of Bijou (1966) and tindsley (1965).
Motor handicaps may make emissionof some behaviors a strenuous undertak-
ing, resulting in low emission rates. In like manner; inappropriate
behaviors with a high rate may encourage a strong environmental response
that inadvertenty'serves tomajntain those behaviors, (e.g., well-intended
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:attention to stereotypical behaviors like head banging or crying may
attbfly maintain those behaviors),; Inappropriate behaviors such. as these
may be_physically incompatible with more adaptive behaviors, such as
manipulating leisure objects and assisting in self-care routines. Students
with sensory handicaps; such as blindness;_have_no way of_observing and
modeling appropriate behavior in others. Finally, a handicap may prevent
a behavior from occuring altogether;_ e.g.; spastic quadriplegia may prevent'
several motor actioqo integral to aMbulation, self- feeding, -and dressing.
Inability to perform' certain reflexive behaviors will clearly affect the

performance of more complex behaviors.

According to Piaget the inability of a person:to behave in certain
ways may seriously limit se sory,motor learning_ activities: It is
generally believed by develo entalists that behaviors learned at each
sensory -motor stage are neces for the development-of later stages.

TARGETING BEHA IORSFOR:ANSTRUCTION

Given the severely limited skills a crmotor abilities of NPMR students;
behaviors targeted for instruction re kept simple._ To be more concrete;
what would._one select to teach a teenaged student with a mental age of six
months or less, no expressive language skills; minimal:.responsiveness_to
conversations; limited range-of motion of all extreirities;.no mobililty
skills, no self-help skills, poor head and trunk control, and whose most
frequent overt motor behavior was head rolling? Probably we would begin
with visual tracking; responding to being spoken to; and object manipula-
tion. Tracking and social responsiveness skills _are requisites k. ny
basic social skills andpotentiate:enhanced quality and frequen y of'__
interaction with otherSOeveltipment of even simple object ma ipulation
behaviors promote fine and gross motor development, teaches the student to
control the environment as in Piaget's circplarxeactions stage); preventr
loss of muscle function TrAresponsivenessdue to inactivity, and, as sug-
gested by Zuromski (1978); prevents development -of learned helplessness.
Clear.bommercially available_educational.software for Microcomputers
and most of the educational applications of microcomputers, even in special
education settings; to date provide little help fOr-4ealing with non-
ambulatory, profoundly mentally retarded students.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATNS IN NPMR INSTRUCTION

Being impressed with the potential of microcomputer technology for eduea.-
tion, and having a substantial number of NPMR students in residenCe at our
facility, we found the possibility of adapting microcomputer technology to
the needs and charaqeristies of monambulatory, profoundly mentally
retarded persons a great challenge. What did we hope to accomplish in the
process? At one level our intentions vere simple. Primarily we wanted to
increase the rate of occurrence of simple motor. behaviors of severely
handicapped students. Also'we wanted to assist staff with these stddents
and increase the precision; of instruction:

Typically, work with these stu&ntLinvolves an intensive program of
one-to-one teacher-student ratio for i truction; For this instruction to
be effective, the teacher must be patient (because responses'often occur
at quite low ratesli be exceedingly consistent; and reinforce target
responses instantaneously._ Even minute delay greatly diminishes rein-
forcement effectiveness and, hence, rate,of responie acquisition.
Obviously; performing in the indicated manner can be a_demanding; ing;
And repetitive task._ Our notion was that a microcomputer Should r
provide precise contingency control, record response datai and deliver
immediate reinforcement simultaneously for multiple students for some
types of behaviors; If such repetitive yet relatively simple tasks could
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be hondled;_perhaps even with increased precision, by the computeri the
teacher would be freed to work with other students of kills best taught
through direct social interaction;

System Specifications

At this point let us consider the system that we have used in an attempt
to address these tasks. In most_ situations we used -an Apple II Plus
computer (Dos 3;3) with 48K of RAM, two drives for 5 1/4-inch minifloppy
disks, a video Monitor, and a Centronics 779 dot matrix printer; Purchase
of_this_equipment was made possible -by a Title IV-C grant from the West
Virginia Department of Education. The programs used in the work discussed
here were written in BASIC. In deciding t6 purchase an Apple system; the
availability of an extensive amount of well-documented software and a
substantial number of service outlets were important to us. Probably all
We have done with the Apple could te done with_other seemingly less
expensive systems, but note_should be made that much of the ostensive cost
savings would be sUbStantially Offset by the need to purchase expansion
interfaces in,order to handle necessary peripherals such as dual disk

'drives, printers,,etc; which would also have to be acquired.

Modifications for NPMR Students

BecOUte the students were unable to respond via the typical keyboard
arrangement due to their motoric limitations, it was necessary to devise

w/7

alternative response modes. At the sa time it was necessary to devise_
feedback from the computer that would- e perceived and would be positively
reinforcing; ,On the equipment that e are using, all external switch out-
puts are connected through the game port of the computer. Inasmuch as the
same response and hence manipulandum or responsive:transducer would not be
useable for all students, allowance had to be made for easily and safely
Changing the manipulanda which were connected into the system._ After a
few false starts we have settled on an arrangement involving plUg con-
nectors for the input from the switches of each student-operated manip-
UlanduM. This then goes to an interface that debounces the switch input
(preventing a single response from being mistakenly read by the computer
as multiple responses) and serves as an input buffer (storing the response
input until the computer acknowledges it).

F6edbatic tO students. Another part of the system_that_required some
development effort was the output cf the_computer to the students
Clearly; textual feedback on a video monitor was meaninglev. Color
grophitS and audio output seemed promising for some student's; however,
previous experience suggested that a greater variety of stimuli would be
required. We decided to have the computer control a variety of devices
inclqding a cassette_ recorder, a hair dryer, a light display;_and a pom-pom
affixed to a flexible rod -that could be "flipped" by a solenoid (causing
the pom-pom to s4ke). After a number of preliminary attempts, we devel-
oped,an output_iftierface_in which a computer output_pulse_operated a relay
by which a_ direct connection of the computer and stimulation device was
prevented by opto-isolation (removing the possibility of inordinately
large voltages feeding back -into the computer); The various dovito5 were
connected to this interface by standard plug connectors. [In some cases,
e.g., an air blower or a battery-operated toy; some relativly minor
alterations in the standard control_circuits had -to be made to allOw
remote operations; see Higgins (1982) for a simple description of ways to
dO this adoption.]

System partabAlity. The final product of the efforts to deaf with the
complications has been a portable system. In to facilitate use of
the equipment_ in different instructional spacet, the system has come to
rest on a rolling lockable storage unit of the sort typically used for
audiovisual equipment. Painted masonite panels have been attached to the
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sides of the unit by metal brackets. . On these panels are sockets for the
necessary connectors and accommodations; e.g.i brackets i clamps; for
affixing the devices used to present stimuli to the students; _On the pack

of these panels are the interfaces and other circuitry as mentioned.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER-BASED INTERVENTION

Descnipt-ion of Students---S44-1-electiam

Some summary information on students who participated in the Oroject is
presented in Table 2. The table shows two groups of students. Group 1

consists of seven persons and Group 2 consists of four persons; The two
groups differ by slightly more than 3 years in ohronological age;_ Column
6 shows that the mental age of the two groups differ quite dramatically
with_mean mental age_for Group 1 being 4 months as opposed to:15_months
for Group 2. Howeve, with this population of students mental _age-is a
may not be particularly useful predictor of motor activity production or
rate_of response acquisition; Instead;_mental age needs_to be considered
in light of the total handicapping conditions, e.g., in Group 1. the highest'''
mental age person may be the most physically disabled.

Before any formal _development of manipulanda was undertaken,. students
who could participate were screened. From- this population the 11.students
were selected. Observations indicated that each student could move at
least one arm. In most cases both arms could be voluntarily moved, though
with a substantially_limited range of motion; Only twolstudents could
voluntarily move their legs, and such motions were extremely.limited as
they lacked sufficient trunk control to produce compensatory movements.
All clients except one could move their_heads in all directions; All

observations were corroborated by consultations with aregistered-physical
.therapist; From this population then; the following response pool was
available: Group 1--reaching;_pulling; grasping; head rotation;_biting;
scratching or rubbing and nodding; in a few cases; leaning was also::
available; and "Group 2reaching; pulling, pushing,. grasping, head
rotation, head nodding, biting, scratching or rubbing; leaning; and
squeezing.

Originally,_ it was anticipated that by dealing with the most severely
mentally retarded students (Group 1), the limits and ultimate capabilities

y of microcomputers:-in instruction of NPMR could be readily and clearly
determined. Indeed, this test appears not to have provided us with
sufficient _information to make a conclusive statement;_ The character=,
istics of the groups that are shown in Table 2 do not tell the entire
story. With the exception of three persons, most members of Group 1
regularly produced - behaviors that -we felt_could be increased in terms of
frequency and complexity. Group 2 was selected as an-alternative demon-
stration. Members of this group differed from Group .1 in mental age, but
they had many similar physical handicaps; Actual_initiation of activities
was not begun simultaneously with all students. In our eagerness to com-
mence; we began exploratory efforts with these students; while capabilitieS'
to handle multiple students simultaneously; to vary response inputs; and
to change stimulus outputs were being developed. Gradually, all Group 1
students were added_and served in the afternoon. This, in turni was
followed by initiation of'computer-managed activities to Group 2 during
mornings.
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TABLE 2

of Client Characteristics

SensOry Otor
Client Age Sex Handicap andicap

Mental Functional
Seizure .Age

Macel 15 Yrs; F Spastic

quadriplegia
contractures
of wrist

3 mos. Profound

Alice 15 yrs; F Blind Limited 5.mos. Profound
'leg use

Sue 14 yrs; F Spastic Grand 3 mos. Prhfound
quadriplegia mal
hemiparesis

Ron 13 yrs. M Spastic 5 mos. Profbund
diplegia

Faye 17 yrs. F Spastic _ Petite 4 mos. PrOlound
paraplegia

Al; 22 yrs. M Hearing Spastic 5 mos. Profound
Defitit quadriplegia

Lyn 24 yrs; F Spastic 4 mos. Profound
quadriplegia

Fred 22 yrs; M Spastic 17 mos; Profound
. quadriplegia

Ray 21 yrs; M Strabismus Hip dislocation 23 mos; Profound

Herb 19 yrs. M Spastics General
paraplegiai motor. 17 mos; Profound
hip dislocation

Eloise 21 yrs. F ParaOlegia 4 mos; Profound
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Selecting Student Responses

The selection of responses for utilization was finallyli ted to those
behaviors that we felt werepossible.gi%en the student "' s andicaps, were
within current sensory-motor development'level, were nOt reflexive in
nature; and had eventual fuOttional utility; In several cases; especially
among members of Group 1, students seemed physically capable of reaching

graspingfbr, graspih and retrieving objects, e.g; toys; but" they did not
Indeed; they failed to do so_even when such objects were placed in close
proximity. With the goals' of'improving sensory-motor operations, encour-
aging exploration behavior*;. and possibily developiihg some rudimentory
forms. of play; it was decided that the target behaviors should encourage
reaching, grasping, manipulating and perhaps retrieving. For Group 1;
such a combination initially seemed best produced in the forM of a pulling
response;

1

, .

Members of Group 2i,however; shoWed a fair .capacity for retrieval of
toys -as well as exploration behaviors but not as a rule, prololged
involvement with objects. Thus; while most members of this group reached
out and retrieved play objects and at least minimally manipulated PbjectS;
play itself was a low-rate response. In facti-all group membersibevealed
only limited exploration; retrieVal; and play.' Thts; for=members_ofGroup
2 -it was decided that a simple pull response, already available at con-
siderable rates Wsome of their' repertoires; might not be an optimal
choice. :Rather; it wat'determined that behaviors of this group should
demonstrate more complexity. Arm movements shbuld be accompanied by hand
movements; e.g.; reaching; grasping; holding; and moving.needed to be -part
of the:behavioral complex up to the limits of each group member's ability.

Manioulanda:. For members of Group I the manipulandum initially -con -
sisted of a light weight pull string. More specifically, a piece of fiSh=
ing line was attached to the microswitch at one end and to a plastic cuff
at the other; The student Completed, a pull response -by simply flexing an
arm or could grab the string with either hand and pull on it. This
manipulandum was used initially for all members of Group -1. For members
of Group 2; three different manipulanda were used: rotating cylinder, an
omnidirectional joystick, and a joystick connected to an adjitstablejgapse
neck stand. The rotating cylinder (actually a modified rolling pin)::was
used to- encourage hand as well as arm movements, although, as designed, ;

the rolling pin could be moved by simply dragging one's hand across the -
barrel. The_rolling pin was anchored to a stand; and screws were placed.
in one end of it in such a manner as to depress a m,,troswitch When the On
was turned. To prevent direct manipulation of the(microswitch by the._
:student, plastic covers were placed over the end of the cylinder and the
microswitch. This manipulandum was then clamped to a tray that coul be
Placed within arms' reach of the students; Eventually this manipula dum
was used with three,ot-the Group 1 -students who had low rates of the
string-pull response.

The joystick and gooseneck mounted joystick mounted on a gooseneck
were purchased from the Prentke-Romich Company of Shreve, Ohio, Like most
omnidirectional joysticks; microSWitches'could be activated by pushing;
pulling; or otherwise moving the stick out of the center position. Each
stick 4as spring-action controlled to return to the center of the manip-
ulandum when released; Additionally the flexible -shaft of the joystick
mounted on the gooseneck could be twisted and angled to conform to the
particular capability of a student. Each manipulandum was capable -of
accommodating -high response_rates and forces; as well as a variety of
manipulation forms. Each of these devices were then anchored to trays
that could be placed within the reach of each student. We also have a
number of other manipulanda that could be used, e.g., wobble switch, air
cushion, pneumatic (,pillow) switch, and pneumatic switch requiring either
sucking or blowing into a tube.
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Identifying Training Objectives

Figure,1 shows some samples of generalized IEP objectives that We have
found adequate to apply to training with these responses. The_particular
response Criteria; Avhether:a percentage or frequency measure; type of
prompts-- e.g., .verbal, gestural, physical guidance; and type of any other
reinforcers--e.g., social, edible; would have to be specified; Obviously;
goals such as the5e would comprise only a portion'of_a,stodents objec-
tives:- They would have to be integrated into the tOtat 01-cin of educational
and related services.

EXAMPLE GOAL STATEMENTS*

Reaching toward object % of time With prompts and reinforcers
during a 2-week period.

Grasps object producing auditory and visual stimulation
with prompts during a 2-week period.

Grasps object producing auditory stimulation
with promptsduring a 2-week period;

X of time

times per session

GrasoSobject producing visual stimulation X of time with prompts
during a 2-week per iod.

Moves toy'or manipulandum times per minute with prompts and
reinforcers during a 2-weeZ-Feriod;

Uncovers toys or manipulanda - times in.5 minutes with prompts
and reinforcers during -a-'27;eek period.

Criteria; type of prbitiOts (e.1;_verbal, gestural, manual), and of
reinforcers (e.g., social, edible, sensory) are to be provided in the
blank's.

FIGURE 1,

.Selection of Response Consequences

One topic of enoHlibus import to be considered before we began the actual
training with theCOMputer was selection of_response consequences;
Although it may betrue that some persons of,ttils population may perform
fairly well_for food and drink; we decided to-teike a different approach.
Our-decision to use other consequences was based on three fattOrS; (1)

logistically speaking, our current training location and equipment do not
lend themselves to-use of edible consequences very well.; (2) consumables
are indeed consumed; requiring a constant supply; and (3) there Ofteh is a
SIgnificant delay between occurrence_;of target response and the actual
consumption of the reinforcer; For theSeo-easons we elected inste
concentrate on the production of vista]; auditory, and other stimul s
events as_consequences. Initially; we felt that we should_capital ze'on
hearing and visual skills in the response consequences that we pro ided.
Thus, we used shaking a pom-pom and having a series of lights seq ncer
through or "chase themselves around" a circular_configuration; F r otNers.
we provided music and spoken stories via cassette tapes. Later, we pro-'.
vided activation of the lights and soundS from a space gun (originally
battery-operated and softly blowing air from a hair dryer without the
heating element) as consequences.
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ToAaie; we have found the blowing.air and spoken stories the most
_effective of our consequences. This is- not -to say that other visual,

' auditory; or vibratory events will not be effective, but rather; with_ the
persons we have tried to datei they have not been as effective as we had
hoped. We will; of course; continue to keep these various consequences in
Our armamentarium while we explore the effectiveness of others. We have
not tried every combination of consequence with all students; nor have we
..Stematically explored varying durations or onset and offset parameters.

Selecting Individual_Student Response Consequences; After obtaining our
base rat-6 of-6ehaviors; the studefit.ispnOVided with a Variety of stimuli.
We observed closely for obvidus signs of distresse.g.; frowning; crying;
Withdrawing; for orienting responsee.g., eye opening, cessation of
movement; head or eye movement in the direction of the stimulus if
spatially localizable; and overt positive affective responses,-e.g.; smil-
ing and laughing. The event eliciting the least signs of distress and the
most orienting_and positive affective response is tried first as an
oStensive reinforcer. We are attempting to formalize and evaluate thiS
procedure empirically.,

Tb ensure that 'at7least some initial contact is made with the con-
sequencesi;we have used a priming technique. In this technique, before a
training session begins, the instructor operates the apparatus that will
present the stimuli used during training as response consequences; e.g.,
the cassette player_is operated, presenting a brief sample of the-music or
story being used. This priming technique is used_daily when student
response rates may be low; For Sme.students, priming had to be Used only
once or twice.

The Instructional Session

During instructional sessions the instructor:turns.on the system, loads
the relevant- program disk, then goes through a, start-up dialogue (shown at
the top of Figure 2). During this dialogue each student involved: in the
upcoming indicated session is identified; the type of data being collected
is indicated as baseline or interventioN_ the type of reinforcement .
schedule to be used is noted; and maximum session duration is shown.
After this review; the instructor cowtects and positions the appropriate
stimulus - devices. The students are hen checked for appropriate position7,
ing in their wheelchairs (as indicated by a, physical therapist), and then
the manipulanda are placed in front on the students either clamped to a
lap tray or affixed to a modified hospital tray. Once all is in order:;
the instructor starts ,the session and remains nearby to'Mbnitor the
students. We have been providing three 5-minute sessions per day with
each student (barring illness or 'system_malfunction -i) Brief sessfbns are
used to ensure that the instructor continues to' interact frequently with
the student- -i.e., we do not want to "park" a student in_front of a machine
and then " "forget" that student- -and to provide_ opportunity for repositon-
ing any student who may molle into an inappropriate position in the wtie&-
chair during a session: At the end of a student's third daily sessiiii-ii;"
data are stored on disk and then output onthe monitor as shown in the
lower portion of Figure 2;

RESULTS

Some sample student data illustrate some of our progress. One of the
first students to be involved in this project was Macel. The response

,utilized was the pull-response, which was used exclusively_in the beginning
(in part due to a lack of better alternative%;) :The.respb4seconsequence.
used was 4 seconds of music. Data for each 5.-mOnUte:seSS1 rpare presented
in Figure 3. After a period of baseline conditions (no.orograMMed response
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Start-Up Dialogue

PER#01
2

3

4
5

6

,7
8
9 NULL
10 TESTDAT
11 ABORT

SCHEDULE FOR KEY I
ENTER FILE NO. CLIENT ID, NULL FILE
CONDITION NO. -1_
CONDITION- TOTALS-
'SESSIONS 0 TRIALS 0

SESSION DATA
NO. OF TRIALS 3
TYPE_OF SCHEDULE FR100
DURATION OF REINFORCEMENT 1
WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM SESSION LENGTH (IN MINUTES) CLIENT ID TEST FILE
CONDITION NO. 1

CONDITION TOTALS
SESSIONS 0 TRIALS 0

SESSION DATA
NO. -OF- TRIALS 300
TYPE OF SCHEDULE FRI
DURATION OF REINFORCEMENT 3
WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM SESSION LENGTH qIN MINUTES)
GOTO 620

PRESS RETURN TO START

End of Session Output

THIS DATA IS FOR THE SCHEDULE WAS AN FRI
TOTAL TRIALS = 0- TOTAL- RESPONSES =3.
TOTAL TINE = 1 MIN AND 0 SEC
RESPONSES PER MIN = 3

THIS DATA IS FOR THE SCHEDULE WAS AN FRT.
_TOTAL TRIALS= 1_TOTAL_RESPONSES= 1

"TOTAL TINE= 1 MIN; AND 0 SEC.
RESPONSES PER MIN. = 1

DO YOU WANT TO RUN MORE SUBJECTS (Y,N) N

PROJECT ORION DISC

FIGURE 2
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consequences) with considerable session-to-session varlability_in response
rate, response-contingent presentation of- stimulation had no clear,
systematic effeCt; The most remarkable effect was the large range in
response rates. Beginning-at session 287; there was a fairly short-lived
increase in response rate during sessions with contingent-stimulation.
However, it is unclear whether the eventual decrement in rate was an
instance of spontaneous extinction or merely_a return- to-low rates follow-
ing_brief high-rate sessions. We are exploring use of alternative
manipulanda and response-contingent stimuli. In retrospect; perhaps we
should have taken this tactic earlier; However; this tactic was not taken
during the earlier period of work with Macel because we were just develOp-
ing some of the other devices and capability;_later when rate increased
for a session or two; we -were hoping an overall trend in the direction of
increased rate would evolve. Perhaps it is worth noting that transient_.
rate increases during contingent stimulation sessions occurred at session
229; when the priming procedure was introduced, and following the change
to two rather than one contingent stimulation sessions daily beginning at
session 285.

As with Macel, response rate varied considerably between sessions_
during the initial phase when baseline conditions were used exclusively
with Ray (see Figure 4). The frequency of response--in this casei use of
the-rotating cylinder switch--increased over that in baseline conditions
when each resulted in_ presentation of a recorded story for four seconds.
Rate clearly decrea d when baseline conditions were reinstated in.session
55, then rose again hen cOntingent_stimulation was reinstituted in
session 60._ Respons _rate clearly dropped during session 46 (indicated by
a triangle in Figure ), when the cassette player malfunctioned part way
through the session.

Rate of use of the joystick switch by Eloise is -shown in Figure_5; No
change in response rate is evident subsequent to'resPonse-contingent
stimulation--i.e., four seconds of music--becoming available. Inasmuch as
virtually no responses occurred during this latter phase; the instructor .

began attempting to shape the response by activating the cassette player
on occurrence of hand or arm movements in the direction.ofIthe joystick
ithese would not be shown as reponses on the_graph; however). This
strategy has not been effective; Consequently we are reevaluating what
responses and what type of contingent stimuli to use with Eloise.

__ Herb's rate of using the rotating cylinder manipulandum is shown in
Figure 6. Response rate was low during baseline conditions; then increased
when switch activation produced_four_seconds_of activation -of the space
gun; The increase in rate was transient, unfortunately. Consequently
other types of response consequences are being tried because the_response
per se does not seem to be problematic; The reason for the precipitous
drop in rate is unclear, but it does seem to be an instance of.the
phenomenon previously termed spontaneous extinction;

A final set of data is shown in Figure 7. Only a few sessions were
required for a clear demonstration of the_ effectiveness of -the procedures.
Rate of utilization of the rotating cylinder manipulandum insreascd when
it produced four seconds of operation of the air_blower; than rapidly
decreased when_ contingent stimulation was discontinued. With contingent
stimulation reinstituted, the response rate again increased. We anticipate
soon moving to some simple discrimination tasks with Fred;
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DISCUSSION

Due to time and space constraints; data for all pafticipating students_
have not been discussed; The described data do; however, ikjustrate the
effects (or lack there0f) we have observed. In some.;.instancqs, e.g., Macel
and Eloise, we have been frustrated in attempts to generate. onsistent
Increases in the rate of productive behaviors. In other instances, e.g.,
Herb's, response rate increases were transient. How to prelict or
circumvent such occurrences is as yet unknown to us; Finally;_we have
seen some unequivocal increases in rate, e.g., Ray and F 44. We are
convinced that a system involving a microcomputer can be effectively
utilized in precisely and consistently conductinclhmini of simple
behaviors that can enhance motor and, potentially* cogrqtive skills,
providing the students something constructive to do, an at least
partially relieving an instructor of a tedious, repetit ve task. We
attribute the lack of progress by some Students to inad quacies, not of
the computer system* but in the state of our knowledge bout effective
instruction with NPMR students;

Difficulties Encountered
4 ,; p
Funding. One of the first difficulties that we encountered --and tiM these
times of economic austerity we suspect others will alscrencounter--was
locating funding for, and penmisssion to purchase, the equipment. Some__
administrators are predisposed to view microcomputers as a faddish_gimmick,
the latest audiovisual "toy;" which will quickly be stuck on a shelf and
not used. Why spend the money on something that may be of little use in
instruction (perhaps due_to_lack of staff who know what to do- with -it) and
will be a dust collector? One suggestion is to attempt to obtain funding
from private contributions or special fundraisers. At one of our.
children's schools,' contributions from businesses and collection of
Campbell's soup labels have helped provide a microcomputer. Another source
is small grants such as the Title IV-C grant, which funded the equipment
for this project. Either of these strategies avoids encroachment on local .

revenues. On the other hand, persons proposing purchase of a microcomputer
should be prepared to provide a realistic projection of potential applica-
tions_and trained staff; Additionally; overselling should be avoided and
latent difficulties acknowledged. A dose of humility probably will be
helpful in convincing skeptical administrators who are concerned about
conserving funds;

Turf. Another difficulty that we encountered was organlzwiional turf- _

defensiveness We discovered that the staff responsible for operation of
the large computer systems that handled personnel information, payroll;
inventory; etc.; had some negative_Opinions about facilities such as ours,
purchasing microcomputers. Some of these concerns included: What possible
use could we have for a computer? Who did we have tHat knew anything_about
computers? Why should money be spent on buying a number of cheap little;
and from their perspective, dinky, light-duty machines that wouldn't hOld
up well? Finally* and seemingly most substantially, why didn't we dust
let them- handle whatever it was we wanted to do with their large, powerful
machines?

Because the opinion and recommendation of these computer'specialists.
were important to the administrators who approvedvurchase; we began
attempting to inform them of the capacities of microcomputers; of the
specific applications of interest, of the necessity of immediate access to
and output from a computer used for instruction; and of the uselessness;

. for our purposes, -of reports of student activity which- arrived -even a day
after the fact. We gave numerous assuranCes, both oral and written, that
we would not develop an information management s tem that would rival or

.4
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duplicate any of their_actjviti In retrospect; perhaps we_were a bit
naive in not having spent more e with the people dealing with the large
systems before we began devell g our proposal.

System development. A third tetdC.pifficulties that we encountered_
Pertained tvsystem_develoment.__Along this _line we have.- encountered
difficulnosA4ith systems._operating as we -had expected and had been
assuredthey would. We dittUered that it is poSSIblethat: some micro-
computer:,talesmemLwith_apparent backing by their "tec6ical people;"
sometimeegive firm assurances that_software will operate with a particular

' ditk-operating_system or that specific components or boards are compatible
and canbe.vtilized_simultaneously when tucti4..nOt the case. To illus- '

trate; in the:development of a separate syst#M,148 were assured that speech
recognition, synthetic speech, and color graDhAs packages could be
simultaneously-available e for operation in an 4Wtructional_manner with
Another midrosystem_with the aVailaye memory and simple BASIC programs.
We found that was clearly not the dapei at least withqpt substantial

._

and expensivesoftware_development; For what it -is wO'Oth; we were dealing
with a_fins specificalecomnended by the manufacturer as having '

expertisein such-matters. Probably everyone was operating in-godd faith;
and_ultimatelyaWthe components probably could:be made to fUtictiOns we
:wanted, give tiMe.Znd money. HOWeiie't one should recognize Wet people
May haveAifferent pei-spectiVes-arid time frames when addressing the
questidri?)"Cam_component A'Ahd'cOmponent B be used togettittin a XYZ
mjsrosysteM?" Most df us in edUcation want to know, "Can we plug them mi.

tUrn oh the_poweri_and tell them to go?"_ Dealers_ and technician's may
really be saying; "Sure it will work ultimately, but there may be some
considerable adaptationS needed firs ."

-Equipment AV-. -. Another tird instance that we have encountered
relative -to difficult es in system' elOpment 4 that all components -are
not readily available off a shelf; or the. type of itigti-Uttibeia3Aptilitaz
tlon5 discussed here, adequate softWa e is not readily_commercially
available,_If you-are contemplating an application similar to ours; you
need someone fluent fin BASIC or whatever programming language you.plan to
use. The time needed to develop such software can be considerable. The
more sophistication wanted from a system; -the more time-Will be required
forprogram_writing and testing.' If an adequately skilled programmeris

v

n1
wedIskeptically unless :_ _commitment can'be obtaimethfrom a con-

sultant

on staff, the propri_ty of loping a microcomputer system shOuld be

sultant or perhaps someone affiliated with a nearby teigi* or university
it program. '_Similarlyi_as notedi_we have found a need fOhstbMe;relatively

simplekelectronic circuits that -had to be.fabricated. Again, time and:some
money need to be allowed for thit purpose. If an adequately skilled person
is not on staff; proceed cautiously:, A Commitment from an adequately
trained person from somewhere is essential.

Maintenance. rth class of difficulties that we have 'encountered
pertains to int ance and repair of the equipment. Inevitably, things
quit. Keys on terminals will stick. The heads on diskdrives wilii need'""
to be adjusted. Wires on switches will come off; 'Pins will break-on Coh-7
nectors; Connections may tarnish or corrode. The occurrence of many of
these problems is exacerbated by frequent Irthe equi nt; -:Having
a skilled- technician -on staff or readily availabltto deal wi h
problems is essential. Having a maintenance contract is highly desirable;
but do_not_let having_one lead to smug confi Unless the contractor
is nearby and makes "housecalls" on short not-e, a problem that develOpt
may not be resolved immediately and may necessity e Ipme,transpdrtation of
the malfunctioning components to the repair shop; _Al§o; for what it is
worth; precautions will be needed to minimize the likelihdOd of damage to
the system by students grabbing cables, housekeeping staff bumping
components or engaging cables on dustmops or buffers; or deliberate
vandalism; if not theft. Secure storag is essential.

--.:. C
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0
Our experience has been such-that we all have become believers_in:

Murphy's Law; just about anything that could go wrong with the-system; has
gone wrong at some4point. EMI -a While, this situation caused us to be
rather doubtful_ otrour competence. However; after learning that other
persons who:seemed to ha even more computer sophistication than we have
voiced some similar concerns (Kiee6S, 1981; !layer;-:1981; Schneider; 1981),
we 'dip not feel so bad. \

rist-tes. A final set of difficulties in developing a
microcomputer System fOr_instruCtion with nonmilgiatory; profoundly

J-InentallY retarded students pertains tb StUdent c1retarded rather
than the:;_ omputer system. As noted; selections of_an optimal
and opt 1 reinforcer_for_each student are difficult; Many of these

_reSOonse \-
I.

_students have ,such profound phySital handicaps that determination of which
motor activities_are_possible; particularly_without inadvertently elicitin
caunterpr6ductive reflexes; is difficult; A prior SpeCifiCat40h, when tti-

r of different, clearly voluntary movements and rate of occurrence_o
ea re_sa tow; is difficult. In some_cases the range of motion and th,

'' flexibility of the limas are limited. Clearly, consultation : with a
physical therapist and occupational therapist ip essential. However;r sometOmes _the advice of such,s lied specialists is to try working With '

1.,,, WenlMiNeMent and see what 0-
4

--ent.

Although weJlave not final zedthe prpceSS; our practice is to position
each of a number of manipultnda, one.at a time, in front of a student and
observe whIch_ii_activated atpe highest rate; ' Selecting'what to- use -as
an ostensivereinforcer is; if anything; even more OtObleMatit. -,J4ithjess
severely handicapped personsL determinations of rein forcers is eftpler_
because they_aften can ind e preferences among activities and stimuli

OVIby means -of language, gest or even actual approach. With the greatly
limited languege_and_motor abi :,ties of students suCh:as thoe Involved in
this_project, such_indications are unlikely; Similarly; a4leandemon=
stration of the effectiveness of some stimulus or activity as a reinforcer

/for some other_be$avior, nerally is not readily-availablt .This -was ong
of our concerns -when we, iet0L-this project; Currently e final:JIM -a§ .#
formal procedure for assessmenrof reinforcer effectiveness with these-
students.'
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BLISSYMBOL DRILL PROGRAMS FOR THE APPLE II COMPUTER

(Florence Wertz
3900 West River Road
Michael Dowling School, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406

INTRODUCTION TO BLISSYMBOLICS

Blissymbolics (Bliss, 1078; Silverman;_Mc aughton, & Kates; 1978; Holfman,
1981) is an effective system of communica ion for many nonverbal ihdivid-
ualswith a_variety_of_handicaps.__In a-re ent custody_case; a_young man's
ability to_use Blissymbols for-statements nd answers to questions con-
vinced an Ontario judge to declare him competent to manage his own affairs
("Palsy Victim," 19(120 _Because Blissymbollcs is not the optimal alter-
native for all individuals; it is presumed here that appropriate assessment
procedures TRUssel with a St. Louis, 1982) will have been carried out by a
queWied team. - :

9
Traditionally, a Blissymbol user points to a symbol on an accessible

'rigid board_(Blissboarei) displaying the symbols with whichthe user is
familiar; Success'in.communication depends on the user's ibility to
des_ignate the_desyfid_symbols and_the interpreter's ability to recognize
them; ;In some'instances eye:pointing is -less ambiguous than hand pOinting;
The word meaning printed abeveLthe symbols makes' communication possible
with persons having no lcnowledge of Blissymbol I

The Blissboard usually accompanies the user; duplicates of it may be
located at homei.hdpool, or place of work; The making -of §uth boards and
keeping them curren requires substantial amounts of time and considerable
dedliation. Blissymbol stamps and some Blissymbolics instrIctienal
mateMpli.are commercially available;

HoweVer, the conscientious_ instructor must expect to draw many symbols
'Meet specific needs. For the necessary precision, templates ShoUld be

used for drawing the symbols.

The Apple II computer, inconjunction With existent software, offers-
attractive possibilities for

1. accuracy in communication with teachers, parents, peers, and others
involved with the client;

2. encouragement of communication;
3.' unlimited opportunity for repetitive drill programs, with multiplied

teacher or therapist effectiveness;_
4; rapid access to the full rang4 of Blissymbols in the standard dit=

tionary, Blissymbols for Use (Hehner, 1979) (hereafter referred to as
BFU); and

5; greatly redu ed tedj of generating Blissymbolics mate061S.
_7

_Th a set of lissymbols in_BFU has become available on diskette
in two differe t compute languages. The first to appear was the excellent
self-contained_BlissAppl (Vanderheiden, Kelso_1982) program; written_in
FORTH; The BlissApple p gram is written for the Apple II computer With
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48K memory and one disk dri46.' A "speakineversion is available, The

R,

same lissymbol set_has been_drawn.Od stored with BASIC programs as-Blqs:
Libras . .Bliss Drills and Blissboar4are_44sh on one diskette; :Bliss

Librar symbols are on two dIskettes;-00004Ms are on a third diskette.
Disket es and manuals are_available'from the_MinnesotalducationWComiipt-
ing Consortium (MEM, 25201Woadway Drive;St. Paul Minnesota 55113.
They are also available from the;Blissymbolics Communication Institute,
450 Ramsey Road, Toronto M4G 1R8;. _Both:sets of programs. permit display or
printing of the symbbls by entry of their sequential %Ambers based on
their position in BFU. Bliss Library, in conjunction with Blisstable
Maker, serves as a source, f symbols for drills or for any program written
in BASIC. .

With the Apple II computer and- either -the BlissApple or_ th e.Bliss_
. Library diskettes, anystandard Blissymbbl can rapidly be displayed along

with letters of the alphabet, numbers or other standard symbols. On a
typical black-and-white classroom-size video monitor screen; the
Blissymbols are large enough to read from a distance of 10 feet. Thit is
highly advantageous in numerous_ teaching and demonstration situations,
such as those for parents, visitors, or peers.
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BLIS5YMBOL Mitt PROGRAM

Description of Programs

We shall_describe several programs that -(1) store selected groups of
symbols for intensive drills f2) use these Blissymbols'for drills in two
fOrmats, or (3) display them for teaching or communications.

Drill Maker, which is on the diskette Bliss Drills (MECC,
the assembly of..groupS,of symbols on BliSS Library into one (The
symbols may also be t'ak'en from Blissboard (MECC;_198); to be described
later.) The number of symbols stored in_one drill may be as many as -10i
depending on the complexity of the symbols. All symbols plus their word_
meanings and -their Blissymbol_numbers are displayed duringthe.prOtesS of
drill ASSemblyi_this_alds in avoiding omissions... The program will not

,accept duplication of symbols in the same drill.. It also allows - the_
instructor to'reject any_symbol_asked for in error; The names of all
drills are displayed on a single menu (Figure 1).

Single Symbol Drill is useful_ for introducing indiVidUal SyMbols. The
symbol to be taught is identified as thettimulus (Figure 2)._ Three other
symbols from the same drill_ are_ chosen as odistractorW Some of these
may be chosen for -their similarity in form to the StiMU16S; for beginners
one may_start with distracters that are dissimilar. The stimulus symbol
is displayed COntinuously_on_the top line of the screen -until the symbols
and the operating procedure are presumably understood.

On striking the_ESC_key; the stimulus symbol or one of the distractors
appears briefly in_random sequence on the second linei immediately below
the stimulus symbol. If the displayed symbol is identical to the stimulus,
the striking of any_key during the'-display causes a smiling face to appear
on the third line of the screen (Figure 3). If the two symbols -.ar* dif-
ferent; striking a key will cause a sad face to appear at the bOttOM of
the screen (F-igure 4)._ Six correct matcheg==With none incorrect-will
cause_the computer bell to sound._ On resuming with ESC; the stimulus
symbol disappears from_the top line; but the random -order display
continues. The student is operating from_

are required
of the stimulus

symbol; Six correct matches withaut error re required before the display
stops.

We:computer keeps tallies of correct and incorrect scores; as well as
the number of- symbols displayed; The display times of each of the_symbols
may be adjusted from about 1 second-to approximately 7 seconds; Long dis7
play times Ay be needed for some users; especially for those whb use a
head pointer.

When a student shows evidence of ability to recognize Wbrds that
Correspond to_the Blissymbols already kii6Wh, the Word-Symbol Drill _(also
on the Bliss Drills diskette) may appropriately be used Three symbols
are selected and displayed on the top. line of the screen, with
aSsociated words (Figure 5;) After the Orticedure is understood and ESC is
struck; the symbols will disappear from the top line; but their word
meanings !pain.

-4
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the available drills are:

school .people medical
body parts clothing
numbers greetings-
eating to think
prepositions room
transportation time_
feelings family

Which drill do you want?

Figure 1. Each of the drills listed on the menu is a collection of up to
10 Bllssymbols chosen for learning:the symbolsof a given category. Any
of these is available for either Single SyMbol. Drill or Word-Symbol Drill;

. .

1 school
2 child
3 teacher _

A:therapist
nurse

6 friend
7i aide

Which.nuffiber shOuld be thelstiMulus?

Figure 2; The words for_the BlissyMbols inAhe drill '.!_sc1101_0eolile7'are'
enumerated after the drills menu has been disglayedandl-_-00ed do31 has
been selected. NN.-/"' '"
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Figure 3. Single Symbol Drill. The stimulus - symbol school remains in its
position on the_top line.during_the first half of theTETTT. When, as one of
four symbols, it appeared briqfly on the second line, a key was .struck.

_

Because the match was correct'N smiling face appears on the third line and is
tallied:

These symbols will be dis.played fn random sequence on the second line- one at'-
a time, If a key is struck while a symbol and its correct word are vertically
aligned, a happy face appears, just as for Single Symbol Drill. Scoring and
tallying are also similar (Figure 6).

A drill may be eliminated (wT Drill Eraser; on the Bliss. Drills
diskette) if it were poorly desig ed or lflt no longer tervesa useful
purpose Fpr,_example, the student for whoriOt' was assembled may have learned
All its symbols fully. ,1N

It would be difficult to overemphasize the importance of, Tannin
Blissymbol drills before they are stored and rdn_bn theftwo,avai a e drills
fonmats.__Typically one starts with 'a. category of symbOWthat;are on the
user's Blissboard. The dril11 should be a judicious miiture of symbols
already leaued_and symbols-to be taught: A record should be kept of every-
symbol in Ofth drill, both to- .avoid duplication and for teady reference.
Planning shdOld begin atAhe level of categOries of drill topics. Groupings
Of Blissymbols may be based on:

1. Similarities of Blissymbol shapes or parts; for example; teacher and
school.

Categories of symbols used in a particular context, for example, words
related to eating; dressingi_ or the weather.

3. Categories according to grammatical function,' for example, pronouns,
prepositions, or verbs. The latter are so numerous that one-might-group
verbs that relate to the action of the eye; -the ear; thehand, and the

' mind; to feelings.; _or to motion; N t_s.urprisingly, in these categories
one will see, considerahle. SiMiarftjes in shapes as well BlissWbols were
intended to . suggest concepts by their form and relative plStement;
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Figure 4. Single. Symbol Drill, showing a distractor symbol (child) .

briefly appearing under the stimulus symbal school. Of the seven symbols
Aore,sented, one was incorrectly indicated 4s' matching school, causing a
frowning fate to appear on ge.fourth line.

When planning a'Arill for a young child; it is desirable -to use -only
pictdgraphic symbols. These may include symbols for car, boati house, Api6 ;

table. After the_child has made progress_with a base set, then an _ :%4

ideographic symbol can be incorporated into the same series. Examples 4
such symbols are those for happy, sad, or light. ,

It cannot be stressed enough thatcomplete reocrds be -kept of each
studentss introduction to a plissymbol and of subsequent indications that .fit
it has been learned; It is recommended that a daily log of computer
instruction be kept. The form in Exhibit 1 has proved convenient.

A specially selected set _of nearly -5Q6 Blissymbols has_beenAn use::for
a number of years on advanced users!Blissboards at. Michael Dowling School,
Minneapolis. The particular symbols were Chosen after extensive interac-
tions with students, teachers, and'parents. The identical symbols, bearing
the'same numberhave been placed on the B]issboard (MECC, 198) diskette.
(These Symbols were transferred from Bliss tibrary;)_ Thus;_Bliss,board may
be,regarded as a very basic Blissymbol vocabulary. Nonetheress..manp.
sophisticate, concepts may be conveyed by symbol combinati s surrounded
by the "comane" indicator. Any symbol-or sequence -of slmb may be dis-
played on the screen with the program Bl'isboard Talk.

.

Blisymbol Transfer and RrtmtaWt_Capahilities

B1 isst11)10 Makeri_jon the Bliss Library Programs- MECC; 198) diskette0
allows transfer of Blissymbols in groups (sbape tables) to a use'r's .

diskette for programs of one's own devising. -Because these symbols have
already been - approved by the BlissymbalicsiCOmmunication Institute
(Toronto), it is unnecessary to duplicate,4iie' preparation, review, and
approval processes.

ESpecially where there is a classroom of ailsSymbolics students, there
is a frequent demand for special collections of symbols. They.dre
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hospital doctor

Figure 5. The three symbols of Word- Symbol Drill are §hdrattogether
before they disappear, to reappear one at a time; in randbm order and
locatidn.

displayed wi BliSttalk prOgram Bliss Library_ Programs (MECC, 198)
diskette. ,A desired Blissymbolsinay be printed from this program withless effort an for hand draWihg if a high-resolution printer isavailable.-

41
_Experience and Observat164S-

The programs and approaches described hav6 been applied for more than one
year to a tOtal of 11 hOhVetal BlissyMbol_students in Michael_Dowling
School (Minneapolis.) A Blissymbolics classroom had preViduSly been
established and is inits third year StUdent ages -range from 4 to:12.
The class typically has eight_- students.- For the Blissymbol computer
sessions,' students work singly or take turns in pairs._ Larger groups may
te_desirable for group review, games, or other applications of symbols
already learned.

_Once_studentS have been introduced to computer-assisted instruction in
Blissymbolics; they tend to be disappointed or obviously annoyed if that
day's instruction does not involve the computer. Perhaps this reflects a
perception that the computer session it 04-gome be_Olayed;
ously a mode of instruction that can elicit a high level of motivation.
Thpse_nonspeaking, nonreading students who can make keybOard entries
.either by hand or with a head pointer have acquired an unambiguous mode of
communication.

For the selection of BliSSyMbOlS,_it is_necessary_that the student be
able to recognize and discriminate between_ numbers: However, even if that
ability is- lacking; the student may still learn -to recognize individual
symbols and to discrimihate between thote_that are similar. For young
symbol users the instructor -may enter Blissymbol numbers into the computer
as the child selects symbols from a Blissboard. If a printer is available;
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hospital Aoo-tor
;52

therapist

9

.EiTire 6. The six smiling faces, 'ith no_sad_one ; indicate that a key was
strati( only when a Blissymbol appeared under its . t word meaning. Display
has stopped because oft 6,correct matches without'Any coOte. It is rare _
for 6 correct matches to_occur in only_nine preSentati re typically, it
would take in excess of-21 to provide 6 correct matchin 'ties.;. ,;,

. _.
V

the printout recording the efforts may -be taken home. Thus a parent may be
given lists of newly learned Blissymbols, together with examples of their use
in sentences.

,

Blissymbolics students working in we4Tselected pairs may_stimulate one
another's_performance on drills; _Well-selected implies that their BliSsyMbol
vocabularies are-roughly comparable,_ because a keen competitive spirit is

-often shown: In running either Single Symbol Drill or_Word-Symbol Drill;
students may take turns in responding as a symb01--is-ditplayed:. For thit
application a convenient input device is,;a game paddle for each student. Or
one -may _5trike the keyboard'and the other a numeric pad (see next section);
Whereas the student may show various levels of interest in working with a
therapist or teacher, there.is often a considerable amount of excitement when
the computer is tallying team--rather than indiv$dual--performance; The
importance-of peer approval is obvious under these conditions. Though their
vocal respOses may not be understandable as words, the students understand
well if the eam mate is cheating; It_may be for entering an incorrect match
or farlrnf g an opportunity to register a correct match.

i e
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Exhibit 1

DALLY_LOG_ON.COMPUTER INSTRUCTION
(a'contin um of learning)

NaMe

Date

Symbols selected for drill

SAL:ibis previously known

JP°94-inician

Symbols selected froM drill;

Symbol selectikd
for lesson:

Tally from computer::
number correct With
matching_stimulus:

sosi.

number wrong with
matching stimulus:
total number of,
symbols shown:

nuttier correct without
matching stimulus:

number' wrong without
matching stimulus:

Transfer_of symbol rec-og-
: nit ion to own_board:

Ase of sAbol_in sentence
completion:

Use of SymbOl in- sentence:_
Use of symbol_meaningfUlly;.
Uses of _symbol spontaneously:

IF CHILD FAILS 4tOcirlKINUE BELOW
Self recognition with only

verbal stimulus given:
Self retognftion with
general_area specified:i!'

",Needs, to be shown posit-ibri'

on board:
Needs"to repeat symbol:

Comments: Date
_ j)ate'

Date

,

Instructional plan designiloky Florence C. Wertz, C.C.C., DoWlihig School;
Mpls;; MN;
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A byproduct of the paired drills is the experience of being required (

to take turns;_even if the other is slow to recognize a correct match;
Too often the "taking of turns" with handicapped students is a contrived
experience. In the_drill programs cited here, two_students are allocted
the same length of time to make similar responses in a common activity.

Computer Adaptation for Handicapped Blissymbols Users

Four of the MECC Blissymbolics programs will accept the striking of any
key for_responses. These are-the two drills; and the cursor modes of

a. Blisstalk and Blissboard talk. For either of these a numerical command
will display a line of digits (zero to nine)iiplus RETURN and T, (the erase
arrow); This line appears at the bottom of the screen; where the prompt
normally appears and where one sees the numbers that have been (struck on
the keyboard. A cursor moving to the_right pauses on each digit far a
length of time that can beareset. Striking any key while the cursor is
on the first digit desiredwill cause it to be registered on the screen.
When the complete number has been registered; it is entered into the --

computer by,striking any key while the cursor is on RETURN. Any or all
digits may be erased by striking the keyboard while the cursor-is an r-

4

Another alteihative to direct lreyboard.entry on the Apple computer
the'use of a numeric pad. The movable partial keyboard is a small box at

the'end of a cable; with=keys.for the numbers and some control functions.
The pad can readily be placed at a convenient 4mg3iop the working table
of even a small wheelchair. ,This adaptation is much preferred to other
possible arrangments, such as seating the student on the instructor's lap
in order to.rea h the computer keyboard and to see the monitor screen.

Two additi nal advantages were noted in using the numeric pad at
Michael Dowli School; (1) the protection of the computer keyboard from
.uncontrolled alivation and (2) the ability of two students to cooperate

Prepikring story for their classroom by taking turns at the pad.

The.Apple II and other computers are presently far less portable than
onemight desire. One may be confident that in a few years computers
adapted for the handicapped will become highly portable; -This projection
Ts based on our anticipation of a big market for portable computers for
stuents. One may also predict with assurance the creation of a large
number of innovative programs for the handicapped nonvocal client;

a

As yet, it is premature to attempt quantitative assessment of these
Blissymbol programs; Weinvite comments and will compile the documenta-
tion of user's experiences to refine and extend the programs.

The Blissymbols used in these,programt were drawn by Florence -C. Wertz
of the Minneapolis Public Schools and have been approved by the Blissym- .

bol ics _Communication Institute; Toronto; Blisymbolsused_herein are
derived -from the symbols described in the work 'ny, original
copyrigHt C.K. .Bliss, 1949.

Appendix .

Equipment required for operating the MECVBlissymbolics programs:

1. Apple II .computer with 48K memory 4
2. Disk drive
3. MONITOR. A black- and -white unit is much preferred over a color unit

for clear resolution of Blissymbols Viawords.
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Optional but highly recommended auxiliary equipment: L-

1. A ,_,57resolution.graphics printer with its appropriate (ser. 1-Ar
.para el) card for insertion into the appropriate Apple-II computer
slot;

2. ,A numeric pad.
1, A keyguard, This-device is merely a'thick plate with holeS that match

those of the keyboard. Thus a direct down*ard thrust is required to
make a keyboard entryi Without penalty for uncontrolled lateral motion.
It can greatly diminish the frustration of users whb have difficulty
in ;ontrolling hand movement. It is equally.valuable to those using
head Qointer.

4. A_Secowddisk drive is convenient,, especially for Bliss Library.
This allows for automatic selection of the correct disk without
shifting between the two library diskettes;

E0#231096
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ENABLING BLIND STUDENTS TO USE MICROCOMPUTERS

S. C. Ashcroft
PeabOdy College of Vanderbilt University
Box 328
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Sandra Ruconich
1921 Frankfort Avenue; Apt; 3
Louisville, Kentucky 40206

T. V. Cranmer
Technical Services Unit
Bureau'for the Blind
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

The thesis of this presentation was that_with the aid of various kinds of
access technology, blind students are gaining increased access to.micro-
computeripr' S. C. Ashcroft."s paper enumerated the:_five_objectives_of his
federally funded research_grantientitlect!Tesearch on Multimedia Access to
Microcomputers for Visually ImpairedYouth.." r.Ashcroft also proposed
criteria for the evaluation of softwaretfor e.by visually impaired -

students;

Sandra Ruconich demonstrated some ot,th piecesiof access- technology
highlighted in Dr. Ashcroft's paper, including the 00t!Con,,the
VersaBraille, and the Cranmer Modified Perkins brailler. She discussed_
her dissertation resgarch; in which 12 students from the Kentucky School
for the Blind were taught to use the Cranmer Modifie(Perkins as a

computer terminal!. All 12 students successfully cortleted the project;
thus providing empirical support for thOtility of the Cranmer MOdified
Perkins in this application.

T._V._Cranmer, developer'Of the Cranmer MOdified:Perkins brailler";
demonstrated its capabilities as a graphics.printeFey..using the_dgvice to
produce an outline map of Kentucky_i_a bat graph; and a graph_depicting
various wave forms; _He_discussed how.teachers could us equipment to

2 photograph drawings that they made, which could then be reproduced on the
Cranmer Modified Perkins. He suggested that this_ capability might be
particular15( useful when teaching handWriting'to blind students.

-4
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THE LOOK AND FEEL OF HANDWRTING:
COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION

Mike Lally and Iain Macleod.
Department of Engineering Physics
The Australian National University
P.O -: Box 4
Xanberra, A.C.T. 2600

The_Department of__Engineering Physics_at the Australian National University
is studying computer-aided skill development, With the aim of exploiting
the unique characteristics of computers to implement new and more effective
educational strategies. (Lally & Macleod; 1982); The team involVed'in thit.
research includes engineers, educators, psychologists, and computer
specialists. Emphasis -is put on the benefits that are obtained.by focusing
on educational objectives-and devising methods for StUdent=Mathine inter-
action that are both appropriate to the learning task and simple and
natural for the student.

In computer -based handwriting exercises; students use a digitizer pen
to -track various letter_shapes_displayed on_a_graphic screen: In the
initial - implementation (Macleod & PrOtter, 1979).i the:Computer gaVe the:.
impression of Writing by drawing a thin lighted-.track'-the tip of the
pen as_it was. pressed down and moved around ovet;the display screen.
Students tracked series of line segMentsi which could rang in complexity
from individual_ strokes to_complete works; and the display gave moment to
moment feedback on their attempts.

In the most; Tcent implementation; the digitizer pen and writing
.

surface dre positioned bOldW and of the display screen. This
deliberate displacement,of,the'visual feedback is_easily_adapted to;_and
emphasizes the role of kinesthetic feedback in writing students are
encouraged to attend to the "feel" of their writing as well as its "100k"j;
ksecond_advantage_isr_that.ihe displaced visual feedback can be magnified
in size relative to the pen movements; such that stUdehtt see large letters
on the' screen (aiding perception of small details) As they execute the fine
motor movements_used_in'_writing_of conventional size (Lally &.Macleod;__
1983) The overall effect of_the computer- mediated feedbatk it to fecil:
itate transfer of control of letter fOrmation from the visual guidance used
by beginning writers to the muscular procesSes characteristic of fluent
writers;

__The_question of transferring'_ benefits of research findings to the
classroom arises; -EducatOrs.need. 0b0 able to use inexpensive and readiW,
avalAable computer technology which preserve the 'educational valid'ty of."
techniques developed _original research;- _Successful A action
and management uf,com--tetbased exercises in the Clattrdbm requi e 'both
comp -based and conventional exercise to accommodate stlidents lea ing

a lcharac istics and educational needs;

We haveimplemd.nted handwriting exercises appropri_atc,
ifor_awide rnge

' of abilities on an Apple microcomputer and graphics tabrOl. An ACCOmpahy-
ing site fprogram*facilitates preparatiTSgag curriculum materials Ty
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teachers. These_exercises can thus readily be used_as a_supplement to
classroom activity. Their advantages (Macleod & Lally, 1981) ihtlUde
ability to exercise fine control overthe learning process;. emphasize the
integrated sequence of. seeps used in handwriting; as well as the appearance
of the end product;_ enhance student motivation; accommodatq a-variety of
curriculummaterials; enablestudents to_work independently; direct
students' attentiktO critical aspects ofthe learning task; and make
relationships beti4en visual and kinesthetic feedback more distinct.

The new exercises- are- effective with intellectually handicapped
students ILally, 1982) and are showing promise with mainstream students
who have handwriting difficulties;
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Jim Fenwick.
Center School
NeW Canaan; Connecticut 06840

.

.

INTRODUCTION

The computer language know as LOGO is reelly a multi-livellearning
environment in'which users draw_geometric designs'and_colorful pictures in
the process of_mastering problem-solvimg skill5. LOGO is attUallyPomposed
of two different computer janguages. The one most_frequently referred to
is turtlegraphics, which_takes its -name 'from its:preccirs6r; which haSA
mechanical turtle that could be maneuvered on a large piece of_drawin6:
paper,___ Developed,by Seymour Papert_at__MIT; turtle:graphiCs_has,graduated.
to a TV screen and its movements are controlled from_a tdMbuter keyboard.
:The other half of LOGO is;a version of-the

coMputer_la0guagerLiSp_i whine-
inain.utilifyiis the manipulation of string_data (wordsl, . The combination
Of theSe tWo zapabil.ftiesmakes_LOGO a powerfdl languagd-tUitable_fot young
children; adults; and eveijdne in-between.LOGO_js available in one form
cr another on Texas Instruments; Apple; Atari; and Radio Shack computers.

LOGO is often described as'ah interactive-or user,driven language pat;
Othet computer languages;_ is not limited_to a specific set of corn

mands. LOGO_users.cbmbine primitives (commands) to write procedures (pro -
grams), and theses procedures can en -be -used as if they themselves were
Iprimitives to dreate_a ber of procedures, eath bf-Whith func-
tions.as; a new computer command.;

`A LOGO DEMONSTRATION

.

w-i.:.
, _

_ _,,

Let's begin the oft With a look at some of the simplest_graphics,_
OttMitiVeS, _Firsti I would Meta introduce you to, the turtle. To Meet

.

the;turtle; you simply type ST, Whith stands for_showturtle.:_ln,LOGO-the
turtle is represented by 0 triangle_in the_center_of the screen._ The
turtle has a heading and a_direction.-_,To move the tootle; yoki.siMply_give
the command forward (FD) or backward (BK) and specify the_nutber_of steps
you would like the turtle to moVe. Typing_FD_90_moves the_turtle forwar4
90 steps. TO turn_the turtle; give the comMand left tUth_JETY&-right
turn (RT) and_sp_ecif.' he number of degrees'that you would like the turtle

ultIr
to turn.* RT 90A-- dt theturtlito turn 90 degrees to the right: 1'

_ Using these simple- commands, children can_make any_number_of designs? ._

'and shapes. For example; to_drawa square; givethe command FD 60 folltWed '
t), RT.90_four times.: Jhe primitive- REPEAT; which can be used_whenever you
want to repeat a.procedure, simplifies many procedures. For example;to
draw &squate using the REPEAT procedure; simply type REPEAT 4 [FD 60 RT
9 ].

--A9
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Although the REPEAT prOtedure simplifies the process of drawing:a
square; ovin. tfiAt .procedurila name (in this 'case ''S") simplifies the
process- sti _=;..-.t ample, type in the procedure listed next calle&S,
to draw a .4,4,.,,

.

'444

4

S.

REPEAT 4 [FD 60 RT 90]'

END
1.

The- screen will respond with definedand the turtle now knows how
to S,.. Each time you type Si the turtle will draw a square, and you can
combine4Muliple_S procedures to create _geometric designs. For examplei
typing REPEAT 12 [S RT 30] gives -us a design, with 1.2 squares each one.
rotated 30 degrees to the right of the last.one. fo simplify the creation.

r.
of this geometric shape; simply create a procedure called MS for many
squares.

TO MS

lipEAT 12 [s RT 30]

Eith

LOGO procedures can be executed in black and white or in any of six
colors simply by telling the turtle to change the backgrOu DArarror and the
pencolor. For example; to, create the "many squares" procedure in blue
(color 5) on a white (color 1) background, type:

SETPC 5

SETBG 1

MS

One of the special features Of it b ity:to comb ille many

short procedures into longer procedu s. PiPt- pxample;_a procedure that_l
have writteni called Garden, uses a procedprecalled flower, which consists
of _two procedures called- bloom and stem; _Another procedure-that4I have
'written, called PIC (for TTEETre),, IsTiiide from a ,series of shorter
prOcedures.called sun, lawn- .house and tree:

Often young children learn L more quickly if I provide them With
single - key procedures that enable hem to move the turtle by typing single
keys; I have taught the turtle rocedure called draw.; whit Jillows'the
typisf to direct the turtle typing F to go forwa7?51) step's; to go

ibackward 50 steps; R to turn 90 degrees to theright;_ L to turn 9 degrees
to'the left; C to clearscreenvpd E to end- the procedure; c

LOGO-can be used as a tutorial or as computer-assisted instruction by
using the Lisp capabilities, which are -bit more complicated than turtle
graphics but very powerful. These Li capabilities, when combined with
turtle graphics; make LOGO an extrem y powerfll and useful computer
language.

169
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SECTION 5.

COMPUTERS AS TOOL'S

INTRODUCTION

"Computers as Tools" highlights the use of computers to enhance the handi-
capped individual's_interaction with the environment and methods of track-
ing these skills.. The fir5t article is a justification for the use of
computers with the physically_ handicapped. Burns delineates how computers
can be_used to. provide tools for handicapped children to enhance their
-ability to learn and interact with their environment. A discussion of
alternAtive interface devices_for the physically handicapped is provided,
reviewing a variety of homemade and commercially aVailable interfaces.

;%

hramann_and_Lahm discuss a pilot research project teaching multiple-
hand- cApped babies'to use -the computer fbr coMMUnicationi'environmental
.co rol, and environmental manipulation_ during their critical learning
'period.___Youngchildren are.taught_to make choiceS that will result_ in an
environmental interaction. PreliminarSf research results are discussed.

Speech recognition by microcomputers andits instructional applications
for handicapped learners are discussed by Horn and Scott. They illustrate
how speech recognition technolow can be used cost effectively in a number'

..of_different applications including environmental control.- They discuss
the research and develoOment_activities surrounding .the voice-based learn-
ing system as well as'the accompanying software.

Key fattorS in versatile_communication programs _ r microcothputers.
that utilfze speech output'are presented by Rus

: Thete inClude'-the
need for- different methods for interacting with t e computer; the need for
a VerSatile_randeaSY to change vocabulary; and efficiency in message
construction'and_obtput.. A number of examples are provided and a=
bibliography is,incjuded.
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A.JUSTIFICATIPN FOR-THE USE OF
COMPUTER4SSISTED INSTRUCTION
WITH THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED *

-Monte-B. Burns
Shrine School
Memphis; Tennessee 38101

INTRODUCTION

With the passage of Public Law 92-142 in 1975, public school systems were
required to provide each_child in the United States with an education
appropriate to individual' needs. Specifically, this law demanded a'unique
curriculum; an individual educational plan (IEP) specifically written_for
each handicapped child; while_at the same time requiring that the child be
placed in the "least restrictive environmentan educational setting
wherei as much as possititei_the physically handicapped student would be
allowed tointeract_"Iiiith non-handicapped peers. To encourage this,
Section 604 of the law provided for the'use of technical aids and devices.

_ The financial implications of this law have been considerable for
larger school systems, and almost insurmountable for smaller_systems; both
have had ta:hireApecial. educators; adapt curricula; -and initiate extensive
record - keeping actAvities. Education of the physically handicapped.is
extremely time-consuming on the part of both the, teacher and the student;
Teachers-_find themselves constantly waiting for feedback from nonoral
students: This,interaction-., whether handwritten or displayed in some
other fashion (e.g.,_typewriting; alphabet lap board; Bliss symbol board)
can-extend communication time, and as a result learning time, to the point
of frustration for both teachers and students. Goeffrion and Bergeron
.(1977) described the problem as follows:

Perhaps the most universal characteristic shared by handicapped
individuals is the_inabiNity to communicate effectively through
conventional symbol systems. Various handicaps differ-as to the
-locus of the communication breakdown, but once broken; _the results
of a lack of communication are very similar across handicaps.

The authors continued by indicating that the greatest visible,effect
was a failure on the part of the handicapped individual to learn the system
used by "normal" people. This has frequently been accoMpanigd by loss of
interest in 'any activity that involves communication and interaction

Gearheart and Weisman (1976) felt that adapted educational materials
should be provided so that cerebral pal;ied students have every opportunity
to sdrvive,in a regular classroOm. They cautioned teachers by sayiing; "It
may take him considerably longer than the other (normal) students to
complete_an assignment because of the motor involvement; but he must Oec:
allowed to complete it independently," (pp.83, 85).

.

C

.:Meyen stated -that "because of the varied educational needs of the
physically disabled; curricula mustintegrafe.adaptive techniques with a
variety of_educatibnal materials;" (1982; p. 395). The author continued
by saying that emphasis should be on the creation of new, and on the
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adaptation of existing, materials to meet individual needs It 4111 he '4.,

"remediered that;_while on one hand the damage that has produced eke.,
physidal abnorMaety may also orb-duce vmental deficiency, it is als&quite:
possible that ph sical disabilities are not accompanied by mental defi7
ciency (Schwartz, 1975; p; 41);

_To summarize; since_thepassage of Pt'94-142-inAune 11175;-10h9-
-'-

educators have been confronted with an alffitstliphuiiiental taSk==that,WK f,

educating a child with Special needs; typically_ in _a classroom descgOed
for -"normal" students. Althougfi, these special needs-are not. impossible. tb"

...)
deal with; they generally require a disproportionately large amount of
time on the part of both the teacher% and the student; Generally_the
h4 _icaPPed student. akes longer to communicate ;" takes Togo to learn, and'
requires specially designed instructional materials,-" All of this
represents teacher time, Which to adMinistrators means_ money. As . ''

indicatedihowever; this law also encouraged the use of technical aidS and,
devices; _Technical aid in the fbrirk-rof tomputer,Assisted instruction may
be a viable sblution to the problems inherent in educating the physically
handicapped.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

Computer-assistgd instruction (CAI) came into existence n theeArl.if:1960S,
probably due to the increasing general availability of, mainfraMe computers;
to therogrammed instruction movement; which saw CAI ae_the perfect-medium
in whi to manifest Pressey's teaching MOKine; and to"Skinner'S rein:

1115

forceMtnt_learnino principles (Gleason, 1981. nce 1980;-. Burns & Bozeman,
.

1984 Grinstein & Yarmishi_1981;_Steinbergi.: -); With the birth, CAI
came CAI research; with a majority of prod, ,I btihg carried Out)* the
universities and business interests, whigh:tOuld affOrd theabdndant main
frame computgr resources necessary for CA-I at that time: Bpthe 'early. .---
1970s; however; 14ger public schOO1 systems had become cOmpUterized;
resulting in increased CAI studies at the primary and_secondary_levels
(Jamison; Suppes; &__Wells,_1974); With the commercial availabi' of the
first microcomputeii) An 1976 came an alternative to the expensi,. and -

frequently tempermaital; mainframe computers; which added impetus to,the
CAI mdvement; Extremely cost-effective mitroCOMpUter=based edUcatiOnal
systems can be affOrded by almost any facility (Caldwell; 1980;_ Mcisaac & rtv

Baker, 1981; Watts;1981;_Stevens,_1981;__Daneliuk & Wright; 1981; Cavin
Cavin; & Lagowski, 1980: Holmes, 1982; Mills & Stonier, 1982i,5kyrme;

, -(----,t.EF,

1982)
_)

Computekeeietedetiit Traditional Instruction
.

Although a variety pAtemingly beneficial instructional features are
inherent in CAI (CAI is self-paced anc[provides immediate feedback; it is
adaptive; and highly interactive) are undebated; fiVejacete_orthe
effectiveness of CAI over 'hat of:traditional instruct ion (Tr) haVe .

consistently been considerd in thg literature: (1) Student achievement;
(2) student attitudes, toward CAP and subject matter; _0) student retention;
(4) cost; and -(5) learning_time; Each of theee VariableS.has been studied -
repeatedly, often with confusing and contradictory results.._ Burns and
Bozeman (1981) described the resulting situation:

--I VatibUS researchers have attempted to 4arratively review_the_
research. litrature in an_attempt_to formulate_ conclusions and/or'
to establish a more broadly based case for CAI. These endeavon
. . . haVe resulted in conflicting and inconclusive findings.

.

,

.

When used as the sole instructional MediUM, the effectiv ess of CAI
in terms of StOdeht achievement has not always been shown to e_signi-_
ficantly better than TI (Dence, 1980; Edwards; Mfortpn; Taylor Weiss, &7
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VanDusseldorp, 1975;_Vinsonhaler & Bass, 1972; iamison et al.; 1974).
However, Holmes (1982), whjle admitting to the debatability of the CAI
effectiveness question, indicatedAhat a medium with the versatility of
CAI, seen only as effective as TI, Might still be adyantageOgs in other
areas:

At the very least it must.be admitted that a machine which can,
when required; replace traditional instruction without deleterious
effects on must 4urely be seen _as -an advaptage_for
learnerdlwhO have liMited access totraditional moat of insruc-
tion, and-perhaps those who do not respond well to'those m

y!-

;

Herbert (1982) expressed similisr sentiments. ileporting on i
that produced no significant_differences between achievement. levels_of,_:'
students in _CAI and TI situations, they-pointecLoa other observed benefits'
such as student-paced instruCtiOn, reduction of paper work-for instiUetors;
and improved student attitudes'. When_used tosupplement, ratherltftiM
replace, TI, evidence strongly supported the effectiveness of CAD
(Vinsonhaler & Bass, 1972; Edwards.et al.; 1975; Chambers & Sprecher, 1980;
and Burns & Bozeman, 1981).

A-
s pointed out by Clement.(1981), student attitudes toward CAI have

been found to be almost consistently po.sitiye at 011 educq .ional level5
tlementindicated that ttis was probably dueJto five.attrit4tes of CAI:-

(a) self-paced; (b) lack of embarassment when mistakes are made;
fc) immediate feedback; 0) a generaifeeling that theylearn
better through the computer system; and_(e)Ilack_:_of_subjective
evaluations; the computer bases its evaluationstrictly on
student perfumance, not on _personal characteristics of a
student. .

`Ire'

Chambers and Sprecher (1980),in a literature review cited six references'
-indicating imp student attitude toward the use of computers in learo-'
4ng; Deke (1980) fn a review of 17 studies -found evidence that students
having experienced CAI had more positive attitudes toward it than those
Students without any CAI experience. Magidson (1977) Herbert (1982)i
Gavin et ar. (1980); and Holmes (1982) also mentionecr6positive student_ -

:-)', attitudes toward CAI and subject matter. Xulik: Kulik, and Cohen (1980)
in'considering the 11 relevant studies in their meta-analysis of 59 studies

found a."small" difference -faVor_of,CAI Tin "course _qualityn_as, compared

:)
to TI. In the seven studies viewing studentattitudes. and subject
matter flian tven aller dif Once WAS reported,,a air). of of CAI.

,

In terms of :`!!dent retention, Gleason (1981)5 at st s

-taught via CAT had cetention'rates equivalent to,;if n than,

thaw stuplents t ught'by T r (Prce (1980) agreedWith' easy Edwardsards
et al. (A75),

i
i a review th01 lo.the.thre

relevant studio ,the reverse.sipatiOn=was evident;,:studentsbtaught
had higher ret Ion rates than -StudentStaught with-:CAI.7

...17

illy

. ,..

-,Cbst
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of C AI . -14

, a _ :

AP:
". The topic or cost has generally been considered_-in teqk_ofthp,cost of

microcomputer:supported_ Als_mini- or mainframe computeccsupporteCCAI. .,.;.

:-...71. itavin et al. '?(1980), Caldwell (1980), and McIsaac and Elliker (1981rpointed
out _at microcomputers were much mere_ desirable_ for CAI than -mainframe
comp tern and gave cost as a.major f of-. CimamBers and Sprecher (1940)

' --0- felt that the microcomputer had-all of Otbilities Athe mini- .

computer; _plus_color; graphics, and_tbe potential for audio in,and output,'
wbut at a hitch lower cost.- The smailtr memey capacity of:microcomputers

.0 was mentioned as a major 'sadvaRtage, hoOlver. jhe,41thors continued by

Wc 0 '
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mentioning, that with Mass' production and improved technology the cost of
,microcomputers was expected to drop quickly to the point of cost-effective
uses of CAI. .

Reduction of terming Time

in terms .e rOugedAtuden4 1.ning time that CAI tfatits one seemIr
iWgly tndisputAble benefit. An abUndahte of authors (Kulik:At al., 1980;

.1<easley: HUhter, & Seidel, 1983;_Claambers &_Sprecher; 1980; Dence, 1980;
lewellen,_1971; Magidso .97;, Edwards et al.,'197,51 Gleason, _19811T.;
JaMison et al.; 1974; B &ISO-man., 1981)- reported savings in students'
time estimated from 30 to 50 percent. over that, of

'04
-CAI ANOPANOICAPPEO LEARNERS

t Apparently; the - effectiveness of CAL with nonhandicapped students has been,:
at Jeatt.to some extent, delineated;__Its benefits, when used as a_sup-
plementalfdem of instruction are well doCUMentedi'as_iS its ability to
reduce stud* learning tiMe. The following adthors_have expressed their
interett inusing CAI specifically with the physically- handicapped. '

TborkIlAten and Wiliams_(1981), who described special OduCatian a`s an
extreMtly'ulabdr intensive educational process," demanding_a cOnsiderable.*
amount of one-oh:=One, anti Small group_ interaction; felt that CAI may propie'::
to bean economically- feasible solution, to-the heavy work load created by
P.L. 94-142; The fact that every child Must_receive_an_4OprOpriate educa-
tion in the4leatt restrictive envirohment means that'teaching resources
are stretched to the limit.

CAI praVidet a tatikfattory_means of indiViddaIization and elf=paced'_
instructiont, h.andicappeb_students. A number of authors_(Jamisoni'.Suppes,
& Wells,/1974; Clemoht., 1981.; Caiitan & Kosbergi,19£12;._Magidson,0977;.
Lewelien, 1971) have stated:that CAI provides the most highly indWid:
ualizedAnteraction)between_cutti-itU110 and student of anyLaVrOlable

-

-instructional method. FrPttration,-.:resulting from-slow progrIss and .

,,ij/freqUeht mistakes; commonly experienced by physical1 ly handicapped students,
. .:can be greatlixr-reduced. 'r

i

omputers and A-40,iiisicillkHandicappitic,

H 1 (1976)ibel.06§-thwthe comOuttrmay_Orwid a solution to many of . ,

the needs of-tile_-,physTgalAy hapdivoppid. Many of ese students use type-
writem- ather,than,pW0400d-pentil because rs h 'sically impossibile

..
_ , .

,- to wrj y_hand. 00ipg: a math problem on a t eWriter,however, has its.

_ fi.ms lops.e.g.; most matheMatital computAX_ e done'frgi.right.to
left; 4 ..--st typewrite*move:from_left tigh -Mistakes are alsd a
r ...:Computers, on tWeoptiber hand; can -be programmed to move from

righc1-31Aeft, and_computbr erasures are made by pressing_a key, If the
sto- 'call type efficiehtly eheggh.to make the:mistake in the first plate,
t40 stuOent can erase with a similf. Pffort-.

.

Paper44-mhtestimo _to the House Subcommittee on Spience,and,lloth= -

if !_-. ... _ __ _

nology:, ).; stated that deeffthe_lpst phyti:011yInvolVed-person usually./.14-has sm , rol over ---6 muscle. -Once that_control has been identified;
and.,PhscarA'-7d.tion with- ppropriate electronic interface devices, it itgenea.4.-

'simple
matt to program a microcomputer to respond tp the

movell:JA sulting in the fahhation of_a channel./of_communications from
Shuman to computer. Thislinicing7of a_handicapped individual to a computer'--7---...e'
Wore_effitiently than simPliehaving the peiloh use a .head-stick_on a key-

- board. may enable a handica ed person to_interact_efficien ly_enoggh to
i become financially self- supporting. _When a computer 7s U d in this

'manner, papert refers to it as an informational prosthesi
.

,
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Goldenberg (1979) described the potentia
physically handicapped as follows:

r computer aids to the

The computer provides flexible techno4pgy that can so thorou ly
enrich the experiences' and communication of certaKhand'icapped PIPsons

, that a6fivities and learning that were previously thought impossible for
tKem beCome ;routine and easy; (p; 5)

-Goldenberg described the handiCapped child as being at a decided dis-
advantage when the child "must- mediate interaction with the wo'ld through
coordinated' motor activity." ThCauther pointedout; however, that,With
the adaptable technology of the_computer the same student_ can learn..t
communicate quite adequately; In addition, handicapped students Who are
exposed to the Immediate feedback and experimentation permitted with
computers and appropriate toftware experience a "striking change" in their
autonomy (Goldenberg,s1979;,pp;442; 24): To summarize, Goldenberg (197,9)
states: 4

ImAy view, it is the child's abnormal experienEet'of the Word Ce.g.,'
his lack of easy, fluent communication and casual play0ore than!hiS
abnormal behaviorje,g.,,hisAnability to speak; write or:walk) that-
:hard caps the child. (pp. 3D =31) I '

- .4
_The computer can provide a more_ normal iNterface between_ the abnormal

student MI6 his environment. k
,r,;

Vaoderheiden (198.1) felt.that mtqocomputers were essential to theessential

en

proper educatiotrof the He stated that the "manipulation and
exploration important to deiOlopm may-be impossible" without them;
Using microcomputers with specially devised and individualized electronic

.i;-!4nIerface devices might provide means -0t manipulating objects on ,atTV.
4,04itreen or in real space. In addition, Vanderheiden pointed put amore

.. direct educationa1 ,Ogd that canbe met by use of CAI: Almost by defini-
Alm;:the handicapped experience_a_slow rate of coordinated meaningful

Sitalatr tty; This necessitates extended time foe most educatiOnal
ample,in alitypical classroom discussion; the .handicapped

now the;correct ',answer, but conveying the answer Wthe _

ay often prove to be'too time-consuming for all inyolved. In4 uch common educational activfties as diagramming sentences,
working awSet of practice "mathalsodlems;:ge*riting a paragraph would be
such monumental tasks that evarthemost didcbted handicapped student ;

becomes frustrated:---As%VanlerWeiden stated:
, ,5p '' ".

tV

43 Since7the- to see, read Ind write;:take notes, and do.'ikdependene.
neOssary capabilities for receiving an e ucatton within our

curre5:sysPm; the severeWphySically iandicapo i fviclual.who lacks
them is at,anexreme disadhntage. .. ,

'-- i., . ,

Appropriate-At'seware, coupled with the general tende CAI to ,

dila-, -reduce learning time, has the combined potential MO so4e Mani, oblems
7labe experienced by

1ysically_handic

ed studento.:and their teachers; _-

_It iq a ar 'that, although many.,,-'4 'ts6-Of CAI -areistill

I:
debated,' s educational medium has mui_tOof er thLteacher_who
ittempti'Pg o educate,0 special needs:ch d. ',CAI can be ativel
inexpensive Ken compared to its humaCcoun rpart; an i pears to' e

'71--%..eitrerrIlx effective in t4rms'of stude-nt achievement; adaptable
enough to'heet.the needs of most severely phy :involve -,

\ studenti.a As'infinitel t4ent. The major%strengthnd _lit __.CAIi however,
,

hat of reduqinYlearning tim Aleshes,precisely with the major weakness
the handicrd student: xtMed learning time.itp - 5

.°TD#229909
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ALTERNATE- INTERFACE DEVICES Fott THE 'PHYSICALLY .+IAND CAPPED

Monte Burns _

Shr 1 ne Achool.
Memphis, Tennessee 38101

,q-In o der to meet the nepds of. students having broad -range of physical
1 imi tions, a variety of ikerfate devices a iLtechniques have been
acqu ed and.,developed by the staff_at the Sh The School in Memphis
Sev al of khese_-; along with a -brief detcriptiOn and perceived athiantapes :
a disadvantage of each, fol

i
4* .4J..1. J. --,,,;.-,

Time Del ay Keyboard e' ,;.: --. i il'. '.;'1\ _,- '..-r)
/ 4 t____ ___ __"This is software routing that provides the user with theAgption of typing

a single character and then-havirt the computer wait a prelected_amoun
of. t ime before that char acttas, ct'bl 1 y ;accepted' as input-. One- featUre , .of the Apple :II computer is -layboard strobe that goes high4hen any .keyis pressed. Oncea key is_presled, the appropriate character is displayed;
and control it. shifted_ to a_ timing loop; ThiS loop altb 0-61 IS the keyboard
strobe so that, II another key is pressed before time, _li,kust,_- _the_ displayed

7' . character can be replaced _by tile new _char ater; The -ntiml-ng)1oop"' is thenreini ializ4irpnCi subsequently reentered: If the tiriii-rg,lotip_tV notint upttii, a".tone sounds, and th -outer loop_,prepares to receive the
flex aretter. :,' r . . :

-
.t t

.. -
. `,..

This technique reduces frustraMon experienced by students
a; o now-the correct answer but who frequently press the W- kel, due to
- some physical problem. _

..
r ..-,

. Disadvantages; If not needed, the extended time
this technics* car) be fristrating.

9 ,

..
This _d loWs .the user to?,resiellrand tie-icreyboarcl'and t)pe withone fi 6H?; ,-,To activate keys.i, the Wee mus cike a fifiber for some type
of,,p inter) through t, appropriate hole:and: -.press a key_. Protis ton_ is
a1 so _made for uliift the shift -and control keys -,4 -Pretke=?RiXii i-ch CO_, 8769 .eyed
COPri. , 2030

16, 44676. 110. A sp available sooq from

INTERFACE DEVICES rs° '4,4m
A

eqUired for input using

Keyguard
1

.

TWp 513, Stir
ng Park, Ch not 6 618; Price: ahproxi-

mately $25.) ' - ,-
,

46.,Advantages (Advantages and disadvantages- l'is ar or the P=.12 version n4
nly.) This device appears to work as advertise'

Disadvantages. The cost seems somewhat high,. In addition, When mounted
on the ke,y1ward, the device may tend to blok, the view of the user so that
symbols on the keys ean not be seen. Some difficulty is encountered while

4, installing or removing the device.; although this-,,is not a majdr barrier,
1'jrcou 1pi'pose a problem fir the exact pp ation for whort421kas_designedt -,
r
/
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he Magic KeyDoii.d

=

ThiS device is _a small circuit _board twith_four;chipsyt
socket on tali 4pqq:Motherboard, which norMally,takes the
keyboard. Zneeyboar!:1 cable in rn b7741;into the M_ajic,
board, ;With th4S, device 610 n ha ;the_o0tOn of usilfgt
board with keys in their no 1 patt r,:n of arrangement or-aT4
several alternate arrange Inc uded among,the alts.rnaW

rOrlOOkleitfalle aretwo format rdesi or pe 1 having theAet
Hese two formats ( ne fo .t. Han d.one foi' left hanWrie
ically desiqried-to llow asy"dtcess t the most commonly-used 0
Several'numetA keyo0 f mat :aee:pro 'ded; as are stickers for
to pl ?ce on the keys indi ingtheir,a-ternate fundtions.provf5rj
also made for acquiring cus igned formats fOr specifit needs1"-
tSclufthvn Callfornia'ResearchiZ Box 2231, Goleta, Cialifornia'-Wlik
coct: -$.9aio , .

if ',..i'Advdnt49os, This device is appropriate for those students with 1 imitez r"
arm acid hand movement. Any modified keyboard can be changed back to the.,-..,

4(04_ 1rCi

,tandard Apple with a single switch;
k -

OisadVantages. This device requires slight modification to the; exi
Apple-motherbohrd; which may discourage some users;

Presfax-100 Touch Key-Pad

if

(24 '51rThIS vice -CbdSists of a 10 by 10 matrix of 1 1/4-inch-square= switches
':.:.: &.mount Yon ,thin board._ Interface to the computer_is achieved by a

_- ribb _cable that connects to the Apple's game input and output socket.
In addition,a disk of 'Software useful in demonstrating and_ calibrating_ _

tte_keyboar*d\is includedTne board's driver is a machine language routine
that, when a key is pressed, prdduces a toneand returns the number of the
key as .well as'iits-x and Lcoordinates. In operation; the board Is

)
normally covered wit1TAa-_paper overlay- that assigns values to tiie. keys.
SOftwarte must to specific to the overlays. Far exampfei if key numbe 1

is presed,-, this inforMltiOn:isapassed_to the a" ogram_by_the machine

i!41
language driver routine,. It is up to the main b m to decide whither

,.',. Avs- the key pressed represented a.number.,4t er, or p cture on the overlay
is and to make the appropriate ter Data Services; Box .696;

Route 22;eftheht; New Hampshire, Q3031. C t: $95.)

e large _ke-s, encourage easy access -and AT activated by ,

'This. Ice is extremely adaptabluin terms of presenfa-
sii6jet level.. it is relatively inexpensive and probably

.
than ex rideci.;_kftybords; k,

-- xi,-

es. Tn Presfax-100_mustir_"recalibrated" periodically, and_ '
be des'gne;,specificaily for this device, even f r speci

' Advan a es,
ig t pressure.

-'tiorf format'
more ad

o =

tis-adVanta
sp are mus
10e. Tays.

e

ThMpple !o r suutirts thrY0 switc ii through i s dame in ut and
lawoutput soae -There lre a Variety-ofvys to make us f the switches.

Vswitches con ruCted by the dn.- rOtk:erf" Tennessee Reh ilitation,

Developmept-Cen for.lhe Severely.Commu catively Han icapped; university
kle Swlsh (from Trace Research anEngineering Center. The Brow

of Wjtcj,in,_M iso 14 Waisman Cen : 1500 Highlan AVenue, Madison, ,

Wisebnin;.53706, Rrice about Q) i ssentially a-r switch that clwes
hen moved into the fiel 1: gnet by*a_ nkled brow; Switches1

usual used,-6i e-/or multi e-switch. iiorrnat

"el

---,

'The "pifle-po "4pwitches demonst ated4a e momentary tno ally;.open)

i'n

d

1b



.i,

Single switch. Typically, when a single switch it used, a line of words,
lettert, oi,J100bers_hy_which a pointer pagiet.is displayed;, When the ,

pointer indit, fes the appropriate letter §r:.WOrd,- the switch is depretsed
by the user. e software "knows" wh'ichlwOrd or letter_was being indicated
and_acts accordngly. In a more complex -situ ion a matrix of words,
letters; or_num ers is presenteclin the itilt4UA%play. The pointer is
proeammed_first_to mgve down; pointing at,egk:Sttcessive row until a
switch_is preSsgd. .4? this point the point4tiimoVet across the selected l'

row wail the desired column is reached; at AO:time the switch is again
depressed. ,This methodlof inibt provides for rlar9er choice of items;

'with bug) a'slight increase in input time.

.

Multiple twitches. _USually with this input de some form of_multiple-
choice problem is presented; and Ole student hift the left switch, for
example; to indicate the left-most choice or the- ight switch to indica- te
the)right-most choice.

te.

Advanf . Switches are easy to build and use, a are usually clOite
a ap a _eJo a_stOent's physical limitations: are relatively
inexpensive; and easy to support with toftware.

. Disadvantasesct,4 e App uter is designed t
and this Iny nc ov nou in some applicatio
-- ,

Optical-Stri0 Printer

Net three switches,

Theoptical strip printer (OSP)_was designed as a communication devite for
individuals with little physical ,contrOl other than in the head and neck
regAont. A sensor attaches to the user's head and is_poiq!ad_to!the OSP
in art* to "typr a message on a paper strip. The OSP alsO feAtUret an
interface port through which it can be attached to the Apple coMOuter
thrOUgh a serial interface Card. When so configured; the-Apple interpr- ets
characters_typed_on the OSP as originating on, its own keyboard..'
(Prentke--Romich)s 4 '

Advantages. This device provides an effiCient interfate Metllod or users
who are extremely physigallx involved but who are mentally clpable of
using the input potentir tRat a full keyboard-offers.

n;44k144htOt-c.- Software-must/support the device. _Because most com-
mercially available- software. packages_are rWT,PrOloSted;,alteratiOn
co d pose problems: Some commandsiGET in:A0pleti,ft; for:exam Lare
no permitte4; as is the simultaneous use of tWokeys'(e:g'.,; co ol

CONCLUSION

ft is ke;hope of the staff at the Shrine Sithool that material
-.While no meanstexhaustiNe_of Ahe toPici will_at 1 -east serve
tpringboard:fo.further exploration and treWvit.s, Othe4reaOf
xelativ nsive Pternate inteface devide or the$hysicallr
handicap

4i_



CRITICAL LEARNING:

MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED BABIES GET ON-LINE
. . -

i ke Behrmann
Liz Latin
Gorge Mason` Unifiers ity
De artMent, of Education
4400x- tin ivers ive
Fairfax, Virginia .22030

,
4.

; INTRODUZTp: EARLY LEARNING AND COMPUTERS
..:,.

'15.Atz,
SeTtefely phytically henciic-apped infants and toddlers areiusii 'Ili,'Al.motor ical ly I imited 4n _the amount_ of interact ion that they ca th
their rinviropment. This may limit their' learning, causing, seco
hAndicaps and thui creating an even more l'bandict.pped-- ind iv 401 . This
cycle_ can:possibly be _broken_ by_ using a im:icroNnput tp rebore some ..
opportunities-for envir nmental -.interact ion? -, .-.-..

.
4i !,

4
- ,

. , ;
_ _ _

The early years are li tally important for conceptual and 1.inguage
development. Kephart states thdt N11 knowledge is built on the infant's i
motor _experiment Ation-On the world around hm' (Goldenberg; 1979). WilhoUt __.

that_ motor infortnation the oh,ild is unable to attach meaning to his world.'
Similarly P iagetft st ates that mk nowl edge_ is derived from action . '. .".
(Goldenberg; 197Y; :0 41)'. These indivilduals are _joined by many others in

. , reciting the imports of early motor actions and environmental man ipUla- .

44, t ions to develop k ledge bases. R-uder.' Bricker; and Ruder (1975) show
7 'that Bruner; _P iaget; -a d Inhelder reach the stone conclusion_ lo' reference

to language, development , .Lan ge j's a symb.61 system and th child must
r now how tgaian ipul ate s bo Is fore language_ is_ possible. To achiefe
symbolization; manipulati of 't -essibj is that these symbols reprgs
necessary. /- . -
V .

.
_ _ The nuest ion. is raised by Goldenberg i to the level. otor_
t ion necessary to'sibtaimbti. sensorimotori riences-n de (19*
points_ out at,soMe_ sefdre,Ty _motor ical ly ,hpn _ ncliv;i dual s :
high levels cognitive.slevelopment, and 'suggests that' activecentrol ,

over the env-konment inay not be necessary but that thve individuals are
c,eceiving_ feedback from' their sur4oundizigt_ig.Aome- °tiler orm. He prop es
the pass ib ihiff1/4-of "reglte control*" maffipUl t ion as an ade te

c
en_-

,..,

interat-

tat ion method for corm t 1 development.
--\,. '

< The inabiTIty to t on the enyilronmelt creates a cond handicarfor )
a eb i ld_because it doe it al low the. normal exper iences needed' f)de

,N.acquirim information (Go :.0 -rg, 1979). Iflhese 5econdary ,handicaps
6 prevented.,-4nterientin S,houldbegin at an early age to take

O
antage of critical learnin periods. .The prevention of lags*n col., .

septdaVdevopment kill facilitate language development; prOviding a o0d,i
base on bih i ch. to .ku il d.- The m icrocoMputer kd the related technology tan
be utilized in this preventtiti5n process.- - It can prov idea reliable -means
fop_an infant tq 'Control and man fpula the world and exp.I.orei as nonhand fr

picapped chi drendcr(Vanderthei&n, 198 ). .i ........-,/' ,

4
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Tectin_o_19-gy For Learning

The ability to inter4ct_with_one's environment
the learning process: "Although the process of
published in the research literatUre JOandura;
it is necessary for an interactive behavior to
Child.

is probably essential to ,*

vicarious learning bas tieenv
4963),,to asses`t learning;
occur on theipart of,the

- _

Microcomputer -based__ technology is providing the means to Maid-Mize :
children's _atilt' to interact with their environment (i.e.; respond to oriin itiat -it ob 4 :ble action)- as_well as provide a means to evaluate

2
syStemati all :-econsistency and accuracy of thbte interactions; even
thoUgh t ey may. ,;iiisignificant to_the_observer. There are three area
in vih ic tech. can significatly affect learning by enhancing enVirat-
mental intera or the child: communication,_environmentalcontrol,
and AvirohmeA a mani.t.ilation. These three "domains" must be woven
together in order to equip teachers and parents with -the Means to "teach"
these children' to function at their fullest potential. .

Corrine -^i tatipn. CommUnication can be- considered one of the most basic forms
of environmental interactiqh. Typically it begins within t4k fyrst year
of life ,for handicappedand_nonhandicapped-jndividuals.

Defining coin=
'lli-Unicat ion as the transmitting of a messag with two deCeStary components:.
the intention of the sender to transmit and a receiver Who_ intedds toOreceive and Understand that message_ryen,198?), the no handicapped
Child soon has an advantage in the- ability illool- 1 earn c'eHmn language, the
most effc Tent mode of COMMun is at ion. _Many hand icappeachildren -are ,

. .delayed in their abilityto learn verbal 1-anguage and -mV...--- ever 1-44rn it

1101A:31

at al 1 .. Add it Wally; ability to ,inter t nonverbal ly 4 sevieTelyl imited. -_The inab it it"y to Comm4n1-160e,: f iciently antr. ly creates
setbadicS in learning; inhibitidg_experjm ntation;with. thegliVir-OhMeht.
The technology is available to give .iii:diOduals effisient- Ar_odes of com-
mun kat ion that do not rely-- on verba't. abil ities. Thul; _.a nonverbal child

, can communicate (and_thus interact'with _the environment) thrOugh auditory
means (including vo ite synttixisis)-; phys ical movements, and symbols it
(pictures or words). ° ..

. -

'

Environmental control_. The Category of_environmenta, interactlpm includes
the physi-01 Matiipul at ibn of-the environment; .such_as'the turning on and
of bf electridal toys and appliances.. Children- With_l irnited motor
abilities mis ----Ut on these life experiences and often must depend on
ther,§4'gi Oer the_ tasks for them-. Agaih, the tetheipipo is available
reWn :to that -lost independence. Tnexpens i ve,_home controllers

aiiit,-- le fbr aduWconsumers: Remote control or program .

lc\
d ev es d el ectr igQ1y/regul ate sgpii Ah ihoi AS heat; rg 1 ar-

phoupe-_answer machine', and house light:10g.- These ces;_
ned Witp.--titghtful Pro'gr4amming,' can- allow: the you hanifica dr' ,rph/ to be in,c ntrol _pf-uch_ developmentally; apprcipria tech ing

on the TV or radio; and operating electriCal and battery-9 dys.
40

Environm htal mant ula in . The category 4g which d or me ihs ,.2

ar;e:av a. e or env irooMenta 1 mean iou i at ion .0,-s robot_ s. Rob° 14 of ill ihgle or multi09 functions includ ing-communitatidg,and etiV-
--, ; t on t o 1 . -, Howe r, .,pylys ice marqpu 1 at ion dfAhe nOronmetit

the s/ impo atit aspect of tErrobot. _A rot an becom
,J

Of t e ii iv id al,by _extending;thectilld's:acCeSi 14,-enViro 4 Atwit alriobjle, uTtidirectional arm that will allo ne chll to man
obj ctswAhi-- elpyirlrnt. _Astechnology)Mproves; the cfabil
fOrqr n m nInOilt,i'W`Ppropriate, and co -1,1t-d--Xperiences for,.
`handicapped children through will in rtse to

,,.



Developing Parameters for Using the Computer
,

. _ _
.4.

CaMpbelj) BOCker; and Esposito-y nsoice a number of concer in usi 4 tech,. ...

'., nology with,severely handicapped: individuals (11,80). Firstarett con-.
r": terns about using technology as an end rather than a means to _higher-level
- development. The use of the computer to provide enviropmental control for
the purpose.ofkoilding a conceptual information base sueelyminiMi es

,..:.that_concern;_.as long. as efforts to direct that learning are system tic
.:-, and individually monitored. A second concern. iviolves findiu Meaningful;
'",motiYatingi_andliplevant consequences that will_take_control'orthe 1, -_ _

beltavidr. Many.ibungoond severely handicapped individuals haveelearned to
be helpless, and fineng corlsequences strong enough tip overcomethat
behavibr; .yhile 4till_avoiding satiation and extinction; is a real
challenge. This challenge is shared-by all edutators of the seyerely
handicapped whether using microcomputers or not...f_The flexibility_ of the
computer!can helpmeet that challenge; _A .third problemis the lack of _.

4 ability to generalize skills that have been taught in fixed or contrived
situationt. Again a systematic.plan for bri ging the technology :into the
classroom and home is necessary.

. .

An additlonal 'concern(Campbell et al.1980 is`that children;Junc-
tioning i the primary circular reaction stage f cognitive-development;

coordin ted as frinctional relationships are realized; and perceptualI
will be nable to generaltze;'repetition of n experiences is for the
solepur ose of reproducing the Tame experie ce. During this stage; how-
ever; v iations in schemes are developed new stimuli. Schemes become

recognition is,athieVed through the repetition of actions (Philips; 1975).
These stag charatteristics do not rule out the:lose of computers,, but sug-
gest a v_ id:rese-arch_acea pf looking:at_pecifiC:cognitive_levels and
their of affect on_coMputer interactions._ Brinker and Lewis (19 have used
microcom uters to demonstrate that handicapped infants (CA 3-to -months
and MA 2 to 5 mosacan learn cause-effect relationships.

,,

PILOT RESEARCH

'Descriptionaiof the-

Two phases of a'pilpg.(
from a county heal*
by,'aoonexcluSion
rligrct mildly:hand
fi-cut'l)irth throtigh_10

f 'Y
Llmonths,and Monhapdicapp-,,, o cl

to 27 months (Befirmann & LahM,..1982)%

earth project. have been condueted using students
nt_stimujation rogram.;, The program is governed

us UtFse..s range in abilitie -from uat
-seyerel illtiplY handicapped. esl'ange

44'
,LILL;14e they_ente the pUb c School__

Ye studer*S;,three w e 11 M14 QN
le mUltihanclicapped- hildrien were 25 *

The sectondopha,; not yet complete is looking at'o)dttr handicapped
. children. The subjects were se4ected ause theygwill soon mdve-into the

- These skFond-ph subjeett can be, -ded.into two groups: mildlya
public schoolt and thus will not be ndidates.fOr further research.

Multiply handicapped; -=-----`-:,:- . .1" --,1
..-411ie-: .4

.

tr,

( Description of Eq'

"Equipment inclu

devices. 'Eff-
hardware t
nexpens
vaila

-

mputerVotr -Type 'Mal o ice

rious custom-ma _switches as input
e only rehily available commercial -

-
he progralm,;At other- facilities.- i
an be custom-made- or commercially

ple II+ Micro
monitor; and
4,ng made to
JicNa4lon

ke swift
be subs uteri.

is
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PLArtematic Approach toT704149 CoMpiiter VirbiiMental Interactions

research
. ._

rhe second phase Ofthe;pilot :pro-jet G. 11 he5-the paraMetei
(mcitori_language; and tOgnitgit-develOpMentai (". . ',,fdrusing.the micro-computer toestabliSh taw-effect relationshi. . T e entire project
looks at eight_levels of use; ranging -from the es ab iShMent of a cause-
effyctrelationship to the use of a ffithU:driven p og am for initiating
environmental interactions. Software is develop :d to fit individual needs.
Objectives, response cues, screen diagram; and aSUred variables for each'
level are shown in Table L

At level_li the_objectives are to SS the needS of the individual

!

Ahild regarding What type Of switch to try, based on the child's available
rASponse repetoire, and what program a aptations are required for visual
or hearing_impairments. Objectives at level 2 Are aimed at teaching the
Child to activate the switch that allows the making of chotes among items'

-
displayed on a_computer screen,: It is importaht.that thethild understand
the cause-effect relationship between switch and choice. Aign_levels 3
through 6, the child is required to use_the switch to actually choose a,
toy or a_kind of food from several displayed en the screen. The 'Oct
on the screen is gradually Made 4r6 ambiguous which_allows f.- ndreas

-lexib.ilftyland encourages- vocabulary development. There is-
increase in the number of pictures or options Presented as
proceeds from level three'thrbugh level $7 The end result A E
system of categorizing choices that_facilitates communicatio ecific
responses or choices (levels 7 and-8)'. Table 1 relates the respAse cue
or the command giveh to the childSt each level; The format of the
computer screen is also shown_to illustrate the amount of inforMatiOn given
to the_child at each level. The tOlUmn labeled variables simply lists -the ,kind of information the program is collecting for further analySis.

. .

Two kindsAof feedback are giver) to the child when the:switch is
activated. Level 2 replies to the child's reSpOn$0 by iMMediately_dis-
playing a fun; rewarding picture with an,auditvy_response: Levels 4 to 6
use that same response reward when the child chooses the correct pictyre.
'These rewards_are randoMlyAd'nerated t9 avoid Satiation. In levels.3; 7.;
and 8 the computer rwards the child with a direct .action; i:e,;_,:,_ it turns
on or activates. the_object of the choice for a_short period: These th a 4levels utilize the concept orthe child tlirettlY contl.olling environme. . -

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
_ ,

The first_ three levels of the project (assessment; p Se-effect; amd
concept of choice) have been; mplemented to date:wit 10 infants Ad.:: ..
toddler5.

r-y .-.
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!IVY*

OBJECTIVE

.

TABLE 1

VARIABLESRESPONSE CUE , SCREEN DIAGRAM
assess needs

..,.,- .
'V

N/A ' N/A . position

pswrigterham needs
1

2 . establish
cause/effect

- relationship

.

voice,;
"press the
switch"

.

response Urns
average tit.

.

.
3 , teach concept

of making ,

choices

SA

teacher asks
"which do you
want.to play
with?"

_,

5101" orS"ilL..m
--%11r1LF

monitor re-
. sponse times

frequency of
cliolc.es

4 'select between
2 options of
abstract plc-

e-, --tures .9
v

voice/teacher
"find
picture,"
plus visual cue

.

.. response time
no correct

Zselect ket en,
- 2 options of

abstract plc-
tures

voice/teacherc

"find
, picture"

i4

-sy i A.

I

I

-..

rOsponse time
. no. co test

6 select between
4 options of
abstract plc-
tures

voice/teacher
"find
Picture"

,
.

.,

.

--

'

'

response time
no correct

--

i

select between
4 options of
environmental
controls

Teacher asks -'
"What do you
want to do?"

.

.0.

respOnse time
f realer* of
ttesennses

_

select between
4 main cote-
gories to find

. new 'pages' o.
t.,;.

choices

teacher asks
"what do you

.1. want to do?"
c ...

.

.

11

monitoZ re-
aponselime
freqqeney
responses

1,
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leVel 2rosults are shown to Table -? and The 10 Subjects evaluated on
this level Cdli clearly he divided into two groups. Table 2 represents a
group Of children whose Farly Learning Accomplishment PrOfile (ELM) scores
indicate finIctioning levels from 55 percent to 77- percent of their chron-
ological age. These Children in general are more mildly handicapped and
able to perform_the level 2 task wi thaut assistance (i.e., minimal
positioning.indiaida)'1tive equipment): Table 3 represents a lower function-
ing group. Their FLAP StiireS Are significantply lower; showing functioning
levels from bpercent to 15 pecent'of their chronological age. In
general; the children in Figure 2 Were Mdltihandicapped, including severely
motorically handicapped and sensory unpaired. They required d great deal
of teaching and_ossistance (positioning and adaptive -equipment, prompting)
CO perform the task at thiS level.

Of the five mildly handicapped children represented in Table 2, two_of
them met d criterion of i4,53-Onding in 5 seconds or less; 80 percent of the
time, over threeor four sessions. Two other children are ClOS6 to that
criteion_hut are showing a deterioration of response time. The fifth
child, although never clOse to criterion,_shows_this same deterioration ofresponse. the researchers immediately noted that the five
children in Figure I apparently UnderStbod the task, but with the last
three children interest was lost and other aspects of the testing environ-
ment *came more attractive (e.g.; knobs on the TV, Other people present).
It was concluded that if the program iere more highly motivating; they to
would reach criterion rapidly.

The five multihandicapped children represented on Table 3 depict
clearly different_results. The two that_reached criterion were the first
two Objects and took part in the initial 'pilot work. Theirscores are
comparable to the otherS because the computer program and testing_Situa-
tions were essentially the same. However, no FLAP scores were collected
for them. Their level 2 results are similar to those_of the more mildly
handicapped children in Table 2. However; _each of these two subjects were
severely limited due to their multiple handiCapS. The other three children
have _not yet come close to criterion. Subjectively, the researchers have
noted that on most trials the subjects appear to make an effort and show
andnOerstanding_of the task; but are- unable to perfOrm to criterion._
This raises questions abbdt,expetted levels of performance_and response
times that_arerealiStic for severely mdltihandicapped children. It also
brings into question how well level 1 aSSOSSMent.addresses optimal po3.i-
tioning, switch selection, and program adaptation.

Table 4 compares the ELAP scores of the two subjects who met criterion
and_two who come close to meeting it. This comparison is the first attempt
to lObk at the motor, language; and cognitiie levels of SiittdSsful children
and to identify parameterS fOr success. Four subjects_are credrly not
enough to make statements about predictors of success but it is a begin-
ning. Approximately 80 subjects will be evaldated ddring the next stage
of research.

__Only one subject tested on level 2 advanted to level" 3 of the_program
(teaching the concept of making a choice). Table 5 shows this subject's
performance_on_level 2; and Table 6, on level 3. A clear trend toward a
faster; more consistent level of responding in choosing between two toys
is seen. Observations of the child's behavior indicate an understanding
of the connection between the scanning indicator and makihg the choice.
using the switch; Because it is not possible to measure the correctness
of choices when given a free choice, the child's accuracy of choosing is
not reported,_ It is interesting to._note that even though the child
reached a more stringent criterion fOr response time in level 2; the -

response time in leVel 3 is slower. No criterion was set at this level
eventhough_it was monitored Free-choice detiSiOnS did not -have a time
restraint attached and therefOre mere not measured. The increased response
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time is attributed to the mental process of decision- making and the amount
of time idvolved for the indicatorAo scan the two chbices. The objective
at level 3 was yot to decrease response time; but rather to improve under-
standing of the concept and functional use of making choices.

4

Discussion

The research conducted thus far has begun to answer some basic questions
about the ability of infants and toddlers to interact with microcomputers.
It appears that they understand the cause-effect relationship between the
computer screen and their control switch. It also appears that their
response time can become adequate and consistent.

After looking at the two ,distinct groups of handicapped children used
in this study;,the_question of what is an appropriate response_time needs
reevaluation. Subjectively, it has been noted that the lower functioning
group appears to understand the cause-effect relationshipi which isthe
prerequisite for using a. computer system to control the environment func-
tionally. However, the data also indicates that these children may never
reach preset criterion of five-second response times. The appropriateness
of the criterion must be evaluated before deciding whether the lower func-
tioning group can benefit from the computer system.

The major question that remains in regard to level 2, is the identi-
fication of success indicators or parameters using developmental levels or
scores from the ELAP. This question will be_analyzed more completely when
more subject data are available. Once identified, appropriate parameters
will be chosen for selecting individuals who Will continue through level 8
of the program.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER SEARCH

The research- design and results discussed_ the_previous_sections
'represent only the beginning state of the technology applications research
planned. LeAl 1 and 2 data; when evaluated for approximately 80 children,
should provide indicators as to which multihandicapped children will
benefit most from this type of training.

l

Levels 3 to 8 of the project will provide a systlemateltraining
approach to teach developmentally di bled young childrp to utili2e1microcomputer technology_effectivel o interact with their environment.
The technologyrinvolged includes.use f an Apple II+ computer, voice
synthesizer, environmental control me hanism (BSR X;-1,0 controller)i' and
robotics (Heath Hero -1). These combined technologies will be programmed
so that the child 001 be able to_select options from a menu. The selec-
tion of an option will then be translated into an interaction with the
Child's environment in a- preprogrammed format using one or more of these
technologies.

On reaching level 8; a child will be able to select -from a variety of
categories: robot, communications, environmental control. From these
categories additional choices will be available (i.e.; robot to get X toy
or robot get teacher).* . .

.

Ms

The general purpose of the project is to apply commert-lafly available
technology that is relatively inexpensive to the learning needs of devel-
opmentally disabled'young handicapped children. Technology is growing at
an almost incredible pace; but the technology and need_are_present; and
the wait for something better may never end. The robot which is being
used in the project was-,not available 6 months ago. It may well make some
of the hardware obsolete almost:before the project starts; This robot can
"see," "hear," move about, manipulate objects, and turn switches off and

191
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on 'thus; it may have already removed the necessity of an environmental
contviller and voice synthesis communication.. What has.NOT changed;
though; is the.need to systematically train handicapped individuals to use
technology that can benefit them.

Systematic training can be_doile in_s.uch a manner that the technology,
and application can change. while the "format and interaction mechanism ",
between the handicapped individual and the technology remains the_same.
One of the major problems is training severely and profoundly handicapped
persons to generalize from one situation to another. The potential is

there hoWever; for .developing a format that enables individuals to make
choices.

It fs hoped that the capabilities of microcomputer systems to extend
environmental interactions to infants of limited motor abilities will
'provide them with the consistent control of their environment necessary.
for normal concept development; This; in turn; should affect the language
develOpmeni:, self-concept development, ability to communicate,: and social i

interactions. By developing these skills at normal._ developmental ages; it

is hoped that secondary handicaps will be prevented; As skills advance,
the technology can advance'with them always giving th.eM appropriate
opportunities for interaction and communication. Ultimately; these _

children will have the capacity to reach outside their immediate environ-
ment by using telecommunicatoa networks. This will enable them to transmit
information or communicate with others through telephone and television
lines;

f

The_finding5 of this researchlhould have an impact on other popula-
tions of handicapped individuals ad4ition to thosewho are physically
handicapped. It can have direct application to all inaividuals who have a
mental-age in the range of 0 through 30 months, as studied_in this project.
Mentally handicapped individuals who have additional physial handicaps
should also be able to utilize a similar approach regardless of their age;

EDW232330
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MICRO-BASED SPEECH RECOGNITION: .

INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATION FOR HANDICAPPED LEARNERS

.Garin E. Horn
Brian t. Scott
Scott Instrument Corporation
1111 Willow Springs Drive
Denton; Texas 76201 .

There is an apparent need to develop and
implement policy to guide the applica-
tion of information and communications
technologies to all levels of 'educa-
tion. rull advantages of the socially
desirable' educational opportuhities
offered by a broad range of technologies.
must_be_pursued to increase intellectual
prodbctiyity and enhance the quality of
life.

Hon. George E. BroWn; Jr. (1979)

VOICE INPUT AND THE HANDICAPPED LEARNER

With over 20 million handicapped per.sons in the United States, there is no
one user-profile describing the special needs learner. The most common
characteristic shared by disabled persons; however; is the_difficultyAnd
.often inability to communicate with other people in a meaningful way.'tiThe
need for basic communication skills; which_ are highly perso4l and 4

individualized, becomes intensified when the range of physical functiohs
decrdases. Until recently; physically handicapped individuals have n
a range of motion to. access a computr's keyboard (or_an extended k6board
using a finger, a mouthstick, he tick, toe, etc. Effective computing,
w ther for communication enhance nt; environmental control; or instruc-
t 1. purposes, was dependent on the speed and accuracy of user motor
s ills. All expressive thoughts were translated into keyboard manipula-
tions of some description.

The VBLSTm'voice-based learning system; which was designed for
able-bodied and physically disabled_student-users; may be run with no user
keyboard entry whatsoever. The VBLS system reviewed in this article is a
low-cost; speech-controlled authoring system. The s tem takes drill.and
repetition learningA,Oond relative linguistic com tense: TheigItSmord
verificatiOn algorithm for speech recognition encou ages- copmunitatiVe
competency within a specific context; regardless of ading level or
speech disorder;
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SPEECH RECOGNITION

Speech recognition (voice recognition) is the computerized process'of
identifying a spoken word or phrase by matching an unknown utterance to a
number of known utterances and selecting the closest match_within
prescribed tolerances. The basic logic of a speech recognition system
involves processing an- acoustic waveform with a filter bank, a linear
predictive coding (LPC) analysis; or zero-croSSing analysis to extract'_
spectral data. Templates of the resulting digital data are then stored
and become the active vocabulary or language model for the spoken words or
phrases.

Recognition itself occurs when a_search and match is made between
newly input speech and existing vocabulary templates. The matching_or
mapping process varies with the recognition algorithM being use Figure
1 illustrates the schematic logic of a speech recognition system.

M., uphon
Wilveioirn
anelyzef

(Computer)

Spau I
pc,wipam
Gerwator

_Vmmecie_
Calculation

...11G_WHINSWANL
Slor Templates

Trarung
Mod. Siure0

i°^Veiers

Nrecogrulan
Male

Compare Unknown Wo4a
*el Variance-WeghtoOf

Tomorares

Dsplay
Rocopmzed,

Wool

Figure 1

Speech recognition technology can be cost-effectively used in numerous
ap plications; including data_entry; hands-and-eyes busy tasksi distant or
mobile inputs, data.verification, or when data perishability is a problem.
.Voice -entry terminals enable severely physically handicapped individuals
to operate a _computer by speaking to it in any language. Applications
specific to disabled persons are most frequently expressive communication
aids or environmental control systemsi wherein the handicapped user directs
several microcomputer- based electron is devices by voice commands (see
Figure 2)-. Aside from facilitating environmental -control, speech- recogni-
tion technology is providing innovativeeducationde opportunities'for the
physically handicapped. Voice makes many electronic instructional aids;
previously inaccessible_,to the physically disabled, available for special
education; Such voice-controlled devices actively involve handicapped
learners in their own- educational and vocational _progress;

Research and Development Activities

Task. 'The task _Of the VBLS proJect is to develop voice-based learning
system for noncomputer-oriented users; with voice input and system

4ecceptance essentially instantaneous.

Objective. The objective is to research; develop; design; and market a._
low-cost, speech-controlled authoring system to meet educational needs of
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. CONFIGURATION 1

1. Video Mbhiter
2.

3:

4.

b.

I. Video monitor
Apple II Pius
Disk drive 1
Disk drive 2
Shadow/VET preprocessor
with microphone__
Novation App1eCAT expansion
Phone line
Telephone-headset
Novation A/C control

Apple II 2.
Disk drive 1 3.

DISk drive i2 4:

Shadow/VLTIpreprocessor
with microphone

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

CONFIGURATION 3 THE-C2E2 SYSTEM.

module

13

010 010
I through 9 - same as abOve 1 through 9 - same as above

10 Television remote control 10 TeleVision remote Cohtn44-----!!-
with computer interface with-computer interface

11 Speaker -

12 Power control
13 Lamp_:
14 Radio:
1i Printer
16 Switches for push-button control

Figt*e 2: THE VBLS VOICE-BASED LEARNING SYSTEM
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ph, 11 Ally ltiodicapped aridable..:budied learners that will reinforce learn -
ink{ Pritnon lAtion et.i.-urrect responses; :The resulting coursewar'e
won Id enable nonbiasett, riondiscriminatoy tutoring, rev iewing, and testing
of timolicapped And nut student populations.

IZat ionale, ProminciatOn, mid Mearaingfulnes;.. The instructional technology
or_bbe vii C system Is 1 4cUtTiiia-fifie-th-L4ii.5r designing educational
ill ati' i 1,, It, 11 It irlcurpm',Ile inntiv at ive C 0411111l1 n icat ion medium: speech

dtIn i it Idn. (he In la at ionh i he Neon pronunc i at ion and mean ingfu I learn- '
uld i ign it 1(mit bee au pr000nciation.serves to decode the written word_
into it drat loan, whftli can then elicit a meaningful response, if in fact
the word i., in the oral vocabulary of the learner Ohatala, LevinA &

1075):. In this sense; speech becomes the - bridge between - conscious
AWArf'fW0,.,irld largely unconscious Cognitive operatiOns, such as identifi=
cat ion, cldit 'cation, and storage (McNeill, 19/5), The ability to read

h:t.,1, Ally dependent on the .skill i'elationships between visually tlis-
played words And the ,spoken language that the learner already possesses
(Hark, 10/b).

In on ext,;,re,ive examination of Meaningfulness, Underwood anctSchuaz
tolowibit priNiunciability itaS trequently arLexcellent predictor of
loArning. In dnestudy, using paired=associate procedures (Experiment 11)
mu' 3h items Obtained from three` separately learned lists, the correlation
betiween tregivilcy and mean number_of_correct responses - over 15 trials was
.000 0o the Other hand-the correlation for pronounciability and mean
number correct was .57. In another eXperiment (Experiment 12) -the cor-
rel-,it. between yroconnc lability and correct responses was :76. (Halt;
10/h), tliPsta and Ingersoll also found that paired-associate learning
was-related to ease of pronounciability (1969).

iii 'i mmary, learning is reinforced through the pronunciation of
'contextually meaningful utterances,

Impact. The intention is that any nonprogramming educatOr and trainer
c6JTJ-author highly_individoalized;_speech-controlled_educational materials
within a struCtgre flexible enough to support instructional designs in any
discipline ancrwitNin any reading level._ The resulting courseware would
evolve into A library of voice-based instructional materials;

Instructional Desi n Team. The design team is composed of William D.
hers; sysEgnIs-deve opment and systems analyst; Carin E. Horn, instruc-
tional systems and educatori Warren C. Jones, systems development and
programmer; and Janice D. Drake; instructional systems and'communications
liaison;

,Product Development; Th'e VBtS voice-based Learning systen_prototype_was
Z"Fiii-Tipeted in June 1982, It was presented atthe National IdUtatiOnal
Computing Conference in Kansas City; Missouri. The VBLS system is com-
prised of an Apple,compatible_voice-entry terminal by Scott Instruments,.
with a Shure SM-10B or equivalent non - cancelling microphone, a refe
manual; and VBLS software on a 5 1/4- finch floppy_disc. The voice ent
terminal measures approximately 1 1/4' inches high by 6 inches wide by, 9
inches deep and weighs 3 pounds. Power consumption is between 1 and 10
led!' Suggested retail price is $895 F;O;B.; Denton; Texas;

' The prototype was field tested in a "typical" first-grade public school
Classroom (spring:1982) and has-been subsequently critiqued/by numerous
professionals in various disciplines, inclUding special_ education, The
critiques have resulted in modifications to the original design and are
incorporated into the most current versiori_of the VBtS system; Further
peripheral options and adaptations are anticipated to highly customize the
VBLS voice-based learning system for special needs learners.
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isolated words and phrases, including those resulting from speech impedi-
ments. Input -sound waves are converted to digital data, and several
samples (usually five) of the same word and phrase are averaged to_con,
struct a master template in the computer's memory; which is then stored on
discs. (The Shadow/VETTm, another Scott voice entry terminal, has 16K
onboard memory and does not use the host computer's memory to store
templates.) The speech analysis technique involves amplitude envelope and
zero-crossing detection within the frequency regions of 250 to 1,000 Hz
and 1,000.to 5.000 Hz. Templates are_derived through linear time compres,
sion; syllable counting, Spectral hiStOgrams, and variance measurements of
the data. Specification of active vocabulary, the effective vocabulary,
and the total vocabulary size are determined by software control; The
VBLS terminal is not intended for speaker-independent use, and training is
required.

The VBLS systemsOftware pas written in assembler code and BASIC.
Therse are approximately 2;600'Tines of BASIC and 3;200 lines of assembly
language source jn:the VBLS authoring syStem.

User's Perspective. The procer5s of training (enrolling) the preprocessor
to recognize a specific word or phrase is essentially invisible to the
VBLS end-user. the technique of word verification coupled with the VBLS
tutorial structure camouflages speaker-adaptive procedures. Word verifi-
cation is an algorithm that employs the concept of the one-word and one-
phrase vocabulary. Regardless of the total vocabulary size; only one word
or phrase is acceptable at any point in time. The recognition task is to
verify the active word, not to select the correct word from among several
candidates. As a result; more data can be kept on,each word and more
processimb time can be devoted:to the single word and phrase. The
vocabulary becomes completely disc-based and is limited in size only by
the mass storage capabilities of the system being used: An Apple floppy
disc can store a 1,600-word vocabulary (see Figure 3.) Voice is an

integral component of the teaching and learning system; and training
becomes part of that process; for example:

During the lesson_authoring. the system randomly prompts a training
sequence for tokens of words, continuing to do so until t- passes of a word
and phrase have been made. Training is a preset sequence wherein the
author types the alphanumeric word and phrase identity into the keyboard
terminal, then also speaks it when prompted.

During the study session; the student-user is prompted' say a lesson
vocabulary word or phrase, to read the related question, d to vocalize
the question into the system's microphone by sayiiig the rompted correct
response: Master templates are hereby adapted to each ser's unique speech
patterns as part of the instructional design logic. O ce completed, the
student does_not_retrain author-made vocabulary for at lesson but acces-
ses the adapted templates on disc to be recogniz-: sy the VBLS system in
the review. Adaptive procedures exist to upda templates; if necessary.

use. The. VBLS system is an authorin structure and instructional
delivery system. The relative value of.the resulting_courseware is

dependent on the quality of instruction that the system delivers:
Materials may be presented in small, easily understood segments or as a.
series of comprehensive,questions_and answers that also include supple-
mental_information. The VBLS system is flexible enough to adapt to varying
Skill levels: physicol, cognitive, and communicative. Lesson practicality
and originality are the author's responsibility.
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Figure 3

The VBLS special needs learner should have some visual acuity; minimal
reading skillS (1(1), and the ability to help assign meaningful alpha:
numeric identifiers to spoken language components. For example; if a
student refers to water as_wa and consistently uses this utterance in:a
water-related way, the VBLSTystem can be trained to recognize wa to mean
ater, Once oral_language vocabulary Components have been idenThiedi

lessons may be authored to cultivate communication competency using that
individual student's uniquely spoken language.

VBLS lessons may be authored for instruction in the home as well as in
the classroom A unit may be designed for a specific population or an
individual student. The menu-driven authoring format enables the_teacher
and parent to input whatever materials are student-appropriate. The VBLS
system will support unlimited types of curriculum. System conventions
require -that all spoken responses be.said within_three seconds; The VBLS
system ".assumes" that the author has no technical training, save in one's
own area of expertise. No programming skills are needed to_study VBLS
lessons; This authoring system-option eliminates the_need for keyboard-
related motor movements. A typical study session would include voice-based
tutoring, drill and repetition; review; and testing (optional).

WOrd,Drill, which is another author-designated study session option,
provides the student with real-time pronunciation feedback. Lesson
vocabularies may be practiced at the word, phrase, or short sentence level
Within the 3-second convention. This option is particularly useful when
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J,UIC. WAII _CU 10WIJ, nuui 1,000 vcpic-
senting a perfect match. This technique allows the learner to refine pro-
nunciation progressively. Vocabulary words and phrases may be repeated as
many times as the student chdoses; Progressing to the next word requires
two keyboard strokes (Space Bar and RETURN).

The VBLS system allows for built -in overleacning and diveasified
teaching and learning styles. More than 40 options are available so that
any one lesspn can easily be adapted to focus on each student-user's
ability and_loarning sequence preferences. One student; for example; can
review the lesson vocabulary, take a pretest, be tutored, reviewed, and
tested on a lesson. Another might be instructor-directed to use Word
Drill before running the tutorial and its review. A third student -might
complete the tutorial and its review. A fourth student might complete the
tutorial and then run its review -three times; Each student study disc may
be a highly customized version of the same exact tutorial information.
The VBLS system provides the opportunity to develop voice7controlled_
learning materials for handicapped and nonhandicapped student populations:
VBLS lessons are adapted to recognize each individual student's system or
oral communication.

COMMENTS

The human voice is interfacing instructional innovationandthe physically
handicapped learner. The absence of quality education -for handicapped
children necessitated P.L. 94-142, the EdOcation for All Handicapped
Children Act. Microcomputer -based speech recognition is helping to
implement the law, arid the VBLS system is providing the structure to
author nonbiased, nondiscriminatory instructional courseware for handi-
capped and able-bodied learners;

ED#2_31145
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THE MICROCOMPUTER AS AN EFFICIENT AND VERSATILE
SPEECH-OUTPUT COMMUNICATION AID

G; Eaan Rushakoff
Director, Clinical Microcomputer Laboratory
Department of Speech
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

The microcomputer has been -found to a versatile eleCtronic aid for many
physically handicapped children and a lts (Rushakoff & Lombardino, in
press). One application has been as tationary speech output communica-
tion aid, Many of the programs cre for this-purpose are listed in the
International Software/Hardware Registry (Vanderheiden & Walstead, 1982).

The purpose of this article is to describe several key features in
versatile communication programs_for microcomputers. It is nat meant to
be a complete list; but to give the clinician, educator, user, and families
a model with which to look at communication software.

KEY FEATURES FOR MICROCOMPUTER COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS

Encoding

Some communication programs are specifically designed for use by single-
switch users. Others are designed for keybbard users but can be used by
single-switch users-with:a_single-switch_hardware or firmware interface
(Tetra Scan II, Express III, Omni, Adaptive Firmware Card, etc.) Programs
designed for use from the keyboard may increase the speed of message
production; Any letter; word; phrase; or sentence may -be- assigned a key-
board letter (Figures 1 and 2). A program designed only for single-switch
users may be slower in message production speed for individuals able to_
use -the keyboard; (Individuals who have some difficulty using the standard
Apple II keyboard may be able to utilize it with a keyguard or with an
expanded keypard.)

Easy-to-Change Vocabulary

Any communication program should make it easy to..change Ihe vocabulary at
any time. Almost all programs allow this through the use dbf an editor.
It is not considered easy to change vocabulary if tt is necessary to
change part of the computer program listing.

Can Speak and Print_

The communication prog should have the capability of speaking the
message through synthesized speech and also printing out the message.

Correctable

As with any communication system there should be a way for the user to
delete an incorrect entry before the message is produced;
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Figure 2: Talk II word page after some vocabulary had been entered.

B ME

PG. 2

AND

C YOU KAREN
D WE N STEVE
E THEY 0 LINDA

G MOM

H DAD
I S

2
MR. HENRY

,\ MRS. PLITT
. MISS BASKIN
/

MOM AND DAD TOOK ME TO THE STORE LAST NIGHT. WE ENDED UP BUYING SOME
FURNITURE FOR THE LIVING ROOM.
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minutes to create a message about the movie. Without a messaje-save,
feature it would take the same amount of time each time to relaterthe
story. With a message-save feature the'user-can save the completed message
and speak it again with much fewei'. keystroke{

Message_ Efficiency

Message efficiency relates to the number of -key (or switch) .presses needed
to produce (speak) a message. Using the following example:

How;are you doing today speak command

if the program allowed the message only to be created from letters, .ft
would require 24 key_presses to produce (speak) the message (count each
letter; space, and the speak command.)

If the program allowed many common words to be accessed from one
letter (encoding; Figure 2), it_would require 61(e_y_pr_es_sts to produce
that message. If the program allowed the encoding of many common sentences
(Figure 3), it could require only 1 or 2 key presses to speak that message;

Figure 3: A sentence page from Talk II. Pressing the letter-next to the
sentence speaks that message; Each sentence or paragraph can be
to 10100 words long.

Ar Page 1

B I'm doing fine tfianks for asking.
C My name is David.
D Stick it in your ear dog breath.
E

F

G Would you like to hear a joke?
H What do -you get when you put four ducks....
I A bOx of quackers.
3

L Hang on. It will take me a minute to respond...
M
N Could you tell me the time please?
0

° Gr-allbers

Part of- the- problem that speechless individuals have in using communicaton
aids is'that they are often unable to respond quickly...to many of the
individuals who pass by during the day. Beyohd the clinician; ed#catof; and
family; few people will take the time to get involved in a converNtion with a
speechless person. They are just not always able to provide the quick
response that is needed to "grab" the person who might not otherwise think to
take a moment to converse.

Grabbers are a special feature that allows the user to speak a
response with one key press. This feature was incorporated in TALK II
(Rushakoff; Condon & Lee; 1982). JWith one key press the individual can speak
any predetermined message up to 1100 words long. Some that we have recommended
in the past are:
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SINGLE-SWITCH USE OF THE APPLE II

It is possible fbr single-switch' and other nonkeyboard users to operate all
keyboard software for the App1 II. This can be accomplished in four ways:
(1) software; (2) firmware; (31 hardware, and (4) keyboard modifications.

Software'

;Some programs allbw for the conversion of keyboard software so that it can
be used by single switch users (Schwejda; 1982; Rushakoff & Steinberg;
1982:)

Firmware

A peripheral card than when plugged into the Apple will allow
single-switch access to keyboard programs;1

Hardware_

When devices such as the-Tetra Scan 11;2 Zygo 100;2 Express III;3
and Omni4 aretattached to the Apple II; they allow single-switch aCC-etS
to all keyboard programs.

Keyboard Modifications

A- couple of devices_can be- used - for - individuals who have some-diffitUlty
using the standard Apple II keyboard. Prentke-Romich2 and TASH5
manufacture a keyguard for the Apple II. TASHS and Cacti Computer
Services6 produce a large, expanded keyboard for the Apple. TASH5 "1'

also manufactures a mouth-operated keyboard.

ED#229908
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lAdaptive Peripherals
4529 Bagley Avosle North
Slattle, Washington
90103

2ZYGO Industries
P. 0. Box 1008
Portl and, Oregon
97207

3Prentke-Romich Company
8769 Township Road 513
Shreve, Ohio
44676

.\)

4Communications Research Corporation
1720-130th Avenue, Northeast
Beljvue, Washington
98005

5Technical Aids and Systems for the Handicapped
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Toronto; Ontario
M4N 3M5; Canada

6CaLti Computer Services
130 9th Street; Southwest
Portage la PrI14444-1.....Manitoba

R1N 2N4, Canada .
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SECTION 6

INTRODUCTION TO COMMERCIAL RESOURCES
, _

Theory; curriculum; _and_methods research and development are necessary
fcomponents of any-emerting educational field but, the practitione cannot
always apply the results of those efforts immediately and purpos ly.

Individuals or facilities interested in utilizing the technology n

special education need to know more. They need to know what practical
applications are available today. The Exhibits at the conferencg. provided
evi ce that there are numerous practical _applications that have been.
developed for exceptional users. Information about specific products can
be the key to incorpOrating the technology into individual programs;
meeting. individual needs and meeting system - needs. A single information
source does not exist, making the process of gathering information.on

4 .hardware and software time consuming and dificult.-

This section of the Proceedings begins to provide an information _

source of 0"acticalapplicatcons; Each of the exhibitors were invited to
submit short descriptions of their produtts that are appropriate for the
special education population. They were also asked to provide contact
names and addresses; Due to space limitations and an effort not to turn
the Proceedings into a commercial catalog, each entry is very limited.
Readers_ are invited to contact these people for more detailed information

. .

about the specific products of interest.

To facilitate the search_process; the entries -are organized -into four
sections by area of application: (1) general, (2) managment, (3)
instructional, and (4) tools. Within each section; the vendors are listed
alphabetically; Wheravailable, hardware requirements and costs have been
provided.

.
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Follett Library Book Company
4065 Northwest Highway
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
Contact People:

Andrew Larson, Director, Micro Division, 800/435-6170
Selected Products of Interest to SpeCial Educators:

Distributors cif quality_edudational software; Unique demand-printed
catalog has the capability of providing the most up-to-date software
and prices. Catalog contains &special educatilon section. The
company also has two software showrooms where_ anyone may preview
software prior to purchasing. The showrooms:are located in Crystal
Lake; Illinois; and Valley Forge; Pennsylvania;

Gamco Industries
Box 1911
Big Spring; Texas 79721
Contact People:

Carol_Hunter; Marketing Director; 915/267-6327
Selected PrOducts of Interest to Special Educators:

Gamco Industries sells microcomputer software through our '

comprehensive 68-page catalog. We carry computer programs and booksi
in various subject areas for the Apple, Pet, TRS-80, Atari, VIC and
Commodore 64 machines; We offer_a_30-day; money-back guarantee;

0 Gamco carries other products, chiefly filmstrips and cassettes, books,
games; and transparencies through our other catalogs.

J. L. Hammett Company
Hammett Place
Braintree; Massachusetts 02184
Contact People:

Rick Holden; Manager; 617/848 -1000
Bonnie Turrentine, Assistant Manager
Pat Quimby' Administrative.Assistant
Ruth Ann _Alexander; New England Software Specialist

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
Distributes_over 600 software titles for the Apple; TRS -80; IBM PC;
Atari, and Commodore computers. The product line includes software
products for administration; language arts; math; and computer
literacy;

New England School Supply
P.0; Box 1581_
Springfield, MassachUsetts161101
Contact People:

Michael Greiner; Manager; 413/525-6411
Leonard C. Campagna,_-Sales Manager, 413/525-6411
Warren Luthgren; Purchasing Agent; 413/525,6411

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
Stocks over 14;000 different educational products in the Springfield;
Massachusetts; warehouse; These- products- include learning aids; art
materials, papers, schogl and office supplies, school and office
furniture, library supplies, microcomputer scitware; and furniture.
New England School Supply selects products- manufactured by_the wOrld's
most respected manufacturers including Milliken, Binney &
Atari, and Apple.

-Radio Shack
1400 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth; Texas, 76102
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Ron Moore, Eastern Educational Marketing Manager1 817390-3527
Scott Bowers, Western Educational Marketing Ranager,'817/390-3910

Selected_ Products of Interest to Special Educators:
TRS-80 microcomputer--16K to 512K memoryi black and white; colors
sound--computer-assisted and computer-managed instruction-4100 to
$4,000: All grade levels:

Reston Publishing Company
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia 2 -2090
contact People: 40.=
\_ Carol King, Editor, Computers in Educationi 703/437-8900
Selected Products of Interest to Special _Educators: _

Microcomputer_Handbook for Special Education, Dolores Hagen, 1 84,
book Written fOr parents and teachers. Also distributed by T e
Council for Exceptional Children; January 1984; $15.95;
Apple LOGO Primer, Gary Bitter and Nancy Watson, June 1983, $14:95.
*197517DiaalfrkIllgrETC7omputers, Bev Hunter, June 1983, $16.95.
NOTE: Free educational catalog available;

MANAGEMENT COMMERCIAL

American Guidance Service
Publishers' Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
800/328-2560, 642/78624343
Contact People

Mary Louise Bergee, Vice-President-Conferences_
-0"Gary J. Robertson; Director of_Test Development
_ Dorothy B. Chapman, Director of Program Development

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
Woodcock Peading_Master- Tests (WRMT)--A comprehensive battery of
individually administered reading tests for kindergarten through grade
12., in two forms. These multiOiirpose tests are used to help detect
reading problems, to group Stud6nts for instruction, and to evaluate
school reading programs. WRMT, Form A: $37.50, WRMT, Form B: $37.50.
ASSIST for WRMT--A microcomputer program for instantaneous score
conversions, Tecord storage, and retrieval of the Woodcock scores on
the Apple II Plus computer witb 48K memory.. $29.50.

_Kaufmann Assessment battery for Children (K- ABC)- -An individually
Administered measure of intelligence and achievement for children ages
2 1/2 through 12 1/2 years. The K-ABC issessev,the ability to_snlve
problems using simOtaneous and sequential mental' processes. A
separate Achievement Scale measures children's acquired knowledge,
including skills in reading and arithmetic._ K=ABC_KitAregular
edition): $135.00. K-ABC Kit (special ed4lan): $1613.00.
ASSIST for K-ABC--Enables,use of the Plus or -Radio Shack
TPS,80 to compute K-ABC iderived stores and generate student profiles
highlighting significant strengths and weaknesses.

Curriculum Associates; Inc. j
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica; Massachusetts 01862
Con tact People:

Patricia McLaughlini Computer ServiceSpecialist
Barbara Russell;_Natinnal Sales Manager:
Frank Ferguson, President

Selected Produtp. of Interest toSPecial Educators:
Computer- Managed -Special Education_RrogAmt-
BRIOANCE'Diagnostit ComprehenOve Inventory of Basic Skilis-Criterion
Referenced Assessment; $99:.
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Assessment, $99.95.
BRIGANCE Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills-triter'"ion Referenced
Assessment, $59.95.
BRIGANCE Diagnostic Inventory of Early 0eve0opment-Crtterion
Referenced Assessment, $57.95.
ENRIGHT Diagnostic Inventory of BasiC ArithrRctic Skills-Criterion
Referenced Assessment; $79.95.

E (-Ed Comp ter Systems, Inc.'
71-11 112th Street
Forest Hills; York 11375
Cbntact PeoPle:

M. A, Stiskin; President; 212/268-0020
Toni R. Williams, Director of Development,. 212/268-0020

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
Student Information_RecOrd--sophisticated data as manageMent
scif;ware for special education administrators--CP/M based for
microcomputers; also operating on minicomputers:end mainframes: $2,495..

- Behavior Objective Plap--prOduceseach student's IEP from.data base of
7,500 annual goals and short-term objectives in eJ6nentary and
secondary`curriculum.areas: $1,249

r K-12 Micromedia, Inc.
172 Broadway
Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey 07675
Contact People:

41V
Alan Zoldan, PubliOer, 201/391=-7555
Leslie Nassau, Editor
Pam Weber,. Marketing Manager "

AnthenySchweiKer, President
Selected Products of' Interest to Special Educators:

The IEP_-Kit -'_IEP customized report generator
The COMPOSE Curriculum--preprogrammed IEP data base
Many reading and number__ readiness programs; PrAT, Error Analysis
Report, ECHO II Speech Synthesizer, early childhood learning
gamesall offered to-schools on free, 30-day approval:

Learning Systems
3 Peter Circlq
P.0._Box 15
Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
Contact People:

Christine_A;_phionis, "ice Prestnt/Marketing, 639=0114
Kristine E. Rhoades, Staff Associbtei'639-0114

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators;
Special Education -Da _ -Saves and sorts dat
necessary for mandated repor s.
Individual udent Management--Computer-faciliteted individgal

1
educational p -05 and progress reports.
HanO-Tailored oftware Programs
Objective Manu is I-ncrivtdual_lear ing_ObjectiveS-4blumes 1 an 2

tohtaih;a00-bkithately 9,00 betiai ral objectives it areas addressed
by IEPs. ,:,

Consultant Ad 'nistrative Seruices--Learning Systems consults A many
sc oo systems on e cos .-effective management of special services.

Learning Too-1s_
686 Massachusetts Aenue
Cambridge, Massachuietts 02139
4174.64-8086
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Joan Thormann, Educational Consultant
Kirk Wilson; President

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
Administrative Planning System -- Interactive access to a large student
Or client database; Print user-defined reports and answers
administrative inquiries. Useful for student or client counts,
program planningi_local; state; _federal reporting and other
requirements., Automatically updates administrative files from
information maintained with the individualized planning system (IPS).
Price: $1;195-
Individualized Planning System--Maintain, locate, and print student or
client information. Create individualized plans and other_
user-defined individualized reports;_ Conf'identiality maintained
through passwords and authorization levels. Items of information may
be adapted for current use and future needs by non-technical
professip_nals;_ Use with the Curriculum Management System (CMS) for-
individualized go.kl p4anning. Price: $495.
Curriculum Management System -- Centralize and coordinate instruc_t_ional
and services resources including goals and objectives, text book,
learofing activities, library materials; films; and others. Create;
access; edit; and print curricula_in any subject area; Use with the
Individualized Planning System (IPS) to create individualized plans.
Price: $295.
Audience: Administrators; supervisors; curriculum developers;
teachers, counselors, clinicians, and others involved with planning
individualized services.

Microcomputer Education ApplicatiOns Network (MEAN)
256 N. _Washington Street
Falls Church, Virginia 22046
703/536-2310
Contact People:

Alfred J. Morin, Director
Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:

Workshops on microcomputer applications in special education
instruction and administration; all administrative levels including
SEA, LEA; and special interest groups. Price: $485 and up; plus
travel and per diem.
Soft -(Modearized Student Management Systems) allows special
ed dministrators to develop- a pupil data base; prepare IEPs
f parent signature, prepare teacher guides, maintain a bank of
jectives; and prepare_summary reports. Price: operating system;

500; 10 modules; $485-$650 (sold individually).
Demonstrations of adaptive devices and new technologies with special
education applications.
Newsletter--Mean Brief--a quarterly newsletter that helps
microcomputer users keepoup to date on applications in special
education. Price: $10 per year

OUTREACH
Pre College-Programs
MSSD Box 114P
Gallaudet College
Washington;_D;C; 21511-m7
2027651=5048
Contact People:

Michael L. Janinger, Dean, Kendall Demonstration Elementary School,
202/651-5286 -

Selected Products of Interest -to Special Educators:
Comprehensive elementary-level curriculum guides in language arts,
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- - ---
hearing-impaired students. Also c l-iculum management software for

computers.

'Precision People; Inc.
3452 North Ride Circle South
Jacksonville; Florida 32217
Contact People:

Diane T. TrifilettreSidentA 904/262-1096
Barbara J. Tracy;- Executive Administrator; 904/262-1096

Selected Products of Interest to.Special educators:
SPARK-80--Kindergarten through 8th-grade math series containing__
programs providing instruction, drill, game, and'assessment: The
complete courseware includes 103 diskettes. Price: $2,995.
WISCR-80r-Translates WISC -R results into_ meaningful clinical
,terpretations and educational :recommendations. Computer report.fOr
psychologists and educators. Price: $298.

'PIAT -80 -- Translates -results of the Peabody Individual AcKievement Test
(PIAT) into meaningful educational strategies. Price: $149;
WAISR-80--A diagnostic program for the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale for_Psychologist; Price: $299..

LURIA-NEBRASKA AUTOMATED SCORING SYSTEM--Tabulates
profile scales; Price: $199.

Skillcorp Software; Inc.
1711 McGaw_Avenue
Irvine, California 92714
800/854-8688; 714/549-3246
Contact People:

George Campbt11, Executive Vice PresiZent
Robert Jewetileppneral Manager

Selected-Products of Interest to Special EduCators: _

Computer Management Syst s (CMS). in Reading .and' MathThis system

§
reads and scores-criteri ,referenced _tests and transfers data to a

Imicrocomputer. It uses S programs to generate statistics, reports
and prescriptions. Price:- 130 ,cJiskette/backupl.
A;I;D;S--An Authoring SysteMJhris:package is an authoring system
designed to create CAI withotneeding to 'know how to use a
programming language.

.4.

Southern Micrio Systems for Educators
716 -l=ast Davis Street
Burlington, North Carolina 27215 =

Contact People:
Richard H. Swank, President., 800/334-5521; 919/226-7610

Selected Products of Interestto Special Educators:
** UNISTARA Pre-IEP for Learning DisabilitiesElementary through junior

high.. Price: $650;
P,E.A.R.--PIAT Error AnalysisRepot:t. Prize: $395.

WISC-R Computer Report. Price: $495.
'WAIS-R Computer Report; Price: $495.
ACCUMULATOR II data 'base designed for educators. Price: $175.

The audience should include all special education supervisors.

all Of:.the Standard

UNICOM
297 Elmwood Avenue _ _

Providence, Rhode Island 62907
Contact People:

Richard Casabonne, Markefing Director; 401/467-5600
Jean Muccinii Sales Manager/Connecticut-NeW York, 203/838-3617

_ Joseph Curreri;_SaleslManager/Massachusetts-Rhode Island; 617/329-3950
Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators: _

UNICOM Educational Management Series:-The Grade Reporting Module is
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designed to maintain data on students; courses; instructors; and
enrollment. From this data you can print report cards, calculate
grade point averages;_and also produce student and instructor _

schedules. The School Inventory Module allows the management of
various.media and patron data. Specific functions include circulation

,ccIntro); generation of inventory status reports, past due notices, and
Utilization statistics. ApplelI+ or Ile: Dual-disc version:
$250/module, Corvus version: $450.
NMTThe_Notwork__M 's_ Toolkit--The Network Manager's Toolkit has
been designed spec ca y. or the Corvus network _Oath Omninet and
Multiplexer). The_Network.11anagers Toolkit_is composed of two
distinct parts: UNICORE and UNIMENU. UNICOR is a network management
language. It extends Applesoft BASIC, adding 20+ new commands
(keywords); which_may be invoked either from_within an_application
program or directly from the keybbard. UNIMENU simplifies the task of
developing menus. It provides an additional level_of user - application
security and_a common interface to_network_applications. The cost of
the Network Manager's Toolkit is $300, including one UNIROM card.

, LOGO for Your Apple Computer Network -- UNICOM has created a version of
Terrap5 LOGO desiFied to be used on Corvus networks. Ahy size COrVUS
disc may be used and any number of Apple computers may be used (up to

,:the limit supported by the_network). The cost is $300; which includes
a Terrapin manual, one UNIROM card, complete network version
documentationi and installation diskette. A UNIROM card is required
for each Apple computer on the network (there is a licensing fee of
$50 per card).

Valpar International Corporation
3801 East 34th Street, SUite 105
Tucson,. Arizona 85713
602/790-7141_
Contact People:

Thomas.L. Brandon; Executive_Vice President
Michael Lesnik, Director of Training
Pamela S. Corey, Sales Director

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
. MESA (Microcomputer Evaluation and Screening Assessment)--Consists of
hands-on group testing; individual computerized assessment;_withdata
entry_and.access profile resulting in a printed report and D.O.T.
Profile. Program without computer materials for 4-evaluees: $4,975.
No consumables.

INSTRUCTION COMMERCIAL

Computer Skill Builders
Box 42050 _

Tucson, Arizona 85733
602/323-1500
Contact_People:

WilliaM G. Crider, Managing Editor
Steven Weintraub, Sales Manager

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
Math Skill Builders -- Diagnosis, tutoriali assignment, and practice in
mathematics. This program adjusts itself to_the_skill level_of_the
user; Requirements: 3rd-grade reading skills, TRS-80 with 2 disc
drives. Price: $75 each or $250 for a set of 4.
Create Your Own Greeting Cards -- Students learn communication and art
skills on an Apple II+ or Ile with 1 disc drive. Grade 2-Adult.
Price: $39.95.
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Creative Publications
P.O. Box 10328
Palo Alto, California 94303
415/968-1101
Contact People:

Maggie Holler,:Vice President/Sales and Services
George Bratton; Math Product Manager
Linda Holden, Computer Product Manager

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
BASIC Discoveries:_ A_Problem=Solving Approach to Beginning_ _

FT747_745.TiIii_4=---W-Th-fr-oduct-ibn to beginning prograMMing. Contains
-addifionaT classroom activities, reproducible activity sheets, and
answer key; Grade 4- Adult:- Price:- $8;95 each;_
Problems_ far BASI-CD-i-S-cOsierie-s--Contains motivating problems and
activities to provide practice in BASIC. Includes a set of_assessment
activities for BASIC commands;_discoveryactivities_that enoourage
students to predict program' outcomes, debugging activities,
flow-charting activities;_ and 20 problems for computer solutions.
Grade_4-Adult; Price: $7.95 each.
Pascal DiscoveriesBreaks up the task of learning Pascal into a

c
seri-e7S_oreasTiTep-by-step_activit'es; _Includes activity pages_
suitable fOr reproduction. Use as a eacher's resource or student
text. Grade 6-Adult. Price: $7.95 ach.
The Great Computer GameWorks--Students create their-own computer
gaMeS. No programming required. StUdth4 ahSWer questions and move.
their playingRjeces around the track. For Apple II, 48K, single-disk:
drive; Grades 2-8; Price: ;$59;95
FasTrack Quizzer: Action game to quiz students on facts that they
need to_memorize. By answering questions; they_can_race their cars
around the track. For Apple II, 48K single disk drive. GradOS 2=8.
Price: $39.95.

Cuisenaire Company of AMerica
12 Church Street, Box D
New Rochelle; New York 10805
914/235-0900
Contact People:

Jeffrey B. Sellon, Vice President
Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:

Math Ideas with Base 10 Blocks -- Extends the use of base 10- blocks to
the pictorial level through vivid displays of the place value
materials. The diskette reinfoi-ces counting; comparing, addition,
subtraction; multiplication; and division with particular- attention -to
the transition to paper and pencil work. Grades 1-8. Price: $49.95.
Building Estimation Skills--uses a_hidden picture format tied to_
correct answers for questions involving rounding numbers, percentage;
addition, subtraction; multiplication; and division. Volume,1
provides ;practice rounding 2-_to 7,sligit_whole numbers and estimating
a percentage of a number. Vblume 2 provides practice with estimating
the sums, differences; products; and quotients of 2- to 7-digit whole
numbers. _Grades 3-8; Price: $65 t2 diskettes); _

Extends the use of geoboards to the
pictoriaT level through vivid displays of a 25-pin geoboard. The
diskette reinforces ruler reading; measuring of line segments;
constructing parallel and perpendicular lines and the area and .

perimeter of rectangles, triangles, and other. polygons. Grades 3-8.
Price: $49;95;

LI'

Floppy Enterprises
716 East Fillmore
EawCiaire; Wisconsin, 54701
715/835 -0310
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Contact People:
Janire_M; Keil; Partner
Priscilla D. Kesting, Partner

Selected_ Products of Interest to Special fducators:
;-

The Flanoy_Teaches Series has been designed for young children,
nonreaders, in-a§-tudents with special needs. The following programs
are available for the Apple on DOS_ 3:3_diskettes_(What is Missing? and
Same and Olfferent are also available for TI99/4A.)
How to print Letters and Numerals--designed to help children master
f-he printing of alphabet letters and the numerals; In addition to the
capital letters, small letters, and numerals 0 to 9,_Ahe following
options are available: various strokes; groups of 1400*s_having
similar characteristics, and the chbice of -any capital letters; small
letters, or numerals. Appropriate for small-group 4- well as
individual instruction. Price: $34-95.
What Is Missing?--An exciting educational game that teaches children
to identify parts missing from whole objects. When identified, the
missing part floats to where it belongs; Price: $29;95;
Same and Different--A visual perceptual game that requires children for
Tgfihguish between two objects (rabbits; ships; etc.) or two letters
that may be the same or differ in;some way. Price: $29;95;
tetter.*and Numeral Recognition--A visual perceptual game that helps)
the children identify individual letters (capital and small) and the
numerals 0 to 9. Price: $29;95;

Hartley Courseware; Inc._
Dimondale, Michigan 48821
Contact People:

Rosie_Bogo; President; 616/942-8987; 517/646-6458
Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:

Educational Software for the Apple II; IIe; and Franklin ACE 1000.
Special Features: Record keeping--Content may be modified to meet the
needs of the child and reading level. Some programs have the
capability of synchronizing voice for directions and feedback.

Laureate Learning Systems; Inc.'
1 Mill Street
Burlington, Vermont 05401
Contact People:

Dr; Mary_Sweig Wilson; President; 862-7355
Bernard J. Fox, Vice President
Steven Goodman; Marketing Consultant _

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
First-Words--This program uses animation and speech to teach the
meaning of 50 essential nOluns; For learners in -the language
development ages of 9 to 24 months. Price: $185.
First Categories-7Uses:graphics; speech; and text to -train Six-noun
categories. For learners at the beginning reading stage and learning
disabled-youngsters having trouble with categorization. Price: $120.
Micro -LADS- -Uses animation and speech to teach 26 language doncepts;
For learnerslJetween the language development ages of 2.and 5.
Price: $1,000 for complete 6-diskette_package.
Speak Up--Is a versatile utility program that works with an Echo II
Speech Synthesizer to add speech to conventional programs. It

contains a dictionary of more than 300 words and 40 functional phrases
that can be used as an augmentative communication system; Price: $95;
All programs require an Apple II+ and an. Echo II speech synthesizer.

Learning Tree Software; Inc;
P.O. Bei 246
Kings_Parki_New York 11754
516/462-6316
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Contact_People:
Phyllis Becker, President
Rita Kaplan - Spina; Vice President
Robert Nathanson, Secretary-Treasurer

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
A complete line of natural voiced software (audio-graphic system) for
the nonreader or beginning reader (preschool, kindergarten, special
education).

MCE Inc.
_157 South Kalamazoo Mall, Suite 250
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007
800/421-4157i 616/345-8681
Contact People:

Allen Kemmerer, Director of Marketing/Sales
Florence M. Taber. Director of Media Development
George L. Spengler; Director of Programming

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:
ALL programs have at leastone branch or a complete program within a
program designed for secondary special education students and adults
With learning problems (reading and conceptual). Programs include
Managing Your Time ($44.95); Financing a Car ($44.95); Analyzing an Ad
($44.95); Study Skills: Improvement Series ($165.00; 4' individual
diskettes, $44.95 each); Problem Solving in Everyday Math Series
($165.00;_4 individual diskettes; $44.95 each); Buying Skills:
Learning IMprovement Series ($165.00; 4 individual diskettes;444.95
each); Job Survival Series 1$119.95; 3 individual diskettes, 44.95
each); Personal Finance Library ($749.95 for 14 diskettes); Money
Management Assessment Series ($965.00 for 4 diSkettes); Home Safe Home
Series (_$965.00_ for 4.diskettesj; Poison Proof Your Home Series
($210.00_for 5_diskettes);_Job Readiness--Assessment and Development
Series ($965.00; individual diskettes, $44.95 each).
ALL programs__ are_ designed for learners with reading and conceptual
levels from 2nd through 6th grade through the use of branching to
individualize to the specific learner's level of functioning.

Milliken Publishing Company
1100_Research Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63132
Contact People:

Michael Moore; Regional Sales_ Manager- 3147991 -4220
Selected Products of- Interest to Special Educators:

Math Seguences-;-1-8 Math package. Price: $450.
Comprehension_ Power - -4 -12 Reading_Program. Price; $1,700,
Sentence Combining--4-8 Writing Skills Program. Price: $95.

EduFun! Learning Games--1-8 Math games. Price: $240.

Milton Bradley Company
443 Shaker Road
East Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01028
413/525-6411
Contact People:.

Ronald 0. Weingartner, Director, Sales and Development; Education
Division

Leslie- Lawrence; Product Manager, Education Division
Steve Cox, Regional Manager, Education Division

Selected Products of IntOest to Special Educators:
''Microcomputer programs with- activity sheets for Apple_II+ and Ile for

grades 5 and up. Math Skills: Division Skills, Mixed Numbers,
Decimal Skills; Ratios and Proportions, Percents. Language: Reading
Comprehension_I; Punctuation Skills (Commas);- Punctuation Skills (End 4
Marks, Semicolon, Colon), Vocabulary Skills (Context Clues),
`Vocabulary Skills (Prefixes, Suffixes; Root Words), Building Better
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Sentences (Combining Sentence Parts), Building Better Sentences
(Complex and Compound). Also computer literacy items. Price: $49.95
each.

The Motor Skills Corporation
P.O. BOX 835
Rockville; Maryland 20853
Contact People:

Sam Patsy, Presideht, 301/946-0969
Dr; Julian Stein; Consultant; 703/323 -2398

Selected PrOducts of Interest to Special Educators:
MOTORVATOR--A micrOcomputer-controlled variable-speed moving target
for teaching motor Skills. Audience: speciaf education; adaptive
physical education; early childhood development; rehabilitation
therapy; research; athletics; recreation. Price: $3,265 plus
shipping;

Sunburst Communications; Ine,-;
39 Washington Avenue
Pleasantville; New York 10570
914/769-5030_
Contact People:

Marge Kosel; Microcomputer Manager
_ _ Warren Schloat, President
Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:

Spelling for the Physically ImpairedTwentg spelling ills enable
ifirdeht5 with motor impairment or poor coordination to do independent
work. ,There' is _a special f that allows teachers to add,
subtract; or change words to tailor w ists fbr student's specific
needs. Grades 3-9, special education. Price: $30. For Apple._
Drills and Games for the Ph sicall Handicas ed--Produced by MECC.
ive programs ena e mo or-impaire s un s o use the computer as a

learning tool. The student may use a paddle or any keyto respond;
The five drills are Arithmetic Practice, Change, Odell Woods and Odell
Lake (ecology simulations), and Wrong Note (musical concepts). grades
2-6, special education. Price: $35;_ For Apple; .
Memory: The First Step iv,Probl -Includes 10 activities
that strengthen students memory sntisrarach program uses graphics_
and sound to stimulate the child's imagination; Thekprograms provide
practice in remembering: sequencing, order:of events, self-testing;
contents of groups in objects_; matching; parts_of a Whole;:regrouping;
and following directions: Memory -is- .broken into three parts: (1)
Package A--Grades 1-2, $150; ..(Z .Package B--Grades 3- 4;_$190; (3)
Package C--Complete Curriculum; Grades:1,6; $250; For Apple;
Survival Math:____iMulations--Fowr simulations require students:to use
their math tkillt as the-basis for making sound judgments. Grade

.6-Adult: For Apple. Price: $50;

TOOLS COMMERCIAL

Maryland Computer Services
2010 Rock Spring Road
Forest Hill;- Maryland 21050
.Contact People:

Michael Mason; Vice President; Marketing; 301/879-3366
Rebecca Stanton, Rehabilitation Consultant, 301/879-3366
Jack Gilson, Educational Consultant; 404/478-3481

Selected.Produtts of Interest -to Special Educators:
Cranmer Modified Perkins Brailler--A computerized version of the
popular Perkins Brailler. Microprocessor based; the unit enables
users to interact with computers and produce hard-copy Braille
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documents, graphs, and maps. Documents are stored on standard
cassette tape cartridges.
Information thru Speech7Adds,speech output to -the computing_power.and
data storage capacity of the HP 115'microcomputer. Product:NO1.,

TCP-200,13rice: $7,995411,995. _ :

Total Talk and Total Talk II--An interactive computer terminal that
vocalizes data displayed on the video screen.- Productr'No. TCP=.150,H
TCP-180, Price: ,14;990-$5;995.
Speak Easy--A talking output device...an audible equivalent to your
printer or video display. Product No. TCP170_,_ Price: 0,000.
Software Programt--TalKing_Information_Management (TCP-110, no
charge); Automatic Form .Writer (TCP-120, $500); The Spoken Word
(TCP-130i $750); Braille Production* (TCP-140,41,000); Large Print
Production* (TCP-145, $750).
*Spoken Word Required

Prentke Romich_Company
8769 Township Road 513
Shreve, Ohio 44676
Contact People:

Carol Fusco, Director of Kirketing, 216/567=2906
Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators:

Shadow/VET--Voice control of Apple computer/(spinal cord injured,
muscular dystrophy population). Price: $995.
EXPRESS 3--Keyboard emulator far access to standard computersfor the
severely physically handicapped. Portable communication aid. Price:
approximately $5,000.

.0

ZYGO Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 1008
Portland, Oregon 97207-1008
503/297-1724
Contact People:

Lawrence H. Weiss, President
G. S. Reardon; Marketing_ Director

Selected Products of Interest to Special Educators.:
Manufacturer, developer, and distributor of assistive electronic
devices for the profoundly multihandicapped (including communication,
reading, readiness skill training, mobility; and computer access);
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CONFERENCE CASSETTES
National Conference and Training Workshops

on Technology in Special Education

Reno, Nevada

TW-2 Developing -& Implementing Assessment, Remediatlon
Instruct knurl Management_Systems. (4-Tapes)

TW-4 --Planning DesIgnindgla Implementing Data Base Manage-
_ nient Systems in Special Education. (4 Tapes}

.- . ,T1I-0 -.Opening General Session-"The Information Age: Account-";;'-t ability Revisited." ',
_. . '141.4 .. Authoring Systems: Their Application in Special Education.

_ __ '11 Tape) .

...t, Ttl -3 -Leadarship_TraininglorAdministrators of Sp-Ed. in Emirs-
-i ins TechnolOgy: A Project Overview. (1 Tape)

TH -6 i-- (lSiflutitin of -kliutovoinputer Technology by the Visually
.: Ilandivapped ilser.A1 Tapp)

, 7114 lido{ anon Management Th gh -Software Applications.
, . 0 TapeL

111-0 ----Mitros-sj,,klinis in,,Michige(n A Potpougi of Management
Pj-sogriunsfforSEAs._LSCB,4_ s_1_2_TW)

.._._ 111.10 Avr.ess to computers for the Severely, Physically Handl-
., caPpert (2 Tapes) .

111212 ....Research on the Psychoeducational Effects of -LOGO a As-
gerted-Software/Coursewarefqr Preschool Excelitionall-
dren.(1. Take) i'

TH-13 - The Se)ection.& Use of MicroCimputer Software In Career/
.- -7 Vocatioitel_Pragrerriming_bUiliallandicapped,..O_Tapat_ r_

.._ .. F.1 ..}raising the Performance, LeVels of Mildly -Handicapped
. :i. Students on Standardized- Meth. -Testa Using Computer As-

stisted Instruction. j1 Tape) -.
F-.3 -Training Sp. Educators to use Microorriputer. Technology ,

_ . _ T-4 ',,- iEnmEedrguicrtagt!nTger.ihhyn011aognide

Handicapped.
Atldressing S-7

Equity for Ilandi(giPped Students. (1 Tape). '
__ .. .F.6 --SEIMS. (2 Teposr

P --. S-g

- F-10 Environmental Control:. Selecting .& Training Multi-Hendi- S-19
, capped Individuals. 11 Tape) ,

._ . E-11 =CAI & Sp. Ed. Teacher Prep. (1- Tene)- S-11
. F.13 --Computer Managed Sp. Ed.-A Comparison of 3 Types of S-15

Districts. (1- Tapel- , 5-17
F14 -MO Touch _that keYbOird: Liston to Me through My Voice

' Input. (1 Tape) a a
F.13 -Neu/A/inactions in .Courseware/Soffware: Development A 543

Adaptation. (1 Tape) .+ , ,?
s

25-28; January; 1984

._____ F-15 -A New Instructional Technolo_gy to Enhance Tr tuition ft
School Community for Mildly handicapped Individuals
(I Tape)

F-IS -Goal-Attainment Scaling: -i1 Tape) .71

F-22 -Sp, Educators & Vendor Expadittnii: Findings ft-Product
(2 Tapes)

_ F-24 - &Microcomputer Controlled Videodisc System for Oiling
Math Assessment, (1 Tape)

F.25 -Help for Administrators-Decision-Making foythe Imi
m entat ion of Caimputer Si/sterns in _Schools. _

F411 -The Direct Instruction Educational Model: Hardware St S
ware_ APPliCallaiii.

F.213 -Project RETOOL: Training Sp. Ed, Teacher Educators
Microcomputer_ Applications- (1 Tape)

F30 -Developing Computer Literacy In Preservice Teacher Tra
Mg. (1 Tape)

F.32 -Microcomputer Sp, Ed. Data _Management Spc0111.41/111
F.33 -Microcomputers In Sp. Ed. Highlights of Current Resear

IL Tape)
-Second Genera) Session-"Computers: An Opportu nity.?

a_Problentr_O Tape) _ _ _

-Mighty Math-Prototype of an Interactive Educational Sc
ware System. -(1 Tape)

se - Computers & Counseling in SPeolettducetion,ILTePei_
5-5 -Computerized Assessment Information Management-O

. N_eed TeCtel '
S-5 -Technology Trends & Nevingti. Ed. Applications: An Upda

- Improving ProductMty with Local Area Networks, (2 Taps
- The -Effects of Microcomputer- Based lifitruction- on t
_Academic* Sotial Progress of Autistic Students. (L TA01
-Rids, Computers and Competence: How to Train Others.

LI Tape)
Word Processing for the Gifted. 11 Tape)- Micros7_(1 _Tape) _ _ _ _ _

Implementing a Statewide Software Evaluating Model.
(1 Tape) _ -
A Computer Application for Severely Handicapped Ch
dren. (1 Tape)

CASSETTE. ORDER FORM

NAME .

ADDRESS

CITY

TELEPHONE

00 CHECK ENCLOSED CARD EXPIRATION DA114_7.___

Pleasettiarge my:

0 Masterill American VISA
_C ard_ Eipresi

C] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 El T:1 El El El
117-.7!"/

Signature (required),

CASSETTE PRICES:

1.,4 Tepee- $7.00 ea.
More than 5 $6.00 ea.
Entire Set :3150.00 PnXii:110114

46 So Ninety St, Sues 24,Paeadena Callornie
(213) 4494633

Tapes

Shipping

TOTAL AMOUNT 6
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